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FOREWORD
It is natural that many shortcomings will be found in the

presentation of Mysticism offered in the following pages.

This is inevitable. Mysticism is essentially life, and

the more finely the soul is attuned, the better the vision

it commands. The truth has been recognized by Dante

{Paradiso^ Canto III) :

—

“ O well-created spirit, who in the rays

Of life eternal do’st the sweetness taste

Which being unUisted ne*er is comprehended.^'*

A receptive soul is capable of sympathetic apprehension

of truth. The cast of truth becomes different with the

different degrees of receptivity. The mystics speak in the

language of the soul and receive directly. It is naturally

expected that the recipient cannot transmit all that he

receives unless he has all the windows of the soul open.

Brave indeed is the man who can claim that of his soul

all the windows are open.

Some of these writings were published in the Prabuddha

Bharata, Calcutta, and in the Aryan Path, Bombay. My
thanks are due to the Editors for their kind consent to

incorporate them in this book.

ix





HINDU MYSTICISM
Chapter I

INTRODUCTION TO THE UPANISADS

The Upanisads are a perennial source of philosophical

wisdom and mystical inspiration. The Brahma-Sutras

are garlands of flowers culled from the Upanisads. Systems

of philosophy have been built upon them. Teachers have
received inspiration from them. Vedantic teachers com-
bine in them the spirit of receptivity with the power of

dialectic. But to most of them truth is rather to be

received than to be thought about. Thinking can give

intellectual satisfaction, but it cripples receptivity by
launching us into endless formalism. Conviction gives us

faith, power, and freedom, and what is finally wanted in

this search is truth and not system. Buddha shows the

right spirit when he condemns the doctrinaire attitude and
admonishes us “ to question not, and answer not ”. When
the inner being becomes free from the spirit of questioning

or answering, the wonders of the deep begin to reveal

themselves. Truth cannot be won by intellect.

The mystic is a great adventurer. He discards the

conventional way of thinking about truth, and, emptying
himself thoroughly of notions and ideas, waits for the
kindly light. He makes himself free from the intimations

of the senses, the ideas of reason, to receive the wonders
of life in silence.

There may be such a thing as the logic of mysticism,
but the mystic soul is not consciously aware of it. The
logic of mysticism is not mysticism ; it is thinking about
mystical affirmations. It traces the possible grounds on
which mystical conclusions can be rationally accepted.
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But the mystic adventures of the soul import a total

change in the method and matter of thinking and build

up a new organon.

Kant comes near to laying down the logic of mysticism.

He discerns the creative nature of the self. He points out

the creative freedom of the spirit as distinguished from
phenomenal determinism. Fichte removes the realistic

element from Kant’s philosophy. He affirms the existence

of the creative ego and its free spontaneity. The creative

ego is not the final vision of truth. In the Vedanta the

ego has been supposed to be seemingly creative, but truly

transcendent. Creativeness is ideal, transcendence is

real. Creative freedom is the great ideal in Kant and
Fichte. They suppose it to be the true nature of spirit.

Self-expression was the watchword of the German tran-

scendentalists. Self-transcendence is the watchword of the

Upanisads and the Vedanta.

The creativeness of spirit is a stimulating conception,

but the transcendence of spirit is a comforting and con-

soling ideal. The former gives the freedom of creativeness

and power, the latter the freedom of transcendence and
wisdom.

Kant and Fichte are aware of the limitation of the

theoretical reason—^the inherent limitation of a subject-

object relation from which reason can never free itself.

They discover in practical reason the freedom of the self

to rise above the limitations of theoretical reason. The
will, therefore, occupies a prominent place in both Kant’s

and Fichte’s philosophy. And it was not difficult for

Schopenhauer after them to install it as the tran-

scendental reality.

The Upanisads and following them the Vedanta
recognize this freedom of creative spontaneity as some-

thing higher than the speculative (logical) reason which
introduces us to the world of determination. But they

do not stop with the creative freedom of the ego.

Creativeness imposes a limitation—it implies a division.
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a projection. But the Absolute must be above this.

Creative spontaneity can exhibit the pure ego as free act

;

it cannot exhibit the pure ego as free being. Free act

is not entirely free. It requires a field in which to

exhibit and display itself. It has a space-time reference.

Free being is independent of such reference. Free act

is not quite independent of relativity. Free being is. The
Upanisads find the true secret of life, not in creative

freedom, but in transcendent being. They reveal to us

the transcendent reality, of which Kant seems to have
no intimation ; but this ultimately is a revelation not of

faith but of reason in its intuitive aspect. Truth lies

beyond phenomena, beyond values. It is the highest

beatitude. It is the beatitude of the soul. It is beyond all

finite ends, itself being the summum bonum^ for it frees

us from the limitations and solicitations of personality.

In personality there lies charm, but in truth lies security.

Indeed, the highest charm lies in what attracts by its

completeness and fullness. The limitation of personality

can be removed in impersonal life. And when the soul

feels its impersonal nature it experiences unique joy

—

the joy of freedom. The order of value may exhibit the

creative freedom of spirit which the world of phenomena
does not possess. It has its delight of creative spontaneity.

Kant seems to have been influenced by the freedom of

spontaneity as a contrast to the rigidity of the world of

phenomena, but his vision is confined thereto. He did

not see that the soul can be spontaneously creative and at

the same time transcendent. Its creativeness is apparent,

transcendence is its being.

The Upanisads do not really give us any logical system,

but rather intuitions and revelations received in the high

flights of inspiration. They are therefore not systematic

and methodical. They are really suggestive of the

different kinds of thought, but they do more to awaken
spiritual inspiration than to encourage logical thinking.

I^ey are rich and definite in conclusions. The seers
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speak in the language of inspiration, and when they wish

to convey their visions to their disciples they speak in

analogies. They scarcely use the language of dialectic.

They freely make use of symbols. Intuition cannot be

conveyed directly. The sublimity of the teachings of the

Upanisads, and above all their perennial freshness, witness

to their proceeding from the very core of being. Hence
they make a wide appeal and exert a telling force. If they

are approached with the receptiveness of the mystic soul,

they will reveal more than meets the senses. Many texts

will throw a flood of light, while others minister the grace

of life to the soul.

The Upanisads do not seem to lay emphasis upon the

doctrine of grace and intermediation as a means to final

release. Knowledge, not grace, gives freedom. They
acknowledge the services of teachers in helping initiates.

They accept the guidance of invisible forces which lead

the soul (after death) to the path of light and glory, but

the final consummation comes through transcendent

wisdom. This is not the common opinion among mystics.

Swedenborg conceives of a hierarchy of spirits in which

there “ is an immense chain of intermediation, extending

from centre to extremes, which bereaves every agency of

all freedom and character. . . . Every thought comes into

each mind by influence from a society of spirits that

surround it, and into these from a higher society, and
so on In Indian mysticism this sense of intermediation

is present, but intermediation is not final. It is only to

give temporary help and to carry the soul to effulgence

and glory. A picture of this is also given in the Upanisads.

The story is told how the seeking soul is carried from
plane to plane amidst diverse scenes of beauty, until it

reaches the realm of light. Visibly formless and shapeless

agencies scatter influence and help the seeker successfully

across the danger zones. They attract the soul to the

valley of pleasures. The soul must cross the valley of

^ Emerson : Representative Men.
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tears and smiles before it can aspire to reach the realm

of light.

But finally it enjoys direct fellowship and communion
with the centre of life. The intermediaries assist earnest

souls to the direct enjoyment of the life of consummation
and fulfilment. And fulfilment lies in an expansive

consciousness and direct fellowship.

The Upanisads accept a sort of spiritual federation which,

directly or indirectly, helps initiates in their attempt to

awaken spirituality. But spirituality is not freedom.

Spiritual intuition is generally thought possible through

a finer nature which gives us wide knowledge, great ease,

and transparent being, and can manifest to us the cosmic

order as a federation in spiritual fellowship and dispel

the ignorance that divides man from man, and man from
Brahman. The Upanisads do not recognize the least

difference between man and God, but this wisdom is

vouchsafed only to the few. For those that cannot reach

the height, the path of evolution in spiritual fellowship

is laid down as the true path. The Upanisads do not

emphasize the doctrine of special grace and election. The
doctrine of grace calls for the spontaneity of love and
choice. But there seems to be no solid foundation for

such a theory in the Upanisads. They seem rather to

emphasize election through fitness. The fit can feel the

spiritual attraction of the spiritual federation, for the

initiate must be pure enough to feel it, strong enough to

retain it. This fitness is concomitant with spiritual

growth. In the spiritual life, it is indeed a truism, that

the more we grow the better we understand, the clearer

the understanding the easier becomes the growth.

Spiritual radiance is cast equally upon all humanity.

The essence of man is spirit, which radiates from within.

But this radiation cannot make a lasting impression

unless it can be retained, and only a few souls are able

to retain it, thanks to their earnest seeking and trans-

parent purity. Life has to pay a price for all possessions,
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therefore it has to pay for spirituality. But the final

release from the sense of individuality is due to tran-

scendent wisdom—^the wisdom ofthe Upanisads themselves.

And for this release nothing else is necessary. No grace

can give it, for grace is an attraction, a centripetence

which can give us a fellowship with Divinity, but cannot

give us the wisdom which can make us indifferent even

to the divine fellowship, since it is not the highest

spiritual truth. Fellowship is certainly inferior to

identity. Grace gives us fellowship, wisdom identity.

The Upanisads do not recognize the least difference

between man and God, the human and the divine, and
therefore if at times they affirm the doctrine of grace it

is simply as the saving power of the Atman. There is

no such thing as “ mere man ” or “ mere God ”. The
Upanisads affirm that man is essentially at one with God
in the heart of his being. And at an opportune moment,
when the initiate is anxious to get rid of the shackles of

bondage, he feels the inward power and strength of the

soul and its subtle spiritual attraction. This attraction

proceeds from the hidden nature of the soul. There is a

constant tension felt in the soul because of its apparent

finitude. The soul is anxious to break this tension, which
implies its apparent divergence from its original nature.

The tension indicates the soul’s infinite nature, which it

cannot for the moment realize. Had there been no
intimation, however distant, of this infinite life, there

would have been no tension in our being. Grace is really

in this sense spiritual knowledge. It is the genial

attraction which the self feels for itself. It is the light

that self casts upon itself. It implies no external influence.

It is the kind of subtle attraction which the self, in its

most auspicious moments, feels for itself, and being led

by which it can successfully resist all other attractions

and tendencies and be absorbed in itself. The blessed

peace that lies in the deep of the soul can be felt and realized

when there is this centripetal movement to itself.
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self-centripetence is a kind of blessing, for it gives us the

light. The Katha truly says :
“ the glory of the Atman

can be seen through the grace of the Antah-karana,”

i.e. if the mind is pure, it can reflect the light.

The real tension is in the soul. It is due to its apparent

dual nature, its inherent infinitude and its apparent

finitude. If the soul were merely finite, the tension would
be caused by the operation and influence of outward
forces. The soul can easily free itself from the influence

of outward active forces—^for these forces are no part of

its being. Isolation is enough to give it freedom from such

tension. But when the tension is deep-laid in us, because

of the contradiction in our being, we cannot be free from
it unless we can silence the forces of contradiction and
self-alienation in us.

“ Our little life is rounded with a sleep.” When a man’s

heart has been made sufficiently pure, and his being highly

sensitive to spiritual influences, only then the natur^
attraction to the self is felt, and life becomes free from
the “ sleep and the forgetting ”. This grace and attraction

save us from the apparent contradiction of our nature.

Few can rise to this level of accepting with kindness and
living in fullness the life of silence beyond oscillations.

Religious life is based on direct experiences. All forms

of religion bear witness to this truth. Whether the

experiences are received through election or through

fitness is a matter of opinion, but there is no denying the

fact that the inner chamber of our being is suddenly

flushed with unexpected and unexperienced light. None
can deny it when it comes. Religious life is no matter of

speculation. Its possibility can be judged that way. But
its actuality is a fact, and any system of thought must be

poor if it denies and rejects the felicitous experiences

received in the soul. The mystic does not need to see

how this experience fits in with the other experiences of

life. It fills him with peace and plenitude, and no demand
rises in his being to evaluate these experiences or work
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out a synthesis of all the experiences of life. The mystic

is the man of the spiritual heights, all other experiences

vanish before the direct experiences of the soul. And
since he becomes free from all the tension that is cissociated

with other forms of life, life appears to him in a different

colour, with nobler melody, rhythm, joy, and peace, and

he feels no necessity to stand aloof from this, and to

adopt the attitude of critical reflection and systema-

tization.

Spirituality is the finest flower of life and its highest

fruits are vouchsafed to those who are ready to sacrifice

a limited or partial reward for the blessed promise of

fullness. Brave indeed is the soul that can welcome it

and choose it. The struggle indeed is keen, the fight

stern, but the fruit compensates for the struggle. Patience

is bitter, its fruit is sweet. Nowhere is this so true as

in the spiritual life. The keener the fight, the sweeter

the victory. The sun is refreshingly beautiful after the

rains.

In the mystical writings of to-day the mystical

experience is defined as “ a direct awareness of reality

conceived as value ”.

This trend of thought looks upon mystical insight as

an effort fruitful of an experience carrying with it

enjoyment of the highest value. Mysticism has its origin

in the ever-searching effort of the human mind to free

itself from the conflicts of life, and mystical exaltation

gives the soul an intensive joy which makes a deep

impress upon the psychic being. Hence the mystical

consciousness is conceived as a value. But, properly

speaking, the mystical consciousness presents reality

rather as truth, than as value or an agreeable feeling.

In Hindu thought mysticism has its importance as the

method of apprehending truth. Thus its end is not

different from philosophy, though its method of approach
may not be the same. Mysticism is to be defined as the
direct awareness of reality conceived as truth. With the
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perception of truth value may be naturally associated,

the value of freedom from the limitations of life and
knowledge and the sense of a release from the vicissitudes

of life and from the fear of death ; but these are only the

consequences that follow inevitably from the perception

of truth. Mysticism discloses the truth which it has been

the proud privilege of science as well as of philosophy

to seek. The goal of the search has always been the same,

though the methods have been different.

If philosophy and science seek truth through the analysis

of experience and facts, mysticism seeks it through the

inward flight of the soul. It is the directness of its aware-

ness which constitutes its superior claim. But the search

is for truth, the end its freedom.

From Plato downwards all idealistic philosophers in the

West have emphasized a suprasensible world, the realm

of reality, and however they differ amongst themselves

they do not doubt that there is a supreme suprasensible

existence beyond the phantasmagoria of the senses.

Plotinus, Eckhart, Dante all speak of the beauty and
charm of mystical insight and experience. Spinoza and
Boehme bear witness to it. The whole exalted company
of teachers in the East—Janaka, Yajnavalkya, Krisna,

Buddha, Christ, Chaitanya, Ramkrisna—are the torch-

bearers of the mystic light and truth. Thereby is life

made radiant and rich with blessing that will attract and
reward the utmost intensity of living.

Mystical experience requires no proof. It is self-

evident and self-sufficient. It does not look to anything

beyond itself for its verification.

It carries its credentials with it. It is self-luminous.

Since it is direct, it stands in no need of inference or

argumentation. Patanjali says :
“ There the Prajna is

filled with Truth. Its validity is self-validity. It pro-

ceeds from the source that is beyond ordinary logical

affirmation or denial. It is entire insight and full com-

prehension.”
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The philosophy, through the wisdom in the silence of

the soul, lifts the veil and discloses the mystery of life.

The science of the day has the distant vision of the promised

land and declares that the hand that has made us is

divine. This union of science and philosophy has given

new, refreshing hope and radiant faith to the soul in its

attempt directly to visualize truth. The truth given by
philosophy and science is directly envisaged by mysticism.

Herein lies the beauty and dignity of the mystic life. The
richness of scientific and philosophic imagination gives an

intimation of the land from where no traveller returns, the

kindly light of mysticism installs him in the realm of peace.

Science and philosophy appraise truth in the outer court.

They see from a distance the hues and the colours of the

realm of light. Mysticism goes straight into the inner

court. It carries the struggling soul on its bright wings to

the ether of bliss (ananda maya akcLsa).

The mystic thought in the Upanisads does not centre

round a single person or a single teacher. In Buddhism
and Christianity mysticism has centred round teachers

who have inspired by their superior character and tran-

scendent personality {lokottara charitra). Later Hinduism
has been influenced by the divine personality of Krisna,

but Krisna is looked upon (except in the School of Bengal

Vaisnavas) as an incarnation but not God in flesh. Hindus
generally have not accepted the sayings of a particular

teacher, however great, as final. Such sayings have been

affiliated to the general body of knowledge coming down
from time immemorial. In this Hindus have exhibited

a wide vision of life and shown due regard to its elasticity.

The Upanisadic thought originates from various teachers.

Though the texts show wonderful unanimity of opinion

regarding reality, yet every one of them has to be
appraised on its own merits. Truths felt and intuited

are given out. They are accepted as the sayings of

risis (sages). But risis do not claim these truths as their

own. They are accepted as revealed. Even the cosmic
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person of Hiranyagarva, the first originate, has to receive

truth in revelation.^

The divine inspiration is possible everywhere and to

every soul. The realm of truth is no man’s monopoly,

however fit and fine he may be. Hindus, therefore,

believe in a race of teachers, inspired by the greatest one

of ah, God. God is the centre of all truths, of all existences,

cosmical and hypercosmical. True revelation proceeds

from Him ; but Hindus are catholic enough to believe

that God can elect anyone (where the soul is fit) and reveal

the higher truth to him. The federation of teachers is a

great claim of Hinduism. Its field, therefore, is not limited.

Hinduism can even accept the race of teachers of every

clime and religion and winnow out the undistorted truth in

them. This has been the distinctive feature of Hinduism,
showing that the heart of Hinduism is in inner sympathy
with cosmic humanity. It believes in humanity as one

inspired by the great God who is “ one without a second

The charm of the Upanisads lies in their appeal to this

cosmic spirit (Purusa) as the teacher of teachers who
inspires everybody from within and from without. The
Upanisads hold up nature and the soul as the sacred books

of revelation, and the spirit of God is to be traced therein.

God is the poet, the world is the divine comedy. Those
who have eyes to see can see the living God through it.

The teachers of the Upanisads have never claimed for

them divine origin nor have they claimed divinity for

themselves. “ I am the path,” “ I am the light,” is

never their claim. They seem to have approached truth

more in the ordinary humanistic spirit and given out

what they felt in their own inward being. They speak

with the voice of a man ; they attract, therefore, more
sympathy than those teachers who claim divinity. One
can feel fellowship and akinness in their company. Even
if they speak of the transcendental truths, they show
that, in a certain attitude of mind, they are properties

^ iSvet&dvetara Upani?^*
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of every man and woman, for which man does not require

a special grace or the intervention of a divine personality.

Tliis humanistic touch, together with the profoundest

truth, has made the Upanisads in all ages a source of

philosophical inspiration. The book of life that has been

opened to the teachers of the Upanii^ds is open to every

man and he can welcome the message of truth in his heart

of hearts just as the teachers welcomed and received it in

their being.

A spiritual hierarchy constituting a spiritual federation

is conceived in some Upanisads, and the influence of

teachers in moulding the spiritual life is recognized in

others. But this has been the path of those that have

not strength enough to follow the path of wisdom directly.

It is a kind of spiritual stopgap. For every soul has not

the spiritual strength to welcome the silence in spiritual

life : they take more delight in spiritual fellowship. The
Upanisads are alive to this, and consider it the path of the

spiritual ascent, but not the path of spiritual emancipation.

The path of ascent has been the favourite and popular

one amongst mystics, not the path of final release (release

even from the beatitude of the so-called spiritual life).

This life, though bright and delightful, should be shunned.

Spirit is free, fruition of life high or low implies bondage,

and must be done away with. The Upanisads are more
the gospels of freedom than of radiant spirituality in love

and fellowship, which they look upon as inferior to the

highest wisdom.

The whole range of existence, cosmical and hyper-

cosmical, including the inferno, purgatory and paradise,

are orders in the immanental life, and evolution through

them has rich reward in cherubic dignity, seraphic beauty,

and enjoyment in the celestial choir. Life there enjoys

the sempiternal spring but cannot enjoy the freedom
of transcendence. That freedom is not flying away from
life. It is to go deep within where, in life’s silence, life’s

most and life’s essence are found.



Chapter II

PHASES OF IMMEDIATE EXPERIENCE

The Upanisads appeal at once to imagination and the

philosophic instinct by the problem they set forth and the

promise they offer. Mankind is restive over its little

existence and is anxious to get a light that can break

through the phenomenal real and can satisfy all

questioning. Truth is the summit of existence. Truth
is the proper object of search. And so long as the heart

is not upon the enduring, the heart cannot have rest,

nor the soul be at peace. The search for the enduring

becomes the sole motive in life when life’s quest in other

directions stands baffled at the little they can yield unto it.

The quest for the Eternal in most persons cannot seriously

begin before the conventions set up in the priestcraft

and in the popular theological course have had due trial.

The sacrificial rites with the promises of subtle sense-

delights in the subtler planes of existence cannot satisfy

the seeker, for he is still burdened with the anxieties of

divided existence ; and, however much privileges increase

in volume and quantity, life labours in the mire

of ignorance. But the failure of the sacrificial rites to

give full satisfaction has its effect and use. It establishes

the futility of a life in nature accumulating and enjoying

no more than nature’s possibilities and privileges.

The sacrificial mysticism cannot give lasting satisfaction,

for the gaze is still towards the external and the transient.

And the merit which the seeker acquires is ephemeral.

It is a temporary benefit which is exhausted with its

fruition.

Progress, however high, is attended with a fall, and
naturally the earnest seeker has to revise his method of

13
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search and manner of approach. The dawn of philosophic

instinct is possible when the other courses and methods

of approach are found inefficient. Philosophic reflection

becomes possible when the smooth and almost blind

adaptation, due to the incessant activities of natiure’s

forces in us, meets with a check, and the forces act

inwardly in generating thought and reflection without

exhausting themselves upon ill-conceived and mistaken

attempts at satisfaction in an outward conception of life.

Man is an instinctive being by birth. He is a thinking

being by experience. He is an illuminated being by
intuition. The first impulses are natural. They have

hasty expressions and gratifications, based as they are

upon the unilluminated instincts of survival. The
instinct of survival breeds a semi-mystical attitude towards

the forces of nature. The confined vision of man’s utter

dependence upon nature, his instinct of self-preservation,

and the gratification of desires soon evolve in him a
mystic understanding of nature as the sole source of

power. The primitive insight does not go beyond that,

and sacrifices are symbols of what the primitive mind
feels towards nature’s forces. These forces are soon deified,

and this deification reads Devas in the beneficent powers of

nature and Asuras in the malevolent forces of nature.

With the dawn of philosophic vision the Vedic pantheon

is reduced to a unity of Godhead and a cosmic vision of

life displaces the least sense of difference between the

presiding forces of nature and the immanent Divine life.

The animated vision of nature’s forces gives a fine

penetration and understanding of nature, and exalts it

into the conception of a living and vibrative existence

endowed with an oversoul, to which all the forces are sub-

ordinate and of which they are inadequate and partial

expressions. The vision of such an animated being of

nature is immediate. It is a form of mystic exaltation.

This form of exaltation takes delight in the wonders that

nature has revealed before man.
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The first dawn of mystic life begins with the sublimation

of nature, where the forces are felt as if living and powerful

with the capacity not only of offering us privileges but

also of shedding upon us genial light to lead us aright.

In this way the mystic sense begins to feel the Divine

light through the orb of the dawn, through the silvery rays

of the moon, through the shining rays of the stars, and
Divine life through the winds and thunders. The mystic

soul is bold enough to withstand the kindly and the fierce

expressions of the forces of nature, and keen enough to

catch the animation which throbs in them. The seeker

stands radiant with the mystic sense that nature, however
fierce and violent, carries to the soul the message of a new
life, though occasionally it may overpower us with the

sense of our littleness and utter helplessness before it.

Religious consciousness is stirred by the majesty of nature.

It excites wonder and admiration. Both these continue

to foster a religious feeling and a reverent attitude towards

nature. But this attitude can grow only when the intellect

has overcome the primitive tendency to regard gods as

the carriers of privileges and the recipients of oblations.

This primitive religious feeling of surrender comes out of

the feeling of self-preservation, which is a biological

instinct, and religious consciousness originally has a

reference to this instinct. The will-to-live abides in the

soul and the gods and shining deities are worshipped to

satisfy this original instinct.

But soon this attitude is transcended, and the seeker

begins to feel more than what meets the senses in nature’s

forces. This mystic attitude gives the sublimated per-

ception of nature animated and installed in the philosophic

conception of a supersensuous reality, and the conception

of an all-pervasive spirit soon arises to displace the

individuated conceptions of earth-spirits, sky-spirits, etc.

This is a distinct advance in the philosophic and religious

consciousness and indicates the beginning of true wisdom ;

for the religious consciousness keeps the soul at rest, not
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so much by hope of reward here or hereafter as by silencing

all expectations by the inward light of the soul. Before

the inward light can attain its fullness, however, the

outward vision has a finer reading of an identity between

spirit and nature. But this identity cannot be complete

unless man has a direct vision of spirit in his inward

being. The tendency of installing nature’s God in place

of nature is a definite tendency, and so far as religious

consciousness is concerned, it marks a definite advance in

spirituality. The pan-psychic idea of nature is a favourite

theme in some texts, but it leaves an impression of a life

and consciousness as yet not developed into a clear and
definite knowledge. But so vast is the experience which

almost overpowers the seeker, that definite consciousness

becomes impossible. We have, therefore, an indefinable

feeling for which there is no adequate expression.

The necessity of feeling this existence in the inward

soul is still there, and led by this necessity the external

gaze and outward appeal are displaced by inner search and
inward vision. However lofty the inspiration and subtle

the vision may be, the mental effort to grasp the meaning
and realize the import of the influence received from
without, still speaks of an external reference of knowledge

and feeling. The mental effort is still objective.

This objectivity makes the apprehension of the spirit-

self still mediate and external, and the quickening touch

can at best make the experience deep and the expression

definite and clear, but cannot change mediacy into im-

mediacy. The apparent immediacy is still an immediacy
of the senses outer or inner ; it is the immediacy of feeling

but not of transcendence.

This form of heightened feeling, however, implies an
elasticity not met with in neophytes at the outset, and
is regarded as the acme of spiritual consciousness, inasmuch
as the new experience has vivifying and vitalizing force ;

and nature seems to be vibrating with new light and life.

Such a vision has been a fruitful source of a pan-psychic
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conception which appeals by the immanence of spirit in

nature and man. Such a vision proves fruitful in con*

ceiving a super-existence embracing the conscious centres,

in men and the living centres in nature.

But this vision is still regarded as insufficient. It does

not satisfy fully the intellectual and spiritual needs. The
animistic vision is a heaven of exalted feeling. But it is

not wisdom, though it touches the fringe of transcendental

consciousness. The culture of feeling has an importance
in waking up esoteric wisdom, but exalted feelings are to

be distinguished from transcendental wisdom.
The exalted feeling and animated being are values. They

are originally ideal but become actually real in heightened

religious being. These feelings are supremely delightful

and usher in an ideal existence—^the archetypal conscious-

ness which permeates the actualities and facts of life.

Such consciousness of ideal forms is to be distinguished

from the basic being. It gives a penetration into the

causal aspect of basic reality.

It is necessary to distinguish the actual, the ideal, and
the transcendent aspects of existence. The exalted feeling

aroused by a fellowship with society and nature is a form of

consciousness which has its enjoyment of the ideal in the

actual but is not strictly transcendental. It is an elevated

feeling, a superior consciousness in which serene delight

finds its adequate expression, but which cannot pass for

the knowledge of the basic reality.

Such an animated vision of nature touches upon mystic

consciousness—^it differs from logical consciousness. It can
fitly be called nature mysticism and is akin to poetic

intuition of beauty and sweetness. The adept feels living

nature as the mirror of reality. Nature does not replace

spirit, nature becomes infused with spirit.

Nature is raised from its inertness to a medium of

expression, and the concrete is felt and enjoyed, but the

mind cannot rise above the delight of the rhythm and
harmony and embrace the transcendent.

c
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Consciousness cannot approach that height so long

as the feeling attitude has not been displaced by a deeper

penetration.

This penetration is what really differentiates the

teaching of the Upanissuls from that of the Vedas (the

Samhitas and the Brahmanas). The vision and the

appraisement of living nature have no doubt reduced

the Vedic pantheon to the conception of an all-permeating

being ; still the mind needs greater penetration to touch the

basic being.

In the Upanisads the search has been into the basic

reality. In this sense the mysticism which they represent

is transcendental. The search is no longer external, it

becomes inward.

The Upanisads in this sense are more appealing to the

philosophic instinct, for the search for reality must begin

necessarily in the inward soul. Philosophy cannot con-

vince if it cannot give the immediate knowledge of reality.

The immediate consciousness is the highest revealer of

truth when this immediacy is not of the senses, nor of

the mind, but of intuition. The Upanisadic approach is,

therefore, to be distinguished from the Vedic approach

of apprehending Truth.^ The one is inward, the other

is outward. The one searches the truth through the

intuition of the soul, the other through the revelation

through nature.

Forms of Intuition

The sublimated consciousness of nature has to be dis-

tinguished from the philosophic or transcendent intuition.

The word “ intuition ” is often loosely used and has a wide

^ This is a general statement. There are passa^s in the Rig-Veda,
which indicate that the truth of the Upanisads is implicit in the Vedas,
Vide Rig-Veda, 10th Mandala ; SuJcta 80, Mantra 2 ; Sukta 81, Sukta 82,
Mantras 8 and 7 ; Sukta 114, Mantra 5,881 ; Sukta 121, Mantra 1.
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application. It has the common connotation of immediacy
of apprehension. The forms of immediacy are to be

distinguished, and because they are not clearly dis-

tinguished they become the veritable source of error and
confusion. The exact appreciation of a phase of truth

is always relative to the faculty which receives it, and
unless a clear discrimination is exercised, the seeker is apt

to confound exaltation of feeling with appreciation

of truth.

Intuition may be empiric and transcendental. An empiric

intuition is the immediate consciousness of reception

through the affections of the senses and the mental being.

It includes the intuitions of the sensibility, the instinctive

intuitions. It embraces even the intuitions of super-

sensuous consciousness. These intuitions differ amongst
themselves, but there is no difference in kind, for they are

phenomenal expressions. The affections of sensibility

might have an outward touch of reference, the instinctive

intuitions might help unerringly in biological adaptation.

The supersensuous intuitions are really not non-sensuous,

they differ from the sensuous only in affecting the finer

impulses and the more delicate fibres of our being. But
still they are forms of affections and cannot be strictly

different from empiric intuitions. In this sense the

psychic (yogic) penetration and the modem spiritistic

revelations are, however subtle and fine, still empiric so

long as they touch the fringe of reality. It may sound
strange, but it is so, since such perceptions are of finer

sensibility. They must differ from the apprehension

through transcendental or philosophic intuition. They
affect the finer senses and being but cannot touch the

underlying essence or reality. It has been said truly :

“ Metaphysical truths can be conceived only by a faculty

which because its operation is on the immediate, we may
call intuitive, if it be thoroughly understood that it has

absolutely nothing in common with what certain con-

temporary philosophers call intuition, a merely sensitive
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and vital faculty properly inferior to discursive intelligence

and not superior to it ” (a quotation from Ren6 Guenon

in George Santayana’s Realm of Essence). Even religious

cpnsciousness, when it confines itself to a fine feeling, is

still empiric ;
though such feelings or experiences are

far removed from the ordinary sense-consciousness. Of

course religious consciousness as grasping reality should

be distinguished from religious consciousness as a fine

feeling and an urge.

Intuition is not to be identified with sub-intellectual,

vitalistic, or instinctive immediacy. It is not even the

immediacy of feeling. It emerges as the finest fruition

of intellectual culture. It may be supra-logical but not

necessarily supra-intellectual. Spinoza’s intellectual love,

Bergson’s intellectual intuition point to its intellectual

character. Kant’s intuitions of sense, Croce’s aesthetic

intuition, are not to be confounded with the intellectual

intuition of Spinoza or Bergson. Even Bradley’s feeling

in which the “ thought, feeling and volition are blended

into a whole ” is a form of supra-logical consciousness,

but not necessarily non-intellectual. Plato’s intuition

of the supra-sensible ideas comes in the third order of

knowledge. Samkara’s immediate intuition is the basis

of all knowledge, though it cannot be made an object

of knowledge. Philosophers are agreed amongst them-
selves that intuition is the best and the highest kind of

knowledge and comes to our help when discursive reasoning

fails to achieve the end, viz. Truth. A finer exaltation

in feeling may be a pleasing state of consciousness but it

leaves us uninformed and unlightened. Poetic intuition

even has some truth to deliver to us ; it does not attract

us simply as yielding delight. Even when Shelley

invokes the spirit of beauty Hymn to Intellectual

Beauty ”) he does not simply feel its rapture. He
invokes it as grace and truth. He feels it as spirit

that does “ consecrate ” with its hues “ all it does

sjhine upon ”.
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“ Thy light alone—like mist o’er mountains driven
Or music by the night-wind sent
Through strings of some still instrument
Or moonlight on a midnight stream
Gives Grace and TriUh to life’s imquiet dream.”

Art, poetry, music have their value because they are

informant of the deeps of the soul. They give us joy.

They present to us aspects of reality. In this latter regard,

they are more welcome.

Human reason cannot accept anything which has no
be^ing upon truth. Romantic aspects of life have truth

to teach, they are valuable that way. As mere play

they have no value. Our being is put to supreme effort

in intuition ; and whatever the romantic aspects may be

—

aesthetic, moral, and numinous—it is resorted to as the

final attempt to get a glimpse into De Profundis. And
where intuition passes into exquisite feeling it loses its

special claim as the oracle of truth. Against such kind

of intuition Hegel enters his emphatic protest.

Human consciousness is elastic enough to embrace
infinite shades and phases. The seeker confuses the

glorious feelings experienced on the path with reality.

The absence of a discriminating sense has been the fruitful

source of false religions that creep up on the finer phases

of our empiric intuition. The Upanisadic seers emphasize

the caution not to make the mistake of identifying an
exalted feeling with the apprehension of reality. When
the inner consciousness has a sudden elasticity and swift

flow of fine ideas and fine feelings, it naturally clings to

them and is liable to mistake shadow for substance. And
this accounts for the tendency in the later history of

mystic thought to install an object of adoration in place

of reality. No doubt it is possible that such religious

mysticism can stir the depth of consciousness, still one
should not identify such feelings with transcendent
intuition. Such experiences are flights into supersensuous

consciousness, but bear no comparison with the religious
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consciousness reared up in philosophic reflection and

finally passing into transcendent intuition. Popular

religious consciousness perchance hits upon an exalted

sublime feeling and is carried on by such feelings, and

reason follows to give it a basis. Such emotional

enthusiasm is to be distinguished from philosophic or

transcendent intuition. The latter dominates more in the

truth aspect of reality than in its pleasing aspect. It con-

vinces where conviction is the demand, and in the life of

search conviction is the most imperative of demands

;

for conviction of truth is the end of the search. If the

transcendent intuition delights, it delights because it

convinces ; and the highest delight is the delight of

conviction. Such delight is not shared in the heightening

of feeling. Feeling delights but does not convince. Truth

convinces as well as delights. Such conviction cannot

come unless the intellectual intuition is touched and

exercised. It penetrates the depth of being ; religious

feeling only touches the emotional being.

Forms of Mysticism

At this stage we should make clear the difference between

the forms of mysticism, for mysticism is so vagfie a term
with so wide a range of application, that a discriminating

knowledge of its different shades is a necessary pre-

supposition to a clear understanding of the kind of

mysticism we have in the Upanisads;

Mysticism is an intuitive approach to truth rather than
rational and discursive. It arises from an anxiety to have a
face to face vision of truth, and, in this anxious search and
deviation from rational pursuit, it has not been infrequently

identified with the different tendencies lying deep down in

the soul. Though the search has been directed to the
appreciation of truth, and all forms of mysticism lay

claim to that, still different forms can be distinguished
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by the manner and method of approach and also by the

different conclusions and realizations they set up.

Though the conclusion in mystic search is generally

supposed to be the same—^the vision of truth and the

life of expanse—still minor differences arise amongst the

mystics. The “ life of expanse ” is the common promise,

but a clear definition makes the vision of truth different

in different forms. A tendency prevails amongst thinkers

to regard mysticism as a form of intuition, which leaves

aside all differences from spiritual life and delights in

identity, and limits mysticism exclusively to this form
of transcendent consciousness. And they base their

contention on the ground that the least difference left

between the finite and infinite consciousness does not give

a new conclusion nor does it present a new phase of life

and consciousness. It gives nothing which is not embraced
in popular consciousness and as such cannot pass for

mysticism.

The contention has force ; mysticism, if it really claims

to vouchsafe unto humanity anything, must not only

give a fine instinct and appreciation but the appreciation

must pass into adoration and finally into the quiet of

transcendence. This may be the consummation devoutly

to be wished, but this cannot make us ignore the revelations

of superconsciousness, which bring in newer forms of

experience. No doubt these sublimated experiences are

experiences in finite expansion ; still their values cannot

be completely ignored as showing advances in the mystic

life, though not a complete approximation to the mystic

ideal. Mysticism in its widest sense is the delightful <

experience of a wider existence which may in its acme
reach its utmost expansion and complete transcendence.

Such forms of exalted consciousness are far removed from
ordinary experiences. But there are forms of conscious-

ness intervening between this expansion and the present

limitation, and they cannot be ignored in the life of search

since they are pregnant with elevated feelings and illumined
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consciousness. They also are mystic consciousness, but

if mysticism is confined to the transcendent oneness, the

term pseudo-mysticism will suit them better.

But in India the term mysticism is not so restricted in

meaning. It is used in the wide sense to denote the

immediate consciousness of truth and reality ; and,

though differences of opinion are possible and actually

exist about truth, still every form of serious philosophy

and thinking which counts, claims this immediate and
expansive vision of truth. And this seems to be fortunate

in view of the fact that each form of mysticism claims

a direct apprehension of truth, though the definition of

truth and its presentation may vary, a variation which

is sought to be fixed and established by logic.

Such a conception naturally is open to the charge that

if the mystics differ amongst themselves in their definition

of truth they cannot lay claim to infallibility, and if they

do so their position becomes dogmatic. Curiously enough,

none are so positive about their assertions as the mystics,

none so eloquently expressive. This leads to a dilemma

:

the mystics either have or have not realized the truth ;

if they have, there should be no contradiction in their

professions and their beliefs, but actual agreement

;

if they have not, they should not make the claim to

absolute truth. In either case their position is untenable,

their mission undesirable.

Mysticism is not a definite philosophy of life. It is

the heightening of life and consciousness. It is a process

of infinite expansion. It realizes new correspondences,

infinite harmonies, new sympathies and affinities. It is

life in its unfathomable depth and wide expansion. It

differs from ordinary empiric consciousness in that it is

freed from its limitations.

As such it has the widest stretch of meaning and embraces
the expression of spirit in the indefinite and the definite

;

and any serious mysticism can hardly ignore the search
of the indefinite, since the indefinite, because of its
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unapproachableness, has always a fascination for the

intellect ; and, if we mistake not the reading of the inner

stirring, we can hardly fail to cognize the eternal quest of

the indefinite in man. The definite delights us only when
it exhibits from within the shadow and reflection of the

indefinite, and in the ever widening mystic consciousness

the definite also appeals when it opens on new and untested

vistas. The definite has a place in the mystic con-

sciousness only because the definite presents the indefinite

in immanence before the mystic, or the definite is seen in

the indefinite which adds to its life, beauty, and meaning.

The definite itself is never an attraction. And even when
the indefinite is not fully presented, the definite can attract

only because it presents unseen and unexplored phases of

life. The mystic is always for the charm of novelty which
is the promise of an ever widening and ever quickening

life, and this yearning for novelty is increased with the

presentation of the newer phases of the definite ; but,

however deep and fluctuating the experiences may be, the

search for the indefinite remains fixed. The mystic sees

more in the definite than the laity, for the indefinite is

his delight and the uncommon is his search. But even

here, in the enjoyment of the indefinite in the definite,

his soul has not reached its fullness of delight, for it still
*

feels the stirring of life, the blooming of an unrealized

self, and has not the quietude of the deep. Life is enjoyed

and lived the most when life and consciousness are felt

beyond its expression and stirring. The mystic has the

rare privilege of seeing and enjoying life in its expression

and in its silence, and he passes from the subtler enjoyment
of the expression into the deep of the quiet.

The determinate has its delight. The indeterminate has

its quietude. The mystic enjoys both. The transcendence

delights him more. The definite delights only as the

shadow of the transcendence, just as music delights the

more as it dies away. The mystic rejoices in the definite

passing off into the indefinite. He is the rare soul awakened
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unto the subtle beauties and delights of life ; and subtler

they become as they soar more and more into the indefinite.

This elevation of the determinate in the mystical con-

sciousness and its fine expression therein have made many
forms and branches of mysticism possible. Mysticism

is sympathetic understanding of the concrete tendencies of

the soul in synthetic intuition, in love-ecstasies, and in

selfless service. These forms may be fitly called devotional

and practical mysticism. Devotional mysticism enjoys

the touch of love-consciousness, practical mysticism the

delight of active service. Both claim to be mystic forms

of consciousness, both have a fine being and expression.

Love breathes purity under mystic inspiration. Sympathy
becomes cosmic under mystic touch. Both transcend the

limit of finite urge and pass into the limitless. They have
in them the secret of mystic urge, the look to the beyond.

They are anxious to cross the barrier. Synthetic intuition

and sympathetic vision enjoy the touch and embrace of

the infinite life in poetic intuition and philosophic insight.

All these are forms of mystic consciousness inasmuch as

they are approaches to the unknown and the indefinite,

and that in a way that does not engage the services of the

normal faculty. Mystic love and cosmic sympathy are the

hidden treasures of the soul, which cannot be discovered

by surface-mentality. Each soars into the unseen. Each
breathes in the infinite expanse. Though each has
a separate faculty and a special method of approach, still

each is anxious to go beyond the fringe of experience and
breathe in the free, holy, and rarefied atmosphere of the
subtle, the beyond, and the deep. In this sense mysticism
is a term that has wide application, and will cover every

urge of the soul pressing beyond. The reception and this

gift in mystic life require the quickening of the faculties,

active, affective, and receptive. The quickened activity

of the normal faculties is the promise in mysticism, which
touches every function of the soul and makes it highly

vibrative and cosmically active. The novice even can feel
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this, and herein lies the greatest attraction, value, and
reality of life.

Mysticism touches every chord of our being, but its

great promise lies in quickening the understanding and
building up the intuitive faculty to see and feel truth, the

essence of being. It is in this fruition that lies the

importance of mysticism, for humanity is in search of the

truth and meaning of existence, and no method can be
refused in this baffling task. And what is most puzzling

to unilluminated understanding is evidently clear to

illuminated vision. Science has its use, illumination its

value. When the former fails, the latter inspires.

Vision and Intuition

Mystical experiences are of different orders. Some are

experiences of the finer appearances, some of reality. The
former are forms of psychism, the latter is knowledge.

We shall use the words “ vision ” and ‘‘ intuition ” to

connote the difference. Intuitions may spring from the

different chords of our complex being, and they carry with

them different forms of experiences, all are equally

impressive, but not equally true. Their value and truth

cannot be the same. Some are true because they appear,

some are true because they endure.

To avoid confusion, a distinction has to be drawn between
intuitions giving the final illumination and intuitions

yielding the secrets of the finer realms of appearances.

Vision proceeds from the fine and causal mental being when
it is highly strung up. Inspiration, psychism, thought-

transference, etc., are included under visions ; it would be
wrong to call them intuitions. They are forms of psychism,

and cannot touch reality. They are indications of a fine

mentality which can work in the different layers of psychic

being, but they are not indications of spirituality or

wisdom
; not of spirituality, because they cannot produce

the sense of intrinsic value, nor of wisdom, because they
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cannot break the sense of division, the spell of divided

existence. They are the effects of a highly electrified

mental being, waking up its latent powers and exercising

them to its psychical profit and advantage. Nature unveils

herself, and the secret powers thus attained can be misused

unless the initiate is held up by high wisdom and
spirituality.

Intuition proceeds from our spiritual being and has no
connection with our mental being, lower or higher. It

is not to be confounded with the psychic revelations,

however fine and high. Even visions which proceed from

the cosmic dynamism and not from the individual

dynamism cannot strictly be called intuition
; for they are

indicative of the exercise of Maya in its causal aspect.

Intuition is the final term, which is self-consciousness and
not other-consciousness. The other-consciousness is

the knowledge of not-self. It may cover the revelation of

the cosmic mind
; but, since it is confined to the relative

order, it cannot strictly be called intuition. Intuition is

confined to the final knowledge of the Absolute ; it is

that stage of knowledge where the division of subject and
object does not obtain, and is therefore unique and
immediate. The immediacy of vision is either the sense-

immediacy or the psychic immediacy ; it is not the

immediacy of the Absolute or transcendent intuition.

The immediacy of the supra-sensuous revelations is to be
distinguished from the immediacy of transcendent

intuition. The supra-sensuous revelations are not truth

in the sense in which intuition is truth. Revelations have
a reference to supra-mind, intuition has none. Revelations

proceed from the cosmic dynamism, intuition transcends

dynamism.
Hence vision, revelation, and intuition are not truth in

the identical sense. Vision and revelation are truth of the
mental and super-mental dynamism, intuition is truth

in the absolute sense. The one is empirical, the other tran-

scendental. The empirical here connotes that which is
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received in sensuous, vital or mental and supra-mental

planes of relative existence. These may imply supra-

^

mental sublimities, immanental immensities ; but they

are not to be confounded with the transcendent intuition,

which is beyond all experience, however fine and sublime.

Concrete and Transcendent Intuition

Concrete intuition acquaints the soul with a synthetic

vision of realities. It gives a harmony and poise of the

higher mental being and is a source of serene joy, not

because it gives a pleasing sensitization, but because it is

a penetrating touch into the soul and a quickening force

to make it realize reality on the point of expression. It

feels the being in its concrete set-up with the harmony*
of relations. The vision it gives is the vision of the whole,

the delight it yields is the delight of harmony. It gives

a imison, a sense of rhythm. It gives the synoptic vision

of reality.

It is to be distinguished from psychism. Psychism gives -

a fine dynamism, concrete intuition gives a synthetic

apperception. It gives, moreover, a dynamic symmetry.
Psychism wakes up the fine powers, it endows us with

distant visions, but it may not give the symmetry
and the rhythm implied in concrete intuition. The one

gives us fine power and esoteric visions, the other the

knowledge of relations and proportions. The one may
accompany the other, but the one should not be con-

founded with the other. In the unfathomable depth of

our inner being symmetry goes along with fine

possibilities.

They serve two distinct functions, and in the fine economy
of life, power, and organization, possibilities and order help

each other. The one supplies the matter, the other form.

And our being would have been a dead stone without the

imity of both. Psychism penetrates into the secrets of
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* our nature, concrete intuition adjusts them and finds their

meaning in the whole. It harmonizes them in the common
,
thread of life. The one discovers new forces, new
perspectives, the other gives them new syntheses and reads

in them new harmonies.

Concrete intuition has the rare privilege of setting up
visions and ideas in the order of a whole. Sympathetic

vision is its life, synthesis its soul. It has no access into

the depth of the inexpressible.

Transcendent intuition is superior to concrete intuition ;

it claims access into the inexpressible. It claims to touch

and penetrate the calm. \^en ordinary faculties and
powers are asleep, the soul is awake from within

;

and awake it is in silence. In it it has an illumina-

tion which is not possible when the faculties are

active and the soul is receptive to all influences from
within and without. When the soul is blessed with

freedom from the exercise of the faculties, it has the rare

privilege of knowing the unknown, of touching the

intangible, of getting over the expression and activity of

ideas, and of passing into complete illumination. It is

illumination without expression, for expression is activity,

but illumination is self-expression without activity.

Expression connotes limitation, and complete illumination

is expression without the impelling urge of passing into

concrete forms and moods.

Transcendent intuition has the rare privilege of grasping

reality without concrete expression. No faculty of the

soul can vouchsafe this consummation. No science, no
philosophy can have this rare claim. Transcendent

illumination is better to be called silence to distinguish

it from expression, for the human understanding has

a tendency also to pass into the concrete and it cannot

understand expression as different from expressive activity.

The term “ illuminated silence ” better expresses the

nature of transcendent illumination as different from
symbolical expression.
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Revelation and Intuition

Revelation transcends the subjectivism of psychism,

for it puts us in relation to a super-mind and implies free^

reception of ideas and knowledge lying deep in the supra-

sensuous reality. It is indeed an objective knowledge since

it is not an expression of the finite mind. The finite con-

sciousness becomes the recipient of such revelations in

a high receptive concentration. Such revealed knowledge^
is indeed the highest that the finite can gain, highest in

value and greatest in accuracy
; the latter, because it

proceeds from a source which cannot deceive, the former

because it is the inmost knowledge of existence received

in a state of super-consciousness. Such revelation is to be

distinguished from the sensuous intuition produced by the

heightening of the lower mind, the sensibility. These are

subjective experiences consequent on the fine activity of

our sensuous nature and, therefore, should not be con-

founded with more objective receptions of the higher mind
in revelation. Revelation is possible and within access

when the supra-sensuous mind becomes active in us.

Revelation, unlike empiric intuition, has an objective

source. And the knowledge is direct. But it is no directness

of sensuous intuition. This directness gives it a superior

claim to reason, for reason works out a system, revelation

gives illumination.

The reference to an objective source heightens its value ;

at the same time it does not suffer because of this reference.

Revelation has been, therefore, regarded as a source of

knowledge superior to reason by its directness and •

infallibility and to empiric intuition by its objectivity.

Directness, infallibility, and objectivity mark out revelation

as a sure source of knowledge.

Revelation is to be distinguished from transcendent^

intuition. Revelation is a possibility in concrete conscious-

ness, intuition in transcendent. In revelation the super-

mind is active, in intuition the super-mind has no play*
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Revelation is a process, intuition is no process and denies

the conditions of concrete consciousness. Intuition is

• then no psychological process nor a faculty. It is supra-

logical, supra-psychological ; it is the summit of being.

Intuition is no process in time, revelation is a process in

" time. In one sense both of them are timeless, and ardent

souls speak of the timelessness of mysticism, because the

truths of revelation are eternal and uniform, time has no
influence upon them, and as such the mystics claim uniform

perceptions which deny the wear and tear of time. But
. timelessness has two senses :

(1) Uniform durability through time

;

(2) Transcendence of time.

The one does not deny an expression through time, the

other denies it. The timelessness of revelation is of the

first kind. Revelations are always of the same kind since

they proceed not from the surface mentality, but from the

source of all light and knowledge. Revelation cannot

transcend the time element in Isvara and is uniform because

it manifests what obtains in the causal being of Isvara.

The effectual order and the causal order are orders in time,

the events in both the orders are temporal events. But the

events in the effectual order are events which have a short

• history, whereas the events in the causal order have an
eternal history. Revelation is an event in the effectual

order, it is the expression of the causal in the effectual,

and as such it is a temporary event but its truth is enduring.

The truth of revelation is of the causal order, the event of

revelation is of the effectual order. The event dies, the

truth is eternal. The time-series in the effectual order has

a past, a present, and a future. The time-series in the

causal order has no past or future. It is ever-present. The
intuition of duration in the finite mind is different from the

intuition of time in the infinite ; in the finite mind duration

has a history, a beginning and an end ; and the finite life

is a series of such beginnings and ends. The empiric
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intuition of time is the intuition of duration, not

in its continuous but in its successive flow, and the

division of past, future, and present is natural for the

empiric intuition. It has not the capacity of receiving-

duration in its ever-present continuity. The infinite

only can perceive time in eternal continuity without*

the idea of succession. The soul of time is duration, but

duration is not necessarily succession ; the logical intellect

cannot rise above the distinction of the present, the past,

and the future, and its understanding of time is necessarily

defective ; logically time is identified with succession but

this is not true. The understanding of time is not possible,

as Bergson has truly pointed out, by intellect or symbolic

thinking. Its apprehension is more intuitive than
intellectual, and the intuitive apprehension of time is an
unceasing and continuous flow of duration without the

intellectual grafting of the divisions of past, present, and
future. Time is Life.

Indian thinkers draw a distinction between Khanda
and Akhanda Kala, divided and undivided time.

The former is the understanding oftime through succession.

The understanding of time as eternal duration is Isvara,

the dynamic divine. Revelation is the impress of the

dynamic divine upon the logical intellect, which reveals

a timeless intuition as an event in time. Revelation is

then strictly the footprint of the eternal upon the sands of

time. It is the reflection through the camera of the

intellect. Intuition is timeless expression. Revelation

is expression in time. The former is static, the latter

dynamic.

At this point divergence arises between commentators
of Vedanta. Samkara regards intuition as a fait accompli^ *

Ramanuja regards intuition as intuitive. In Samkara
intuition transcends all distinctions and concreteness,

in Ramanuja intuition is concrete ; intuition intuits.

It appears then that Ramanuja has drawn no clear

distinction between revelation and intuition, and to him
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the highest intuitions axe revelations. And revelation is

the highest source of knowledge. It is higher than Yoga,

for Yoga is subjective penetration, revelation, objective

reception.

But still it has limitation of reference, intuition has no
such reference.

The fundamental difference between revelation and
intuition as a psychological process and as a tran-

scendent existence is often lost upon us and is the

source of a confusion between the function and the fact

of intuition.

This phase of intuition is a new element in Samkara’s

philosophy, which gives it a form or a shape fundamentally

different from the logical bent. Samkara accepts the

possibility of revelation. It is a theological attitude of

consciousness. The theological attitude is possible in

concrete consciousness or self-consciousness, but is not

possible in the transcendent. The transcendent is unique

and cannot be compared to anything else.

When Samkara accepts both intuition and revelation,

’ laying at the same time more stress upon the former, he
welcomes the theological source and at the same time is

anxious to go beyond, for he clearly feels the limitation of

revelation as obtaining in immanent consciousness and
therefore capable of communicating the truths of the

relative order, but incapable of further penetration. The
theological revelation is, therefore, the highest source of

the deep mysteries of the dynamic divine, but surely can

bear no comparison to absolute intuition.

Though revelation is to be distinguished from intuition,

still the truth of absolute intuition as the final illumination

and the highest existence is a truth of revelation. In the

actual realization of the identity of the subject and the

object the very ground of revelation is denied. Intuition

is, therefore, a kind of knowledge quite unique and is

possible in a plane of existence which transcends the plane

of revelation.
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The absolute intuition as existence and as truth is the

same fact appearing in the different levels of consciousness.

As existence, it is the final reality. Tattvamasi is not

a judgment. As truth it is supra-mental revelation

indicative of an existence which is real in a different plane

of consciousness. The limitation of relativity is still active,

and, therefore, the truth of identity can be indicated in the •

plane of revelation, but cannot be felt. And therefore,

even in revelation it remains as a form of knowledge other-

wise unobtainable. The absolute intuition is, therefore, the

fact-in-itself. Its truth is given by revelation, but it is

realized as the undivided intuition.

Tattvamasi is, therefore, the highest philosophic fact

given out in revelation. Just as the symbol of Om carries

an amount of sacredness with it because of its revelation,

similarly the axiom of Identity has in it a touch of holiness

as a truth that can be possibly obtained in revelation, for

nothing can prove it. In this way the orthodox opinion

establishes the truth of intuition (as transcendent

existence). Tattvamasi is not, therefore, an affirmation

of intellect, it stands on the sure footing of the divine

knowledge. It brings to the fore the truth of the absolute

Identity. Revelation here becomes the source of the know-
ledge of the highest intuition which transcends it. But the

knowledge which revelation can give of the Identity is only •

indirect, it can point to the Absolute behind the eternal

duration, but it is not qualified to grasp it completely.

Revelation is possibly direct of the contents of eternal

duration as centred in Isvara, but it is indirect of the

absolute Identity. Its truth it can communicate, though
in actual realization its very being is denied.

This is the inevitable consequence of Samkara’s
philosophy, though the theists fight shy of such a con-i

elusion. And naturally so, for revelation is, according to

them, the highest source of knowledge. So it is with the

transcendentalists
; but the transcendentalists are bold

enough to accept the conclusion of Identity even
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• at the cost of the ultimate denial of the revelation

of Sruti.

It appears then that they are having an experience

unique in that the common sources of knowledge including
• revelation cannot by the nature of the case be sufficient

to cover it, for revelation is possible in concrete con-

sciousness and not in the absolute. The framework of

revelation is the same as that of ordinary knowledge, they

belong to the same order, notwithstanding the fineness

and infallibility of the one and the grossness and fallibility

of the other ; but the transcendent intuition is

fundamentally different from them both in this, that it

denies the very basis of concrete knowledge, and as such
philosophic boldness cannot hesitate to deny even
revelation in this sphere.

Philosophically speaking, absolute intuition introduces

an element which is deeply significant because it gives

an experience which is otherwise impossible. The ordinary

polarity of consciousness is denied and a unique experience

is felt, for consciousness cannot in a normal state break the
polarity of subject and object. As such it is an intuition

which exists severely alone. It completely changes the
whole outlook and adaptation of life. And it is, therefore,

psychologically a great fact which cannot be minimized.
Intuition in the Upanisads has this sense of transcendent

existence in which the highest revelation becomes the
highest existence. In it psychological penetration becomes
identified with metaphysical truth and it is, therefore,

the identity of being and consciousness. Realistic logic

has no place here, and here the duality ofbeingandknowing,
natural to relativistic consciousness, completely fails.

It may, indeed, sound strange that intuition and being
are completely one, and it is this knowledge which
characterizes the supreme existence. It is called liberation,

• in the sense that the division of consciousness and reality
is cancelled by the identity of them. They are one and the
same

; theoretically the two do not exist. The same
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reality appears at one point as being, at another point as con-

sciousness. This is avidya ; vidya dismisses this original

knowledge and native tendency and takes away the

distinction of being and knowledge and finally understands

their identity.

Nothing on this side of the polarization of subject and
object can give an adequate idea of this transcendence of

existence. It is, therefore, in a sense unknown, though it

is illumination.

Intmtion is not then notion or thought in the Hegelian

sense, nor even Nous in the sense in which Plotinus uses -

the term. The Hegelian notion is in essence logical reason

which sees through relations. The Hegelian thought is

dynamic and as such Hegel goes beyond the intellectualists

who conceive the relative in a static background, but still

the Hegehan notion sustains itself through relations. It

transcends and synthetizes relations. And the Absolute

in Hegel is the synthesis of the infinite relations. It is

the universal reason at the bottom of the connective links.

Plotinus does not exalt the discursive reason to the

highest place. In itself, as Aristotle says, it moves nothing.

For this reason its world is not wholly real. But Nous
beholds all things in their true relations without the need
of this process.

Nous is then a form of supra-rational faculty akin to

synthetic intuition, for it gives the synoptic view of reality.

But this should be distinguished from transcendent

intuition, for in the one the relations are apprehended,
in the other nothing is apprehended, neither existence nor

relations.^ The synoptic view of things is possible up to*

the dynamic divine, but not beyond it.

Mystical Sense : Intuition and Reason

Is there a special mystical sense or faculty ? Are
mystical visions a gift of a special faculty of soul ? Is it

common to all or the peculiar mark of an esoteric

^ This is conveyed by Plotinus in his conception of
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fraternity ? The question raises important psychological

issues inasmuch as it discusses whether mystics are the

elect of humanity or the full fruition of human endeavours

and evolution. And again, if there is a mystical sense,

in what relation does it stand to the ordinary faculties

of human mind ?

The Upanisads certainly contain suggestive references

regarding the mystic sense. Cf. Katha Upanisad I, ii,

12, 22, 28 ; I, iii, 6, 7 ; II, vi, 10-17 ; Prasna Upanisad
III, 6 ; Mundaka Upanisad II, ii, 7 ; III, i, 5, 8, 9 ;

III, ii, 3 ; Aitareya Upanisad VI, 5, 3.

The above texts teach us that the mystical apprehension
is not possible in the ordinary way. The Atman to be
recognized requires a special faculty or power, but this

special faculty is not different from the ordinary

intelligence. It is its full fruition. Intelligence in its

ordinary functioning (especially in empiric intuition) works
in collaboration with the mind and the senses, and naturally

it cannot claim that immediacy which is its special privilege

when it works in independence of the senses. Buddhi is

' the logical as well as the mystical faculty.

The Upanisadic teachers do not seem to have lent their

support to a special faculty as suggested by the Greek
teachers different from the common faculties, intellect,

or reason. Miss Underhill, following the great Greeks,

suggests that the mystical faculty is different from the
normal faculties of the mind, but is in touch with them

:

“ Heart, reason, will are there in full action, drawing their

energy, not from the shadow show of sense but from the
deeps of true being, where a lamp is lit and a consciousness

awoke of which the sleepy crowd remains unconscious.”

William James draws a distinction between a non-
mystical or rational consciousness and the mystical
consciousness which gives a direct perception of the
invisible. F. H. Bradley takes a somewhat similar view.
The Absolute cannot be known by the abstract
categories of a relational kind. These relations involve
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self-contradiction. The ultimate reality cannot contradict

itself, and in one significant passage he says :
“ We can

form a general idea of an absolute intuition in which

phenomenal distinctions are merged.” “ A whole becomes

immediate at a higher stage without losing any richness.”

Again, “ Thought can form the idea of apprehension, some-

thing like feeling in direclnessy

Spinoza’s distinction of ratiocination and scientia

intuitiva is well known and “ from this the third kind of

knowledge arises the highest possible peace of mind”.
A host of other writers can be quoted in favour of the

distinction between reason and intuition. Bradley makes
a significant departure from the Neo-Hegelians who make
reason the oracle of truth.

This distinction between reason and intuition is made
absolute, probably because of the usual identification of

reason with logical faculty, the faculty of discrimination

and synthesis ; and, since the immediacy of perception is

a felt necessity, the scientia intuitiva is discovered as

a distinct faculty of knowledge having a distinct order of

its own.

Max Muller conceives a facultus occulta. There is,

according to him, in men both individually and generally

(ontogenetically and phylogenetically) something that

develops into perception, conception, and faith, using the

last word as meaning the apprehension of the infinite.

He defines religion as “ the mental faculty or disposition

which independent of, nay in spite of sense and reason,

enables a man to apprehend the infinite under different

names and under varying disguises. Without that faculty

no religion, not even the lowest worship of the idols and
fetishes would be possible ; and if we but listen attentively

we can hear in all religions a groaning of the spirit,

a struggle to conceive the inconceivable, to utter the

unutterable, a longing after the infinite, a love of God.
“ If then we openly admit a third function of our con-

sciousness for the apprehension of what is infinite,
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that function need not be more mysterious than those of

sense and reason.”

Schleiermacher defines religion as “ the sense and test

for the infinite The sense and the test have in them
a directness akin to feeling. The sense of vastness and
expanse, the feeling of unrestricted overflow of being are

elements of our experience not covered by the normal

feeling. They lie deep in psychic being and become active

occasionally. The psychological method lays special

stress upon a facultas occulta as oracle of transcendental

truth. This appeal to special faculty helps the writers of the

psychological school of mysticism to prove the timeless-

ness of it. It raises mysticism to a plane where life is not

affected by history and environment, and which helps to

lend to mysticism an objective or transcendental touch

that lies deep in human nature and is not affected by the

influences of time and civilization. The timelessness of

mysticism is the great appeal of the psychological method.

The Upanisadic teachers are quite alive to the timeless-

ness of mysticism, thinking as they do that truth is not

affected by time. And there must be in man some such

penetration, for the doubts and perplexities natural to

a ratiocinative mind must be set aside, and the soul thus

freed from ordinary logical or metaphysical presuppositions

must be able to embrace the truth. Psychological

penetration is the method of the mystics, conviction comes
when mists of doubt have been cleared off from the mental

horizon by the shining light of intuition. The surface

mind is overweighed by the short-sightedness and con-

tradictions of reason. The sense of stiffness so natural

to the surface mind and the persistent demand for a con-

clusion, both help to strike the depth of our being, from
which the final illumination comes. The intellectual

paralysis is soon followed by the higher awakening of

spiritual life ; the intellect, which is the most powerful

organ of the positive mind, must understand its own
^ Oman’s translation quoted in Watt’s Intuition of God,
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limitations before the new path can be sought. The King

of the Dead^ Yama, rightly tells Nachiketah that the truth

cannot be attained by discursive intellect. “ The wise

can see it in spiritual intuition and seeing it cross death.”

(Katha Upanisad.)

But, however impressed the ancient teachers are with

the futility of the intellect as the oracle of truth, they do

not go to the extreme of supposing that the mystical

sense is completely unique and different from the normal

faculties of the mind. Yama expresses clearly that Atman
can be seen by the penetrating intelligence. It is seen by
the wise with their superior intellect.

The Upanisadic teachers referred the logical and mystical

faculty to the same organ, intelligence, which has as it

were double function. It has been truly pointed out by
Hermann :

“ That there are deeper levels of consciousness

of which the man who lives only in his discursive under-

standing little dreams and that a sudden awakening or

the gentle or persisting knocking of the ‘ dweller in the

innermost ’ may throw open a door into a new and larger

world, is a sound mystical doctrine, but that this implies

a double consciousness or that the consciousness ceases

to be rational when it becomes mystical, is a gratuitous

assumption which has done more than any other to

invalidate the message of messages.” ^ The Indian

thinkers are uniform in their opinion on this point. Though
they draw a distinction between reason and immediate

knowledge, still they refer both of them to the same organ

of intelligence which functions differently.

The Mundaka has it :
“ The wise perceive it by know-

ledge (gnosis) which gleams forth as blissful immortality.”

“ThisAtman is obtainableby austerity,byproperknowledge,
by the constant practice of chastity.” “ The meditative,

pure in being, sees the partless by the bliss of knowledge.”

We have been told that the Atman can be realized in

Adhyatma Yoga and by Jnana-prasada. The former is

^ Hermann's The Meaning and Value of Mysticism, p. 272.
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spiritual intuition, the latter is the peace of knowledge.

Again, it is said that Atman is indicated by Neti, Neti.

It is apparent, therefore, that the teachers recognize

the faculty of immediate apprehension of truth. This

i faculty is intelligence. It must be chastened and purified

before it can vouchsafe the superior wisdom. Para-vidya

{superior or esoteric wisdom) gives us the knowledge of

Aksara (the indestructible). The Para-vidya is a special

capacity of intelligence to apprehend truth. Intelligence

has wide functions. It is the faculty of mediate as well as

of immediate knowledge. Even in normal perception

intelligence plays an important part. The senses make
report to the intelligence whence the direct perception

comes. The mystical perception differs from the sense-

perception in this, that in it no reference is necessary to

the senses. Intelligence works quite independently of the

instrumental media of the senses. The mystical sense,

therefore, is nothing uncommon, though it can be present

in those that possess the faculty of intuitive apprehension.

The reference to the pure being in the Mundaka Upanisad
•is significant, for purity of being can awaken the sleeping

* faculties of intelligence and can endow it with rare vision

and uncommon powers. It kindles the fine psychism and
evokes the subtle dynamism of our being and brings

with them the knowledge of the unseen and uncommon.
Psychism, in Indian philosophy, is not the ordinary

function of intelligence (Buddhi), for besides the normal
powers, the Buddhi has in it esoteric powers which become
evident and manifest when it has been developed by
discipline.

The fine psychism develops the cosmic powers inherent

in Buddhi ; Buddhi in its causal aspect can receive

inspiration from the cosmic dynamism working in and
through it. The more the intelligence is purified, the more

. subtle it becomes, the more it moves with expansive vision

and cosmic sympathy. Indeed, there is no limit to the
potentiality of Buddhi, and if our mental dynamism be
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freed from the obstructions of the gross elements -and

unresolved collision implied in them, the cosmic intuitions

and powers inherent in Buddhi can be clearly felt. Buddhi

is then no longer the logical faculty which discerns the'

consistency and squares the contradictions of ideas, it is

also the mystical faculty which gives intuitions of the

subtle motions of life and consciousness.

The fine psychism should not be confoimded with the

apprehension of truth. The fine psychism can give us lofty

vision and fine powers. It may penetrate into the mysteries -

of immanent life, it can reveal the hidden truths of

instinctive and supra-instinctive urges. It is competent
to do so, for it is endowed with the luminosity of Sattva. •

The luminosity of Sattva cannot leave any part of our

mental and supra-mental dynamism hidden to us. It is

more luminous than the X-rays. It can penetrate into the

subtle and causal aspect of our being.

If the Sattvic intelligence is competent to reveal the

hidden mysteries of life, it is no less competent to go-

deeper and feel the self-luminous Atman. The luminosity

of Buddhi is the luminosity of Sattva, and the luminosity*

of Self is the luminosity of consciousness. The two differ.

Since the transcendent intuition denies all relations, it

certainly cannot be intuited by the luminosity of Buddhi.
On the other hand, the luminosity of Buddhi is clearly*

felt to be the borrowed light of the self-luminous Self.

This luminous Buddhi feels the transcendence of Atman
for the final emancipation from the world of manifoldness.

The final illumination comes with the unique experience of -

the immediacy where the psychic dynamism can have no
play. And, therefore, this experience is quite new and
clearlyunanalysable. Theimmediacy ofrevelation in psychic

dynamism is different from this kind of immediacy in which
psychism plays no part. The former is the immediacy
of knowledge imparted by the highly strung Buddhi, the •

latter is the immediacy of Atman. The one is super-

sensuous but still empiric, the other is quite transcendental.
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The latter is, therefore, a change in the mode of

apprehension. It is quite different from normal appre-

hension. The moment intelligence has a foreshadow of

this apprehension it dies a natural death, and the whole

outlook of the mystic life changes from via contemplativa

to via negativa. The subtle joys of life are lost in the time-

less focus of existence. The truths of relative existence and
supra-mental revelations vanish. The via contemplativa

gives positive delight of an elastic psyche with its new
promises and vistas of refined delights. The via negativa

silences the dynamism gross or refined, and gives the unique

feeling of an intuition which denies the framework of

experience. The knower vanishes here with the known, and
the supposed timelessness of the mystic life in trans-

cending the gross and the physical is replaced by the real

timelessness of absolute silence. The previous experience

completely changes here and a new realm is presented

demanding a novel mental adaptation to receive and
welcome it. Just as a line cannot be perpendicular to

intersecting lines on the same plane
—

^it being possible on
a different plane of existence—similarly, however far-

reaching and penetrating the psychic vision may be, in

the dynamic spiritual life it can throw no light upon the

absolute point where the subject-object experiences

completely die away and a new form of immediacy is

,
presented. Hence, the Yogic psychism cannot appreciate

the Absolute which denies all dimensions of existence.

The finest intelligence can indicate this existence by via

negativa—^not this, not this.

The denial of empiric intuitions, sensuous or super-

sensuous, including the fine experiences of dynamic
psychism, is the sure indication of the fixation in the

Absolute. The cosmic drama with its hopes and illusions

^ must have its scenes closed before the awakening in tran-

scendence can take place. Intelligence with its illumination

must cease to function before the liberation can be reached.

The finer illumination of inteDigence takes away all
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the promises of life, the meanings of values, and prepares

the mental being for a new outlook filling it with the new
meaning of emancipation from the divided outlook of life,

from the personal hold of consciousness, from the beauteous

experiences of the endless perspectives of life and for the

installation of “ naked ” consciousness in its silent dignity

and sublimity. The final illumination of intelligence,

therefore, sounds its death knell for good ; but even in this,

intelligence yields a self-offering allegiance, not that the

final end appears to it as destruction, but that it appears

to it as the consummation.

The via negativa and the via contemplativa are strictly

speaking two forms of the functioning of psychic

intelligence. The via contemplativa gives an access into

subtler forces and powers. The via negativa gives an access

into transcendence. The fine psychism of Buddhi in via

negativa recoils from the reception of forces and powers,

for it works in a quite different way. A new light shines

before it, a new form of thinking takes place in it. It

becomes the faculty of transcendental apperception.

Buddhi becomes free from the natural and spiritual urges,

however fine and however graceful. It becomes active in

its discriminative function. The discrimination presents

before it the timelessness of being as distinguished from
the expressions in time. And the more the timelessness of

being becomes clear to it, the more it surrenders its

functions. Buddhi is informative of every form of existence,

and the moment it becomes informative of the timeless

being it has the natural withdrawal from its normal
functioning, and the drama of life is brought to a close.

The timeless Absolute is so marked a contrast to the

sensuous and super-sensuous experiences that intelligence

can see no longer any value in holding to their professions

and charms. It has a natural recoil from their activities.

The transcendent philosophic intuition fosters a kind
of consciousness different from the empiric or psychic

intuition. It sets up a new psychosis, which breaks the
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spell of life, its stir and stress. The transcendental

apperception of identity has strictly the unique psychosis

about it, but the psychosis of identity is to be distinguished

from the being of identity. The psychosis sets up a new
vision which has the immediate effect of removing the

crude or fine mental complexes ; this identity psychosis

ultimately comes to the breaking or melting point of all

inherited or acquired convictions. The distinctions of space,

time, and space-time events completely die out, and it may
be said that identity psychosis is the last space-time event

denying the order of space-time events. The sense of an
“ I ” is the hold of the space-time order, and the more the

cosmic sense of Buddhi is established, the more the space-

time events lose their distinctions and histories ; the whole

existence becomes one total space-time event. This is the

experience of the Cosmic Purusa (or Isvara). But this

experience is in space-time order and beyond it. But
the particular psychosis of identity is different from the

experience of the total space-time event in this, that it

denies the total space-time event or at least its reflection

in a particular centre. It is, therefore, the denial ofcommon
experience in space-time and may be called the intimation

of transcendent identity. Indeed, it is so rare an experience

that it cannot bear comparison to ordinary experiences

however subtle. Via negativa is, therefore, the final

illumination of Buddhi, the exercise of its transcendent

functioning. This transcendental apperception is, then,

in the beginning a space-time event, but in the end it is

the denial of itself as well as the manifold of experience.

The identity psychosis brings to the fore the truth of the

Absolute, and, after its informative function, it dies away
completely. Via negativa in the Vedanta has this

significance and meaning. The Upanisad presents both the

contemplative and the negative method, since it presents

two forms of immediate knowledge of the Cosmic Purusa
and of the Absolute.



Chapter III

THE UPANISADIC VIEW OF TRUTH

The Upanisads deal with and describe the nature of the
ultimate reality, the Absolute, not evidently so much by
reasoning or dialectics, as by inner experience and
realization. Dialectical passages are few in the pages of

the Upanisads. They are full, however, of the records of •

the intuitions and experiences of seers, and these have
enriched their value as inspiring texts. Logic may convince

us, but intuitions and experiences inspire us. Interest

in Upanisadic study is intensified because of the finer

vistas of intuition and feeling they open in the seeker.

The correct research of the seers, their definite answers to
intensive queries about the ultimate reality, exhibit the

deep and varied spiritual experiences which cannot fail

to strike the imagination, excite wonder and admiration,

and silently inspire the realization of Truth.

The Upanisads lose their meaning and significance to

those who are anxious to find a developed philosophy in '

them, but when the search changes from a rational inquiry

to a mystical penetration, their import and depth are felt

and realized. They exhibit the highest intuitions and
experiences of spiritual life.

Brahman

A treatise on mysticism would naturally refuse

a categorical setting of the conception about being, and
would rather prefer to read the development of the con-

ception through life’s experiences and intuitions, not

because it is the demand of the mystic spirit to shut out

47
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the intellectual measurement of truth and reality, but

because this has been specially the method of pursuing

truth in the Upanisads. The Upanisads appeal more

by spiritual intuitions and psychological revelations than

by a set form of philosophy ; and, though they have been

the basis of the later philosophies, still it cannot be doubted

that in them life and spirit have been of greater concern

than the systematization which has been thrust upon them.

The texts read like gospels of revelations and intuitions,

and in many places it has been shown how life is felt in

its subtle delicacies of movement, and spirit in fine

intuitions. And, since the inspiration has been direct,

logic has hardly a place in the Upanisads, though no doubt

they are richly suggestive to logicians.

That this is the natural conclusion can hardly admit of

any doubt ; and when this has been lost sight of and the

life’s quest has at last its refuge in the intellectual under-

standing, the Upanisads have been the fruitful ground of

combatants, eager to raise side-issues and concentrate their

efforts and energies upon them. This demand of logic has

risen when it has not been able to follow life’s movement
and intuition in all its phases, and their demand has the

invariable effect of confining the spiritual quest to a definite

phase of expression. But spiritual life denies in its soaring

such confinement most eloquently, for its constant

tendency is to feel life and spirit in their fullness and glory

and not in partition. The Isa Upanisad has rightly

characterized the spirit to be complete and full. And
therefore it has been beautifully laid down

:

“ This is full, that is full, the full originates from the

full. When the full is taken away from the full, the full

remains.”

This couplet expresses the mystic promise in the most
effective way. Life is actively energizing for fullness. Spirit

cannot bear division, it cannot tolerate incompleteness.

Fullness is its being, and since it is the only being, it cannot
conceive the world of spirit either in being or in expression
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as incomplete and fragmentary. Hence spirit is the fullness

of being both in transcendence and in immanence. It is

inexhaustible.

The fullness is perceived in the yonder and in the beyond,

in the widest expansion and commonalty of spirit, it is

perceived in itself beyond expression in transcendence.

Life’s motion is in spirit, its stay is in spirit. Spirit is all,

spirit is in all. Spirit is beyond all.

Though the effort has been the presentation of spirit

in its fullness, still it has been necessary to conceive the

spirit in transcendence, and the spirit in immanence, in

reference to the expression or concentration. Spirit-in-

itself is transcendent, spirit is immanent in reference to

the order of expression.

This has led us to conceive Brahman-in-itself and
Brahman-in-relation. The former can be called the

Absolute, the latter Isa.

This fullness of transcendence goes beyond the fullness «

of immanence. Thought and language both fail to under-

stand it and express it. So unique a presentation is this

height of existence that there is no means of indicating

it save by a negative method and process. The positive

intuition of it is impossible. Whatever meets the senses

or the intellect, is not Brahman.
Our approach to the study of the Upanisads will be

mainly analytical of the spiritual experiences revealed

therein. This analytical study can alone discover the most
sacred spiritual convictions about the nature of reality.

We can at once see that the conception of the Vi^vadeva -

in the Vedas could not satisfy the Upanisadic seers. The
reception of the finer vibrations of supra-mundane life

in its wide diffusion in supramental visions, cannot silence •

the quest of the teachers, for it is supposed to be still ex-

ternal. It can set up fine vital and mental currents, but

cannot touch the inmost being in us. The search in the

Upanisads is the search of the inmost being,the being above

and beyond the world of revelation, internal and external.
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The Upanisads transcend the limits of expression and

realize truth in transcendence of the cosmic stirrings, the

vital and mental urges.

Their importance and appeal are enhanced by reference

to the Absolute. The relative world with its vast

experiences and possibilities cannot make a lasting claim

on our attention, for they are bounded and passing. The
relative has value in so far as it draws our attention to the

Absolute by drawing up a sense of contrast. The relative

is limited, the relative is transitory. It calls for the

unlimited, the permanent, as its background. When the

fullest promises of the relative existence have been

exhausted, the real search for the Absolute begins ; when
the delights and joys of the relative order have had their

fullest trial, then alone the worth, the value, and the

meaning of the Absolute as the only enduring can be

apparent to us. In this sense the inquiry into the Absolute

and the quest of its security of being can seriously begin,

only when the satisfactions of the values in the relative

order, gross or fine, have had their fullest trial. This is

not often clearly understood and the intellectual synthesis

of the relative and the Absolute is often attempted. The
relative joys and values are given an absolutistic meaning
and impress, and the fountain of our experience and life

is connected with the absolute spring. Our experience has

established a claim upon us, and life clings to it so keenly

that it often refuses to accept the breaking of the con-

tinuity between the natural and the supernatural, between

the relative and the Absolute.

But this attitude is rudely shaken if penetration is made
into the recesses of our being, where a sense of freedom

at once convinces us of the twofold character of the

relative and the absolute existence. This freedom is unique ;

I it is not the freedom of eased mentality and highly strung

vitality, it is not the freedom of an embracing synthesis ;

it is the freedom from the mutations of life, freedom from
the reciprocities of intellectual life, freedom from insistent
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vital and mental demands. It is the freedom of

transcendence.

The Upanisadic search is after the real and the enduring

beyond the temporal
;

this real is Brahman in the

Upanisadic terminology. The freedom which awaits the

realization of Brahman is freedom from the relative values

and concepts.

The chief attraction of the Upanisads lies in adducing

the conception of Brahman as the Absolute. The seers

are penetrative enough to go beyond the veil of relative

existence to the One Absolute, which denies division and
completely transcends the relative existence.

The Upanisadic method has been chiefly mystical

penetration, and the penetration has been keen enough to

reach complete transcendence. The text conceives the

Vast as the state of existence, from which the relative

order of the senses and mentality drops completely.

The Chhandogya has it :
“ The manifold has been in

the beginning as ‘ Sat ’ (existent) and the Sat has been one

without the second.” No doubt the texts are rich in

references about the emergence of the cosmic system out

of Brahman, but this emergence should not be referred

to the Absolute which transcends everything, including

the desire and act of creation. The Absolute is. (Katha, II,

vi, 12, 18.) Nothing more can be said of it, no definition

is possible of it, for it is beyond knowledge (Kena, II, 3),

beyond any categorical thinking.
“ It moves, it moves not, it is far and near, it is in, it

is out.” The intellectual attempt to define it positively

completely fails.

What, then, is Brahman ?

The word ‘‘ Brahman ” has been used to indicate the

vast, the unbounded, i.e. the Absolute. In the texts the

word has been used in many places identifying it with the
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'forces of nature, the inner psychoses, the vital principle,

etc., and this has been perplexing to the accurate study of

the Upanisads.

Hence a clear analysis of the passages in which the word
occurs is necessary for clarified understanding. The texts

# use the word in different senses in diverse contexts, and if

the context is forgotten, confusion is inevitable.

The understanding is helped at the outset if we remember
the doctrine of transcendence and immanence of Brahman
as taught in the Upanisads. Brahman is the soul of the

appearance, it denies the appearance. It is in it, it is out

of it. Such contrarieties are only possible if Brahman
is viewed in and without relation to the world of phenomena
in the same sense. Immanence of Brahman is relative to

the cosmos. Transcendence is not. And, therefore, the

passages covering immanence are of less importance than
the passages covering transcendence. This distinction is

to be borne in mind to help a clear understanding.

Significance of this Distinction in Spiritual Life

The conception of Brahman in and out of relation to the
immanent life has an important significance in spiritual

life. It accepts the possibilities of spiritual life and
expression in the relative and absolutistic consciousness.

The experiences may differ, they may be of different

character, they may have different values, but still it

cannot be denied that they are potent in life. And
intellectual considerations may persuade us to accept the
one and deny the other ; but such considerations seem to be
a categorical determination which has no value in spiritual

life. The Upanisads recount the spiritual experiences in life

with and without expression ; and if finality is fixed upon
any one of them it is because the gratification and the
blessedness which are the promise of spiritual urges are more
complete in the one than in the other. But this distinction
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does not take away the full value from the life in its partial

expression and incomplete fruition.

The Upanisads are careful to unfold an evolution of

spirit in its immanent expression, and since this expression

is due to self-alienation of spirit, it can offer only partial

satisfaction even in its fullest development.

The spiritual fruition in the Upanisads, therefore, has

a twofold meaning. It may mean a self-opening and
reception of the cosmic spiritual life through nature and
society and in its development in the soul.

But this unfolding of spiritual consciousness is evolution

in spirituality, but should not be confounded with

emancipation in transcendence. The spiritual consciousness

at the outset is the acceptance of the cosmic life through

the fine and the finer planes of existence. It is the stage

of the ever expansive dynamism, and so long as the spiritual

life energizes in the concrete, it enjoys the finer revelations

of spirit through nature and soul and yet transcends them
in the world of the finest expression in itself. The spiritual

vision has in it still the concrete outlook, for experiences,

however fine, are still confined to the original limitation

of consciousness in expression and immanence. Spiritual

life is, therefore, essentially dynamic, and howsoever

expansive and rich it may be, it cannot transcend the

original restriction. And, therefore, the highest philosophic

truth which such experiences can indicate and imply will

be naturally an all-inclusive existence. It lies in every-

thing. It transcends everything, for nothing can exhaust

its being. Its being extends far beyond the ethereal

expanse, far beyond the highest heavens.

The Svetasvatara eloquently describes the vision of the

all-inclusive spirit in its widest commonalty. The all-

pervading spirit is represented as the Cosmic Person,

encompassing endless existence in its embrace :

—

“ The person with its thousand heads, thousand eyes,

thousand feet, surrounds the earth on all sides and stands

ten fingers’ breadth beyond.
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“ The person, in truth, this wide world is, whatever has

been, and whatever will be ; also ruler of immortality,

and whatever grows up by food.

“ It has a hand and foot on every side, on every side

an eye, and head and face, it has an ear everywhere in the

world. It stands encompassing all.” (Hume’s translation

of the SvetaiSvatara, iii, 14, 15, 16.)

“ The God who is in fire, who is in water, who has

entered into the whole world, who is in plants, who is in

trees—^to that God be adoration, yea, be adoration !
”

(^vetasvatara Upanisad, ii, 17.)

Again we have in the Rig-Veda (Wilson’s Rig-Veda

Samhita, Mandala 10, Eighth Astaka, Fourth Adhyaya,
Sukta, vi) :

—

1. “ Purusa, who has a thousand heads, a thousand

eyes, a thousand feet, investing the earth in all directions,

exceeds (it by a space) measuring ten fingers.

2. “ Purusa is verily all this (visible world), all that is,

and all that is to be, he is also the Lord of immortality,

for he mounts beyond (his own condition) for the food

(of living beings).

8. “ Such is his greatness, and Purusa is greater even

than this, all beings are one-fourth of him, his other three-

fourths (being) immortal, (abide) in heaven.

4. “ Three-fourths of Purusa ascended ; the other fourth

that remained in this world proceeds repeatedly, and
diversified in various forms, went into all animate and
inanimate creation.”

Though these texts eloquently describe the all-

permeating natme of the Absolute, in the gross and the
finer forms of existence, still they do not give us the con-

ception of transcendence. Hence these texts have value
for the spiritual life in initiating the cosmic sense of the

cosmic being. They are, in short, the vision of the Reality

in forms, or the vision of the formed reality (Murtta),

they do not indicate the understanding or the vision of the
formless.
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The Brihadaranyaka has it :
“ There are assuredly two

forms of Brahman : the formed and the formless, the

mortal and the immortal, the stationary and the moving,

the actual and the yon.” (Hume’s translation, iii, 1.)

The texts bring out clearly the conception of the formless,

which is, therefore, as a conception more advanced and
subtle than the presentation of Brahman as Murtta. This

makes way for the perception of the finest essence of

existence immanent in all existence.

But even this is not enough as the true indication of the

Upanisadic teaching. For as a source of spiritual inspiration

the Upanisads see far beyond such poetic inspiration which
feels the animation of nature by spirit, and go deeper in

declaring the identity of existence in nature and man.
The spiritual life, therefore, is not merely the reception

of spirit in wise passiveness through the finer forces active

in nature and man ; it is not the sense of the vast-^

ness and overpoweringness of existence ; it is, as the

Brihadaranyaka points out, the feeling of the exact

identity of spirit beyond the dynamic of nature and spirit.

The text reads :
“ As an identity is it to be looked upon,

this indemonstrable, enduring being ; motionless beyond
space, the birthless soul, Atman, the great and the

enduring.”

This perception of the enduring as seated in the soul

{Yo esa antahhridaya) is the promise of the Upanisads.

The self-opening does not only move the fine dynamism
of our being, making it receptive and responsive to the

finer forces active in us and in nature and to their corre-

spondence and unity in the Godhead, but it finally helps

that penetration which feels the identity of existence in

Atman. The self-opening is succeeded and displaced here

by self-realization, and the finer expressions of life by
silence of wisdom. The wisdom which the spiritual

dynamism carries with it, is the revelation of the finer

oscillation of life and spirit in the deep of our being, the

subtle joys and music in the life of nature, the rhythm
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and harmony of the cosmic life in and beyond the formed
(Murtta) existences. But it is to be distinguished from the
wisdom which is discoverable in the deep abyss of our
being, the knowledge of identity. Transcendent wisdom
then presents a imique experience which cannot otherwise

be obtained. It is the wisdom of the formless, the shapeless.

In the life of realization the Upanisads lay more stress

upon the truth of transcendence than upon the immanent
spiritual life. It is not because the Upanisadic seers do
not see and feel the finer delights and truths of supra-

mental existence in the dynamic divine, it is because they
feel the truth of all truths, the truth beyond the immanental
immensities. The supramental truths hold true in the
order of expression, and as such are truths which lie beyond
the surface existence. They reveal realms of harmonies,

beauties, and sublimities
; but they can have no access

into the silence of the Deep. It is beyond the reach of the
sensuous or the super-sensuous mind.
The word “ truth ” is confined to this aspect of tran-

scendence in the Upanisads, both in the ontological and the
spiritual sense. Not that it is the fixity of existence amidst
the diversities of change. The dynamic divine is no less

fixed an existence, for no one seriously conceives it to be
vanishing. It may have occasional withdrawal of its

expression, but the occasional withdrawal of its play in the
cosmic drama does not reduce it to nothing. It is the source
and fountain of all life, all streams of thought, wisdom,
and power, and therefore it is idle to deny its truth out-
right and to refuse its spiritual influence and potency.
But when the emphasis is laid upon the transcendent aspect
of truth, it is done in the clear conviction that the
transcendent is Truth without the least limitation, it is

the sole truth, truth unadorned and naked. The
transcendent is truth-in-itself. The dynamic divine is

truth in relation to the order of revelation in the supra-
physical and physical planes of existence. The truth
implied in both cannot be the same. The dynamic divine
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is truth in relation to the orders of revelation and creation,

it cannot be truth in the sense in which the transcendent

is truth. But this should not for a moment be construed

as meaning that there are two forms of truth, actually

different, if not conflicting. The transcendent alone is

truth, the dynamic divine is the transcendent presented in •

the aspect of relation. The same thing is seen, but

interpreted differently. The intellectual necessity of

thinking in the terms of a first cause presents the

transcendent as the dynamic divine manifested in the

mental and the supramental universe, in the physical and
the vital planes of existence. But when intellectual

curiosity is displaced by truth-vision, the distinctness,

nativeto conceptual thinking, dies away, and transcendence

is presented in its undivided oneness.

The supra-intellectual perception of truth gives us the

consciousness of the undivided oneness of being at every

point of existence, and hence presents the essence of

truth which cannot be apprehended if the mind allows

itself to be governed by the concepts it has developed in

the course of evolution. The truth out of all reference to

the order of expression is, therefore, truth in the meta-

physical sense. It is the highest truth in the spiritual sense

also, in so far as its value is greatest because of its nature

as the essence of being, and because of its being ever

present and most intimate. The highest truth in the

spiritual sense is never distant, is never far ; it is ever

present, ever inmost. The least difference, the least

mediacy makes truth foreign to us, and makes reconcile-

ment between the seeker and the sought impossible. And
when, therefore, truth is sought in ever-growing experience,

mental or supramental, the face of truth can never shine

before us, for it is not there in its pristine purity and

undiminished radiance. The sense of distance still troubles

us, the sense of reception bespeaks the difference ; but

truth denies difference and can neither be sought nor

received, for in the unbounded expanse of its being it
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exists in its transcendent purity for ever. It can never

be received, nor be sought.

Truth, then, in its highest sense is that which is, which

can neither be presented nor received. It is the presentation

of the absolute fact, and in this presentation it goes

beyond the sense of the fullness of life, the completeness

of power, and the highest security of our finite being.

It is the overshadowing of the concrete life and conscious-

ness. The stretches of the finer vision into the immensities

of life and the occasional depths of feeling which so often

pass for the highest religious beatitude should not be

confounded with the intuition of the Absolute.

Hence the spiritual truth of the Absolute is to be

distinguished from the spiritual truth of the dynamic
divine. The one is true because of its being the highest

fact, the maximum existence beyond limitation ; the other

is true because of its influence and power. But they are

not to be distinguished as two forms of truth—^the highest

fact in self-alienation appears as the highest unity of

existence pregnant with knowledge and power.

In view of the above distinction, it is natural to

characterize the highest truth in two ways : truth in its

transcendence and truth in its self-expression. Truth in

its transcendence is truth absolute, free from the limitation

of expression. Expression implies concreteness and con-

centration. It is the spiritual life and expression in time,

but it cannot present the aspect of spiritual life which
transcends time and expression in time.

To distinguish the truth in transcendence as different

from truth in self-expression, it is natural to indicate as

Netiy Netiy not this, not this. The highest spiritual

experience seeks to describe the greatest spiritual truth in

negative terms, in the terms of denial of all that meets us

in the sensuous and the super-sensuous realization. Neti,

Neti indicates the impossibility of knowing the imknowable.
Positive knowledge is in a sense a limitation, for it implies

the duality of the seer and the seen, the experientalist
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and the experience. Neti^ Neti denies this possibility of

knowledge, it denies the possibility of indicating the truth

by clear characterization. All characterization is thought-

description, and truth evades the grasp of thought.

The Absolute : Neti Neti

Neti denotes that Brahman is not what meets the senses,

inner and outer. It is not even the object of thought.

Even the highest stretch of imagination and the finest-

sensibility can neither feel nor touch it, not the finest

vital urge can reach it. It is beyond, far beyond, the grasp

of human faculty.

When intuition and existence are identified, the problem

of knowing Being cannot arise ; for, in the height of being,

the ordinary conditions of knowledge do not prevail.

But the denial of knowledge in concrete sense does not-

commit it to agnosticism. Knowledge is not denied of

reality, though knowledge is denied in the sense of •

discursive and mediate reasoning.

But it is not nothing. It is the acme of existence, the

essence of reality. Neti, Neti does not deny the reality of

existence, it denies all the empirical characterization of-

reality. The supreme fact cannot be grasped by the

ordinary process of knowledge. It escapes the effort to
'

grasp by all the faculties that men are endowed with. Hence
the highest spiritual experience and the greatest spiritual

fact are beyond the pale of our knowledge.

This truth finds most emphatic expression in the

Brihadaranyaka Upanisad :

—

“ The Atman is not this, it is not this. It is unseizable, .

for it cannot be seized. It is indestructible, for it cannot be

destroyed. It is unattached, for it does not attach itself.

It is unbound, it does not tremble. It is not injured.”

(iii, 9, 26 ; iv, 4, 22.)

The same truth was taught by Badhva when he was
questioned about the nature of Brahman. “ Teach me
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the nature of Brahman, Reverend Sir,” Baskali besought

Badhva. The latter remained silent. The question was

again put. The sage was still silent. The inquirer still

persisted. The answer came :
“ I teach, but you do not

understand. Silent is Atman.” (Samkara-Bhasya, hi, 2,17.)

The denial of attributes and qualifications to Brahman
does not reduce it to a void. The Upanisads are definite

about that. The primal reality is the essence of being

—

our pragmatic and conceptual limitation of thinking

creates such an apprehension. So long as the pragmatic

instincts are active, the mind cannot rise to the height of

accepting the truth of the non-relational planes of existence,

for the pragmatic instincts are fed upon the consciousness

of value and reality of the relativities of existence. When,
therefore, at the height of existence the possibilities of

•pragmatic satisfactions are belied, the pragmatic mind
refuses the highest truth and is anxious to designate it as

a void. And naturally so, for the pragmatic mind has not

the power to deny its inherent limitations attendant on
the divided outlook on life with which it is naturally

associated, and to welcome a truth which can sound its

death-knell. And because religious seeking is falsely

identifiedwith pragmatic satisfaction,the higher approaches

to truth which cannot appeal to the pragmatic instincts

are rejected by the surface mind as quests in the wilder-

ness. The persistent demand of our vital and pragmatic

instincts has, therefore, the baneful effect of confining

the mind to the satisfactions of the divided life and with-

holding from it the superior vision of truth which denies

pragmatic values. The Upanisadic conception of the

spiritual truth cannot be understood, far less appreciated,

if life seeks merely the satisfaction of pragmatic instincts.

The realistic or pragmatic consciousness is guided by its

narrow vision and it cannot accept the truth which is

revealed when the mind has been able to forgo its

limitations. And, therefore, the intuitions and revelations

coming from the height of existence, transcending the
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pragmatic, cannot be understood and accepted by the lower

mind. And because of this, the Sruti says that “ neither

the learned nor the intelligent among men can welcome

this truth And verily so, for the appreciation of truth

and its final illumination require the quelling of the lower

and pragmatic demands of the soul and the waking up of

the finest intuitive intelligence which sees but does not

understand. And so long as the requirement is not fulfilled,

the highest intuitions will be lightly passed over, not that

they have no realities, but that the mind has not the fine

susceptibilities to feel them and correctly appraise their

values. And so long as the vital and pragmatic demands
are insistent with the empiric intuitions in life, the

transcendent truth cannot make its impression, and per-

chance, even if it does, it cannot make the impression

enduring.

It is better for the correct estimate of the Upanisadic

truths to indicate that its highest truth can be apprehended

not so much by the process of reflection or the intuitions-'

of the empiric and pragmatic mind, as by the supramental

revelation and transcendent intuition. The thinking mind
may not find much food for it in the pages of the Upanisads,

save in the form of fine hints pregnant with constructive

suggestions, but the inquiring and the truly mystic soul

will find in it sufficient food for itself, for its advance and
realization.

The mystic demand and the mystic understanding are

different from the pragmatic and conceptualistic demand
and understanding. Mysticism has its own claim ; if the

pragmatic vision could have satisfied the soul, the mystic

demand and inquiry would have no value and the mystic

approach no meaning. The mystic sees and reads life in

a way different from the rational or pragmatic method of

approach, and, therefore, the truths and the conclusions

which the theoretic and pragmatic mind are slow to receive

and accept, the mystic consciousness unhesitatingly

appropriates. But for this immediate acceptance of a truth
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that cannot otherwise be seen, felt, and appreciated,

the mystic claim and approach would be regarded as

grouncUess and unconvincing. The real attraction of

mysticism lies in offering a new venue of realization and
a novel method of apprehension. And this explains why
the simple truths felt by the mystic require so long and
circuitous an effort to commend them to the theoretic

reason. Nay, often reason stands baffled in its attempt.

And this becomes evident when the mystic claims the

identity of fact and knowledge, the identity of reality and
consciousness, for it is more an experience in the

transcendent heights of knowledge than a demonstration

of logic. Logic may follow, but in the acme of consciousness

the truth is felt.

This is why we see that the Upanisads have not drawn
the distinction between fact and knowledge

;
on the other

hand, they have characterized the reality to be knowledge

and consciousness. The Aitareya Upanisad has it in the

conclusion :
“ All this is based on intelligence (Gnosis).

The world is endowed with the vision of intelligence. The
basis is intelligence. Brahman is intelligence.”

Brahman denotes the highest existence. The highest

existence is intelligence, or, more properly, consciousness.

Though the Absolute is intuition, it cannot be intuited.

The texts are positive about this. The Kena has :
“ He

who knows not, knows ; he who knows, knows not.”

(i, 2, 8.) Again, the Brihadaranyaka (iv, 5, 15) has it

:

“ Who has ever known the knower ? ” Evidently the hint

is that intuition cannot be intuited. “ The knower of all

cannot be known.”
This suggests that intuition excludes all relativity, all

reference to the process and the object of knowledge. The
text has also :

“ Brahman is immediacy of intuition.

It transcends all knowledge, though it is knowledge. It is

the essence of cognition, without being the cognitive

process. Brahman is illumination.” (Brihadaranyaka,

iii, 4, 1 ; hi, 5, 1.)
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This conclusion puts into clear relief the character of
the Absolute. It is one. It is intuition. It is luminosity.

But this denial of knowledge in pragmatic and concrete

sense does not make the highest affirmation of the

Upanisads open to agnosticism. Such a charge can only

arise when knowledge is defined in empiric terms or in

terms of relativity. The pragmatic mind is accustomed to

think in terms of relative verity, and therefore it fails to

appreciate truth when it is presented in terms which do
not represent the actualities of relative existence. The
finest imagination cannot picture so sublime a truth, so

dignified an existence. The Kena Upanisad is perfectly

justified in saying that “ it is different from the known,
it is different from the unknown”. The inmost truth, “ the

truth which cannot be perceived by the Manas, and felt by
the senses,” the truth which is different from the object

of adoration, is the finest existence which, by its integrity

and simplicity, passes comprehension. And yet it is not

far, it is intimate, it is too near to be fully apprehended.

The highest truth is the greatest dilemma in knowledge.

All knowledge presupposes it. All existence is supported in

it. It is the consciousness of consciousness. It is the fact

of facts. It is far and near. It is in and out. It is the whole

and the parts. Still it cannot be seen, it cannot be felt.

The texts are positive about it. Who has ever known the

knower of all things ? None can experience the revealer

of experiences. It is, as the Kena points out, inherent in

individual psychoses but can scarcely be felt by itself.

The sun and the stars illuminate by its light, but none can

express it. The world within and the world without are

illumined by its light, but the brilliant orbs of the heavens

cannot cast in it “ their purest ray serene ”. The stars

twinkle with its reflected light, the soul illumines with its

borrowed splendour.

The mellowed brilliance of the twilight and the dawn,

the dazzling brilliance of the sun, are but its shadows.

It illumines the intelligence. “ The sim shines not there.
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neither moon, nor the stars. These lightnings shine not,

much less the fire. This shining, all others shine. All this

is illumined with His light.” (Katha, v, 15.)

Intuition cannot be intuited. The Mandukya (verse 7)

has it :
“ It is not an object that can either be seen or used,

it defies definition and reflection, it is incomprehensible,

it is essentially the knowledge of the oneness of self.”

Where the object has been identified with the subject

of knowledge, the history of experience has been closed

there ; the Prapancha, the cosmic manifold, is withdrawn

completely from this height of existence. It is, therefore,

not the seed of the creation in which the world sleeps, but

it is the integral existence, beyond space, beyond time,

beyond the creative urges. It is the silence which is not

disturbed by the gush of life, it is the great beyond from
which no traveller returns, it is beyond the joys of life

and the fear of death. It is the greatest wonder of existence.

It is rare in its widest commonalty, it is simple in its highest

dignity.

The Chhandogya is more appropriate when it says that
“ the sun does not truly rise and set for him who perpetually

lives in the knowledge of Brahman of the Upanisads ”,

(iii, 11, 8.)

In a more significant passage in the Brihadaranyaka

Upanisad we are told by Yajnavalkya, in reply to a question

from King Janaka, that “ when the sun has set, the moon
has set, the fire has gone out, and speech is hushed, the

soul (Atman) still shines, for the soul is his light, for with

the soul, indeed, as his light, one sits, moves around, does

his work and returns ”. (iv, 3, 6.) The SvetaiJvatara

Upanisad also characterizes the highest truth as the con-

sciousness of consciousness, the super-conscience (vi, 18).

It calls the supreme soul Jna, conscience. It is Gnosis

(vi, 17). The Brahma Upanisad characterizes it as Saksi

Cheta. It is the percipience, the conscience.

This conscience is the summit of knowledge, free as it is

fromthe mental orsupramental limitations. It is, therefore.
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to be distinguished from the wisdom of Hiranyagarva

or of Isvara, for it can reflect only the sum total of

experience in the fine or causal dynamism. These are still

relative verities and cannot cover the absolute intuition.

The supramental revelations may give out the hidden

mysteries laid deep in the root of existence, but cannot

present the timeless intuition before us. The supra-

sensuous revelations do not transcend the operation of the

causal law, they are events in time, impressed upon the

Sattvic, luminous, mind freed from the limitations of its

working through the senses, but the invariable implication

of a reception and a gift in knowledge is there. This

reception may be very swift in psychological process, but

it cannot forgo the implication of reciprocity in know-
ledge. Revelation may open a direct access into the

mysteries of the divine life in Isvara, but it cannot

transcend the implication that knowledge is relative. The
conscience is, therefore, unique in the sense that it

transcends the implications of relations. It is self-luminous,

it is luminosity of intuition as distinguished from the

luminosity of Sattva. The luminosity in intuition is self-

luminosity, the luminosity of Sattva is reflected luminosity.

The one is luminosity of intuition, the other is the

luminosity of intelligence (Buddhi). Conscience is intuition.

Intuition is being.

This conscience is to be distinguished from the super-

mind (Isvara) not only in the knowledge aspect, but also in

the existence aspect. It is the supreme existence, and it is

indestructible : supreme, because it is the ultimate reality

beyond which nothing can exist. Isvara is the Absolute

in reference to the creative order, and this reference makes
it distinct from the Absolute, since it always implies

a reference to the totality. So long as our knowledge implies

reference, Isvara’s being is supposed to be supreme, as it is

all-embracive totality; but the moment the reference to the

subjective locus is lost, the idea of the eternity, of totality

also drops from the mind. Eternity, therefore, has two
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senses : (1) eternity in the sense of the transcendence of

’ time
; and (2) eternity in the sense of existing through

time. Avyaya in the former sense is true of the Absolute,

i.e. Brahman transcending all relations. Avyaya in the

second sense is true of Isvara, for it is an existence which is

identified with time, the history of the Absolute expressing

itself and subsisting through time : Isvara is then the

Absolute seen in reference to self-expression through time.

The time order is an order in Isvara, it is not an order in

the Absolute.

Self-expression is, therefore, strictly true of Isvara,

but not of the Absolute. The Absolute in reality transcends

self-expression : the limitation of self-expression is in

Isvara, but not in the Absolute. The dynamism of

expression does not play any part in Being and the Absolute

is a plenum beyond the ripples of dynamic expression. The
Upanisads emphasize this aspect of absolute existence,

and a clear realization of such an existence is supposed

to give that undisturbed calm which is the promise of

unrestricted vision and undivided life.

In this affirmation the Upanisads draw a sharp line of

distinction between the conscience and the spiritual

dynamism : they do not completely negate the d3mamic
aspect of spiritual life—^they recognize its spiritual values ;

but they consider them to be a partial expression of spiritual

life which does not represent its complete nature and full

depth. Spiritual life is, to the Upanisadic teachers, neither

evolution nor emergence, either of which means an upward
motion and fine expression of our inward being. The
common notion of spirituality as the fine blossoming
of the inward nature implies the movement of life from its

gross to its fine nature. Nay, it has implicit reference to the

truth of spontaneous generation of spirituality. Just as

the biologist thinks of the evolution of life out of the life-

less, similarly it is thought that fine spirituality emerges
out of gross vitalism—that spirituality is an offshoot

of vitalism in the course of its emergence into finer
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expression. The Upanisads cannot in the least favom*

so neo-realistic or neo-vitalistic a conception of spiritual

life, for in such a conception not only the spiritual sense and
life in man is supposed to leap into a fresh stage of

evolution, but also the very centre and object of spiritual

life, viz. God, is conceived as coming into being in the course

of emergent evolution.

The greatest shortcoming of this theory is that it makes
the fine come out of the gross, the highest values out of the

coarsest existence. It does not explain how mass and
quantity can pass into the specimens of finest life and
spirituality.

The Upanisads steer clear of such a conception. They
do not generally believe in spiritual evolution, and, when
they do, they do not necessarily accept the emergence of

the lower into the higher, of the grosser into the finer.

The fine, to them, is a higher and truer reality and is

immanent in the gross ; the fine, therefore, is the essence,

the gross is the appearance. In spiritual life there is no
room for spontaneous generation, the spirit can be a spark

of spirit, life of life. The highest reality is spiritual, the

only existence is spirit. The non-spiritual is not exactly

non-spiritual, it is the shadow and the restriction of the

spiritual. Spiritual life is then more a close understanding

and appreciation of the essence of our being than an
evolution or emergence. Spiritual evolution can be true

of the divided self, which, from the self-imposed conception

of a division, sees in it the possibility of degeneration and
evolution. When the perfect balance and equilibrium

of the spiritual life in transcendence is lost, the spiritual

life can either be active for a higher evolution, or can
degenerate into death. Life, when divided from the source,

can work ceaselessly for the evolution of finer instincts

and powers, or degenerate into lower forms of existence

which check the free flow of vitality, the quickened sense

of morality, and the fine intellectual and spiritual

receptivity. The Upanisads recognize the path of evolution
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and the gradual regeneration of the spirit and illumination

through successive planes of finer existence
; but this

has not been recognized as the right spiritual quest, for

this cannot emancipate the soul from the sense of a false

individuality ; and, however fine it grows, however

delicate becomes its being and penetrative its powers, they

still suffer from the original limitation and cannot rise

above the perfection of powers to the right understanding

of the integral being. Spiritual life is then more the

installing in the silence than the search of fine being and
receptivity.

Being and Bliss

Delight is the soul of Being. “ Brahman is Anandam,”
the text says (Taittiriya, ii, 7). Spirit is delight, and delight

is spirit. There is no difference between the two, nor is

a difference conceivable. And corresponding to spiritual

transcendence and spiritual expression, delight has two
forms : the delight of silence and the delight of expression.

The delight of silence is delight-in-itself, not enjoyable,

nor ever enjoyed. Still it is delight, for delight is being,

and where being is the essence, delight is in excelsis.

Such delight in transcendence is accepted as calm and
refused as delight. This is a common mistake. Delight is

not seldom identified with a psychological state, and even
in spiritual life the psychological sense or feeling is sought

to be multiplied and intensified. Delight, in spiritual life,

is therefore supposed to be the heightening of feeling. Such,

however, is not the delight felt in transcendence. Still

. it is delight, and though it has not the warmth of feeling,

it has the joy of an unbounded expanse. It is not the delight

of a free flow of spiritual dynamism, the ease of a fluid

and elastic being, it is the delight of a luminous con-

sciousness and transparent being which is beyond the touch
of spatial expansion. It is not the delight of spiritual

experiences, it is the delight of spiritual being. Though it
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has not the vibrative blessedness of love, it has the blissful

repose in itself. It is not the joy of life, it is the joy of

freedom.

Anandam has the highest spiritual value and is the index

of value in spiritual consciousness and is not infrequently

set as the value-concept. Felicity is sought. Felicity is

realized. Such is the case in spiritual life. But the

Upanisads say :
“ Felicity is Being ” (Taittiriya, iii, 6). i

Felicity is the essence of the soul. It is not a value-concept,

it is the concept of existence. Where being is complete,

felicity is full. It is not to be realized, it is there. It is not

in fruition. It is not to be, but eternally is. Anandam
is then not the value of being, it is being. This delight

does not delight itself. It is delight, but not self-delight.

It is delight without rise or fall, it is bliss without ebb.

and flow.

As such it differs from the delight of expression or

concentration, either analytic or synthetic, though no
doubt the spiritual life in immanence feeds upon such,

delight. This is the plane where delight meets delight

—

the joy of enjoying delight, and not the joy of being delight.

When the self moves in theworld ofbecoming and relativity, .

it sees not the delight in the self, it seeks the delight in

the other, the other in the self. This reciprocity meets us

in the order of expression, and such delight of reciprocity

is to be distinguished from the delight of being. The former

is essentially an elevation in psychological consciousness,

the latter a fixity in being. The Taittiriya lays special stress •

on the transcendence of bliss. “ Speech turns back from
it, mind cannot attain it. He fears not at any time, who
knows the bliss of Brahman.”
The former is well indicated in Taittiriya Sruti, i.e. it

is the wine of life, the nectar of the soul, and he becomes ^

suffused with gladness who is filled with it (ii, 7). The
psychological consciousness, no doubt, awaits a con-

summation, but this consummation is still an opening in

the fine sensibility and fine shades of being, and not the
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delight which waits on the transcendental awakening.

But this distinction is thin, for bliss or delight is initial

expression : being is bliss, and the first contradiction

must be the multiplication of bliss. And, therefore, the

text reads after two lines :
“ Who could have breathed,

but for this ether of bliss ?
”

The delight of expression is delight in the widest com-

monalty in every fibre of being, manifested and un-

manifested. But, even in this wide distribution of bliss,

• the Upanisad conceives higher and lower stages in

proportion to the assimilation of wide or restricted bliss

in life. Life moves in bliss ; and the movement of life is

merely rhythmical where bliss is more profound and
expansive. Men, nature’s gods, the creative deities, cannot

enjoy the life of bliss in its completeness. They live by its

touch. Their being is confined, naturally they cannot

enjoy the rarest privilege of unbounded delight.

The hierarchy of beings is determined by the possibility

of more elastic life in bliss. Bliss is life ; the more the

bliss, the more the life and the greater the privilege. This

scheme pervades from the smallest to the highest existence.

The Taittiriya and the Brihadaranyaka bear testimony

to the scheme of distribution of bliss in the different

grades of being. The higher assimilates the bliss of the

lower and contains still more. In this way we reach

the highest.

The text runs thus :

—

A hundred human blisses are one bliss of the human Gandharvas
(genii)—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures (^rotriya) and
who is not smitten with desire.

A hundred blisses of the human Gandharvas are one bliss of
the divine Gandharvas

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A himdred blisses of the divine Gandharvas are one bliss of
the fathers (Pitris) in their long-enduring world

—
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also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

hundred blisses of the fathers in their long-enduring world
are one bliss of the gods who are born so (ajanaja)

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A hundred blisses of the gods who are bom so are one bliss of
the gods who are gods by merit (karmadeva) who go to the
gods by merit

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A hundred blisses of the gods who are gods by merit are one
bliss of the gods

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A hundred blisses of the gods are one bliss of Indra

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A hundred blisses of Indra are one bliss of Brihaspati

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A hundred blisses of Brihaspati are one bliss of Prajapati

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.

“ A hundred blisses of Prajapati are one bliss of Brahma

—

also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not
smitten with desire.”

In Brihadaranyaka we have a great teacher’s exposition

of the hierarchy of bliss :

—

“
‘ If one is fortunate among men and wealthy, lord •

over others, best provided with all human enjoyments, that

is the highest bliss of men. Now a hundredfold the bliss

of men is one bliss of those who have won the fathers’

world. Now a hundredfold the bliss of those who have won
the fathers’ world is one bliss in the Gandharva-world.
A hundredfold the bliss in the Gandharva-world is one
bliss of the gods who gain their divinity by meritorious

works. A hundredfold the bliss of the gods by works is

one bliss of the gods by birth and of him who is learned in

the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free

from desire. A hundredfold the bliss of the gods by birth
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is one bliss in the Prajapati-world and of him who is learned

in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free

from desire. A hundredfold the bliss in the Prajapati-

world is one bliss in the Brahma-world and of him who is

learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who
is free from desire. This truly is the highest world. This is

the Brahma-world, O King !
’ Thus spoke Yajnavalkya.”

Delight of rhythm is to be distinguished from the delight

of transcendence. The delight of rhythm is the delight of

life, and the whole creation enjoys this kind of delight,

it is inherent in its constitution, and none can live without

it. Life is delight, for life is rhythm ; the more the harmony,
the easier the flow of life, and this rhythm does not exist

in even proportion everywhere. Where the rhythm is

the highest, the delight is the greatest. Life and more life

is the prayer that goes out from men and gods, for life is

rhythm, and rhythmic existence is felicitous existence.

The rhythm of life is cosmic and the cosmic rhythm is

distributed amongst individuals according to their capacity

and power. Cosmic joy in individual life is, therefore, the

reflection of the cosmic rhythm. Where the life’s dance is

the most intensive and extensive, there the joy is the

greatest, and the Taittiriya and the Brihadaranyaka most
probably mean this apportionment of the cosmic rhythm
to the gods and men, when they are representing a hierarchy

of the beings, men, creative and preservative gods. The
delight of the collective men is focussed in the gods, for

they feel the greater rhythm of life. The greatertherhythm,
the finer and the wider the delight, and the rhythm may
be intensive enough to feel the cosmic life in the inward

and outward urges.

But the delight of rhythm is essentially the delight of

life, it cannot be the delight of expanse
; for, however

intensive and exclusive the urge may be, it is still limited

in its being. It may be life and eternal life, but it is feeling

the pulse of life in expression. It has then the limitation

of expression. It is lived and enjoyed, it is the delight of
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life. The delight of being (Atman) is the delight of an
awakening from the urge and rh5rthm of life. Urge is the

index of limitation, it is the sign of concentration. How-
ever vast and expansive be its influence, it cannot be the

plenum of existence, and as such the Chhandogya truly

says that in the expanse of being, no experience is possible

of it, no urge is felt in it. This expanse has been called

delight by Sanatkumara. It is an expanse without the>

oscillation of life, it is an expanse which can be lived but

not felt. It is the expanse whence disappear the waves

of life, the urges of cosmic consciousness and feeling. It

is the expanse of undivided bliss, the bliss of calm and not

the bliss of life. The bliss of life is the joy of rhythmic

dance which widens our sympathies and enlarges our

visions, and can give expression to the finest currents of

the soul. And few can stand indifferent to the intoxication

of life and welcome the silence beyond. Religious attraction

is often the attraction for the subtle delight of life, and the

more life is freed from grossness and its restrictions, the

more it becomes the source of pure delight. The joys

become almost overwhelming when life reveals its

unfathomable depths and its finest currents. The more it

is enjoyed, the more constant becomes the attraction.

But this intensive attraction of life ceases to be effective^

in the transcendent calm, when the soul becomes completely

freed from its intoxication. The joy of life cannot compare
with the dignity of silence. Life has ebb and flow. Calm
is life without ripple, without ebb and flow. It is the

plenitude of existence.

Spiritual life in academy and parlour is so often identified

with the finest dynamism of our being that the calm in

spiritual life as distinguished from its rhythm is not

seriously taken into consideration, and this probably has

been the cause of confounding the silence of spiritual life

with emptiness. It is not emptiness, it is the Pleroma of *

Eternal Light, as the Gnostics call it. The urge of life is

so insistent and so attractive that the seeker experiences
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difficulty in passing beyond the urges and appreciating

the illumined silence. This pleroma of eternal light is to

be distinguished from the radiating effulgence which the

seeker feels in the dynamic being when the rhythmic

oscillation of life is at its highest. The rhythmic oscillation

produces an apparent calmness in the dynamic being and
is very often accompanied by an all-pervading transparent

orb of light. This orb of light is perpetual in Isvara, but

transient in man ; for in the one case the finest dynamism
exists in the state of an apparent equilibrium and in the

other it is in a state of unstable and disturbed equilibrium.

The undisturbed rhjdihm of life is always associated with

the finest transparence of dynamic being and the widest

form of expression. A stage, it will be made clear later,

is reached where the light shines eternally, undimmed
by the veil of ignorance prevalent in man. The former is

the genial light of the dynamic divinity, but not the light

of silence. The divine light is the orb of light in unbounded
space, the light of silence is the light beyond space, limit-

less space. This is the light of Atman.
Present-day mysticism seems to be so much appreciative

of life and rh5rthm, probably as the inevitable after-effect

of the devitalizing World War, that it cannot rise above the

melody and the music of life and welcome the silence

beyond the profounder urges and meanings of life.

Count Keyserling appraises the value of the basic tones of

the melody of life in its eternal process of change. “ It is

the eternal truth which ensouls all temporal sense-

formations just as it is eternal life which animates every

life.” “ The ultimate terminus, undefinable as such, the

Logos-side of which I call ‘ adjustment ’, is nothing else

than Life itself. For it is life which gives its content

a meaning.” Keyserling has shown sympathetic
appreciation of the Indian spirit of rising above “ name ”

and “ form ” as necessary to the apprehension of truth

(p. 194, Creative Understanding), and he says (p. 196)

:

“ The East recognizes as a self-evident fact that spiritual
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light—as is true, ultimately of all life—can only come from

a Beyond of the plane of formations.” This “ Beyond ”

is the life above all concrete formations.

So deep is the conviction in life that it is indeed very

difficult to raise our vision from the fluidity it promises

to the appreciation of the affirmation of the ancients that

the Beyond transcends life, transcends formations and
expressions. The mystic urge is generally the urge of finer

life. The finer the rhythm felt in the dance of life, the greater

the attraction felt to life, and the mystic vision has the

possibility of being clouded by and fixed upon the dance

of life : in fact, it may not get over the conception of life

as the basic reality. So great may be the hold of life, that in

our aspiration to rise above its concrete expressions in the

details of existence, we may read finer values and deeper

appreciations into them in reference to their cosmic setting,

in their profounder sense-consciousness. We may thus

live in the Beyond while holding on still to the immediate.

Almost akin to the appreciation of life, mysticism by
another writer has been identified with the contemplation

of value. “ One day life will emerge, and warmed by the

Sun of Pure Being, will come to rest in the contemplation

of value which the mystics have called the vision of

God. . . . There are the mystics who achieve in sudden

flashes of illumination the vision of the world of value

which will one day, if evolution goes aright, be the privilege

of all things that are living.” “ This intimation logically

involves, and in practice includes, the conviction that

life is purposive, in the sense that it is trying to develop

a clearer and fuller apprehension of what is now but

imperfectly felt and, for some of us, a recognition of the

fact that in the mystic this clearer and fuller apprehension

has intermittently been achieved.” (C. E. M. Joad, The
Present and Future of Religion, p. 198.) Joad conceives

a spiritual world in addition to the everyday material

world :
“ The latter is the world of struggle, change and

imperfection, the former is the world of permanence.
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perfection and changelessness.” Life evolves to a fuller

and more continuous knowledge of this world. The mystic

world, to Joad, is the world of absolute and permanent

values which can be apprehended but cannot be created

by us.

Keyserling’s vision of the Life Beyond and Joad’s vision

of the Order of Values as the end of the quest do not fall

in with the Upanisadic ideal. Neither of them has been

able to rise above the basic conception of life, and life in

its basic being is associated with permanent values. The
vision of a Beyond and a Beyond deep with meaning and
expressed in values, is the vision of the causal and the

subtle beyond the physical. It is the revelation of the

mysteries lying deep behind the division of life on the

physical plane, it is continuous with our present experiences

which are in effect expressions of them. Joad seems to

have been captivated by the fine turns of life in the rarefied

consciousness of mystics, and his imagination is struck

by the transcendent world of values as offering the blessed

contrast of order, peace, and perfection to the disorder,

confusion, and conflict of the divided life.

Be it transcendent life or value, the mystical ideal cannot

confine itself to “ the identification of the object of mystical

experience with the transcendent world of values ”. The
mystic search is after the one, after that beyond which

nothing exists, without which nothing exists and that which
is the essence of our being, which saves us from the

insurgent demands of a restricted self. The great promise

of mysticism is, therefore, this felicity of an emancipation

from the inrush of the vital demands of a divided life.

The emancipation is certainly different from the values

and ideals that lie hidden in life and find expression in the

order of finer existence and appreciation in a truer vision.

We shall see that the Upanisads are alive to the finer order

of values and show insight into life beyond, but their

finest contribution to mysticism is that they seek to present

the ineffable as beyond values, beyond life, the spring of
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all existence, yet the intangible reality which none can

divine, a wonder to gods and men, the bliss of existence.

In the delight of rhythm life enjoys a freedom from the

discord inherent in the surge of conflicting impulses.

Rhythm gives us delight because it offers a relief and

a deliverance from discord and therefore presents the

aspect of life which is not usually experienced. No doubt

life has in every stage of its expression some degree of

rhythm, and discord is possible because we have not life

in the fullest. Life is rhythm, and the more we have it the

more we enjoy the joy of rhythm.
Be it noted here that the joy of rhythm is more apparent

in the cosmic than in the individual life, for in the cosmic

being life has its fullest possible expression without the

least possible discord. The more rhythmic the dance of

life, the more it is freed from the anxieties, hopes, and fears

of life. It enjoys the evenness ; but this evenness is felt

where the oscillation of life is free from the claims of the

divided life. It is in a sense a recovery from the battlefield

of desires, from the vital and mental urges. It is enjoying

the dance inherent in life itself. The freedom from the

waves of impulses is a freedom from the desires natural

to vital and mental life. This freedom is the enjoyment of

the wider life, stimulating and inspiring us in every moment
of our existence. Its rhythm is deep, its delight pure, its

harmony musical. It is the joy of life which the adept

alone can feel.

It appears more delightful only because it secures a relief

from the stir and stress of the surface life. It is, as it were,

a temporary forgetfulness of the insistent demands con-

nected with our vital existence. The more life converges

towards the fulfilment of desire, the more it is restricted

to a plane of existence where it cannot feel itself at its

highest and enjoy the blessing of a forgetfulness and escape

from the limited urges of expression. The higher urge

of life has a freedom from this constant tension of a con-

centrated purpose. Life is enjoyed most in its elasticity.
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and the more free it is from limited visions, the more is the

possibility of enjoying the wider and deeper currents of

the soul.

The finer appreciation of life, therefore, always requires

the greater freedom from its limited urges. This truth is

seen by Joad. He sees in aesthetic experience a freedom and
release from the constant urges of life and a momentary
forgetfulness of life’s claims and interests. Joad says :

“ We who are part and parcel of the evolutionary stream

stand for the time outside and above the stream, and are

permitted for a moment to be withdrawn from the thrust

and play of impulse and desire ... for so long as we enjoy

the vision of the end, life leads us alone. We feel neither

need nor want, and losing ourselves in contemplation of

the reality beyond us we become for the moment selfless.”

Joad has almost the true appreciation of the mystic con-

sciousness as chiefly self-forgetfulness. In other words,

it implies transcendence over the surface ripple of life, but

he seems not to be quite alive to the delight of silence.

The finer rhythm may give us release from the persistent

claims and counter-claims of desires, life may be tasted

with its full cup of delight in its serene melody and
absorbing harmony. The riotous claims may be hushed in

the silence where the original music of life may enrapture

the soul and flashes of light may overcome it with the rich

experience of the sublimities and beauties of the cosmic

life. The strength and vigour of the cosmic self may stir

our being to its very depth. Still such a mystic conscious-

ness has not the full expression and unique presentation of

the transcendent. The forgetfulness of our confined

experience and the enjoyment of the dance of cosmic life

meet us on the pathway to the realization of the silence

of the Beyond, but they should not be confounded with the

true appreciation of the mystic consummation. The order

of aesthetic beauty and moral value with their possibilities

is not to be compared to the delight of silence. A persistent

demand there is to rise from the discords into the harmony
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of life, but this music of life is not the ultimate in the

mystic exaltation. The Upanisadic seers have the final

appreciation of the calm beyond the waves of life, of the

great Beyond in which silence reigns supreme. It is, indeed,

a terrible experience for those who are anxious to enjoy

the dance of life and who have not the boldness to go

further. The mystic silence is a unique experience beyond
all description in the terms of concrete experience. Life

here is hushed into silence, experience vanishes into

nothing, the dream of life for ever dwindles away,
the cosmic dance comes to a close, the joy of fellowship-

in an eternal fraternity evaporates for ever. Life is

awakened from the fatal division which for ever binds it.

Silence reigns supreme. The final delight is this delight of

Silence. Gods, archangels, angels, and men do not know
it ;

knowing it, they cannot exist. It is the eternal wonder,

the everlasting Yea behind all existence, the ether of

consciousness, the eternal background, the ever-present

Now, the stay of all, but the ever inaccessible, the ever

impenetrable, the eternal mystery that always attracts

but always eludes our grasp.



Chapter IV

THE DELIGHT SUPERNAL

When the realistic consciousness evaporates in the

height of ecstasy the adept begins to feel the all-

pervasiveness of delight. Existence is felt to be nothing
but delight ; delight fills the finer being, delight permeates

the outer being ; the small and the great present alike

delight in full. The sense of gradation and hierarchy of

delight no longer persists, for in the inmost being delight

is spread in its widest commonalty and utmost expansion.

In this height of realization the full is presented in

equal magnitude in the tiniest as well as in the largest

of objects. In reality it has no magnitude and, therefore,

it is possible for it to permeate the essence of all things

in its entirety. This appears strange ; but this is the fact,

this is the truth. Division, magnitude, proportion are

terms compatible with finite existence, they cannot be
compatible with the Absolute. The Absolute is, therefore,

present in its fullness everywhere and in every form of

existence, great or small.

If this is true of being, it is equally true of delight.

Delight is great or small so long as it is finite delight, so

long as it is human delight ; but delight as the essence

of our being is everywhere the same. To know this is the

highest wisdom, to feel this is to rise above the joys of

the flesh and the joys of the heart. With proper training

and discipline the adept soon learns to feel the joy which
knows no bounds and the delight which has neither ebb
nor flow. Everywhere it is felt the same, because it is in

itselfbeyondtheken of distribution and limitation. We have
a comprehensive description of the ecstatic vision of delight

in the Brihadaranyaka Upanisad (Ch. II, 5th Brahmana)

:

80
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*‘This earth is honey for all creatures, and all creatures are <

honey for this earth.

This shining, inunortal Person who is in this earth, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is

in the body

—

he, indeed, is just this Soul (Atman), this Immortal, this Brahma,
this All.

These waters are honey for all things, and all things are honey
for these waters.

This shining, immortal Person who is in these waters, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is

made of semen

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.
“ This fire is honey for all things, and all things are honey for

this fire.

This shining, immortal Person who is in this fire, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is

made of speech

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.
“ This wind is honey for all things, and all things are honey for

this wind.
This shining, immortal Person who is in this wind, and, with

reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is

breath

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.
“ This sun is honey for all things, and all things are honey for

this sun.
This shining, inunortal Person who is in this sun, and, with

reference to oneself, this shining inunortal Person who is in

the eye

—

he is just this Soul, this Inunortal, this Brahma, this All.

“ These quarters of heaven are honey for all things, and all things
are honey for these quarters of heaven.

This shining, immortal Person who is in these quarters of
heaven, and, with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
Person who is in the echo

—

he is just this Soul, this Inunortal, this Brahma, this All.

“ This moon is honey for all things, and all things are honey for
this moon.

This shining, immortal Person who is in this moon, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, inunortal Person consisting
of mind

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

This lightning is honey for all things, and all things are honey
for this lightning.

This shining, inunortal Person who is in this lightning, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, inunortal Person who exists
as heat

—

he is just this Soul, this Inunortal, this Brahma, this All.

o
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This thunder is honey for all things, and all things are honey
for this thunder.

This shining, immortal Person who is in thunder, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is

in sound and in tone

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

“ This space is honey for all things, and all things are honey for

this space.

This shining, immortal Person who is in this space, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is in

the space in the heart

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this All.

This Law (Dharma) is honey for all things, and all things are
honey for this I^w.

This shining, immortal Person who is in this Law, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who
exists as virtuousness

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.
“ This Truth is honey for all things, and all things are honey for

this Truth.
This shining, inunortal Person who is in this Truth, and, with

reference to oneself, this shining, inunortal Person who
exists as truthfulness

—

he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

This mankind (manusa) is honey for all things, and all things
are honey for this mankind.

This shining, immortal Person who is in this mankind, and,
with reference to oneself, this shining, inunortal Person
who exists as a man

—

he is just this Soul, this Inunortal, this Brahma, this All.
“ This Soul (Atman) is honey for all things, and all things are

honey for this Soul.

This shining, immortal Person who is in this Soul, and, with
reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who
exists as Soul

—

he is just this Soul, this Inunortal, this Brahma, this All.
“ Verily, this Soul is the overlord of all things, the king of all

things.

As all the spokes are held together in the hub and felly of a
wheel, just so in this Soul all things, all gods, all worlds, all

breathing things, all selves are held together.”
(Hiune's translation.)

This delight cannot be the pragmatic satisfaction of con-

fined vision. It is the subtlest of existence. It is in every-

thing that meets our senses. It is in us, it is out of us. The
Brihadaranyaka goes on to tell that the same which is in

the stars, the sun, the moon, the lightning, the air, and
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the ether is also in us. No difference exists, no difference

can exist. The heart of things and beings is filled with the

integral being and, because of this, the eternal sympathy
is felt everywhere the same, everything brings the message

of joy to everything. Beyond the apparent differences

which create jarring discord on the surface of existence,

lies the unbounded bliss present everywhere in its absolute-

ness. This joyousness is perceived in self as well as in

others. Everything appears as delight to everything,

and a serene peace, security, and freshness is felt every-

where. The spirit which is our essence and which we feel

in its nakedness with the disappearance of all pseudo-

truths of pragmatic consciousness, at once sets up a feeling

and a delight untasted before. The freedom from all forms

of restriction is decidedly a new and unique experience ;

and this freedom of unrestricted being gives us a feeling

which sees no pain of division or separation anywhere

and can embrace everything as the carrier of the delightful

intimation of immortal bliss.

The texts apparently draw a distinction between the

delight spread out in nature and the delight felt in the soul,

but they dispel this distinction when they clearly lay down
that the delight felt in the inward being as well as that

perceived in outward existence are identical. The one is

not the shadow of the other. The one does not originate

or stimulate the other. The division dissolves in the height

of consciousness, where the highest freedom and the

greatest delight are felt. The least sense of difference which

can make the one the recipient of the other, which can

make them categorically different as the enjoyer and the

enjoyed, is set aside. Everything is perceived in essence

as delight and the sense of the physical and the psychical

dissolves in the perception of the identity of bliss running

through the inward and outward existence.

Such is the perception where the realistic existence

becomes etherealized and idealized in ecstatic vision.

The apparent division between the inward (adhyatma)
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and the outward (adhibhuta) existence cannot obtain here,

forthesame truth is perceived, the same delight is felt in both.

The idealized vision has two stages. In the beginning

it is of the commonalty of delight, in the end it is the

intuition of Atman, the essence of delight. The abstraction

becomes complete in the second stage where the least

distinction between the inner and the outer is displaced

by the finer perception of the distinctionless Atman.
The initial perception of the all-pervasiveness of delight

is never dissociated from self, though its reference to it is

not present in the earlier texts. A finer vision must be

developed before it can see the delight of all existence to be

the delight of self. The mystic vision and realization in its

inception and birth cannot reach the high level of the

intuition of the self. It reaches the acme of realization by
stages of refinement. The conscious reference of delight

to self and the perception of them are, therefore, a distinct

advance in realization and a unique presentation of delight

in excelsis^ for it is the feeling no longer of delight

immanent in the outward existence or inward self, but it is

the sense of the self being the delight-in-itself. The reference

to the self identified with delight makes the vision of the

transcendent
; it is no longer the finer feeling of blessed-

ness which the soul feels and the heart enjoys. It is the

blessedness beyond feeling. It is beyond appreciation. The
soul is identified with it. When one has a foretaste of this

blessedness, one ventures to proceed beyond the delight

felt in the inward being and the outward existence.

But this transcendent bliss of Atman cannot come at

once. The intimation of Atman as the lord of all creatures

(adhipati), the king of all beings, precedes the transcendent

vision ; the inner and the outer existence are synthesized

in it
—

“ the devas, the men, the pranas, all are consecrated

to Atman.”
This vision has a necessity inasmuch as it displaces the

idea of a confined self by the conception of an all-

inclusive one free to project the whole universe out of itself.
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The restricted vision of the empiric and the pra^atic
self has no place here. Though the self has not been realized

in transcendence, yet it is felt to be the thread, the support

of the whole existence.

This reference of the cosmic existence to self has a deep

meaning. It brings out its expansive nature and inspires

mystic vision. It elevates our conception of the soul from
its mistaken identity with its internal psychoses to the

level of a supramental existence, enlivening the finite

centres of consciousness as well as the cosmic deities and
at the same time feeling within it its own transcendence

over them. The delight of such an existence is also

transcendent. It has a uniqueness of its own, being different

from the delight of the finite centres of existence. It is the

delight of the whole reflected in the centre.

But this delight of the whole is to be distinguished from
the delight transcendent. The former has a reference and
a concentration, the latter has none. The delight of the

former is, therefore, the delight of unrestricted movement,
life, and freedom. It is the delight of all-comprehensive

knowledge and overpowering being. The delight of the

latter is the delight of stillness. It is the delight which

cannot be felt, it cannot be tasted. It can be lived.^

Yajnavalkya taught his wife the gospel of Self as delight

^ Sarnkara’s interpretation of the texts may appear different, but
it is not exactly different. Samkara explains the text in the light of
cosmology. Still he seems to be quite alive to the mutual dependence
of the finite existences. This mutual dependence speaks of their unity in

the ultimate existence. See Samkara-Bh&sya, Brihad&ranyaka Upanisad :

introduction to the commentary on Chapter II, 5th Br&hmana. The word
Madhu has been used by Samkara in the sense of an effect. But since the
effect is one with the cause, the essence of being, therefore, permeates it.

Hence the word Madhu would convey a better sense, especially from the
mystic standpoint, if it is taken in the sense of delight. Whatever the
cosmology may be, there can be no doubt that the mystic vision sees the
spirit immanent in the world of appearance, for the great claim of mysticism
is the immediate vision of truth here and now. And, therefore, to the
mystic the world of effects has a meaning different from the one presented
to the laity. If delight is the essence of l^ing, this delight is in the appear-
ance, and, therefore, it cannot be far from truth if the texts are interpreted
as representing the mystic vision of delight immanent in the heart of
things.
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when he was about to retire into the life of contemplation

and absorption. His reason is simple. His appeal is deep.

Nothing is dear to us which is external to us. Everything

is dear to us by its reference to self. The human relations,

the external possessions, the culture in Vedic lore become
our joy when they become ours, when they are related to

the self. The touch of “ I ” enlivens all. They are mere
existences by themselves. They are sources of delight by
this reference to self. This delight is borrowed delight.

That which by its touch makes life easy, existence happy,

and all things attractive and felicitous is necessarily the

highest beatitude. This beatitude is Self. It is the supreme
puissance.

Yajnavalkya is above the usual notion and fatal mistake

that delight is consequent upon eccentric relations and
projections of Self. His vision is precisely the opposite.

Delight awaits the penetration into the centre of being.

The more centralized becomes our vision, the more beatific

becomes our normal experience, since every element of

experience is seen in reference to the self. The reference

to self grafts upon relations and experiences not only

a meaning but also an attraction. This can prove that the

self is in essence delight. The more rarefied the con-

sciousness and the more inward the penetration, the more
is the experience of delight. This is a sure proof and
testimony that the self is delight.

Sanat-kumara in the Chhandogya Upanisad reiterates

the same truth. Expanse is delight. The more life rises

above the sense of division and the restrictions of relativity,

the more it enjoys delight. Delight is, therefore, the

invariable accompaniment of free being, and complete
freedom is possible only in unbounded existence. The
Chhandogya defines Bhuma as installed in and identified

with silence where one sees nothing else, hears nothing

else, understands nothing else. This silence is the Plenum
of Existence. This plenum is established in its own great-

ness. This plenum is below. It is above. It is to the east.
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It is to the south. It is to the north. It is all. The BhumS.
is self. The Chhandogya tells us further. The soul is below.

The soul is above. The soul is to the east, etc. Verily he

who sees this, who thinks this, who understands this, who
has delight in the soul, who has intercourse with the soul,

who has bliss in the soul, he is autonomous, he moves in

all the worlds freely.

The Chhandogya makes clear and explicit the reference

of the delight to self, and its freedom from all limitations.

The autonomy of the self is complete. It is the conquest

not over mges, but over life and its limitations. Indeed,

Svaraj is a unique experience. It is the complete awakening

from the falsity of division and concentration. It is the

freedom of aloneness of the self, which nothing can defile.

It is the freedom from the instinctive error of pursuing the

truth out of self. This freedom gives silence to the quest,

for the light of the self removes the darkness and dispels

ignorance.

The word Bhumd needs a little explanation. The sense

and the joy of expanse is the common promise of mysticism.

And, whenever life has freedom from limitation, it has the

taste of a new delight of expanse, of an oceanic existence.

This joy of unrestricted existence with the consciousness of

greater elasticity of being is the attraction of mystic life,

and all forms of mysticism afford such joy and such

elasticity. But, even when enjoying elasticity and freedom,

the soul may not have complete freedom. The touch of

the little self may still linger, preventing it from the

traceless plunge in the deep. The soul may be in tune with

the infinite life, it may be life in its endless vistas and
perspectives, but still it may not realize the acme of

realization in the Calm. The Upanisads undoubtedly

enhance this aspect of mysticism. They notice the unfailing

power and vision that invariably accompany mystic

realization, but these are sidelights in comparison with the

ideal on which they insist.

Bhuma, then, is not the feeling of expanse which is
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often the common experience in mystic life. It is not the

S5mthetic vision of reality comprising within it the details

of existence in a dynamical symmetry. Such a vision may
be a passing phase on the way to realization, but it is not

the finale of it. In the teachings of Sanat-kumara and

Yajnavalkya, Bhuma has the clear sense of transcendent

vastness and aloneness. The common idea of a magnitude

—and unbounded magnitude—of Bhuma is the idea of an

all-inclusive being, but this meaning is rejected in favour

of a transcendent oneness in which there is not the least

sense of distinction and difference. It is the basic being,

beyond perception, beyond understanding. It is the abyss

of mystic life, the seeker and the sought vanish alike in the

identity of existence. This experience is unique. Certainly

it is different from the vision of the synthetic unity of the

Infinite. The infinite thread of existence is realized in its

finer and finer essence, with greater and deeper penetration.

This thread runs through the cosmic existence as the

principle of unity, but this form of mystical penetration is

surely different from the consciousness whence drops the

thread of existence, whence vanish the waves of hfe in

their highest amplitude and greatest magnitude.

This experience is not the experience of vastness as

ordinarily understood. It is vast in the sense of the dis-

appearance of the subject-object experience which
characterizes all finite knowledge. The empirical sense

of vastness is not free from the subject-object reference of

knowledge. The super-sensuous consciousness is not
always free from this reference, though it may be free from
the sense-connection. When knowledge becomes com-
pletely free from the subject-object reference, it attains

the consummation. Consciousness and being are fully

identical here. Their mutual reference and relativity which
characterize the mental and supramental activities, are

fully absent here. And, therefore, this intuition is unique.

Its promise is also unique.



Chapter V

TRUTH AND VALUE

An interesting comparison suggests itself. The scientific

cosmology of the day has an approach to the Upanisadic

truth. Professor Alexander has conceived the growth of

the world out of space, time, and energy, and has borrowed
from science the indissolubility of space and time. Time
enfolds space and the primal energy plays in the eternal

space-time order generating out of it the finer forces of

life and spirit. Evolution begins with the cosmic dance of

energy in the silence of illimitable space and the three are

the basic elements of reality. It is the space-time-energy

entity. The complexity of the fabric of being arises as

evolution proceeds. And the higher the ascent in evolution,

the more complex is the emergent in evolution. Life in

its cosmic dance loses its original simplicity and acquires

in the process of emergent evolution a growing complexity

and multiplicity. This dance has as it were a periodicity,

and the drama is not played all the time with equal

intensity. A forward push is succeeded by a temporary
inertia. Life appears first on the scene. Matter is ruled

out of order. It gives place to energy. When the play of the

vital forces becomes too complex, the signal for the next
higher emergence is hoisted. A greater integration and
a higher unity in the form of mind with its light of

intelligence appears in the surrounding gloom. The primal

darkness is dispelled and the illumination of consciousness

is hailed as the welcome guest. Evolution cannot stop

with the mind which can illumine a centre but not all

centres. In the comer of this consciousness is felt the

jostling of a wider life and, eventually, we reach the next

higher stage in the onward march of life, the social mind
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and the Deity meeting the higher instincts of morality and
religion. Professor Alexander conceives a scheme of

cosmology from space and time. God is the last element in

the evolution. Religious consciousness is its first blossoming

in man. The more complex the integration, the higher

the unity. God is the highest unity because he is last in

the evolution.

Professor Alexander is inspired by the noble instinct of

establishing a synthesis between science and religion,

between reality and value. And his intuition is correct

when he confines himself to the world of concrete realities.

Science is confined to reality and facts ; religion, essentially

to values. He, therefore, conceives a scheme of thought

in which value has its place and recognition with reality.

Behind the order of values lies the bare reality of space,

time, and causality, and the realm of value has a unique

quality, not to be found in the basic reaUty, though it comes
in the order of posteriority. But this does not take away
from it the truth of the values, for they present an
experience not to be found in the basic elements. God may
not be the Absolute of philosophy, but still in the sphere

of values, which is the province of religion, it is the highest

concept.

Professor Alexander has shown much ingenuity in setting

up a religious system in empirical metaphysics. But it is

difficult to reconcile the order of values with his Absolute,

and more so to derive the one from the other. The order of

values necessarily is concrete and, therefore, may have full

expression where self-consciousness has its full play of

creativeness. Value and creativeness go together, and,

where the dynamic conception of the self is not at its

highest growth and development, art and religion have not
their finest expression. The Upanisads confine religious

values to the realm of the concrete expression of spirit,

but even here the emphasis has been laid upon the finer

and subtler play of life and consciousness yielding a wider

range of intuition and higher intensity of activity. The
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values, however fine and subtle, are actualities in the

restricted life of creative expression. They have no reality

in the realm beyond expression.

This realm of truth is the realm of fact. But whereas

to Alexander the realm of absolute fact has no reference

to consciousness, but is the province of unilluminating space

and its indissoluble companion, unending time, to the

teachers of the Upanisads the realm of the absolute fact

is ever shining in the native light of intelligence. The
universe is more illumined in the centre than at the circum-

ference, for the silent light of the centre is not equally

reflected at the outskirts of existence. Life in the centre

is more serene, free and easy, for it is undivided and integral

there and is not agitated by the surface waves. The order

of space and time is the structural frame of life in

expression, they are the forms of the immanent con-

sciousness, and cannot claim the absoluteness which
Alexander ascribes to them. They may be intimately

related to the Absolute, but to install them in the place

of the Absolute is more than reason and intuition can

accept. The Upanisads have confined religious life in the

concrete sense to the world of appearance, and though

they have laid down a course of fine evolution in spirituality

and freedom and an introduction into the finer orders

of appearances and absorbing values, still they are clear

that the finest intuition surpasses these experiences and
reveals the transcendent truth beyond space and time.

The supramental vision makes us acquainted with the

Absolute of Alexander’s philosophy, for its very existence

cannot be known unto itself. Alexander makes the dawn
of the universe surrounded by an impenetrable gloom, the

Upanisads see the dawn in the kindly light-rays that tarry

not. When, therefore, the concrete religious life is sacrificed

for this majesty of Silence, surely the seeker does not pass

into the inconvenient and undesirable existence which the

gods forsake and men avoid. On the other hand, those who
have once tasted it fervently desire it as a state of unique
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blessedness inasmuch as it frees us from the pangs of

a divided consciousness. Life may grow in complexity in

the course of evolution, but this complexity is the sign of

finiteness and imperfection, for complexity is invariably

associated with other-reference and other-dependence. The
highest existence is the simplest. It denies all externality

and all reference. And, therefore, the tendency to seek

spiritual life in its fullest expression in the ever-growing

complexity of life is to lose it. The Upanisadic teachers

are quite alive to this truth, and, therefore, their quest

after the eternal life does not begin with the world affecting

the surface life and surface existence, but in the

finer currents lying deep beneath the surface. Even the

finer order of values cannot be the last in evolution, it

must have been working since long from within. The
gross cannot give rise to the fine. It is rather the arrested

expression of the fine. The sudden emergence of the

fine cannot be accepted as a reasonable conclusion. The
occasional expression of the fine values cannot prove their

sudden emergence in the order of reality, it only proves

that the fine can have rare expression. Evolution of the

higher values does not mean that the higher develop out

of the lower. It imphes that the higher are at the heart

of things and can express themselves under fit and proper

circumstances. The law of continuity is never broken

in expression, and it is easier to believe in the archetypes

of existence than to accept the sudden emergence of the

higher concepts of existence and value from the lower.

The Upanisads teach that the deeper we penetrate into

existence, the wider and finer it is, and it presents realms

of archetypes which are always complete and perfect.

The external is shaped according to the internal plan and
harmony,—it is always regulated and moulded according

to it. The eternal values are always present at the heart

of things, shaping things and beings according to the

eternal purpose, and they cannot be conceived as coming
into being at a period of world’s history. The perception
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of the eternal world of values, therefore, requires a deeper

intuition into the finer planes of existence. The order of

values is an order in space and time. It is an order in

which our ideals are fully realized and we become free

from the dualities of the gross life. And the ideal is more
real. In the finer intuitions we realize them in their purity

and in their transcendence. They are not here mixed with

their opposites and their limitations. Life is, therefore,

more serene and smooth, intuition more expressive.

The realm of values becomes more evident as we rise

above the sense-mentality and dive deep into the silent

waters of life. But the values cannot find a place beyond
the supramental plane of existence. Their right place is

the supermind, they can have no existence in the

transcendent reality. They are essentially creative forces,

and they can be true on the creative plane. And naturally

they suffer the restrictions natural to creativeness. They
are dynamic. They mould the initial force. The highest

values that we prize and realize in our own creativeness

are dim reflections of the eternal values of the ideal world.

And, therefore, in the moments of happy visitation of the

land of wonders hidden in the bosom of creation, we
are overpowered by its symmetry, its orchestral harmony,

its creative accuracy, and the vastness of its being.

Religious consciousness cannot rise above this form of

revelation, and so absorbing is the realization that the

seeker who has attained this height does not feel the

impulse to see beyond. And it is the common experience

of mystic life to be enchanted by the richness and the

music of this high level of consciousness and life and to

mistake it for the final intuition of religious life. Indeed,

it is the final realization in the personal consciousness,

and unless the seeker is bold enough to lose the personal

hold of life and to forsake its experiences of rapturous

delight, access cannot be gained into the sublime calm

which resides at the centre. The intuition of the Calm
is the final illumination of reality, beyond expression.
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beyond the space and time of empirical metaphysics. The

religious life is €gi expression not beyond space and time

of the supramental vision, though it is continuous with

the supramental life. It has, therefore, the intimations of

immortality. It is not limited by the empirical time series.

The Upanisads perceived the value of the religious ideal,

and, therefore, have laid down a path for the aspirant to

this ideal ; but this ideal has not been insisted upon as the

final pursuit after the transcendental truth. Immortality

as immortality in time is the invariable consequence that

follows the path of light, the path of Devayana, which

allows access into the realm of light. It is still the personal

immortality but it is not the immortality that follows upon
the realization of the timeless Absolute. So long as

personality clings to the soul, the world of values has a
meaning and a deep one, but when it finally dissolves into

the absolute background, the importance of value

disappears. Value, therefore, is not a higher category of

existence than truth. It may appear as presenting an
aspect of existence not covered by truth. But it is so

covered when the different phases of existence are

emphasized in the relative thinking. It cannot be true

when the aspects of existence are lost in the Absolute.

The Upanisads have prized truth more than value, for

value has always a concrete reference, and truth has no
such reference. When, therefore, the Upanisads welcome
delight as the highest promise, they hail it not as a feeling-

consciousness, but as a freedom from limitations and
restricted urges of life. It is freedom from concentration.

Truth does not imply concentration. Value does. Truth
is, therefore, a unique presentation. Nothing of the

relative and empirical consciousness can compare to it.

The delight of vdue is essentially personal, the delight of

truth is impersonal,—it is the delight of the evenness of

existence at the centre of reality and not the delight of the
creative order arranged in a hierarchy in order of the
fineness and expressiveness of manifested being.



Chapter VI

THE IMMANENT AND THE TRANSCENDENT

YajnavaJkya has emphasized the immanence and the

transcendence of Atman. Atman is in all things. It is

out of everything. Such contrariety occurs in almost all

places of the Upanisads. The Chhandogya says :
“ This

Atman of mine within the heart is smaller than the grain

of rice, or a barley-corn, or a mustard-seed, or a grain of

millet, or the kernel of a grain of millet. The soul of mine
within the heart is greater than the earth, greater than

the atmosphere, greater than the sky, greater than these

worlds.’* Then again :
“ His greatness is of such extent

;

yet Purusa is greater still, all beings are one-fourth of

him, three-fourths, the immortal in the sky.” And
again, attributes are ascribed to the Absolute and also

denied of it.

This apparent contrariety is necessary to indicate its

true nature. The vision of immanence has a deep meaning.

It is helpful to the understanding of the permeation of

Atman throughout the whole existence. It establishes

the allness of Atman. It is in everything in its fullness,

for it allows of no division in it. The intuition of tran-

scendence is not possible at once. The world of appearance

strikes our imagination as the reality scattered in space,

and naturally the summary rejection of the appearance

would perplex the native wit. A better and natural appeal

lies through that which meets in us and out of us, for they

carry to us intimations of reality. Yajnavalkya, therefore,

seems anxious to point out the eternal presence of Atman
in everything before he can teach its transcendence.

A direct appeal to transcendence might have suggested

a form of dualism and a complete division between the

95
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world of appearance and reality. To avoid this he appeals

to our ordinary experience to read the ultimate reality in

ever3^hing. Thus in answer to Chakrayana, he said

:

“ Brahman is your soul, and it is in all things.” This

was not clear to Chakrayana ; he, therefore, again asked :

“ Which one, O Yajnavalkya, is in all things ?
”

Yajnavalkya answered :
“ He who breathes in with your

breathing, is the soul of yours, which is in all things.”

Proceeding further Yajnavalkya said : He is in your
soul, which is in all things.” Again, in reply to Gargi,

Yajnavalkya said that the ethereal expanse which supports

the whole existence is supported in Brahman, the nameless,

the formless, the measureless.

Transcendence in the true sense of the term can be
clear when nothing can remain outside its reference. The
reference of all things to Self or Atman has an important

significance for the aspirant to the highest realization.

This becomes apparent when an intellectual understanding
is sought to be confirmed by the deeper illumination of the

spirit. Spiritual illumination in immanent life has a
significance which is not always clearly realized. It gives

an elasticity of being and allows the all-pervasive nature

of Atman. This has a meaning for the seeker whose
vision at first is naturally narrow and confined. This

indeed cannot be the final stage in realization, for the
finer the intuition grows, the more the perspective of truth

changes. This growth of vision and change of the truth-

concept are actualities in the life of realization. The
mystic life, therefore, contains in itself infinite shades

of realization which are progressively true, though the

truth of the higher planes may deny the lower forms of

truth. The lower form is necessary to lead to the higher

and to prepare us for the reception of the higher

presentation of reality ; but when the higher is presented,

the lower cannot retain its existence, for the higher and the

lower are not two realities,—^they are the presentation of

the same reality in different forms. The reality is an
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undivided whole, and in its presentation it is always
complete, though this completeness has not always the
same kind of perception. And, therefore, in the gradual
ascent of the soul the conception of Atman as the all-

pervading reality has importance intellectually as well

as spiritually. This importance is not always recognized,

and, therefore, the reference of the whole creation to
Atman and the spiritual intuition of Atman seems to be
a superfluity.

But it is not a superfluity. It is an important advance
in the life of the seeker. The seeker realizes the highest

stretch of being in the expanded vision of supersensuous
consciousness. But this supersensuous consciousness is

still a play of consciousness in the relative order. Its

perceptions are subtle. Its range is comprehensive. It

is free from the limitations of finiteness. It has an all-

expansive radiation. It finds the entire existence brimming
over with the one life. When the perceptions have grown
so subtle, it becomes easier for the adept to overcome
the limitations of this consciousness and be fully aware of

the truth and value of transcendence.

The supramental sense reveals to us the Atman in the
centre of existence as that in which moves the world of

space and time, not as something different from it, but
as its manifestation. The timeless Atman holds its eternal

truth of being beyond this manifestation. The vision of

a totality of existence is a vision that unfailingly meets the
seeker on the path, and it is not often understood by those

that see life through the limitations of the realistic logic.

The mind trained in the realistic logic cannot appreciate

the extreme mobility of spiritual consciousness and the

different layers of our mental being. The supramental
vision, therefore, overcomes the limitations of realistic

bent and assent of the soul, and manifests the Atman as

freed from the burden of sheaths and in its spontaneity as

a free creative agent. Nay, the vision may proceed so

far as to demonstrate the complete control of it over
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everything in existence, including the cosmic creative

agents, the shining forces of nature. Its existence is not

confined to the world of manifestation. It bounds the

earth, it embraces the heaven. The realistic mind cannot

rise to the height of apprehending the reality beyond the

sense of division, and, therefore, the truth of the reality

as presented in the Upanisads appears as a set of con-

tradictions. With the active functioning of the supra-

mental sense the wonders in intellectual and spiritual life

begin to happen. That which appears as distant now
appears as near, the small as great, the mortal as immortal.

The great advantage of this supramental functioning

in man is that it opens an infinite range of perception,

and the world of knowledge remains no longer confined to

the senses. This freedom from the senses at once reveals

a range of perspective too wide to be fully grasped. The
restrictions of space and time no longer hold. The external

sense of space is displaced by its internal sense. In fact the

division of inner and outer space gives way to the integral

and undivided plenum of existence. The soul rises to the

unbounded perception of the totality of existence in the

one single unit of eternal space. Nothing restricts its

vision. This internal sense of space does not in any way
establish its subjectivity. The subjectivity and the

objectivity of space are distinctions true to the divided

consciousness of the finite being and have no real meaning
for the undivided and all-embracive perception of the

supramental vision. To it the whole existence is an
appearance in the spatial and the temporal orders and
nothing can remain hidden in yonder space and distant

time. The supramental intuition is in a way, therefore,

transcendent vision in the sense of a simultaneous

perception of the whole existence. The mental vision of

things takes place in the physical space. We may also

call it the empirical space. The vision of space as a plenum
of existence, undivided and integral, is not possible in

the finite consciousness. It is possible in the supramental
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plane. Space-perception is here completely independent

of the external reference and appears as a form of the

supermind. This perception is the true realization of the

ideality of space, and the intuition of the supermind

does not suffer the restrictions of the finite sense-

perceptions. The supramental vision is necessarily the

vision of the totality in the eternal complexity and diversity

in the plane of physical expression, but in the finer planes

of existence the supramental vision gives the clear sense

of the movement of self-expression in the subtler and the

finer forms. Nay, in the supramental vision all perceptions

are simultaneous, for they are focussed at the point of

consciousness. The very ideality of space makes the

perception of all things and beings possible. It also

raises the conception of the Self from the figment of being

to the all-pervasive transcendent being. And a new range

of intuitions and freedom is the immediate experience.

The supramental space-perception by presenting the

integral experience at once elevates the conception of

Atman. It gives the subtler conception of the Self as

finer than space. It gives the truth that Atman is the

finest and the greatest of existence. The distinction of the

experientalist and the experience is not there. The whole

existence is focussed in the dimensionless Atman. Strictly

speaking, knowledge is possible there without the

implication of a process. The Chhandogya feels it and says

that the Brahma-loka always shines in its own splendour.

The dualities of life and the logical intellect cannot obtain

there, and, therefore, the text truly says that nothing

of this side of existence can be there—^this Brahma-loka
cannot be infected either with pleasure or pain, merit or

demerit, old age, birth or death.

But even in this height of existence there is a difference

in intuition or superconscious vision. The intuition at

this stage is still all-pervasive. It reveals every point

of existence. Though it does not suffer the limitations

and the relativity of the subject-object reference, still it
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is not freed from the content of the self,—^the spatial and
the temporal. The order is presented as a whole to the

supermind, and that in a way not involving the ordinary

relativity of knowledge ; for, even at this height of

intuition, the character of knowledge is changed from

outward reference to inward vision. And this vision is,

therefore, unique. It is self-expression in the ideal forms

of space and time, and, therefore, the immediate intuition of

the totality must be a form of knowledge different from

the ordinary perception. The super-conscious perception

attains the final stage when the reference to the ideal forms

and contents is transcended in the spaceless Absolute.

Here the supramental vision passes into transcendental

intuition. The former has still the limitation of a reference

to self-expression in the ideal forms of space and time, the

latter has no such reference. This transition of knowledge

from the all-inclusive experience to complete transcendence

is well indicated by Yajnavalkya, when he passes from the

positive qualification of Atman as all-knowing and
all-seeing to its indication in negative terms. The final

intuition cannot in the least be described, for it is different

not only from the ordinary perception, but also from the

supramental perception. And, therefore, the real meaning
of this height of existence is indicated by Silence.

The Absolute has no reference to a content, real or ideal,

and the absolute intuition is, therefore, a form of knowledge
quite unique, in so far as it transcends all reference to

relativity of the mental or supramental vision. The
supramental vision changes the conception of time from
a series of succession to a continuous whole. The
distinctions of the present, the past, and the future do not

obtain there, for the supramental vision allows no gap in

the perception of time. The empiric time-sense cannot

trace the continuity running through the past, the present,

and the future and thus reveal time in continuous

succession. Time is, therefore, a bar to its restricted

vision. The supramental vision transcends the realistic
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divisions of time into past, present, and future by an
intuition native to it ; it rises to the understanding or

the perception of time as an undivided continuity. The
past is revealed with the present, and the present with the

future. When such a consummation is reached, the

empiric time sense to which the past is for ever passed and
the future is for ever secured, is felt to be an illusion and
a restriction of the realistic consciousness. The illusory

division of time really makes its true understanding

impossible for us, for whatever time may be, it glides on

for ever. Our perception of time is, therefore, defective,

and, truly speaking, we do not perceive time, but infer

its concept from the series of events in succession. The
supramental vision of time reflects the present, the past,

and the future at the same moment. The distinctions are

for ever removed. They are realized to be the accidental

divisions of eternity and conventional measurements of

time. This form of time has the virtue of presenting the

events simultaneously before the super-conscious vision.

The vision presents the totality at a stretch, in fact the

past and the future are lost in the ever-present. The past

and the future are relative to the finite and empiric

consciousness ;
in the supramental sense the empirical

has no significance, and, therefore, there is no distinction

between the past and the future.

Time in the sense of eternal duration is apprehended
in a single act of intuition. The sense of division is not

inherent in it and the flow of events appears uninterrupted

and unbroken to it. The sense of division and
multiplication of events is the perception of the surface

mind. But this supramental perception of time is rare

in finite souls. It is impossible to them unless they can

develop in themselves the transcendental time sense.

Even the saints and the sages who are credited with the

capacity of the triple time sense, cannot claim this rare

possession every moment of their lives. In their psychical

being they may feel occasional presentation of cosmic events
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otherwise inaccessible, but they cannot claim that gift

which can make them constant percipients of the eternal

duration. The sectional presentation of duration is all

that is possible to the most highly receptive souls. Even
the creative and the protective gods and the presiding

deities have limited vision of time,—^their time sense

and vision may be more durable than that in the possession

of man, still they have also the sectional presentation of

time and beyond this they cannot command the perspective

of eternal duration. Their time sense does not differ

fundamentally from man’s. Though their perception of

time may be more extensive, fitted as they are with

better and more powerful organs of perception, still they

can hardly have the intuition of eternal duration. They
are active in the causal order where the conception of time

has been associated with the causal nexus. The causal order

presents the functioning of events in the eternal loom of

time, and naturally surface vision may identify time

with the succession of events. The eternal time

sense cannot, therefore, be present to the intelligence

accustomed to this habit of thought, and especially to

those whose intellect sees only the sections and cross-

sections of experience.

But in the intellectual intuition duration is presented

in its unbroken continuity and is not limited by the

sectional presentation of becoming. In this height of

existence the vision of the becoming is integral and
transcends the causal order of the creative and the

preservative plane and the divisions natural to it. This

intuition, therefore, differentiates this conception of the

totality of consciousness from that of the deities, nay,

even from that of Isvara in his triple aspects of the creative,

preservative, and destructive being.

This intuitive vision of eternal duration is the vision of

becoming in its even flow. But a state conceived previous

to this is the state of suspended activity of the becoming.

In the dance of life occasions arise when the flow of cosmic
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life is brought to a standstill before a new cycle of existence

can emerge. Between the rise and fall of the cyclic orders

becoming exists in a state of equilibrium. This equilibrium

cannot be eternally stable as the forces gather up for the

expression of life in a new order. But during the period

of momentary suspension the sense of duration is also lost,

for duration has a meaning only in refereqce to change.

And strictly speaking, when becoming ceases to function

concretely, it exists in an indefinite form and state. With
the passage of becoming into the state of indefiniteness,

the definite consciousness of duration ceases. Even the

supramental vision is nothing indefinite, though its range

of perception is wide and all-embracive. But the

definiteness is relative to the modification of becoming

;

when the modification of becoming ceases, the supramental

vision passes from the intuition of eternal duration to the

intuition of the ever-presence. Space and time vanish

here. This form of intuition reveals the indeterminate

becoming. This is the non-relative experience of becoming,

for becoming is strictly a functioning, and when its intuition

becomes possible without its functioning, the character

of intuition must be different. Be it noted that intuition

as such does not differ and cannot differ, for it has the

virtue of reflecting things everywhere ; but the character

of knowledge differs according to the nature of things it

reflects. This is especially true of knowledge when it

is confined to the relative plane of existence.

The world of space and time falls asleep and the supra-

mental experiences with their infinite range of perspectives

and sublimities pass into the Silence. The stirring of life

with its infinite harmonies is hushed into the Calm. Life

pushes out of the Calm, and, after its dance in space and
time, falls back again into the Calm. Calm encircles life.

It encircles space and time. Eternally the process of a

birth and a forgetting goes on encircled by the perpetual

Calm. The moving universe and the endless void appear

and disappear “ in accord with the endless rhythm of the
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sleep and awakening of the eternal cause. That eternal

exhales ; worlds are bom and multiplied ; inhales,

matter returns to spirit”.

This silence of the cosmic stirring is the withdrawal of

the space-time-energy world into the basic principle.

The relative order is completely removed from the scene

and sleeps in the bosom of the Absolute. Whilst the supra-

mental vision is still active, it can enjoy the complete

withdrawal of the life and the void into the eternal calm,

for here the supramental vision is the final intuition and
the greatest reality. It is the transcendental reality. The
life of intuition is one continuous thread, be it in immanence
or in transcendence ; and its designation is relative to

the objects it reveals. It is transcendental when it reveals

nothing but itself, and in its functioning in the relative

order it is better designated as vision, for here it cannot
work by itself apart from fine mentality. The supramental
vision, therefore, extends up to the transcendental

perception of space and time and energy, for they require

the activity of the higher mind. But when these ultimates

of the relative existence vanish into the Silence, the

supramental intuition passes into transcendental intuition.

Intuition shines in itself, its true character is revealed.



Chapter VII

“THAT THOU ART”

The Upanisadic Mysticism does not leave the least

distinction between the Cosmic Being without and the
vivifying Self within. This is a bold conclusion which may
appear repellent to some and which may be denied by
many ; but the conclusion cannot be ignored. It is there.

And in this we can understand the height of thought
which the Upanisads reached.

The promise of elevating philosophy must lie in the

assertion that the human spirit is one with the Divine, for

mysticism and philosophy which cannot offer and establish

this conclusion do not really meet the incessant demand of

spirit for an expansive life. The urge in human life is

always an urge to embrace more life, more light. This

is the growing demand of our being, and nowhere is this

yearning after the expanse so well conceived and described

as in the Upanisads.

The finite is anxious to overcome its finiteness. It seeks

to get over the shortness of its being. It is a
great revelation, that the spirit which shines in man is

the spirit which illumines the Cosmos. And this revelation

gives freedom. Freedom is the possession of the Absolute,

and unless man is installed thereto, his freedom is a shadow.

This consciousness is the “ Paradise Regained ”,

i.e. the recovery of the “ Paradise Lost ”, through

human ignorance, which screens the Being in its tran-

scendent identity and pristine purity. This identity

allows no difference. Life is essentially creative and
is indicative of an expressive necessity ; but the

Absolute has no such necessity, and as long as life in us

is expressive, it creates history, and more often

105
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this creativeness is thought to be our highest privilege.

The Upanisads differ. They lift the Soul above creative

urges and install it to its identity.

Strange it may sound that the finite can feel its identity

with the Infinite. But mysticism is nothing if it does not

claim this simple truth, which appears strange because of

its intimacy, new because of its familiarity. This truth is

realized only when the depth of our being has been stirred

and fathomed.

When the self is thus cut off from its finiteness and
finite hold, it may not have the wealth of experience, but

surely it has the height of being. This being is not mere
potentiality, but reality. Potentiahty is the mark of

finiteness, but not of the Absolute. The Absolute is

existence without inexhaustible potentiality and manifest

actuality. It is being.

Analogy can be but an imperfect expression of this

truth. “ The stream lost in the Sea ’’
is an inadequate

description, for the finiteness is more an accident than a

reality. The immersing can hardly be an expression of the

truth of identity. The identity is the supreme fact, it

is not to be established. We have no fall from such a
beatitude. It has been screened for the moment. This

truth is momentarily lost and consequently we have to

suffer from the sense of an “ I ” and lose ourselves in the

mazes of attractions and distractions, and in the labyrinth

of pleasures of a divided life.

Such an existence is a silent awakening. It is the

complete destruction of illusion. It should be distinguished

from the forms of oscillations often enjoyed in mystic life.

The delicate urges felt in love, service, and enjoyment
are fine expressions of a heightened and intensified life.

The finite life is still active. The thread of division still runs.

The siren song of life still deceives. And eloquent becomes
the voice, when the approach is nearest the centre. Life

entices most when its spell is about to be completely

dissolved, and it becomes restive to present all its
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sweetness and fragrance to mystify the vision that is

clearing up.

Such experiences are infinitely sweet and immeasurably

subtle, but still they belong to the life of expression and
cannot compare to the impenetrable depth of the Calm.

It surpasses the joy of creation, the quiet of absorption,

the delight of concentration. Complete transcendence

it is, full denial it is, of the mystic voices and mystic

slumbering in the voiceless void.

Identity and Contradiction

The Upanisads seem to lay more stress upon identity

than upon contradiction. Spirit denies contradiction.

Contradiction is the mark of finiteness and illusoriness, but

not of reality. Reality does not contradict itself. Con-

tradiction may be consistent with immanent urge of

growth and development. Growth implies the constant

denial of previous stages, but surely this cannot be said

of Reality. The mystic enjoys the life of contradiction,

in the sense that the mystic life is infinitely elastic and
does not bind itself to the rigidity and fixity of moral and
intellectual conventions. This elasticity is the great

promise of mysticism, and, therefore, it is supposed to be

the dominating principle in the mystic consciousness.

Contradiction can be a law of diffusion in mystic

consciousness.

But it must be said that identity is a distinct ideal,

for the Upanisads have distinctly laid down the superiority

of Absolute consciousness. The solitariness of the Absolute

is the end of the quest. “ Know that to be the great where

nothing is seen, nothing known, nothing heard.” “ The
Absolute is the vast, the Absolute is the immortal, the

Absolute stands on Its own glory.” (Chhandogya

Upanisad, 7th chap., 24th part.)

The freedom from expansion and contradiction in the

stillness of the Absolute is naturally the ideal, for
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contradiction and diffusion fit in with expression, but not

with the Absolute. The Absolute is identity and denies

contradiction. The Upanisads certainly do not emphasize

the fellowship of spirits, they assert boldly that finality

in mystic consciousness is reached in the denial of

differences, for difference cannot be true of spirit. Spirit

is all sameness, and however rich the life of expression

may be, it cannot compare to the sameness of the Absolute.

Such sameness is enjoyable by the contrast it offers to the

diversity and the richness of mystic life in expression.

This transcendence can be distinguished from the

fine urges of becoming only when a discriminating sense

of the different forms of intuition is reared up, otherwise

the danger of sleep in the joy of life and expression may
form almost an insurmountable barrier to realization,

and the seeker may have his progress impeded. The
Upanisads therefore lay down the desirability of tran-

scending the experiences following the realization of Saguna
(Apara) Brahman and appreciating the transcendent One.

Spirit has its analytic expression in the finite and its

synthetic expression in the Infinite : and beyond the

expression it enjoys an identity. Contradiction is the

shadow of being and is true of expression. Contradiction

plays an important part in the expression, but no part

in the transcendent. Expression is not possible without

self-alienation, and as such contradiction or self-alienation

holds true in expression.

The law of contradiction is the key to the understanding

of the order of appearance and an appearance is not

true in the same sense as reality, for appearance subsists

by self-contradiction. It has in it the necessity of denying

itself and passing through infinite phases. Such necessity

is inherent in self-alienation. Unity runs through them,

still this unity is possible because the self-alienating process

has not totally cut itself off from the identity immanent
in it.

This law is certainly true of mystic life, for life in its
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immanence has the same law to depend on, be it in gross

or fine expression. Mystic life is the constant denial of the

finite, since it is a constant aspiration towards the infinite

life. The denial may be partial or complete, but there is

no doubt that elasticity in hfe is not possible, if there is

not incessant shifting of the immediate and constant

receptivity to the successive phases of life and experience.

The law of contradiction in mystic life affords the enjoy-

ment of life in different phases.

So long as the spiritual life is a life in expression,

contradiction has value and importance ; it brings out

the full meaning of the concrete expression. Meaning
follows upon contradiction, and so long as the spiritual

life moves in contradiction we can find a mqyaning for

it. Naturally contradiction is the law of concrete

spiritual life. It finds its fullest expression in the life

of love.

The Upanisads do not confine the spiritual life to

expression, they lay more emphasis upon transcendence.

And, since contradiction is true of expression, it can be

the best law of expression, but it cannot be reconciled to

identity. The common tendency to synthetize these

aspects is erroneous, since they are true in two different

senses. Contradiction is true of spiritual becoming but

the spiritual becoming is appearance, and not reahty.

Appearance endures in time. Reality transcends time.

Hence the forms of apprehension also differ. And the

timeless fact cannot be identical with the eternal duration.

Therefore when the Upanisads lay down the truth of

identity and the truth of contradiction in spiritual life, they

do it in two distinct senses. If, therefore, there is a

synthesis in spiritual life, it can be only in the life of

immanence and not in transcendence. Identity is true

of spiritual life in transcendence, synthesis is true of it in

expression and immanence. Spiritual life in expression

has a fundamental difference from the spiritual life in

transcendence. The one always refers to the breaking
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of the hard crust of the finiteness of the soul, the other

refers to its complete denial.

The mystic life is rich in fine fruition and enjoyment,

because it always brings a new vision, a new meaning, a

new adjustment in experience : it reaches a fuller life

through the constant unfolding of life and its meaning.

It promises a fluidity of life.

Contradiction has a great force in the spiritual life.

It sets aside the fixed ideas and formed habits of realistic

consciousness, and creates in man the aspiration for the

infinite life. The greatest drawback of the realistic logic

is that it works under the pressure of hide-bound formulas,

and does not see the value of elasticity following the

constant ^shifting and denial of the finite references.

Spiritual life always means transcendence and in fact

is not possible unless the limiting references and restraining

influences can be set aside. The finer meaning is conceived,

the finer life is realized through the reception of the

wider spirit and life by contradiction ; and, finally, the

reception of the infinite life is possible through the denial

of the finite self, and in this self-denial the Truth of

Tattwamasi emerges as the great truth in spiritual life.

Faced by the alternative of identity and contradiction,

the Upanisads seem inclined to the former. The spring

certainly is better than the foimtain, and if pressed far,

they would assert that the spring is the fountain, the

difference is imposed by the intellect. The intellectual

understanding of Truth necessitates a distinction between
appearance and Reality, and between identity and
contradiction, but in truth these distinctions do not arise,

for Reality is the only fact, the only existence. The
problem of appearance is a self-created problem of

intellect, since intellect cannot see Reality, it raises the

issues, which are no issues forthwith.

Contradiction gives us the flow and mobility of spiritual

life and therefore the mystic teacher like Ouspensky
(in his Tertium Organum) has seen in it the true law of
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spiritual life, and this has led him to find the ultimate

identity of man and God, for it is contradiction that makes
God to alienate Himself into man and urges man to deny
himself to be a God again. Contradiction, the constant

denial of position and negation, presents the spiritual life

in its finest elasticity. It is hardly intelligible by the

set categories.

Ouspensky sees in this unity of man and God,

Tattwamasi, the highest essence of spiritual life, for the

spiritual quest through constant denial establishes

ultimately a imity between man and God, and unless this

elasticity and urge is there, this possibiUty can hardly

take place.

This is true of the concrete spiritual life where there is

the constant interfusion in our beings, for the difference

between the finite and the Infinite is not fixed and has

been possible by contradiction, and a further contradiction

due to an elevation in spiritual insight can set aside the

distinction and bring unto man the vision of God and his

identity with God.

Contradiction illustrates the truth of inversion in spiritual

life. The highest concrete spiritual experience is centred

in the law of inversion. Man wants to resolve himself

into God, God into man. Inversion displaces the fixed

difference between the soul and God and establishes the

fundamental unity which is the quest and refuge of spiritual

life. Spiritual life in its ordinary expression cannot rise

above the truth of inversion. But this law holds true of

the spirit in life of expression ; and those who conceive

the spiritual life as essentiaUy dynamic cannot see further

beyond inversion in mystic ascent.

The law of inversion is the law of contradiction in its

application to spiritual life. Contradiction or inversion

cannot be final, it is only an expression of a deep-seated

imity underlying the spiritual life in its expression.

The Upanisads (in most cases) have seen far above the

truth of contradiction and inversion in spiritual life and
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are bold enough to sacrifice contradiction to identity in

spiritual life. The religious consciousness is moved by the

contradiction, for it seeks to go beyond the finiteness of

spiritual life to embrace the expansive life, and the religious

life is nothing if it is not expansive. And the embracive

life of spirit must not allow external or internal difference

and must deny the limited experience of the finite. The
mystics of all ages affirm the feelings of unbounded vision

and being, and this speaks the truth more of identity than

of difference. The denial of contradiction in the ascent

establishes identity. The identity which Ouspensky
speaks of is the identity in the dynamic expression of

spirit, or the identity of spirit in its dynamical conception.

But the identity which the Upanisads establish is the

identity of Essence, which is established by denying the

contradiction of spiritual expression.

The former gives us the infinite possibilities of spiritual

life in expansion, the latter the unique experience of

transcendence of spiritual life. This identity is an
accomplished fact, the supreme fact of existence.

Poussin said that the Indian teachers did not recognize

fully the importance and value of contradiction in life and
thought. The Upanisadic teachers find the value of

contradiction more in immanent consciousness than in the

transcendent. Identity is a unique presentation, which is

nowhere experienced.

Contradiction has two forms—(1) Contradiction in

expression, (2) Contradiction of expression. The former

is the incessant denial of the aspects of presentations and
constant shifting of them. This is true of the phenomenal
changes, for the changes, though they have a history and
a duration, are really momentary phases of the flow of

becoming. They are constantly denied to create a history,

and the constant denial keeps up the flow. Reality is not

constant with concentration, far less with constant denials

which contradiction implies.

Even this law holds true of religious consciousness.
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Religions consciousness is not seldom identified with the

delight of fellowship with the Divine, but in this fellowship

there is the constant denial of the finiteness, for the finite

cannot experience far less embrace the Infinite, unless

the finiteness is surpassed. And this elasticity of life has

been the secret of the drawing power of religion.

But this elasticity only proves that the distinction of the

finite and the Infinite is hardly tenable and religious

consciousness embraces the identity of spirit and discards

false divisions. Rare is the visitation of such experience,

and so long as life has it not, it is impelled by the force

of contradiction in spiritual life. The finite cannot be

large enough to enclose Infinite in its bosom, and the

fact that it has the experience of unbounded being and
knowledge only proves that the finiteness is only

a temporary phase of our life.

When contradiction ceases to impel spiritual life,

identity is felt, but it requires a high mental preparation

before contradiction can be overcome. It requires a new
understanding, a new penetration. The penetration is to

find out a freedom from elastic or shrinking consciousness

and to secure rest in the waveless Calm. And here begins

the contradiction of expression, the contradiction of the

original analytic and synthetic concentration. The idea

of simultaneity and succession—the space-sense and the

time-sense—dies out. The absence of simultaneity and
succession is incompatible with the ordinary notions of

space and time. “ To know in this manner is therefore to

free ourselves from extension and duration, to prolong the

perception of the present beyond every assignable limit,

to enjoy an eternal now, to lose oneself in an immensity

without bounds ” {Les Maladis du Sentiment Religieux^

pp. 61-2
;
quoted in Pratt’s Religious Consciousness^ p. 415).

The charge of Poussin is partially true—^not that the

Indian mind cannot see the value of contradiction in life,

but that the Indian mind sees further and feels deeper.

Contradiction cannot be final in the life of spiritual
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realization, contradiction implies self-alienation. In

spiritual life self-alienation should be replaced by self-

realization, and therefore the Indian teachers see that if

contradiction is involved in self-denial in creation or

emanation, it cannot be the law of spiritual realization.

Spiritual realization implies a drawing in, an immersing in

the centre. In the process of drawing in there is a sort of

contradiction, contradiction of our finite history and
expression—^the life of concentration. But this prepares

us for the final realization. Mystics all over the world will

testify to the silence of spiritual life, where the identity is

felt and realized.

The Indian mind, therefore, exhibits the correct religious

attitude when it emphasizes identity more than con-

tradiction in spiritual seeking. Strictly speaking,

contradiction has no place in spiritual life, for spiritual

life is essentiallly an even life. Contradiction is true of

appearance, but not of Reality. Reality denies self-

contradiction. The play of contradiction in spirit to keep

up the richness and variety in spiritual life is only a

metaphor. This is explaining Reality in the terms of

appearance. Contradiction can play its part in time,

but Spirit is above and beyond time, and the law of the

temporal cannot be the law of the spiritual. This is the

implication of the spiritual life ; and mysticism makes
this implication very clear. If the spiritual life in its

expression has its full charm, value, and attraction, mystics

would have not voiced forth the plunge into the Deep
and the fixity in the centre. Life, therefore, exhibits the

greatest truth in its centre rather than at its surface.

Mysticism in its call to return to the centre presses upon
us the correct significance of life.

Illusion of Time and Change

Spiritual life, to be of any consequence, must rise above
the illusions of time, change, and difference. The three
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go together. The empirical mind is dominated by these

categories, and it is natural for it to read events and

relations in the terms either of time or change. The Spirit

transcends them all : otherwise it cannot be unique, no
difference would be left between the empirical and the

spiritual. This is clearly indicated in the Upanisads in the

axiom of identity. To deny difference is the beginning of the

spiritual consciousness, to realize identity is its fruition.

The distinctions of space and time cannot obtain in the

spiritual life, for these distinctions, if ever they are there,

cannot establish the identity which is the true objective

of spiritual life. Spiritual consciousness differs from the

sense of empirical consciousness in this, that it installs

identity in the place of the divisions of the latter. Spirit

looks beyond space and time.

The mystic consciousness has this superiority to the

empirical consciousness, that it is freed from the rigidity

of the latter imposed by the conditions of space and time

and their distinctions. Science and philosophy labour

under the limitation of empiric or rational mind, mysticism

breaks the limitation and apprehends the Great Beyond.

What, therefore, is to a mystic consciousness an axiomatic

truth, takes long to establish itself in science and
philosophy. The Katha Upanisad says that the wise

forsake the name and form and cross the sins and the

miseries of the flesh and become freed from the knots of

divided existence.

Spiritual life cannot seriously begin if the spirit cannot
rise above the idea of development and history in time.

A finite being can grow, it has a history. Spirit is eternally

perfect, it cannot grow ; but this idea is so foreign to us

and seems to be so much opposed to our experience that,

in spite of its simplicity, it takes long to realize in full its

truth and implication. And, therefore, the transition

from the realistic attitude to the transcendent consciousness

appears so great that sometimes initiates fight shy of such

an ideal. Hence it is often a perplexity and appears as
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a void because the wealth of life and experience is

withdrawn.

The search for the Reality has passed various stages and

phases, until it has come to rest in the bold conclusion

—

Tattwamasi—Thou art That. In the dialogue in Br. Ar., 2, 1,

and Kausitaki, 4, it is accepted that Brahman is the essence

of being not only of the cosmic phenomena, but also

of the inner vital and psychic functions. The vision of

the cosmic person of Rig-Veda, v^ 10, 90, is displaced by
the vision of the Atman in the Upanisads, and therefore

the spirit of the latter is quite different from that of the

former. The former sees the all-pervading existence in the

external forces. The vision of the animated nature is

different from the intuition of Self as the finest essence

of existence.

The Brihadaranyaka gives also a picture of such a cosmic

person. So also Chhandogya in some places, as 8, 18.

Such a vision has importance, for it really disestablishes

the realistic viewpoint and stirs our psychic being with

animation and inspiration. But still the vision is of the

immanent. Being cannot give us that intuitive outlook

which sees the identity of being irrespective of all

differences. The former inspires a pantheistic conception

of life. The mysticism it induces is nature mysticism,

which may pass into spiritual mysticism of the theistic

type. Ramanuja and the Vaishnavic teachers are of this

persuasion, and to them the nature mysticism of the

Vedas is to be synthetized with the spiritual mysticism
of the Upanisads to indicate their fundamental unity.

Nature mysticism gives us the vision of the cosmic person

through the powers and the forces of nature
; spiritual

mysticism is the vision of the cosmic person active

in us and holding moral and spiritual fellowship with
mankind. The former gives the idea of God in relation

to nature, the latter gives the idea of God in relation

to soul.

There is a distinction between the intuition of a cosmic
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person and the intuition of Atman. The cosmic person

and Atman are not the same kind of reality, and their

experiences are not identical. The former is an elevated

feeling and inspiration, the latter, intuition. Feeling and
intuition differ. Feeling or sentience is a kind of psychism,

a finer working and stimulation of our mental being

;

intuition implies no psychism, it really transcends it. It

is illumination without any stir of the inner dynamism.

It is unique and unanalysable and no experience can

compare to it, for it is an immediacy peculiar to itself

in the sense of a non-relational experience. The immediacy

of feeling is the immediacy below relations, the immediacy
of intuition is the immediacy transcending relations. The
former presents a unity, the latter an identity. The
former idealizes life and its relations, the latter denies and
transcends them. The former gives a fine feeling and
exaltation, the latter calm.

There are texts which present side by side the cosmic

person and the individual self and their identity. In

Chhandogya Upanisad, chap. (B, ii, 14) vi, 1, 2, 9, 10,

12, 18.

These texts first give us the experience of the cosmic

being and the individual being, the immanent principles

underlying the cosmos and the psychic processes, and then

by a fine perception rise to the conception of the integrity

of being. The idea of a unity of being does not inspire, for

the texts are clear and positive about the identity of

being. In spiritual life the idea of a cosmic person meeting

us all round is not thought enough, the texts are careful to

add that the vivifying principle which underlies nature

is also the vivifying principle which underlies the vital-

mental complex. These texts, it should be remembered,
present the absolute truth of identity, for the spiritual

life aspires to get over the falsity of division, and it is not

clear how immortality can be realized if the sense of

division still persists. The community of spirits maintains

the distinctness of them, but the Upanisads plainly tell
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us that the Atman is Brahman, not in the sense of

community, but in the sense of identity. No doubt, the

cosmic being or force can inspire us, can widen our vision,

can make our being more elastic, but this elasticity is

still confined to the rhythm of the life immanent in spatial

and temporal order and cannot rise to that vision which

sees the identity behind space and time. If the rigidity

of crude realistic consciousness has a rude shock in the

rhythmic expansion of being, how can the process of

expansion stop unless the finality is reached in the

Absolute ? The expanse felt in rhythm is the expanse

of dynamic being. It is psychic expansion, as distinguished

from the expansion beyond space, beyond psychism. The
psychic expansion is of the mental-vital self, it can

ultimately lead us to feel, enjoy, and live the Cosmic

Self. It can give us the cosmic consciousness—^the Immense
of the Spiritual Space, still such an existence cannot be

said to be the ideal of the Upanisads. Though there are

indications of such a hfe here and there in the Upanisads,

still such a possibility cannot give the promise of identity.

The expansion is still confined, though it can widen the

range of our experience from pure sensitivity to highly

spiritualized mentality. This expansion and elasticity do

not offer a quite new experience, though they open new
channels of perception and new fields of vision. But they

are still empirical, and impress the finer sensibilities and
finer feelings. They do not and cannot deny mentation,

the new meanings and values they present are implications

of the old ones in a new setting of a delicate and refined

sensibility. They may give ease and repose of the cosmic

life, the fluidity of the higher planes of existence, but

still they cannot penetrate the Calm which transcends the

dance of life in all-pervading space. The Upanisads are

quite alive to it, in the emphasis they lay on the identity

of being beyond divisions of space and time.
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Phases of Spiritual Experience

In religious consciousness the contradiction of finite

experience and the affirmation of the identity is the

necessary postulate, for it means a transcendence of the

spirit functioning through psychic changes and con-

centration. In every form of religious enthusiasm

transcendence is the right instinct and the true objective.

Hence Tattwamasi can have strictly two implications :

—

(1) the implication of the unity of the self with the Divine :

this implication cannot rise above the distinction between

the finite and the Infinite : and though the finite comes
to feel the inspiration of the Infinite and thus enjoys the

spiritual life in its widest commonalty and highest

expansion, it cannot give complete transcendence. The
sel£ is actuated here by its dynamic fullness and enjoys

the infinite life in its manifestation, through the mundane
and the supra-mundane world, as the ineffable light that

enlightens nature, gods, and men ; but it cannot completely

enjoy mystic silence, which becomes possible when the

soul is released from the relativistic consciousness. The
divine orientation of the self has its charm and attraction,

it opens up the wide panorama of spiritual life in expression.

(2) Tattwamasi signifies further the truth of cosmic

intuition in which the vision of the whole is made clear

to the seeking soul. The vision comprises within it the

details of existence in a cosmic setting : it is the vision

of the Oversoul identical with the things gross and subtle.

The mystic consciousness in this stage is still determinate,

and the Cosmic Self is realized as the existence which vibrates

through things, great and small. The sensitization of the

Oversoul produces a different feeling in us. It induces

inspiration as it touches the different chords of our being.

The vision has, therefore, degrees of fineness as it reflects

the Oversoul through the gross or the subtle expression.

The Upanisads are rich in these, and hence to the non-adept

the mystic ideal in the Upanisads may appear different.
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And this divergence in attitude and receptivity has been

probably the source of the different interpretations set upon
the text in latter-day philosophy. But the key to the better

understanding of the Upanisads is offered to us, if we
do not lose sight of the fact that the Upanisads represent

spiritual realizations and not systematic philosophy.

The Upanisads present the mystic experiences, and cover

all the phases of mystic consciousness. Mysticism, if it

truly reflects the soul’s anxious search for Truth, should

show a wonderful unanimity ; for it is really the adventure

of the soul to experience Truth in immanence and
transcendence. It is a new approach through life and
experience, and therefore it cannot deny the suprasensuous

revelations through nature and the soul and through

an experience which transcends such revelations. And
the proper valuation of these phases of experience is not

possible unless the soul has a direct knowledge of them.

Gifted is the soul that can command all the phases of

mystic experience and is bold enough to surmount them
in the transcendent Calm. Hence the same fervour of

mystical feeling does not meet us in all the texts, and this

probably has been the fruitful source of classification of

the texts, as theistic, pantheistic, or transcendental. But
there can be no doubt that the Upanisadic mysticism is

not confined to the cosmic intuition of the Oversoul

—

and this is an experience which can fit well with our

personal feelings—^but it soars beyond all finer perceptions,

and the revelation comes to its highest phase when a
change in personal consciousness takes place and the soul

has the unique intuition of identity.

The Upanisads lay more emphasis upon this supramental

intuition, and evaluate all other forms of mystic delight

and experience as partial visions. They are the temporary
visitations of the living soul. The mystic ascent, therefore,

must complete the final transcendence before the soul

can have its full satisfaction. The sense of limitation

cannot be strictly removed even if the cosmic intuition
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leaves the least distinction between the finite and the

Infinite, To the ardent aspirant the finiteness is more than

a troublesome disease, for it means not only a spiritual

fall but also an eternal limitation. The Upanisads truly

record the natural aspiration of the soul to transcendent

identity, for that alone can remove the sense of restriction

and limitation. It sets the soul free. The vision of an
Oversoul or a Godhead cannot satisfy for the very sense

of division and difference is a wrench, and spirit denies

division. Satisfaction in spiritual life cannot be complete

in the finer experiences of the soul ; these experiences

only indicate a delicate psychic being responsive to the

subtler vibration and cosmic urges. More often, the subtle

delicacies of perception in beauty or holiness pass for true

spirituality. Sometimes an ever-growing life is supposed

to be spirituality. But true spirituality is the perception

of the formless and the nameless Being. Psychism and
spirituality are indeed different. The one gives a delightful

feeling, the other Truth. The one affords exultation, the

other freedom. In such an approach the soul does not

feel the intoxication of the life of ecstasy, for the approach

is not emotional. It does not play upon feeling. It steers

clear of it. It is more philosophic and represents intellectual

love with its serenity and equableness. But it is not

even that. Love-mysticism gives a fine joy and keen

attachment. But here feeling even in its highest delicacy

has no exhibition. It is a life which becomes more and more
conscious, more and more detached from all forms of

values, including even the religious joy and the mystic

ecstasy. It may look like a “ milder form ” of mystic

consciousness (Pratt), since it lacks richness in content,

but it is the highest, for it is the recoil of life back to

its source. It is indescribable. It is ineffable.

Tattwamasi can, therefore, posit either (1) the unitive

consciousness or (2) the absolutistic consciousness. Both
have found favour with the different schools of thought

and research : but what seems to be the mystic implication
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is that both represent the same life and consciousness in

immanence and transcendence, for the mystic sees the

spirit in its essence as well as in expression.

The Mystic Ideal

It will be hardly true to say that the mystic ideal of the

Upanisads is the delight of absorption in God which has

the appearance of an identity : the Upanisads clearly

establish an unbroken identity of essence behind the

seeming difference between the finite and the Infinite,

for the Absolute cannot admit of or allow in itself the least

difference.

The mysticism of the Upanisads differs from all other

forms of mysticism in the clear emphasis which they lay

upon the dissolution of the finite hold of life and experience.

The Infinite is felt and touched in the finite consciousness.

It is the normal mystic experience, though this feeling may
be at times so deep as to overshadow for the moment
the mystic joy in the mystic quiet ; but such a quiet is

still consciously felt and leaves behind an impression in

finite consciousness. But the quiet of transcendence as

taught by the Upanisads is totally different, it is the quiet

in which the finite delight or feeling is completely dislodged

with the finite hold. It is not felt, it is not enjoyed. It is.

Religious mysticism is a delight of the God-consciousness

in some form of fellowship, and is a delight that can be
felt. Mysticism in the Upanisads has not this import.

It denies the ripple in love. It denies the joy in beauty.

It denies the concrete, it denies the common. It denies

the vivid feeling and joyous consciousness. It feels that

such mystical experience does not present the being as it

is. It goes beyond such fine feelings and delights. The
soul slumbers still in charms and attractions of the divided

life ; it feels a mystic intoxication in them and cannot
break their fine spell and pass into the quiet. Even the

adepts sometimes take fright at the Cairn, for the joy of
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life is lost in silence and many stand aghast and fight shy

of it. Rare among the adepts are those who have the

training and insight to understand the import of

transcendent Silence and the boldness to welcome it. The
synthetic intuition has now to be displaced by the tran-

scendent, and naturally therefore it looks like denying

life and even consciousness.

The Svetasvatara promises liberation from bondage by
mystic exaltation, but it has no direct reference to the

identity of individual and Cosmic Being : it does not

deny the cosmic feeling or intuition. The cosmic feeling

may open the wider visions of life and consciousness.

Such mystical consciousness, no doubt, gives us the

perception of the infinite life in its fluidity of expression.

Mystical exaltation in any form must necessarily overcome
our usual experiences and induce a kind of direct

consciousness of the supreme Existence. But this

consciousness is not always the same, and cannot be

always the same, for the psychical barometer of our being

does not indicate the same level of penetration and insight.

Hence the usual objectivity in spiritual consciousness is

not evenly maintained.

In the Svetasvatara Upanisad the mystic attitude

is apparently devotional, and the initiate seems quite

alive to the transcendence and immanence of Being.

He takes shelter and protection in the Being which is the

cause of all causes : he seeks inspiration from It.

It has a reference to Isvara to which the seeker can

completely give himself up for final release. Isvara

inspires Brahma (the creator), manifests the Vedas.

Isvara is Jna, intelligence. The attitude is of reverence,

admiration, and devotion, and complete self-giving.

The Svetasvatara does not reach the mystical heights

of the Chhandogya and the Brihadaranyaka. It presents

the intuition of the cosmic Being or the Oversoul running

through the highest Hiranyagarbha and the lowest of the

created existences. It repeats the conception of the
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Cosmic Purusa of the Rig-Veda, but does not clearly

point to the stage where the individual consciousness

oversteps its limitation and feels identity in the

transcendence. The Cosmic Soul stands as the permeating

essence of existence, the God of our search, the great

redeemer. The theistic note here is dominant. But a finer

vision and a deeper insight meets us in the Brihadaranyaka,

where it is said of Vamadeva that he began to feel that he

was Manu and the Sun. And this feeling and realization is

true of one who knows, “ I am Brahman.” Even the

gods have not power to prevent his becoming thus, for he

becomes their self. The text continues :
“ Whoever

worships another divinity than his self thinking he is one

and I another, he knows not. He is like a sacrificial animal

for the gods.” (Brihadaranyaka, I, part 4, couplet 20.)

The self-opening has been almost complete here. The
sense of individuality has been displaced. The cosmic

sense has been established. The essence of existence is

felt everywhere the same. The divisions of discrete space

and time have been dispelled. The throbbing pulse of the

cosmic life breathes in all existence, the expansive vision

of the Oversoul illumines the All. The sense of a cosmic
‘‘ I ” becomes apparent in consciousness. The sense of

the individual ‘‘ I ” is completely lost, and the adept has

the uncommon sense of the “ I ” immanent in the whole

existence, and the feeling and the perception of the “ I
”

immanent in the Self. No sense of difference is felt between
the Cosmic “ I ” and the individual “ I ”. It is not the

cosmic vision by the individual self, it is the cosmic vision

by the Cosmic Self. The individual has no part to play,

and is for the moment overshadowed
; the individual

self feels identified with the Cosmic Soul as permeating

through the whole existence. Here is a profound
revelation. It is profounder than the sense of a unity felt

in external and internal forces. The Brihadaranyaka
Upanisad says that the Atman is immanent in psychic

force as also in nature’s dynamism. The former shows the
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spirit as Adhyatma, the latter as Adhibhuta ; for this

higher sense compels the deeper vision of the unity of the

two. Even here the sense of identity is not complete.

The restriction is still there. And surely the sense of my
“ I ” as the Cosmic “ I ” is stiU not apparent. The cosmic

sense is not fully established there. The sense of limitation

still persists, and the sense of unity is established behind

the apparent differences : but in the intuition of Vamadeva
the distinctions, internal and external, have dropped.

Vamadeva’s vision has this uniqueness that it has got

over the distinction of the internal and the external and
the vision of the Cosmic Self as “ I ” is unmistakenly

clear. The consciousness of the Oversoul is transparent.

Such a vision is precursor to the understanding of the

final transcendence. The individual self has, therefore,

the vision of itself as the Immense in which floats the

whole existence. Such a vision displaces the time-sense.

The finite soul enjoys the ease and the freedom from

the oppressive time-sense and the history of development

and growth. Such a cosmic sense brings release near, for

it marks a great advance in spiritual life. Though the

complete transcendence is not yet in sight, still the sense

of the “ I ” being the Cosmic “ I ” is a great advance

in spirituality and a fine asset for the final release. The
imity of the Adhyatma and the Adhibhuta in the super-self

does not give the finer experience of the Cosmic Self as

identical with the finite self : this experience gives no

doubt the thrill of the cosmic delight and the unity of the

cosmic life, but it cannot give the self the exaltation of

a semi-transcendent consciousness—^the Self being the

Cosmic Self. The cosmic intuition has therefore different

meanings.

(1) It may mean the sense of the cosmic delight and
existence actually felt and enjoyed by the recipient self.

Here the mystic consciousness is not supranormal, save

and except that its range of vision is wider, its feelings

delicate, its perception subtle. It feels the imity of inner
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psyche and external forces and enjoys existence in its

vastness and panorama.

The vision slowly and gradually proceeds to the

appreciation of the naked spirit behind appearances. (2)

And here follows the deeper meaning of cosmic intuition.

The cosmic intuition here oversteps all distinctions between

inner psyche and outer forces, and the even flow of joy is

displaced by the serene calm of all-embracive intuition.

The intuition is still confined to a centre, but the centre is

not the confined centre of a finite consciousness. It is

all-embracive, all-expansive, it transcends the distinctions

of time, and hence it is possible to see the whole cosmic

existence as reflected in the Self. The delight is almost

transcendental, the shadow of the appearance still hovers

round the transcendental consciousness.

The vision of Vamadeva unfettered by the ordinary

limitation of space and time reflects the whole existence.

The vision represents the intuition of the super-subject.

The finite subject and its limitation have died out. And
therefore it is indeed difficult fully to grasp the meaning and
appreciate the exaltation of such a cosmic vision. The
vision transcends the ordinary reciprocity of knowledge

and has, therefore, an inexplicable elasticity . The
“ realistic ” mould of our experiences passes into the

fluidity of spiritual life and, what is more, an uncommon
elasticity of being is felt by the self. The finiteness of the

self is done to death and infinitude takes its place. And
therefore the former self is overshadowed. A change takes

place in the perception of time from the sense of a series to

a sense of continuity, or perhaps the historical time-sense

is completely erased by this experience. The restrictions

have passed off, andthe Self with its unbounded vision feels :

“ Divine am I inside and out, and I make holy whatever
I touch or am touched from.

The scent of these arm-pits’ aroma finer than prayer.

This head more than Churches, Bibles and all the

creeds.”
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This cosmic intuition is neither S5nithetic nor aesthetic.

In the aesthetic intuition, the presentation is objective.

The recipient soul welcomes the vision as something

independent of his being. It awakens melodious feelings

and sometimes rapport in ecstasy.

Vamadeva’s vision has surpassed the objectivity of

aesthetic presentation. It has surpassed the delight of

harmony. It is penetrative enough to enter the Soul

of existence which transcends the fine feelings and the

sensitization of our subjective being. The experience is

trans-subjective. But the vision is not yet completely

transcendent. The cosmic intuition of Vamadeva is not

categorically different from empiric intuition. The two
differ in magnitude and extensiveness, but not in character.

The self-reference is present in both. In the former, the

reference is to the Cosmic Self and not to the finite. But
in the transcendent intuition, all reference of anything

to the Self is lost. The Self alone is there in its complete

isolation from all psychism, confined or unlimited. It has

no reference, not the least, to space or time in any form,

divided or undivided. It is unique in itself. It has no
content.

The Consummation

Tattwamasi indicates, therefore, neither the truth of

the individual or the Universal Self, nor the psychic or

dynamic mutations that may have their place in them.

It is not spiritual expansion or concentration. It is not

even the poise of our psychic being. It is not even the

supreme puissance, the undisturbed quietness which
Isvara enjoys in his superior detachment to the mutations

in dynamic becoming.

Tattwamasi indicates the existence transcendental, the

knowledge supramental, and the calm suprapsychic.

It is not the panpsychic realization of the Cosmic Being.

It is the supreme silence of Peace which reigns unnoticed

in the heart of things. It is not, therefore, a psychic
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feeling. It is not the joy of life which streams into the

soul in its wise passivity. It indicates the point where the

self realizes its identity. It is the conviction of the simple

truth of Identity in spiritual life, and which can be in the

complete detachment from the ever-expanding and growing

life. The delight of Peace in the centre of our being can

hardly be realized unless it is withdrawn from the surface.

The expansion has its joy, it is engrossing. The soul in

most cases is captivated by it beyond measure. It cannot

carry the search further. But if the process of expansion is

carried further, the soul loses itself. It undergoes a unique

experience in the dropping of psychic consciousness, and
herein the great Truth is realized. Thus we are given

the most assuring experience that, in the centre of our

being, the spiritual life knows no division, no distinction,

no gush of feeling, no taste, no experience, no giving up,

no expansion, no tenderness, no majesty. It is what
it is.

Tattwamasi is, therefore, no spiritual experience, no
spiritual revelation, no psychic expanse and delight. No
doubt, in the process of psychic expansion, the touch

of the cosmic hfe at every paxt of our experience may be

felt, but this cannot be the end of the mystic quest of the

Upanisads. The psychic expansion is not the Truth. The
Upanisads present the Truth which puts an end to the

expansion and contraction of psychic life. Life cannot

touch it, psychism cannot taste it. And the delight of

psychic expansion which so often is the inevitable

consequence of the mystic venture, and in which the

feeling of akinness and affinity of all existence is the usual

feeling, may be the precursor of the Calm, but it is not

necessarily the end of the mystic quest. But in the life

of search, the psychic expansion has a spiritual value, it

gives the soul the uncommon experience of the psychic

possibility which lies deep in the soul, and keeps up the

struggle and pursuit. These experiences are the twilights

in the mystic hfe. They shed a flash of light amidst the
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covering darkness of the soul. They create faith. They
excite hope. In this way they are welcome. But the

psychism of our nature should completely vanish before

the light of Truth can finally be established in us. A
fine psychism is not necessarily spirituality. Spirituality

lies in the cognition of Truth. The expansion of our

psychic being, however fine an asset it may be, is

not the vision of Truth. Hence the supra-subjective

psychic visions should not pass for Truth. They are

fine perspectives in the life of self-expansion, but self-

expansion is really the expression of our vital and mental
being, a move of the dynamism of our nature ; but

it is not the Truth that gives us calm and freedom from
psychism. The “ Paradise Regained ” is neither far nor

near : the seeking soul finds to his amazement that “ Truth
is his being ”, “ Tat asi Twam ” (Thou art That). It is not

a new possession, it is not a new claim. It is not even a
new revelation. It is the simple truth which stands in its

nakedness in the heart of things. The conventions of the

intellect and the contrition of the heart should be set aside

before the soul can be conscious of the possession. The
greatest truth is always the simplest, the simplest is always

the rarest. The hungers of the soul do not allow it that

freedom from spiritual and intellectual conventions and
illusions which can welcome the ever-shining Truth in the

citadel of our being. Suddenly in what is called “ mystic

flashes ” the great Truth dawns upon the spiritually fit.

The mystic flash that silently sheds its light upon the

anxious soul strikes wonder with its unbounded light.

Though this experience gives a contact with a world that

finger-tips do not touch, a whole new universe of life and
spirit, still this cannot be said to be the highest mystic

consciousness. For one can travel free in this reign of

ineffable light, deeply one can breathe in this world of

peace, but the consciousness has not gone beyond the

finer layers of existence enveloping the Great Mystery

of the soul. The full peace comes when the flashes are
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strong enough to reflect the pivot of Being. The pilgrim-

age of the soul is liable to set-backs unless the Centre is

reached, the Centre which radiates all light, and in which

the soul has the sense of the highest security in the con-

sciousness of being identical with the Eternal Light. It is an

awakening on the Apex of Being from which thought

and vision alike vanish. The distinction of mine and thine

completely dissolves. The soul sails in deep waters. It

is bound for “ where mariner has not yet dared to go

and in the end comes to lose himself and all. But this is no
loss, this is reassertion of the lost Peace in the Basic Being.

The mystic exaltation in the Upanisads is not confined

to the passive reception of the life running through the

myriad existences pursuing its march through the soul. It

is not confined to the vision of the blessed peace

that sleeps in the starry frame, it is not confined to the rare

visitation of the living soul in nature and man. It gives

the imique experience and the conviction of the Truth

that resides in the heart of things and in the self : mystic

exaltation removes the sense of difference and informs

of a plane of existence wherein disappears the confined

sense of the self and appears the limitless Being, the

Plenitude of Existence. Such an existence has been
erroneously called by Pratt the infinite blank

True it is that neither purpose nor thought nor self-

consciousness can be ascribed to such an existence.

Plotinus truly said :
“ The only one will neither know

anything nor have anything to be ignorant of. Being
one and united with itself it does not need to think of

itself. You cannot catch a glimpse of it even by ascribing

to it union with itself. Rather you must take away thinking

and the act of being united and thought itself and every-

thing else.’^ But this certainly cannot make the one an
infinite blank, it only makes it a reality which cannot
be conceptually described and determined. It requires

some other form and method of knowledge besides dis-

cursive thinking and conceptual understanding. The
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human understanding proceeds by concepts, and when
they cannot be applied, a feeling becomes natural that

what exists beyond is negation. It is blank. Blank it is

not, though the thinking cannot conceive it otherwise,

because of its natural limitation of apprehending by
contrasts.^

1 “ In Sufism two forms of mystic exaltation are noticed—abnormal
and supernormal. Ibn-’I-Farid calls them respectively ‘ intoxication *

and ‘ the sobriety of union The second is preceded by the first and
does not necessai^y follow it. In the first st^e the distinction between
creator and the creature has vanished, and in the second stage the creature
is aware of himself as being one with the creator from whom he, as a
Creature, is distinct. While during the momentary intoxication of fond
all the attributes of the self are negated in the ' sobriety of union ’ they are
restored with an increase, i.e. they are transmuted and wholly spiritualized.

The highest mystical experience is positive and active in the sense that
he who reaches it not only manifests the Divine attributes and actions in

himself but maintains a personal relation to the God with whom he is one
and who nevertheless transcends him ” (Nicholson’s Idea of Personality
in Sufism, page 19).

It should be noticed that though the loss of personal consciousness is

a feature in the mystical consciousness, still it cannot always be described
as intooricaiion. The psychical consciousness indicates the high range of
consciousness ; the more we get to the highest, the more Incomes the
knowledge dominant and life serene and calm. The loss of personal
feelings is the standing testimony to the absence of all kinds of intoanca^

lion which is native to the life of love. The mystic approach in the
Upanisads is more noetic than emotional, and therefore the loss of
personal consciousness in love or devotional mysticism should not be
confounded with the eclipse of the personal consciousness as described
in the Upanisads. The feeling attitude may have some experience when
the universal consciousness is enjoyed as permeating Soul and nature
when the mind is wide awake with its usual notions and ideas and when its

vision has not gone beyond them and touched the fringe of the super-
normal perceptions. But with the working of the supramental conscious-
ness the feeling of intoxication must have been dropped, for here the
ideative consciousness dominates and not the emotional one. And in the
final stages the ideative or noetic element also drops, leaving a kind of
experience which cannot be designated either emotional or ideational.

Intuitions are of various kinds. There are instinctive intuitions, there are

emotional intuitions, there are ideative intuitions. But these intuitions

are included within the range of normal consciousness. The supramental
intuitions proceed from the finer mentality, which is not accessible to
normal experience. These are possible when the mind becomes very fine

and elastic and is highly strung. These supramental experiences are
strictly intuitions of the Supermind and cover the archetypes of the Soul.

Nay, there are experiences which go beyond these archetypal forms and
the l^ul rises in its complete independence of the mind and its limitations

and possibilities. The Soul, bereft of its mental limitations, can only
feel its cosmic essence and its acosmic transcendence. Surely such
experiences cannot be identi&ed with the usual intoxication of ecstasy felt

in the height of love and devotion.
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This conclusion becomes irresistible from the texts.

The Brihadaranyaka has it in Yajnavalkya’s speech to

his wife

:

“
‘ Brahmanhood deserts him who knows Brahman-

hood in aught else than the soul. Ksatriyahood deserts

him who knows Ksatriyahood in aught else than the Soul.

The world deserts him who knows the world in aught else

than the Soul. The gods desert him who knows the gods

in aught else than the Soul. The Vedas desert him who
knows the Vedas in aught else than the Soul. Being

deserts him who knows beings in aught else than the

Soul. Everything deserts him who knows everything

in aught else than the Soul. This Brahmanhood, this

Ksatriyahood, these worlds, these gods, these Vedas,

all these beings, everything here is what this Soul is.

“
‘ It is—^as, when a drum is being beaten, one would

not be able to grasp the external sounds, but by
grasping the drum or the beater of the drum the sound is

grasped.
“

‘ It is—^as, when a conch-shell is being blown, one

would not be able to grasp the external sounds, but by
grasping the conch-shell or the blower of the conch-shell

the sound is grasped.
“

‘ It is—^as, when a lute is being played, one would
not be able to grasp the external sounds, but by
grasping the lute or the player of the lute the sound is

grasped.
“

‘ It is—as, when a drum is being fuel, clouds of smoke
separately issue forth, so lo, verily, from this great Being
(Bhuta) has been breathed forth that which is Rig-Veda,

Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda (Hymns), of the Atharvans and
Angirasas, Legend (Itihasa), Ancient Lore (Purana),

Sciences (Vidya), Mystic Doctrines (Upanisad), Verses

(Sloka), Aphorisms (Sutra), Explanations (Anuvyakhyana),
Commentaries (Vyakhyana), Sacrifice, oblation, food,

drink, this world and the other and all beings. From
it, indeed, have all these been breathed forth.
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“
‘ It is—as the uniting place of all waters is the sea,

likewise the uniting place of all touches is the skin ; like-

wise the uniting place of all tastes is the tongue ; likewise

the uniting place of all odours is the nose ; likewise the

uniting place of all forms is the eye ; likewise the uniting

place of all sounds is the ear ; likewise the uniting place

of all intentions is the mind ; likewise the imiting place of

all knowledge is the heart ; likewise the uniting place

of all actions is the hands ; likewise the uniting place of

aU pleasures is the generative organ ; likewise the imiting

place of all journeys is the feet ; likewise the uniting

place of all Vedas is speech.
“

‘ It is—as is a mass of salt, without inside, without out-

side, entirely a mass of taste, even so, verily, is this Soul,

without inside, without outside, entirely a mass of know-
ledge.

“
‘ Arising out of these elements, into them also one

vanishes away. After death there is no consciousness

(Samjna). Thus lo, say I.’ Thus spake Yajnavalkya.
“ Then said Maitreyi—‘ Herein, indeed, you have caused

me, sir, to arrive at the extreme of bewilderment. Verily

I understand It (i.e. this Atman) not.’

“ Then said he :
‘ Lo, verily, I speak not bewilderment.

Imperishable, verily, is this Soul, and of indestructible

quality.
“

‘ For where there is a duality, as it were, there one

sees another ; there one smells another ; there one tastes

another ; there one speaks to another ; there one hears

another ; there one thinks another ; there one touches

another ; there one understands another. But where one

has become just one’s own self, then whereby and
whom would one see ? then whereby and whom would
one smell ? then whereby and whom would one taste ?

then whereby and to whom would one speak ? then

whereby and whom would one hear ? then whereby and
of whom would one think ? then whereby and whom
would one touch ? then whereby and whom would one
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understand ? whereby would one understand him by
means of whom one understands this all ?

“
‘ That Soul (Atman) is not this, it is not that (neti-

neti). It is unseizable, for it cannot be seized

;

indestructible, for it cannot be destroyed ; unattached,

for it does not attach itself ; is unbound, does not tremble,

is not injured.
‘‘

‘ Lo, whereby would one understand the understander ?
“

‘ Thus you have the instruction told to you, Maitreyi.

Such, lo, indeed, is immortality.’ ” (Brihadaranyaka
Upanisad, iv, 7-15.)

Again, the Chhandogya has it :
“ the expanse is the

delight, the delight is not in this little.” (Chhandogya
Upanisad, 7th chap., 28rd part, couplet 519.) “ Where
nothing else is seen, nothing else is heard, nothing else

is known, that is the Bhuma, the unlimited ; but where
something is heard, something is seen, something known,
that is the twisted ; the Bhuma, the limitless, dies not,

the limited dies.

“ My Worship, where is it located ? In its own great-

ness.” (Chhandogya, 7th chap., 24th part, couplet 520.)

The Kena has it :
“ The eyes cannot see it, nor speech

approach it, nor the mind comprehend it, it is different

from what has been instructed into, it is not what we
know, it is not what we know not.”



Chaptee VIII

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPTION OF
THE ULTIMATE REALITY

The Upanisadic conception of Brahman sometimes
bewilders the initiate because it is so varied. Brahman
is identified practically with everything, from gross matter

to the finest spirit. The search has been direct, and the

initiate rises gradually to the appreciation of the finer and
the finest. The finest cannot at once be felt and realized.

The natural tendency is to welcome that which is directly

felt and experienced as truth. It requires a long preparation

to make the mind sensitive enough to truly appraise the

being and responsive enough to live up to it. Naturally,

the inner veils of the self should be removed one by one,

not in the spirit of utter rejection, for rejection is beyond
question. True rejection is mental and not actual. It is

detachment to their functioning. This detachment

becomes natural when their economy and value have been

rightly assessed. They are then appreciated in their true

meaning. Our psychic being is eased because of this right

knowledge. Right knowledge gives right conduct. The
mystic vision, therefore, is wide, it gives the knowledge

of all phases of life. It leaves nothing aside. It is this

penetration that makes it so bold an adventure and so

fruitful a method. It does not dwell upon a particular

perspective of life nor does it spin a theory out of it.

Life in its completeness is revealed before it, and the make-
up of the man and the universe in its elements are com-
pletely fathomed in the search. The Mystic is the Truth-

seer, not in the sense of enjoying ecstatic intoxication
—^that, no doubt, is his peculiar claim and privil^je

—

but in the sense of an adventurous experimentsdist who
1S5
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claims to see the exact constitution of the human fabric^

the instincts, the vital urges, the impulses, the ideas,

in their intricate blending and complete unison.

This kind of approach is evident in all the Upanisads,

and the more intimate one is with the texts, the more

deeply one is convinced of the scientific approach in them.

The conscious interest and the discriminative attention are

evenly kept up. Without them, the mystic approach is

in danger of mistaking shadows for Truth. Understanding

is a great asset in life ;
in mystic life it is necessary at every

step to evaluate the new forces that are released, and
the psychism that is stirred. A rich and fine discrimin-

ating understanding will be a power in the mystic, not

an obstruction, if it is properly exercised. The law of

contrariety finds its full play in the mystic life. Light

and darkness, life and inertia, follow in quick succession.

The higher the ideal, the greater the challenge. The higher

harmony invites the greater conflict. And before

the soul can pass into peace, it has to invite the deep

struggle inherent in its nature. The struggle can be suc-

cessful if the light of deeper understanding, which comes
through living the life, does not suffer loss of radiance.

It keeps up the faith when the soul meets confusion and
darkness. Mystic life is a life of order, harmony, and
balance. It draws out life from its confusion at its lowest

limit, and introduces it into the realm of cosmic harmony.
Our intellectual shortcoming and spiritual littleness read
chaos in life and its expression ; understanding alone

can remove the sense of chaos and read everything in

harmony divine. Mysticism is a life of illuminated

understanding and enlightened adaptation. This under-

standing grows, and cannot be satisfied until it finds

rest in Truth. The Taittiriya Upanisad gives a picture

of this ever-growing understanding.

It begins with the conception that Brahman is Annam.
Food is the sustaining principle, earth’s creatures thrive

on food, they are reduced to it (for Annam is also used
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in the sense of matter after death). This appeal cannot

long satisfy.

The next principle is Prana. Prana is Brahman. From
Prana originate the Bhutas (things and beings). They
live upon Prana. They pass into it (at death).

(Taittiriya.)

The Taittiriya ^ Sruti has twice referred to Prana, and
each time in the sense of a cosmic principle (ii, 8 ; iii, 8).

Brahman is Prana, and in subsequent passages we are

told Brahman is Manas, Vijnana, and Ananda.

^ Prana in the Taittiriya Upani^ad.—A confusion may rise between
Prana as the vital principle and Prana as the cosmic principle if sufficient

care is not taken of the context in which they are used. Prana as the
vital principle cannot be superior to the finer forces of desires and intelli-

gence, and as such it comes next to Annam (gross matter). It gives the
stay to the body, it organizes it, it vitalizes it. It is the stay of gods.
It is the vital principle of all creatures. (Taittiriya-Brahman Bod-, 2, 8.)

But when the distinction is drawn between Prana and Manas, it draws
out the gross and the fine nature of the urges. The urges on the vital

planes have not the fineness of the mental urges. In mental urges the
first stirring of psychism is felt, and here the vitalism is associated with
the finer dynamism of our psychic nature. The distinction between
vitalism and psychism is clear. Vitalism gives animation, movement,
organization

;
psychism gives feeling, deliberation—in short, mentalism.

Vitalism cannot reflect the light of consciousness, psychism can. Hence
the psychic forces appear as exhibiting greater loveliness, better fusion,

and greater unity. They have a conscious reference to the psyche.
Prana in the sense of force can be attributed to the psychic forces, but

Prana in the sense of vitalism is the form of universal cosmic energy, or
will assume a definite form for a definite purpose. When, therefore,

reference is made to Prana, its meaning as a cosmic principle cannot be lost

upon us, though this principle be at times used in different senses, either

of universal vitalism or of psychism ; but vitalism or psychism is the
limited conception of Prana. It is the cosmic will, the dan vital of the
universe. Hence the conception of Prana is given better expression in

the Prasna Upanisad, where the sense of the cosmic energy is more explicit.

The universtd energy is neither vital nor psychic, but something more,
something that takes these definite forms, but in itself it is the principle

of eternal becoming. It is neither biological, nor physical, nor psychical

;

but it has these forms of expression. The Taittiriya Upanisad has the
following :

—

** The gods do breathe along with breath {prana)
As a&o men and beasts.
For truly breath is life (ayus) or beings.
Therefore it is called the life-of-all

;

To a full life go they who worship Brahman as breath.
For truly breath is the life of beings ;

Therefore, it is called the life of aU.’’

(Hume's translation.)
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But the iSruti is careful to add that the finer principles

of Mana and Vijnana function behind Prana. They
are more subtle, and they become effective through

Prana. Prana is the vehicle of an effective expression

of still more subtle forces. The iSruti, therefore, does

not take Prana to be a source of blind urge.

The distinctions of Prana, Manas, and Vijnana on this

account are not to be minimized ; what is the initial

urge of self-expression is also a pranic urge. The gradual

ascent to the centre acquaints us with the intelligent and
creative nature of cosmic energy, and so long as the meaning
and the creativeness are not explicit, the cosmic energy

appears as a blind impulsion, which it is not.

Prana is presented as the vital principle of gods, men,
and creatures. The Upanisad does not go beyond this in the

conception of Prana. The stress laid on Ayu (duration

of life) has made the inference irresistible that it is the

principle which keeps up and sustains the individual beings,

be they gods or men. It is their principle of animation.

The Prasna Upanisad gives us a better description of

the cosmic Prana (Mahaprana). It brings out Prana
in the sense of universal energy, the primal force at the

root of the whole creation.

The text reads :
—

“ The Lord of Creation (Prajapati),

verily was desirous of creatures (offspring, praja). He
performed austerities. Having performed austerities, he
produced a pair, matter (Raye) and life (prana), thinking :

These two will make creatures for me in manifold ways,”
The Aditya (Sun) is verily the prana (life), Raye is

the moon (Candra), Raye is everything here, both what is

formed and what is formless. Therefore material form
(Murti) indeed is Raye (matter).

Samkara takes Raye to mean Annam (food). Prana
to mean Atta (the eater, the enjoyer). The author of

the Atma purana reaches the same conclusion. Here of

course the literal sense cannot help us. Raye is the creative

matrix. Prana is the creative energy. The analogy is
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this : Atta lives upon Annam and draws out the essence

for the upbuilding of the body, so prana (the cosmic life)

energizes Raye (the cosmic matter) to build up the creation.

Both proceed from and form the dual nature of Prajapati,

the creator. Prana and Raye represent Prajapati in the

aspect of efficient cause and material cause of this universe.

We read in the hymn to the Prana in the Prasna

Upanisad :

—

“ As Agni, prana warms. He is the Sun, He is the bountiful
rain, He is the Wind. He is the Prithvi (the earth), He is the
Raye (creative matter). He is Shining God (Deva), He is gross
(Sat), He is fine (Asat), and He is immortal.

“ As the spokes on the hub of a wheel, everjrthing is supported
in the Prana—^the verses, the Yajur verses, the Sama hymns, the
sacrifice, the nobility and the priesthood (the Brahman).

“ Thou art the Prajapati, thou movest in the womb, it is thou
thyself that art bom again.

“ To Thee, O Prana, these creatures bring tributes—^Thou,

who dwellest in living creatures.
“ Thou art the Chief carrier of oblation to gods ; Thou art the

first offering to the fathers (i.e. bearer of the Sradh). Thou art

the true practice of the seers, descendant of Atharvas and
Angiras I

Indra, art thou, O Life, with thy brilliance, Rudra, art thou
as a protector, thou movest in the ethereal expanse, thou art the
Sun, the I-.ord of the Lights. When thou rainest upon them, then
these creatures of thine, O Life, are blissful, thinking, ‘ There will

be food for all desire.’
“ A vratya art thou, O Life, the only seer,

A partaker, the real Lord of all

;

We are the givers of thy sustenance.
Thou art the father of the wind
That form of thine which abides in speech
Which abides in hearing, which abides in sight

And which is extended in the mind.
Make propitious I O leave us not I

“ This whole world is in the control of life

Ever what is established in the third heaven.
As a mother her son, do thou protect us :

Grant to us affluence (Sri) and wisdom (Pragna) !
”

The above brings out the cosmic functions of Prana.

It is the guiding force of the Universe. It is the basic

principle of the whole creation. It controls and guides
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the devas, it grants affluence and wisdom to men, it

moves the cosmic frame ; it is the wonder of the gods

and fear of mortals. Evidently it is the cosmic will.

Creation implies a bifurcation of the original energy

—

which, as active will, is Prana, and which, as passive

principle, is Raye. Prana is the positive element, Raye
the negative. These are not originally distinct, and there-

fore do not imply a dualism. The one being as the creative

energy is Prana, the same being as the formative material

is Raye. Raye is the eternal feminine of the mystics.

They are two aspects of one power—^the first of which
partakes of “ the qualities of the thunderbolt, and the

second shares with sentient nature ‘ that soft resistant

force which defies destruction * ”
; the one masculine,

centrifugal, revealed and symbolized in igneous action,

the other feminine, centripetal agneous action

The whole creation is the amorous play of the two
forces.

The Chhandogya also refers to Prana in chap, iii,

18, 4, where it says :

—

“ Prana is the fourth part of Brahman. It shines and
glows with vayu as its light. He who knows this shines

and glows with fame, splendour and eminence.”

Again in iv, 30 :

—

‘‘ Brahman is Prana, Brahman is joy.”

The Kausitaki Upanisad has a long sermon on Prana.

Indra said, “ I am the breathing spirit (Prana), the

intelligental self (Prajnatman), Ayu (life) is Prana. Prana
is verily Ayu, Prana is verily blessed immortality ; for, so

long as Prana is in the body, so long is life. And, by
Prana, one obtains immortality, by wisdom unfailing

determination (Satya Sankalpa). So he who reverences

me as life, as immortality, reveals the full term of life

in this world, and obtains immortality, indestructibility

in the Heaven-world.
“ Prana is prajna. These together dweU in the body,

together do they depart.”
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These quotations speak of Prana as the cosmic energy.

The Kausitaka Upanisad does not conclude with the

intimate association of Prana and Prajna. It goes further

to show the supremacy of Prajna and its omnipresence in

the facts of existence and in the psychic and vital functions

(iii, 5, 6).

Vak (speech) is the one portion thereof. Name is its

externally correlated existential element.

Prana is the one portion thereof, odour is its externally

correlated element.

This supremacy is finally contained in the following clear

statements :

—

With intelligence having mounted on breath with breath,

one obtains all odours.

With Prajna hearing moulded on speech with wisdom,

one obtains all names.

With Prajna (intelligence) having mounted on the mind
(manas), with the mind one obtains all thoughts.

The flow of Prana (life) is eternal. It is continuous and
creative.

Time is one with Prana, for time in the objective sense

is a flow, and life is a flow. Intellect in its symbolic thinking

distinguishes the two, but this distinction is not real

;

for time cannot be separated from motion, and Prana is

the motion with which we are familiar.

The objective time is distinct from succession units, and
is, in fact, the cause of these units. The succession supposes

a flow, which in itself is undivided, and this self-creative

flow is time in the objective sense. The divisions of past,

present, and future impress the intellect, but the division

is not real in the self-expressive effort, which is one eternal

duration. It is the Aksanda Kala, which is eternally self-

reproducing continuity. Time is represented as a form

of expression of reality. The other form is space. Space

and time are generally thus used in the sense of forms of

expression. But time in reality is not merely a form. It is

the shaping, moulding force. Time is creative.
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The creative principle because it is creative takes on
it form, but this form is not separate from the principle ;

at least the sense of separateness is the creation of symbolic

thinking. If we go far, we can see and feel that the sense

of time begins when the creative energy takes a definite

shape or form. The idea of time is associated with this,

especially as generally understood. Time makes the idea

of beginning and end clear, and in a world in which nothing

functions, time has strictly no meaning and no sense. Time
is then the creative energy on the point of expression,

change, development, and progress. But, if these ideas

are taken away from it, the sense of time as well as that of

energy completely vanishes. The idea of duration as

occasionally moulding and creating brings to us the con-

ception of time, and apart from this moulding time has

no sense. The sense of time as a form makes the idea and
understanding of change as something different from energy

and brings out the conception of space, time, and energy

as the essential trinity of the phenomenal universe. But
the fact is that time is not in a separate category from
energy. It is energy seen in its concrete and limited form
of moulding.

Khanda Kala (time in series) is time in the proper sense.

Akhanda Kala is time in the form of energy which is

eternally creative.

The intimate relation between Prajna and Prana and
Prana and Vak is full of meaning to the ardent seeker of

Truth.

Prana is associated with Prajna. The dynamic element

is the creative, the expressive, and the organizing power.
It is the urge behind life, it is the urge behind creation.

But this urge is not blind. It is associated with Prajna,

the illumination in the heart of the Universe. The dynamic
element is the force and the principle of expression, the
element which spins the whole creation out of itself. It

creates the drama. It winds it up. But the cosmic drama
reveals a meaning, has significance

; it is not, therefore,
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the drama of a blind force, it is not a capricious

event. Definite beginning or end it may not have,

the whole event may be spontaneous, but it is not

blind. Hence Prana is always to be associated with

Prajna (gnosis).

But Prana does not function with a definite end or

purpose. Prana functions spontaneously.

Prana is not the unconscious will at the heart of the

universe. Prana is the cosmic will behind the psychic

and the cosmic functionings. It is the primal force. It

objectifies in the form of ideas ; since Will is unfettered,

its creative ideas are also unfettered. Schopenhauer’s

will represent the Prana more accurately, but the
difference is that Schopenhauer would see nothing behind

Will ; the Upanisadic seers see the Prajna behind it.

Hence there is no blind spontaneity nor teleological

finality in the functioning of the cosmic Prana. The
movement of the cosmic will cannot be reduced to any
form of teleological purposiveness based upon the con-

ception of finality, nor can it be reduced to the spontaneity

of a blind will. The whole movement is an expression of the

effortless and purposeless Ananda.
Prana functions without definite end, but this does not

reduce it to a blind spontaneity. Its functioning is

spontaneous, but not blind. And this clearly defines the

relations between Prana and Prajna. Prana emphasizes

the dynamic aspect, Prajna the essence of Being, and the

two are one when Reality is represented in its creative

aspect. When the adept cannot rise above the perception

of an eternal fluidity of becoming, he has the vision of

Prana as well as Prajna.

Prana is referred to Prajna and this reference

distinguishes Prana from elan vital of Bergson. Bergson’s

principle is alogical
; so is Prana, but Bergson’s principle has

no reference to anything else. It is the ultimate reality.

But such is not the case in the Upanisads. The Prana
is the creative principle, but it is always associated with
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Prajna. Prajna in its creative aspect is Prana. The
fundamental reality is alogical but not imconscious.

Prana is never free from a reference to the ultimate

conscious principle. But Prana has periods of occasional

equilibrium in its depolarization, the elan vital has no
such period of inertia or rest.

The association of Prana with Prajna does not make
Prana an idea-force. Prana is not exactly idea-force.

The latter presupposes the former. Idea-forces are the

creative ideas which reveal themselves with the formation

of a mind. They have a reference to a positive self. But
Prana implies the activity without reference to a concrete

mind. The formation of a mind becomes a necessity when
Prana begins to function in concrete and definite form.

It is evolved. It is shaped. But Prana is the original

dynamic reality, it is no effect of an idea, nor is it an
idea, for the concrete mind is formed long after the

evolution has traced its onward course. Hence the thought

forces cannot be identified with Prana.

The Upanisads conceive an intimate relation between
Prana and Vak. In Hindu Mysticism the first creative

expression of Prana is Vak. Vak is the Prana personified

into speech. It is the divine Sapience expressed in word.

This Vak is not the ordinary speech. It is the first concrete

expression of wisdom which the elect alone can hear

in the depth of their concentration. It is the medium of

divine revelation. Prana is impersonal, Vak is personal.

It is concentrated expression in a form. And it has the

limitation of an expression.

Brahman is Conceived as Vijnana

The primal Prana is the creative force. But creation

implies arrangement and order, and the shaping of forms.

The effectual forms are moulded after the causal forms.

Forms are inherent in the heart of the creative order. The
non-differentiated becomes differentiated in creation, the
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non-manifest becomes manifest. Creativeness implies

that the formless takes on it form, the modeless shapes

itself as modes ; the emergence of the world of forms is

not possible unless there are the creative forms in the

causal order. These forms are the idea-forces prevalent in

the order of intelligence (Buddhi). Vijnana is not merely

the functional intelligence. It is the creative intelligence

residing in the heart of things. The functional intelligence

is expressive but not creative. The creative intelligence is

dynamic.

The cosmic creative intelligence is intermediate between
the cosmic Prana and the cosmic manas. The cosmic

Prana causes the primal matter to stir, and this the cosmic

intelligence shapes according to the objectification of the

primal will in the forms of ideas.

The archetypal intelligence with its divine harmony
can be felt inthe world ofVijnana,forthe creative ideas exist

in their rhythm. Rhythm prevails in the world when the

one expresses the many, and the archetypal order represents
the finest unfolding of the one into the many. When the

peace of the one is disturbed by primal oscillation and
polarization, the quiet or the silence is displaced by rhythm,
the harmony or the beauty of the causal creative plane.

This is the divine harmony, for it is the harmony in the

heart of becoming undisturbed by the conflict and the

confusion which arise as the manifestation flows more and
more into the passive matter. There is harmony every-

where in a great or small degree, but the harmony is more
towards the centre of existence than towards the circum-

ference, for life becomes divided as it drifts away from the

centre. Harmony prevails, therefore, more in the world of

ideas and essence, than in the world of appearances.

Brahman is Conceived as Manas

Manas is creative. The rhythm of creation is the

expression of the archetypal beauties, sublimities, truths.
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or values in a definite setting. It has, therefore, the sense

of a limitation, and needs the exercise of a generic volition.

The spontaneity of expression in the causal order—either
in the world of the cosmic Prana or the archetypal forms

—

is almost absent here, for the creative will is active, and
is anxious to give a form of expression amongst others.

The active and personal will first moves here. The will

can be active when there is a question of choice between

alternatives, and this choice is to be exercised in the order

of effective creation. Active will is associated with

a limitation of creation and mouldings of forms, and
intervenes when the archetypal ideas receive definite and
determinate expression. Between the spontaneity of the

archetypal ideas and the spontaneity of vital life appears

the dominant and determining will. And naturally so, for

life is spontaneous in the realm of complete light and
complete darkness. This spontaneity differs ; one is the

spontaneity of idea, the spontaneity of the super-conscious,

the other is the spontaneity of the vitalism, the spontaneity

of the insentient.

In one the joy of rhythm and harmony reigns, in the

other confusion, darkness, and inertia prevail. The order

is not such as can refiect the truth and harmonies of the

higher life.

(Hence perfect rhythm is not possible even in the creative

plane, for creation does not mean the origin of a new thing.

It is resetting or rearrangement. It awakes rhythm in

discord, infuses movement in inertia, creates beauties

in ugliness. Manas represents the creative nature of

Brahman.)
Creativeness is self-conscious and self-directed activity.

It is, as it were, to carve the slab of marble into a beautifiil

figure. The self as artist is revealed in it. The artist

derives inspiration from the realm of ideas or archetypes.

The inspiration may be spontaneous, but the execution is

conscious. The artist plays his part half consciously and
half unconsciously. Creativeness has reference to both.
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The cosmic artist in its creativeness cannot forgo this dual

nature. It creates, and for creation the inspiration proceeds

spontaneously ; but, in its execution, it rises to the fully

self-conscious effort, for it has to work out its design. It

has to evoke life, harmony, beauty, and rhythm for the

creative matrix.

Creativeness needs the active exercise of will. Manas
is the active will. The will cannot create unless it be
receptive of the rhythm of the realm of ideas ; will submits
to this rhythm in order to plant it in the “ negative ”,

the creative matrix. Creation shapes the negative element,

and it is an endless process. Creativeness has therefore

reference to a negative element, to a conscious agent,

and to the world of harmony, rhythm, and ideas. It has

not the ease, the purity, and the elasticity of the realm of

ideas, since it has reference to an extra-ideal, extra-

positive reality or thing. Hence the sense of self becomes
prominent in creativeness ; the sense of an active, creative,

and necessarily self-conscious agent.

This self-consciousness is a limitation even in the cosmic

sense, for it brings out the rhythm of creation more fully.

It at the same time requires a conscious interference and
exertion to shape and mould the forces, to make them
instrumental to the expression of the divine plan and idea.

Creation is the rhyming of the forces in accordance to

the divine will.

This process is continuous. It cannot cease. It will not.

For creativeness can have no meaning, if it has a finality ;

the process continues to establish the divine rhythm and
harmony—creation is, as it were, the rush of the divine

life from its inmost recess into the world of receptive

matter. So long as the least difference between the shaping

forms and ideas and the receptive matter continues, and
so long as the lost equilibrium is not established, and the

complete depolarization is not achieved, creation will

never cease. The creative divinity is displaced, as it were,

from the supreme silence and suffers limitation inasmuch
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i» it is incessantly active to shape the forces and to release

particular forms and types.

Creativeness then represents the picture of the divine

in its limitation of a self-conscious idea or power.

The sense of personality attends the creative effort.

Take away this effort, the sense of personality dies

away.

Hence a difference is to be drawn between spontaneous

expression and purposive creation. The former has no
reference to a self-conscious agent and self-directed

activity. The latter has. The former is consistent with the

primal substance, the latter is consistent with the creative

agent. The former does not consciously energize for

creation, the latter does. Isvara in that sense has no
limitation of a creator, in the highest sense it enjoys the

elasticity of an embracive being. It is equally present at

every point of existence. It is Suprapersonal. Brahma
is personal, and has therefore the limitation of a creative

personality.

Its delight is the joy of creation, the symphony of the

formative life. Creativeness which attends the formation

of self-consciousness may be individual and cosmic. But in

each case there is the limitation of self-conscious formation.

This self-conscious creativeness is represented as Manas
in the Upanisads. Manas is Brahman in its creative aspect.

And Prana attends Manas to give effect to the creative

purpose. Prana is the cosmic energy which is instrumental

to the creative principle and art. Manas is Prana in its

creative effort.

Brahman is Manas in the sense of the cosmic creative

principle. Manas represents in man the desire vehicle, the

volitional self. Will is essentially creative.

Preservation follows creation. Self-consciousness comes
out indistinctly in creativeness. It becomes prominent
in preservation. If creativeness has a rh5rthm, pre-

servation has also its harmony. Creation is the
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dispUicement of confusion and the emergence in

harmony and rhythm.

Preservation is the continuity of this harmony. Rh3rthm

is the soul of it. Preservation is more rhythmical than

creation, for it is free from the internal opposition that

meets creation. It is all melodious, there is no dissonance

in it. Creation has to overcome opposition, and, therefore,

the self-conscious life in its selective aspect is more
prominent here, and the rhythm is therefore confined to

the joy of construction. And the joy of construction is

different from the delight of preservation. The former has

a tension, the latter has no tension. It is the joy of life

in its embraciveness and s3mthesis. There is not the least

discordant note, and hence the expression of life is the

highest and the fullest. Hence all the kindlier elements

and softer beauties of the soul find expression in it. The
life of preservation is very delicate. The least confusion

immediately breaks and destroys it. It refuses all ugliness,

all inertness. Life has here its highest delicacy and
sweetness, its greatest attraction and charm. Hence
the sense of effort and restraint in creativeness is dis-

placed by that of ease and elasticity. In the rhythm of

preservation, self-consciousness has at times the low

and high tide and has a tendency to pass into aesthetic

forgetfulness.

This tension of maintaining the equilibrium keeps

the soul active in this plane, but the equilibrium once

established continues for a time, and in this interval there

is the possibility of enjoying the complete concord, perfect

unison, and harmony which occasionally lull the soul into

the sleep of delight. It is really no sleep of self-forgetfrilness,

it is the sleep of self-awakening into the harmony of beauties

and sublimities. The spontaneity of the soul becomes

manifest, and in this spontaneity the self as the creative or

preservative agent has an occasional respite. Hence the

perfect harmony of preservation is more attractive than
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the rhythm of creation, for here the self is freed from the

limitation of creativeness and can enjoy the more expressive

rhythm.
The soul can enjoy better the harmonies of the archetypal

order in the rhythm of preservation than in the rhytW
of creation. In the absence of the least dissonance, the

harmony of preservation may approach the harmony
of the archetypal order and the soul in perfect peace can

have glimpses into the delight of the order. Hence the

beauties and the harmonies of preservative order can make
it possible for the soul to gain access into the mysteries of

the archetypal realm and pass into the temporary forget-

fulness of the environmental surroimdings. This access

into the world of ideas—^into the Buddhic plane—is not

possible for the creative self.

The process of withdrawal has its own rhythm ; creative-

ness has its special harmony ; so has the process of with-

drawal. The rhythm of creation is the special setting of the

original negative substance, the rhythm of withdrawal

is the breaking of all forms of special arrangement and
grouping. If creative rhythm expresses the universal

through the concrete, the ideal through the actual, the

positive through the negative, the archetypal through the

sensible, the rhythm of withdrawal represents the delight

of the concrete passing into the universal, the actual into

the ideal, the negative into the positive, the sensible into

the archetypal. The cosmic drama plays a twofold function.

It plays one part in the emergence of the concrete life and
the concrete existence. It plays the other part in the

disappearance of the dance of life in the eternal back-
ground. This disappearance is no confusion which attends

the disruption of order and arrangement. It has its own
rhythm, the rhythm which has the withdrawing effect of

the particular and the concrete into the universal

and the general. It is the bold invitation to the delight

which follows the tracing of the cause in the effect, and
the withdrawal of the effect in the cause. The rhythm of
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creativeness is the rhythm of expression of the cause in

the effect, the rhythm of withdrawal is the indrawn process

of the effect vanishing into the cause. The delight of the

former is the delight of the concrete, the delight of self-

production ; the delight of the latter is the delight of the

abstract, the self-inversion.

The self-inversion does not stop with the sensible and
the actual, it also implies the withdrawal of the supra-

sensible, the world of ideas and forms. The suprasensible

world of forms may represent the causal, and in the process

of inversion the effects pass into the causal, the actual into

the formal. But the process does not stop there, it goes

further : the archetypal ideas and values pass into the

homogeneous.

There is a cosmic regeneration. There is a cosmic sleep.

The rhythm of withdrawal becomes more and more
intensive and delightful, the more it proceeds to the centre,

to the supreme silence which reigns there. The rh3rthm

acquaints the seeker with the positive and the negative

element of creation, with the twofold aspect which reality

takes upon it in its creative urge.

The adept imdergoing spiritual evolution becomes

acquainted directly with the positive and the negative

principle of creation, for the bifurcation comes to our direct

knowledge in the centre rather than at the circumference.

The cosmic withdrawal is the reverse of creation ; and
the forces are depolarized in it. Hence it has a greater

harmony and melody than creation ; in creation a jarring

note of a struggle is possible if the negative principle does

not automatically yield itself to the positive principle.

The opposition may create confusion. The rhythm cannot

be completely established in creation. But different is

the case with withdrawal—^here the natural tendency for

the negative and the positive is to merge their

individualities in their original unity. This cannot be

possible unless the mutual attraction is strong and the

negative gives up itself to the positive completely. The
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rhythm of the withdrawal is more enjoyable because it

helps to attain the finest equilibrium and poise of being.

The eccentric tendency of creation is here displaced by
the centric urge of the tmion, and hence the soul

experiences the unique delight of the perfect rhythm and
silence. The least confusion mars the rhythm, and destroys

the possibiUty of the perfect peace and silence in the

merging of the forces. Hence the highest delight of with-

drawal can be felt when there is nothing to prevent the

complete withdrawal of the negative into the positive.

The rhythm of withdrawal is opposite to the rhythm of

creation.

The more the process approaches the centre, the more
embracive it grows, and the attraction towards the centre

becomes the more manifest. The delight of the indefinite

displaces the delight of the definite and the creative, and
the soul has its dance of life drawn to a close in the delight

of stillness and absorption. The rhythm of withdrawal

gives the calm.

But this calm is to be distinguished from the calm of

transcendence. This calm is the end of the withdrawal.

It is the hushing of life’s noise and life’s dance into life’s

silence. It is, as it were, the occasional remission from the

free expression of life in its creativeness. This silence is

the precursor of life, it is the point where life returns after

its period of oscillation and play. It is its initial point of

emergence, it is the final point of retirement. Hence the

process of withdrawal is characterized by the absence of

all activity characterizing creation, and requires for its

establishment the wise passivity of the soul.

It has its peculiar feeling. Creativeness has its joy,

withdrawal has its delight. Creativeness leads to the joy

of equilibrium, equilibrium presupposes tension : if it

supersedes the tension of creation (involved in conquering

and opposing forces), it has the tension of maintaining the
forces in proper adjustment, and for its continuity. With-
drawal has not the least tension, for it has neither to
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establish an order nor to maintain it. In withdrawal

all tension dies out and the forces attain their original

unity and neutrality. Hence in withdrawal the self retires

to itself completely—and this retirement is not self-loss

in self-creation, but self-consciousness in self-immersion.

Since the mind is always habitually accustomed to the

concrete, and is often led by the concrete urges, it cannot
always consciously feel the higher level of self-consciousness

in the withdrawal. It presents the often neglected side of

life, and is often, therefore, thought to be a blank and
a negative. Blank it is not. Bliss it is. The Sruti calls it

Annandam, not the bliss of creation but the bliss of

withdrawal. If creation presents the self in its creative

aspect, withdrawal presents it in its cosmic sleep. It is

the region behind the vital forms and the creative planes.

The supraconscious intuition of the archetypal forms is

superseded, for there are creative and active forms ; they

cannot be effective in the process of complete withdrawal.

The archetypal aspect of life has its own delight, the

delight of free movement and expression, the delight of

perfect harmony.
The delight of harmony is here the greatest, since in this

superconscious existence there is not the opposition that

is met on the creative plane.

The archetypal forms are active in the supraconscious

self—^in the cosmic self—^they are also withdrawn in the

process of self-immersion. The delight of self-immersion

is, therefore, higher than this harmony of the archetypal

existence. It is the delight of retirement of life into its

source. It is the delight of the forms vanishing into the

formless, of life hushing into the silence.

The archetypal forms of the Vijnana-Maya Kosha are

supposed to be the finest in the order of expression, as

they represent the ideal world of ideas and values which

can be effective in the creative becoming and can give

shape to the creative matrix. They are concrete formative

principles. They represent the dynamic divinity in its
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isupraformal expression. These, indeed, are expressions,

but have no particular forms. They are more expressive

than creative. Creativeness implies the duality of forms

and matter. Where the cosmic life surpasses this duality

of ideality and materiality, and has still an expression, it

must necessarily be finer than the ideal forms. This, there-

fore, should be regarded as the formless form of the

becoming.



Chapter IX

PHASES OF DYNAMIC DIVINE

Brahman as Sat and Asat ^

There are apparently two contradictory epithets of

Brahman in the Taittiriya Sruti. “ Nothing he becomes
who speaks of Brahman as nothing ” (ii, vi). ‘‘ There was
nothing in the beginning and from the void the Sat comes
into existence ” (ii, vii).

This is no contradiction. The one speaks of Brahman,
the other of the cosmos. Brahman is Sat. It is the primal

existence. It cannot be non-existent. The cosmos, in the

beginning of a cycle, is non-manifest. It is practically non-

existent. The cosmos emerges, and so long as the emergence
is not actually felt, it is thought of as non-existent, in

the substance.

The nature of cosmic void becomes intelligible to us

in the moments of introversion or withdrawal in deep

sleep. Introversion gives us the idea of a blank, a void

in experience before it can finally pass into the transcendent

silence. The void is not really void, it is the point

where the psychism of our being has a temporary
remission from activity where the soul has risen above
the ordinary experience, but is not in possession of the

final vision.

The psychic mind is habituated to the content and the

fluidity of life and it has a unique experience when it

^ The word “ Asat ” according to Suresvaracharyya, the author of the
Vartik, is the nameless and formless Brahman. The world as non-existent
is the same as Brahman in existence. (Vartika, pp. 1, 2, 5, 15, 16.)

155
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passes into calmer and deeper waters of life. The waves

of life are withdrawn and naturally the soul of the initiate

has the feeling of an emptiness and void beyond the noise

of life.

The sense of a void is a great relief from the exacting

and masterful urges of life. It discloses the complete

independence of the soul. The natural tendency is to

identify the urges with the essence of our being ; but such

occasional remissions from them speak in no uncertain

terms of the freedom of the self and the deep repose of its

being.

The Taittiriya has a string of contrary epithets for

Brahman—Sat and Tat, Niruktam and Aniniktam, etc.

These epithets indicate the relative and the absolute

nature of Brahman.
In the cosmic life there is a periodical quietude and

sleep—a periodical awakening and pulsation. Life starts

afresh from the void. The void is the quiet repose in silence.

It is the Sleep of Peace which the cosmic life enjoys after

a period of activity.

Some think the void to be beginning of a new start in

life. But void cannot give rise to appearance, even

deceptive appearance. The apparent void is not void, it is

the complete withdrawal of pranic urges. It is the state of

cosmic equilibrium. The emergence of the cosmic process

indicates that the cosmic poise is disturbed, and the

positive and the negative forces are active.

The disturbance of the cosmic poise is followed by the

finest pranic oscillation. This oscillation has its greatest

rhythmic expression. And the duality of creative ideas

and the formative matter is not yet formed. The dynamism
is active in formless shaping and colourless vibration. The
archetypal forms and colours become visible in the world

of archetypes but not in the world of formless light and
sound. Light and sound are the first expression from the

void. These are first formations of the positive and the

negative forces. They are formless expressions.
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Brahman as Sabda (Word)

The formless expressions of the Pranic oscillation are

Nada and Vindu.^

Nada originally means a sound, a tune, a vibration.

But not all kinds of sounds are Nada. It is something that

cannot be heard by the ear. It is the sound that reigns in

the heart of the cosmos. It is the voiceless voice, the sound-
less soimd of the deep. When the ear has lost the power
of hearing, then it catches the harmony of harmonies, the

delightful sound that is ever present in the soundless deep.

It captivates the soul and withdraws it instantly, and with
every cadence it breaks the chords that create ripples

and disturb the equanimity.

Nada is the first ripple of expression in the void, the

voice of the voiceless. It is the first stir of expression. It

is the first impress of the cosmic intelligence. It is con-

tinuous. It is akin to the music of the spheres.

“ When now the wheel, which thou dost make eternal,

Desiring thee, made me attentive to it,

By harmony thou dost modulate and measure."'

(Divine Comedy, Paradise, i.)

The music of the spheres is expressive of the rhythm
that pervades the world, Nada is the rhythm that pervades

the causal world.

The harmony of the spheres acquaints us with the music

that moves the universal forms. This enraptures the soul

and sends it heavenward. The poet says in the Divine

Comedy :
“ The newness of the sound and the great light

kindled in me a longing for their cause.”

The rhythm of the starry dance was set to the sounds

arising from the motion itself and making unceasing music

^ Mention of them is frequent in the Upanisads. It is in the Katha,
the Prasna, the Chhftndogya, the Manduiya, the Mundaka. The Nada
Vindu and the Teja Vindu are the special texts for them. What is implicit

in the earlier texts becomes explicit in the later texts.
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which was recognized and known as the harmony of the

spheres (Gomperz ; Greek Thinkers, Pythagoras).

The music of the spheres is at best a reflection of Nada.
Life is music because it is harmony. The music of the

spheres is the music of life through the starry universe.

Nada is the music with which life starts into growth.

It is the eternal melody of life, the superb harmony we
enjoy, when we have the most and the finest of life.

The original Nada rises when the pranic urge meets the

primal Akasha, the original ethereal expanse. The pranic

urge vibrates the ethereal medium, and harmony is set

up. This harmony is the first expression of intelligence,

for before it the prana was in equilibrium and no flutter

could take place. This agitation in prana and ether is

rhythmic and is therefore delightful. The rhythm is sweet

and attractive beyond measure.

Brahman is the basic principle. Nada is the expression.

The first concrete expression is Nada.
Nada has two phases : (1) meaning, (2) harmony. The

meaning becomes explicit when the harmony is deep.

Meaning and harmony are co-etemal with Isvara or Saguna
Brahman, for Saguna Brahman has in it the constant

stir of expression. The word “ meaning ” is used here only

in the sense of expression, for in the highest realm
of spiritual life there is expression. Meaning is always
associated with personality. It is presupposed in finite

expression and construction. But it cannot be so in the

divine where life has its expression, but no definite meaning.
The divine life is all harmony, free from the contraries

of tension or relaxation, and therefore, in a sense, in it

there is fine expression, but no meaning. Meaning is

attributive to expression, where it is seen in a definite

setting and distinct perspective.

Nada is an experience in the supramental or supra-

sensuous consciousness. It is supramental in the sense

that it originates in the primal expression of Brahman in

the void, and comes, therefore, prior to the evolution of
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life and mind. It is a unique experience which is received

in the intense tension of the inner dynamism when it

becomes sensitive to the suprasensuous consciousness.

Maya is sometimes expressive and sometimes creative.

It is creative when it produces forms and modes. The
creative activity, therefore, is more gross than the

expressive activity of Maya. Nada and Vindu, therefore,

belong to the expressive dynamism rather than to the

creative dynamism of Maya. And, therefore, they are

beyond the grasp of the senses and mind. They are revealed

in psychic intuition (in the Vedantic sense). The word
mind has a narrow limitation in the Vedanta, it means
nothing but deliberative faculty. The supramental,

therefore, implies here that which is beyond the reach of

the normal mentation, beyond the normal functioning of

mind. The suprasensuous psychism is continuous and
reveals the dynamism of Maya in its causal aspect, where
no concrete formations or functionings take place. This

psychism is, therefore, something to be distinguished from
the ordinary psychic activities inasmuch as it stretches

itself out to the very core of existence. The sensuous mind
is in touch with the senses, the suprasensuous mind is in

touch with the core of our being. The former records the

sense-impressions, the latter records the suprasensuous

creations. Nada is suprasensuous revelation. It is the

fine cosmic vibration and has a great indrawing power.

It can be received in the moments of psychic repose and
withdrawing.

It requires to be aroused by the vigorous activity of the

inner psychic dynamism. Its intuitions and receptions are

immediate like the sense-receptions, though they represent

the opening of the new powers of the soul.

The individual sense intuitions are displaced by the

cosmic vibrations. But they are certainly distinct in

character from the empiric intuitions by their being

independent of the sensuous reference implied in the latter.

The mind begins to exercise cosmical feeling and intuition.
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The suprasensuous character of Nada distinguishes

it from empiric intuition. But it should not pass for

transcendent consciousness. For, though it is supra-

sensuous, it is not suprapsychical. It has a reference to the

psyche of our being, and the psyche is different from the

soul. When the senses and the lower mind are still and
cannot function, the psychism reveals the inmost secrets

which are otherwise inaccessible. And the realm of the

formless becomes revealed to it.^

The mystic is the most sensitive of beings. He is hyper-

sensitive, he is suprareceptive. He receives the flow of

life in and out, in its expression through forms and
expression beyond forms. He is the lover of life, and the

life he lives is intensive. Hence he cannot be irresponsive

to life’s expression in the world of forms as well as in the

world of the formless. He feels about him the outpouring

of life. He reveres every expression of life “ and any
naivete, no matter how it is expressed, is more sacred

to him than any phenomena limited by external form
and prejudice ” (Keyserling : Travel Diary of Philosophy^

p. 104).

The mystic is keenly receptive to the play of life in

the minutest living thing as well as to its depth in the

core of being. His mentality cannot be exclusive. He
enjoys the expression of spirit in the spatial and the

temporal order. He is eager to break the bonds of space

and time to enjoy life in transcendence ; and, therefore, he
can reject nothing. Spirit is his quest, and spirit he feels

in the movement as well as in the silence of being. Such
being the elasticity of mystic life, it refuses to see our

categorical limitations. And the mystic spirit is essentially

the spirit of acceptance, and not of denial. It can see

the distinct value of every phase of spiritual expression,

^ A distinction is to be drawn between soul, spirit, or psyche and mind
(including the senses). The mind works in association with the senses.

It is the lower mind. The higher mind works independently in the world
of ideas and ideals. But it cannot penetrate into the causal world. Hence
it is advantageous to conceive the psyche or the spirit which intermediates
between the soul and the mind.
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but it is always attentive to the unity and integrity of

the spiritual reality. It is the truth of truths (Satyasya

Satyam). And this unique insight enables mystics to

unite the spirit of acceptance and the spirit of tran-

scendence in their own life; while remaining responsive

to the outpouring of the spiritual life throughout the

universe, the mystic spirit cannot feel the fullest joy

in the expression of life. The mystic is the lover of the

complete and the eternal. The mystic appraises the beauty
and the charm of life ; but, since these can be better

enjoyed in the spring of life than in its tidal waves, the

mystic is anxious to get therein.

The charm of life invigorates and intoxicates the

ordinary soul, but the mystic spirit cannot remain satisfied

with any form of intoxication. Intoxication clouds the

vision and disturbs the spiritual equilibrium which
is necessary for appraising the Truth behind the

appearance. In spiritual life the distinction should be

drawn between appearance and reality. For there are

spiritual phenomena, lights and sounds. They are

the delights of fine psychism which can attire the soul

with fine radiance and glamour, but the mystic soul should

steer clear of them. Happily, there is in the spiritual life

such conscious or unconscious self-evident indication of

Truth that the soul cannot be deceived by the wayside

attractions. Even if it, for the time being, be overpowered,

it cannot remain long therein, provided it does not lose

its psychic purity. The finest impulse in the mystic is

the elevating impulse of knowledge, and, unless the psychic

knots deeply laid in life be very gross, nothing can disturb

the spontaneous fiow of life towards knowledge and
Truth. The mystic is above all the lover of Truth. Freedom
is the quest. Truth gives freedom. Hegel is perfectly right

in his condemnation of common religious experiences,

for they deflect us from the right objective truth.

L. De La Vallee Poussin says: “ Vak, the voice, is praised

in some passages as another Logos, but this Logos is
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magical sound, not reason {The Way to Nirvana^

p. 24). This is a partial statement of truth, Vak is the force

which moves the universal framework. To say it is magical

sound is to miss its import, it is the universal energy in

its finest creative expression. Every creative expression,

formless or with forms, has a meaning immanent in it,

though the divine life must not be supposed to have

a meaning akin to our own. The idea of immanence
endows every move of expression with a meaning
which is not otherwise realizable. Hindu mysticism

in almost all its branches has laid stress upon
Nada as the most fruitful method of touching the

heart of reality ; and, if Nada is only a magic sound,

this possibility does not arise. Nada quickens the warp
of our being and, through its delightful music, the soul

finds its easy entrance into the mysteries of creative

dynamism.^

Confusion must not be made between the so-called

mystic voices and mystic sights and the Nada and the

Vindu ; the mystic voices and sights are sometimes due

to the working of subconscious mind, and sometimes

due to the “ influence or possession from the finer world,

due to agencies or incarnates (F. W. H. Myers

:

Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily Death.)

The former bespeaks some forms of receptivity of the

soul, and suprasensuous audition and vision—sometimes

it may take the form of telekinesis. The latter, on the

other hand, implies the suprasensuous vision of the deeps

of the soul, in which the procession of introversion is

almost complete.

1 Vakyapadiya (a treatise on the philosophy of Sanskrit Grammar by
Bhatrihaii) has traced the successive stages of Nada. The original sound
is soundless sound (sound in quintessence). It has no verbal expression.
It can have none. It requires a form before it can be expressed. That form
is dwani. This sfota, the original sound-form, though one, has various
forms. Sfota is the original sound-form. Nada is the expression. The
original form assumes many forms according as the expression is quick
or slow, long or short, h^h or low (eham nada^a karsradirghap hUatvodat-
tatoodi vidruladivrihi bhiacha Uwanena sfoto uichitram vriUim anuxridhatta

ityarthat).
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In this height of being, expression and concentration

are still impersonal and have not settled down to a personal

locus. Isvara as distinct from Brahman has a concentra-

tion, but not a personality in the usual sense of the term.

Personality implies concentration, and something more,

viz. spiritual fascination for fellowship in love and delight.

Such personality Isvara certainly does not possess.

His is a concentrated being in a wide expanse ; con-

centrated because the forces are centred round him,

but this concentration should be distinguished from
finite concentration.

Personality is identified with concreteness, for a concrete

being is the centre of powers and qualities. But
concreteness and concentration are different. Concreteness

may imply and presuppose concentration, but concentra-

tion does not necessarily imply personality. A point

has a concentration, but no personality
; Isvara certainly

has no personality in the usual sense of the term.

Isvara is more impersonal or superpersonal than personal.

Personality implies limitation. Personality is a lower cate-

gory, it implies not only concentration, but an outer-

reference. The self and the not self must be clearly

bifurcated before the sense of personality can emerge.

In Isvara such a division is not possible—and the

expressions are spontaneous and impersonal. They are

distinct from the personal creation. Nada is one of such

spontaneous expressions. It is therefore impersonal. It

is no creation of a person. It has no reference to the creative

order. It denies any personal interference. It has

no personal origin. The independence of any personal

origin makes it co-existent and co-eternal with Isvara.

Personal creations have beginning and end in time, for

they are creations. Such is not the case with impersonal

word. It is not a creation. It may appear and disappear.

In the state of cosmic equilibrium and poise Nada has

no expression, for here the formless imiverse also disappears.

It is a state beyond all urges and is realized only when
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the Prana in us has the highest rhythmic movement, and
passes through the quieter oscillations of Nada finally

into a silent expression. In this rhythmic functioning in

its state of highest tension Maya (the creative dynamism)
gives rise to centres of light technically called Vindu.

Vindu is the point of energy and light. The primal

expression of the creative dynamism is the light that the

eye cannot see, and the sound that the ear cannot hear.

It would be wrong to suppose that the dynamic principle

is ever inactive. There may be a falling off in activity

when the two opposing tendencies—the centric and
eccentric—^meet in complete equilibrium. In such a state

there can be no expression, no activity.

Expression goes with activity, with stirring—Whence

the formal expression in Vindu is the shooting light

of the creative function. It is not light that shines in the

creative order. It is not the light that shines in itself in

transcendence. Vindu is the light at the point of the

creation of forms.

Vindu is the state prior to Nada. It is the silent light

that illuminates the causal order, the light that knows
no darkening. It is the first in the order of expression

and not of creation. Nada silences by its delightful music,

Vindu overpowers by its ocean of light. The one enraptures

the soul, the other illuminates it. Vindu is Brahman
transcending the creative order. It transcends the creative

intelligence, the archetypal forms, for the archetypal

forms have a reference to creativeness and as such they
belong to Brahman as a creative power. But Vindu
transcends all these. Maya exists here in expressive

activity. Vindu is beyond all ideative activity. Nada
is the initial activity of expression, the first breaking

point of the equilibrium of the cosmic dynamism. Vindu
is the dynamism in finest tension.

Vindu is Brahman with its Sakti in a state of expressive

activity. Brahman is the transcendent being without
the touch of Sakti. Vindu is the expression of Sakti,
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Brahman transcends Sakti. Vindu is the first expression

of d5aiamism when it has not settled down to creation.

Before the world of concrete effects can materialize,

the force of becoming has an abstract expression, and
this expression is a move in being itself and may be freely

called formless appearance. The emergence of forms

takes place when the original impulsion settles itself

down and the world of concrete causes and effects is

therefore a world of distinct modes. But this world

is of definite creation, and has a definite progress and end.

This definite creation requires a focussing of intelligence

and this intelligence is essentially architectonic.

Nada and Vindu have their importance in this way,
that they reveal to us and introduce to us the realm in

which the first transformation of the dynamic divine takes

place. They have, therefore, a charm and an attraction

which cannot be experienced in the concrete creative

order. The joy of the creative order is the delight of

expression of values, it is essentially the delight of personal

creation. The joy of the non-creative order is the delight

of relaxation of the tension implied in personal creation.

The world of concrete effects is continuous in creation,

preservation, and destruction. The one supposes the

others. This continuous flux of becoming in the world

of concrete effects does not touch the initial or the formless

expression.

This world of concrete facts has a causal aspect, which

is subtler and finer and can be immediately seen in the

flight of yogic consciousness. Brahman as architectonic

intelligence is therefore a definite form of conscious-

ness, which is co-existent with the world of forms. As
architectonic intelligence it has sure activity, but it is

powerless beyond the world of form. The archetypal

intelligence shapes, beautifies, and controls the cosmic

order.

The formless world is non-creative, though it is expressive.

The world of forms is creative as well as expressive.
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Creative in the sense of having made a definite beginning

can be ascribed to the world of forms. Forms originate,

forms die out, but the formless world beyond the forms

has no origin, no end. The world of forms passes into

the formless when the cosmic creation comes to an end.

Even in the world of forms there are higher and lower

gods controlling them, and they differ from the cosmic

creative and preservative intelligence in this, that they

have not the cosmic sense. They are departmental agencies,

fit for the minor ends of the departments. This harmony
of gods as creative or preservative intelligence has been

fruitful to the panpsychic conception. The multitudinous

gods are not independent or free forces. Their distinction

has the look of a pluralism, still their ultimate dependence

upon and resolution to an original unity takes away the

shadow of pluralism.

In the world of forms, the mutual reciprocity among
the gods or shining intelligence also speaks for the unitary

hypothesis of being.

The Upanisads are not eloquent about the gods : and
in them is noticed the three successive phases of being :

—

1. The transcendent Sat-Brahman.

2. The formless and shapeless becoming, the world

of formless expression.

3. The world of concrete forms and effects.

The same thread of lift runs through these stages,

they differ only in condensation and concentration.

The delight of the first is the delight of transcendence,

the delight of the second is the delight of expression,

the delight of the third is the delight of creativeness.

Mystics are often fond of the creative delight, but the deeper

delight awaits them in the non-creative planes, which
hardly can be enjoyed by any but mystics. The range
of consciousness is not ordinarily so vast, nor its pitch so

high. But the movement of mystic life is subtle, it touches

the entire gamut of life in transcendence, expression, and
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creation. It appraises the values of life in its fathomless

depth, in its utmost expansion, and in its concrete

expression. This privilege is the mystic’s because of the

cultivation of a transcendent sense of appreciating reality.

Grace

The dynamic divine has other functions besides the

cosmic activities. It is at work in shaping, organizing,

and beautifying the cosmic order, it is equally active in

beautifying, purifying, and chastening human souls by
constant impresses from within. Nothing is free from its

influence ; but if the nature outside exhibits its creative

and compelling power, the nature within exhibits it as

shaping and chiselling human souls and making them
fit receptacles for the secrets and mysteries of life,

faith, and knowledge. It takes the human soul in its charge

and carries it under its protection to the finest realms of

existence. It widens its knowledge. It finally reveals

the highest truth, which can conquer the fear of a divided

life. This dynamic divine in its capacity of drawing souls

exhibits a phase of its being which is not manifested nor

called for in its cosmic activities. Grace exhibits the

dynamic divine in its saving power and in direct relation to

finite souls. This function is an additional one and can be

exercised only in reference to beings conscious of spiritual

values. Grace which beautifies the soul puts the dynamic

divine in a better and higher form than archetypal

intelligence, for the dynamic divine gives, here, care

and protection. Therefore, in the function of grace it

rises in finer activities and subtler impeUings inspiring

faith, hope, and knowledge.

These are ends which are the finest expression of the

spiritual ascent and towards which the whole cosmos

is moving. The cosmic ends are the outward flow, grace

is the inward flow of the divine life, and the dynamic

divine in its finest activity is the carrier, protector, and
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illuminator of souls. This indrawn current of the dynamic

divine is the source of spiritual and holy life, it removes

the soul from the influences of the divided life, the natural

clingings, and opens it to the spiritual influence which

all along like the proverbial “ mother bird ” takes its

charge under its protection, and delivers it to the ocean

of light. (Katha, Kena, and Svetasvetara.) ^

Hiranyagarva, the cosmic Purusa, gains illumination

from it. Hiranyagarva is the first emergent Purusa that

is conscious of the world of the concrete effects in its

totality ; in it the light of consciousness is focussed into

a centre. It is supremely self-conscious. Its being is

intensively self-concentrated. It is self-consciousness

in excelsis. But this self-consciousness is its limitation.

It can reflect the world of causes and effects, but it cannot

reflect the formless and the shapeless world behind. It

needs illumination. The light of knowledge is not its own.

This also is acquired. Hence it is in constant search of

the light that does not meet the eyes, the light that tarries

but changes not. Hiranyagarva has the inward light to

reflect the cosmic totality, but it has not the light to

reflect the dynamic divine and the basic being. It suffers

in a sense from the limitation of a person. It needs light.

It requires further illumination. This illumination proceeds

from Isvara which lies beyond the world of forms.

Christian Doctrine and Word and Nada

Christian mysticism lays stress on “ word St. John
identifies the “ word ” with Christ, “ word ” is reason

of the philosophers. “ The world is the poem of the word
to the glory of the Father, in it, and by means of it, we

^ On this point the Upani^ads do not all give us the same impression.
The Sveta^vetara and the Katha have explicit reference to the divine
grace, the Kena has an implied reference.

In this connection it will be profitable to remember that all spiritual

illumination proceeds from the dynamic divine. He reveals the Vedas.
He illumines Hiranyagarva. He is the source not only of life but also of
light.
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display in time all the riches which God has eternally put

within Him. ‘ The word was made flesh and tabernacled

amongst us.’ ” (Dean Inge : Christian Mysticism^ p. 46.)
“ Word,” be it reason or its expression, is supposed

to lie at the base of creation. The world comes out of it,

and, it is said, through it God displays all his riches and
this expression is made definite in Christ. Christ, then,

is the word or reason in concrete form. In this two impli-

cations are clear : (i) Word is reason
;

(ii) Christ is reason

in flesh.

In Mimamsa and Vedanta the relation between meaning
and expression has been held to be eternal, and God
cannot change them even if he would. The sense of an
arbitrary fixing of a meaning to a word is not even within

the compass of God, and as such to the Vedantic

and Mimamsa teachers the Sabda has eternally a fixed

connotation.

Sabdas may ultimately be expression of God, still God
has no control over them, and, in the cycles of creative

evolution, the same word has the same meaning. This

connotative fixation is not dependent upon God. It is

native with the words themselves. In this sense the word
is said to be impersonal. God cannot interfere with their

meaning and expression. It comes to this, then, that

the “ Word ” is a form of expression of God, over which

He can exercise no control, i.e. which is another way
of saying that God cannot change His own nature, and that

there is no need of a change. This evades the doctrine

of an arbitrary choice and power, but does not interfere

with the all-embracive God. Word is power.

The Christian doctrine of “ Word ” is personal.

Reason is personal. And word is reason. Reason and
personality go together. Reason is a higher category

than a mere impersonal fact or existence. For it

embodies in it the creative rhythm and freedom. Word is,

then, the divine Sapientia in its creative expression.

The Hindu doctrine of “ Word ” differs from the
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Christian conception. Reason is associated with personality

and therefore cannot be attributed to the super-personal

Isvara. Reason comes to be manifested with the creation

of forms, it is the possession of the archetypal ideal. It

resides in the world of ideas.

Hiranyagarva is the Primal Reason, since it is the

first person, the first individual emanation from the world

of silence. The Upanisads do not pin their faith in the

personification of word. The Brahma Upanisad has

it : two Vidyas are worth acquiring
: (1) Sabda-Brahma,

(2) Para-Brahma. The adept in the former can gain

easy access into the latter. The Sabda-Brahma is this

initial and formless expression of the super-personal

reality. It transcends the world of ideas ; the expression

of Reason, individual or cosmic. “ Word ’’
is, therefore, a

great help to pass into the realm of spontaneous expression,

to go beyond the creative realm of ideas into the ever-

expressive music and harmony of the uncreate world.

The world of creative reason has its rhythm, but it is a

sham reflection of the former. It cannot be reproduced

in the creative world. The voiceless voice has its absorbing

and enchanting music. It has a great indrawing power

—

for it really uplifts the soul from the delight of the creative

order to the delight of spontaneous expression. The
inevitable effect is that it lulls the creative functions to

sleep and acquaints us with the realm of formless and
spontaneous expression.

“ Word,” therefore, in the Upanisads represents higher

reality than the creative reason. Hence it is commonly
supposed to stand for the Para and Apara Brahma. Para-

Brahma is the Nirguna aspect of the Absolute, the Apara-

Brahma is its qualitative aspect, i.e. Saguna aspect. But
the Saguna Isvara is superior to Hiranyagarva, who is the

first personal expression of the Impersonal-Brahman.
“ Personality ” of reason and word has not been
emphasized in the Upanisads. They have an impersonal

or super-personal aspect. But the super-personal should
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not always mean the transcendent. The personal aspect

of reason or word is not yet formed and created. The
“ word ” and “ reason ” have their super-personal

character. “ Word ” in the Upanisads implies this aspect

of the infinite. Om is the word. Om is Pranava.
The divine life has an inconceivable stretch beyond

the concrete personalities and architectonic forms which
can be appreciated when the thread of life is pursued
beyond its concrete expression. Then can the human
nature feel no distinction between itself and the dynamic
divine, and rises from the limitation of forms to the

depth, subtlety, and overpowering life of the formless, and
finally to the luminous transcendence pervading the supra-

mental life. Nada is the formless expression of the dynamic
divine when in the pervading silence the dynamic divine

has not diversified itself into functioning forms. The
expressive urge has the finest thrill. This thrill of life

has no definite functioning and is naturally pervasive of

the whole universe in its finest aspect. The functioning

intelligences can enjoy this fine thrill of life. Spiritual

life h8is a luminosity all through, but the deeper it dives

the luminosity passes from the luminosity of forms into

a boundless, ceaseless, all-embracing luminosity. This

realm extends far beyond and penetrates far deeper than

the creative plane, and spirituality here is of a dizzy

height which overpowers the soul.

The Brahma-Upanisad recognizes that the adept in

the Sabda Brahma can have entrance into Para-Brahma.

The tuning of our psychic being, after the harmony of

the Sabda Brahma, makes it receptive to the mysteries of

the Apara and the Para-Brahma. It transcends the

archetypal beauties. It gets over the delight of the

creative rhythm. It enables the soul to enter into the

realm of peace. It enables the soul to cross the Rubicon,

to pass beyond Hiranyagarva, the first emergent cosmic

Personality, and allows it access into the formless and the

impersonal but not into the transcendent.
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The “ Word ” has the redemptive force. It is the

centric urge, which frees it from the earthly forces.

Word has the force of redemption. The creative force is

also redemptive. The initial expression is eccentric, it

is also centric. The two are relative and interdependent

;

the creative is the self-expressive and the redemptive is

the self-immersive. There is a reflex activity in the human
soul. It receives, it gives. There is a reflex activity in

the divine. It gives, it receives. The “ Word ” represents

both the tendencies, but for the earnest seeker, it is the

indrawn force towards the centre. And as such it is

purifying, chastening, and finally redemptive.

The urge of self-immersion presupposes the urge of

self-expression. “ Word represents these two urges.

It has in it an expressive urge, it has in it the indrawing

urge. The two forces go together. The one is the necessary

consequence of the other. Had there been no expressive

force, the redemptive force also would have been absent.

In silence and complete equilibrium of becoming the

problem does not arise.

But in this expression or immersion, there is no exercise

of personal will, and the whole performance has the ease

of spontaneity. But it is not mechanical.

This may sound strange, and naturally so. The higher

is the pitch of spiritual life, the more attractive are the

delicacies, the finer are the charms. The spiritual life in

its unfoldment is a life of beauty, power, and majesty, and
not seldom the soul is confined to those and cannot soar

beyond, mistaking these stretches of spiritual expression

as the highest experience. Spiritual life is often identified

with power and creativeness, and when these have the

highest intensity and potent expression a notion naturally

gains ground that spiritual life has its acme of realization.

When the life’s pulse is vibrant with creative force, the

adept has a new experience, a meaning, a new vision of

life, and this sudden expansive feeling of power and the

delight of creativeness have the effect of overpowering
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the spiritual ascent for the moment. And the underlying

notion of life as intimately power and creativeness

has the invariable effect of associating spiritual realization

with the dynamic divine and of checking the finer course

in realization for the moment. Unless the adept can

pursue the attitude of complete detachment the mysteries

of a still higher and finer spiritual life cannot be revealed

to him. The detachment to the dynamic divine in its

concrete expression gives the key to the higher

expressions beyond creative forms and intelligences in

supreme puissance in spiritual life. The word and the

light extend far beyond the realm where the original

mode of expression divides itself. The word and the light

are therefore more affective powers than creative intelli-

gences and forces. The former have no limitation, the

latter have.

The “ Word ” is redemptive in the sense that it helps

the seeker to realize the highest privileges attending the

personal life, by evoking the finest and the richest

possibilities lying dormant in the soul by allowing the soul

to transcend its personal nature and its limitation and
understand the impersonal truth. Religion here passes

into philosophy. The impersonal nature of the “ Word ”

together with the impersonal nature of Truth dawns upon
the seeker and thoughts of personal joys and satisfaction

become completely overshadowed by effulgence of

Impersonal Truth. “ Word ” wakens in us the under-

standing of the impersonal and inspires its vision, saves

man from the masterful urges of personal self, and enables

him to feel the sublimity of the Impersonal. It bestows

the double privilege
; the complete fruitions of the

potentialities sleeping in the soul, and finally its deliverance

from them. It is redemptive in the sense of deliverance

from the world of limitations and the final installing

into the realm of silence. This is the true axis of spiritual

life in the Upanisads. It is the life of spiritual evolution

and final emancipation. Emancipation follows the finest
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development of a personality. Emancipation may be
direct in the case of the fit, it may be indirect in the case

of the less disciplined souls. But in the complete scheme
the finest promise of emancipation goes with the highest

evolution. Emancipation indicates that the spiritual

illumination cannot reach its acme, unless joy of the

concrete functions of spiritual life can be forsaken for the

silence of the Impersonal and the Transcendent.



Chapter X

ESOTERIC REALIZATIONS

The dynamic divine is rich in wealth of attributes.

It is complete in its powers. The whole creation moves
automatically in its wake, the Gods, men, beasts. (Katha
Upanisad.) It is quiet and restful. It is sublime. It is

the tree of existence with its root up and its fohage down.
It includes all. It supports all. The text says, “ that which
is thus becoming, streams out of it. . . The fire bums,
the sun shines, Indra, the thunder-god, air, and death all

move through its force. It gives deUght. It inspires.

It is rich in the contraries of qualities it exhibits. But its

wealth of qualities and the delight consequent thereupon

stand in marked contrast to the quiet of transcendence.

It is not emptiness. The one exhibits its power, dignity,

knowledge, majesty, the latter its impenetrable and
mystifying silence. The former is infinitely rich in

attribute, the latter is listless in self-effulgence.

The one exhibits its dynamic fullness, the other its

immensity. Almost in all places, where references to

Brahman, fullness, immanence, and transcendence are

presented side by side, the Chhandogya (iii, 14) in the

Sandihya-Vidya points out the vivid presence of Brahman
in the minutest of the minute existences and in the self.

And that which throws light in the self is said to be larger

than the earth, vaster than the vast ethereal expanse,

vaster than the heavens, vaster than the Cosmos. That,

which is in the being of seeds is in the self, that which
is in the self is everywhere and greater than everything.

It is intrepid activity, it is the essence of all desires and all

tastes. The self is in one. It is Brahman.
The Sveta^vetara also has it :

“ The deva, the effulgent one

175
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is immanent in everybody, it is all-pervasive, it is the inner

self of all. He presides over destiny. He lives in all.

He is conscious. He is alone. He is without qualities

(vi, 11). None has ever seen His equal in Power. He
has neither body nor sense. He possesses superior powers

in knowledge, in action and in strength, and these are

natural with Him. There is nothing in existence, from

which a right inference about his nature can be drawn.

He is the cause of all. He is the cause of all causes.”

The Brihadaranyaka has it :
“ The great Atman, who

lies in the heart-space, is the Controller, the lord, the master

of all. Merit cannot add to its greatness, demerit

cannot subtract from its greatness. It is the lord of all,

the preserver of creations and the stay of all.”

The term “ spiritual quiet or silence ” does not fully

indicate the realization. It looks poor inasmuch as it has

apparently no content, and quietude seems to impress the

blankness of spiritual life, and therefore it is not uncommon
that such a life is often taken to be the negation of spiritual

life, rather than its fulfilment. Goulapada truly says

that even the adepts are afraid of so dizzy a height of

spiritual life.

This apprehension betrays a timidity of spirit, since it

refuses to ascend to the height of spiritual realization.

The concrete spiritual life holds us so firmly that fear

inevitably arises as soon as there is the least attempt to

deny the basis of experience. But the Upanisads are most
eloquent about the height and the spiritual life which

does not allow any stir and division in it. The usual

distinctions of the Divine and the human and their

fellowship of the concrete spiritual life are lost in it.

Since the dynamic spiritual life in it is ever rich with

such distinctions it naturally fights shy of transcendent

approach. This clinging to the natural life is a bar to

the appreciation of the depth of the calm in spiritual

life. But the calm of transcendence is to be distinguished
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from the quietude in the dynamic spiritual life. Even in

it there is an apparent quietude in realization where the

seeking soul is overpowered by the dignity and the majesty

of the dynamic divine. The soul also enjoys a sense of

quietude when it realizes the impersonal aspect of the

divine beyond the divine personalities.

It is the realm of the divine immense, where the divine

powers and personahties do not exhibit themselves. The
dynamic divine has an impersonal aspect. When the

attractions of the spiritual oscillations do not attract us,

the impersonal aspect of the dynamic divine is realized.

But this impersonality is not the impersonality of tran-

scendence, it is the impersonality of the formless dynamic
divinity. The dynamic divine comprises within it divine

personalities as well as the formless divine. The divine

life is plastic enough to express itself in divine personalities

as well as to maintain the supra-personal vastness and
immensity of existence in itself.

The immensity of the divine Ufe oversteps the limita-

tion of all activity ; here the dynamic divine is realized in

itself apart from concrete functionings which impose upon
it a concreteness and a personality.

The Upanisadic teacher feels this and is, therefore,

anxious to bring the quiet and freedom of transcendence

to the fore as the end of fruition in mystic life, though it

does not completely brush aside the claims of the dynamic
aspect of spiritual life.

Dynamic fruition consists in enjoying the diffusion in

spiritual life. It lies in opening the self to the impress of

expansive life touching us both from within and without.

The human soul is freed from the limiting and checking

influences and is gradually given up to the divine urge in

hfe and consciousness. This has the immediate effect of

protecting the self from the instinctive urges of a limited

personality and of putting it under the direct influence of

the divine urge. An intimacy is established between
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human and divine urges, and the human urges are no longer

supposed to be all-too-hiunan : life is felt in its magnitude,

depth and width of being. It gradually rises from the

falsity of divisions to the appreciation of an all-encom-

passing life expressed in the urges.

The spiritual life in its initiation often welcomes such

infusion of the dynamic divine as the end of the spiritual

quest ; but the more it advances, the more it feels that

the spiritual life is not and cannot be confined to the

personal life and to its harmony, rhythm, elasticity, and
delight. Spiritual formation may mould the personal life

in all its aspects and can exhibit correspondence in the

divine life in its different personalities. The initiate

may feel the expression of the dynamic divine in majestic

and sweet personalities, in the wealth of its creativeness,

in the terrific joy of its destructiveness, in the ease

of life, and in the sweetness of its love and grace and
preservation.

Nay, the spiritual life and its fruition may go so far

as to overstep these divine personalities and feel the

impersonal divine where the distinctions in felicity and
knowledge are overcome by the intuition of an impersonal

existence. This is the impersonal aspect of the divine.

It is not transcendence. Personality and impersonality are

comprised within the divine. There is an impersonal

aspect of the divinity superseding personal expressions.

The personal aspect of the divinity is relative to the

functions it exercises in creation, preservation, and
destruction. But besides this Isvara has an impersonal

aspect when it does not manifest itself in these creative

functions. This is the stage when all the functionings

are suspended and apparent sameness of the divine life

is manifested. And exactly for the same reason the

impersonal divine appears to be devoid of the richness

of the creative content.

But this should not pass for the transcendent. The
transcendent denies distinctions, the impersonal supersedes
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them. The impersonal is the main basis and spring of

the eternal stream of life.

The analytic and synthetic concentration melts away,
for this distinction is not absolutely real. And the elasticity

of life speaks directly in favour of so expansive a being

and life. That life has not this realization and is due to

inertness. But this is given a direct denial by the elasticity

of life and consciousness which the mystic enjoys.

The fruition in the dynamic spirituality has its stages

:

(1) The stage of an expanded receptivity. Here the

initiate is the recipient of the inspiration from the dynamic
divine. (2) Sooner or later this stage is crossed and the

consciousness of a recipient is displaced by the direct

consciousness of an expansive being. As soon as it is

established the truth is felt that the division is a m5rth,

and the spirit that throbs within is one that inspires

life without.

The dynamic fruition, therefore, initiates man into

the sense of divinity and endows him with divine powers,

and as such gives him a control over nature implanted in

him. It may sound strange indeed that wise passivity

reveals the encompassing life, but it is a fact and is the

promise in mystical life. The mystic ideal is not merely

to enjoy the divine life by remaining separate from it,

but to enjoy it by becoming one with it.

But the dynamic fruition has still finer stretches and
penetration, and the self-alienation in divinity is lost in

the life of spiritual equilibrium in Isvara. Here
individuality completely drops out and is displaced by
the effulgent light of the self beyond the stage of personal

expression and personal being.

The aspirant for the dynamic spiritual life cannot

remain satisfied with the partial expression of a concrete

spiritual life. The uplifting and indrawing urge works

incessantly and introduces the aspirant to the personal

aspect of the divine. It enjoys the equable delight and the

fine expression of the highest personality.
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For it is still in the realm of the creative personality.

However strong its urges may be, however sweet and
soft its touch may be, however inspiring its influence may
be, the seeking soul cannot take long to feel its limitation ;

the limitation of a person. The dynamic spirituality is still

active and reveals the impersonality of the divine. The soul

feels delight in the realm of the impersonal divine and
enjoys the depth of its being. This delight is not the delight

of a fellowship with the divine, it is the delight of an
immensity of being in which personalities are not formed
and expressed.

The being and the delight are alike impersonal. Such
a consciousness intermediates between the delight of

personality and the blessed Peace of the Transcendental.

And, therefore, the stretches in impersonal and
super-conscious life should not pass for the final realization

and the mystic ideal of the Upanisads. Such a march of

life has its value, attraction, charm, fruition, but this

cannot install the soul in its calm.

There is a difference between the realization of the divine

personality and the impersonal divine. These realizations

are luminous. But the one radiates, the other does not.

The one sheds rays vividly, the other does not. The one
is life in its dance of expression, the other is life in its mute
silence. All stirrings, all harmonies, all ripples of life

have their source in this mute impersonal divine. It is

more majestic because of its incomprehensiveness. It

is mightier because of its inexhaustibleness.

But the terrific transcendence beyond the music as well as

the silence of life, far exceeds the dynamic fruitions in rich-

ness of spiritual value. It presents a unique experience

beyond personal and the impersonal divine. The former
is life as well as illumination. The latter is illumination.

The first is life in its cadence, the second is life in its silence,

and the third is illumination. It is difficult to retain the
fullness of this illumination, “ the brilliancy of a blinding
light,” without any specification to be lighted up. It
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is a great revelation which frees the devout spirit from

the oppression of existence and thought and from the

intoxication of life and its fruition, from the jostlings

of the psyche and her hopes and fears, delight and
tears.

“ The psyche is the intimate associate of the animal

soul, but the home of the spirit is the desert.” The psyche

adjusts herself to the dance of life, enjoys its professions

and gratifications, its progress and revelations, the fine

tremor in the inner being. It enjoys the soft kisses, in the

moment of rapport of union which the encompassing and
vibrative life bears upon its blossoming soul.

But the fullness of psychic life and its delight is not to

be mistaken for the transcendental calm and its dignity,

for the former fills the being with finer delights of a finer

sensibility. However fine the psyche being may be, it

is associated with our higher mental nature ; the psyche

is born of spirit and matter, its delight cannot be the

delight of pure being.

Its aspiration can be to enjoy the finest vibration of

the creative urge in nature and in spirit, and, being a

child of nature, it cannot enjoy the delight supernal of

the spirit detached and transcendental. The finest develop-

ment of the psyche makes it possible for it to feel the fine

thrill of life and to develop finest intuitions into the wide

stretches of existence, but it cannot endure the dazzling

light of transcendence. It dies a natural death before that

terrific silence of spirit. It cannot survive in the region

of pure spirit, but through its finest development it can

see the grandeur and the sublimity of Being in itself and
can welcome its death kneU, being aware and convinced

of the victory of spirit over matter. The child that is bom
of spirit and matter realizes at the end of the life’s journey

the dignity of pure being—^which is its Being—and casts

off the history of its orientation and nativity in the realm

of spirit and matter. This is Vidya (the science, the

superior wisdom which gives the final victory and the
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conquest of Truth over life, of Being over psyche). This

truth enables us to cross life and death, the littleness of

individuality, with its fears and anxieties. Life passes

through completeness to silence, through fullness to calm.

All partialities are shadows of death, the completeness

should be sought through partialities, the sense of com-

pleteness gives the final promise and realization. The
calm which is beyond time, beyond the ever-creative life,

is Prajna.

The extreme monism of Samkara cannot accept that as

the finest spiritual experience which has the least touch

with relative life ; and, though life grows in fineness,

subtlety, inexplicable beauty and grandeur, Samkara
would regard such a life as still a spiritual adventure, cut

off from the height in the transcendent. Art, religion,

and aesthetics, together with the fine play of the mystic

sensibilities, are such experience, for they indicate the

opening of a leaf from the sealed book of the super-

consciousness. They might have a place in the inmost

expression of being, stiU they belong to the order of

expression. But according to theistic reading they are

truly esoteric, belonging as they do to the synthetic

consciousness which is true reality.

Whatever the differences there may be in the interpre-

tation of the texts—call some of these experiences esoteric

or not, that is a mere matter of name and opinion—^there

cannot exist the least shadow of doubt that the mystic

consciousness as it blooms feels the fine life, develops

the fine receptive sensibility. It has stretch after stretch

of subtler delights in finer vibrations of life, until such
oscillations pass off into the silence.

These oscillations reveal the wider regions and subtler

realms otherwise inaccessible. The mystic life is not to

be confined to the silence of the inscrutable being which
cannot be in any manner measured or followed.

The far-reaching stretches of the dynamic divine are

equally claimed by all, but those who emphasize the joy
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and the transcendent attitude in mystic consciousness, do
not set a high premium upon them. These, they hold, come
on the way with deep penetration to which the inward

nature yields and exhibits all the wealth it possesses.

These are subtle delights attendant upon the fine oscilla-

tions and rhythmic vibrations of the inner being. They give

out the inner wealth of becoming ; the vibrations that

reach the mental plane in almost all cases are not swift

enough to hold the vital and mental oscillation sufficiently

high to feel and understand the ease, freedom, and wealth

of becoming. In spiritual hfe such dance of life, with its

exquisite beauty, inconceivable sweetness, inexhaustible

wealth, unfailing vitality, swift action, sure power, and
overcoming majesty, has an overpowering influence upon
the soul, which not infrequently identifies the supreme
puissance with such consummation. The dynamic divine

is still His ideal and actual approach. But the texts do

not stop with such delights and have clear indications of

the transcendent, which naturally has a quietening effect

upon the dance of life and offers the possibility in spiritual

life of tasting the ‘‘ Beyond
Mysticism is the blossoming of life, and in the finest

blossoming all the phases of life must find an expression.

Hence the mystic life has at times different tunes and
different melodies. Sometimes the being is gently moved
by aesthetic and love feelings, sometimes overpowered

violently by the inrush of divine power, sometimes by the

silence of Being. These expressions are the privileges of

mystic life. They must come to the sincere seeker ; but

all of them have not the same value and hold in life.

The mystic attitude is generally in the beginning theistic,

it is in the end transcendental. Especially is it so in the

Upanisads. The Upanisads do not at once begin with the

stem attitude of a refusal of all experiences in mystic life,

rather they seem anxious to carry the seeker through

the widest possible elasticity and passivity of its being,

which allows all possible experiences through the gateways
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of nature and the soul. Naturally, the value and the

experiences which please the initiate cannot inspire the

adept, for he has transcended them in the calm. This

realization is unique. It cannot allow the assimilation

of the experiences previously felt, for they belong to an

order which has no access to the calm.

The calm, therefore, represents the highest Truth, and
its realization the highest good, since it allows emancipation

from life in its division, and enjoyments in their partialities.

This emphasis has given the IJpanisadic mysticism the

character of transcendent mysticism, though it also exhibits

experiences that invariably satisfy the less adventurous

souls. The loss of the personal hold of consciousness,

the evaporation of the history of life and its development,

reaches so dizzy a height that many shudder at it and avoid

it as the void ; but the brave amongst mystic souls are

pleased to welcome this void, as offeringthe greatest promise

and the highest experience
:

promise, because it allows

the uncommon privilege of enjoying the ocean of being

behind the ripples on the surface ; experience, because

it gives the restive being undisturbed Peace. The loss of

the personal hold, therefore, brings a new kind of experience

which cannot be assimilated to any other kind. Even
the peace of the void, which is the immediate consequence

of a deflection from the personal consciousness or of a

falling off in it, bears no comparison to the peace of

truth. This deflection or this falling off has the resemblance

of a sleep, a momentary overshadowing of or break in

the personality. It is sometimes an obsession, sometimes
an inertia of being ; but it is not the wakening in the

silence. The void, even when it is the precursor of the

calm, can be only the negation of experience ; it is in itself

enjoyable ; but life and our psychic being cannot long con-

tinue with the experience of a blank negation. It is the rest,

the quiet after activity ; but nature breaks equilibrium.

The seeker must, therefore, proceed further and discover

the light. The mystic consciousness feels the dark abyss
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of the soul and the void represents it. The sense of a
“ Void ” haunts the soul that rightly follows the mystic

urge to the end. This proves a terrible experience,

because of its unfamiliarity and because of the suspended

activity of the psychic self. The timid soul cannot welcome
it, for it denies the normal and the usual.

The great charm of the Upanisads lies in impressing

the truth and the peace of the transcendent at the same
time, indicating thus possibilities both spiritual and
effective.

In the presentation of dynamic and transcendent

spiritual life the Upanisads do not encourage a life of

progressive evolution in spirit more than a life of immediate
transcendence. They only indicate that the soul in its

receptivity and spiritual elasticity may feel the music
and the symphony of life in its ideal and actual aspects

and in its creative expressions. But the spiritual realiza-

tion is not to be confined thereto. There are realizations

that come on the way. They are the secrets which are

disclosed to the aspirant and the seeker. And the

seeking of the soul is not satisfied with these magnificent

and sublime possibilities unless the final truth is presented,

unless the silence displaces the music of life. Life offers

the joy of creation, the blessings of love, the rhythm of

fellowship. Silence offers the freedom of transcendence.

The supreme relief of detachment gives the sure peace and
strength of truth. This silent peace is the greatest

offering and promise of Para Vidya^ the esoteric wisdom.



Chapter XI

THE ONE AND THE MANY

The relation between the one and the many is

a perplexing problem in philosophy. Philosophers are

sharply divided. Some assert the reality of the many ;

some of the one. Some are anxious for an indivisible unity

of the two. When the problem is approached through

logic, such divergence of opinion is inevitable. Logic

can at best give a rationale of relations and intellect

is inherently incapable of transacting them. Whatever
interpretation may be put upon the facts and their relations,

it is almost impossible for intellect to deny them or to see

facts as they are. Intellect, therefore, becomes involved

in antinomies when it conceives the ultimate reality.

Intellect is the best organ in man to understand the

world of phenomena, but it is a doubtful counsellor in

the spiritual life. Intellect stands quite dazzled by the

elasticity and freedom of the spirit. Sometimes it appears

as many, sometimes as one ; sometimes as near, some-

times as distant ; sometimes as great, sometimes as small.

Intellect stands confused, it remains stupefied. It cannot

square the inevitable contradictions that seem to be deep
in the life of spirit. And naturally so. Spirit is too subtle

an existence to be measured by the set categories of logic.

The personality and the impersonality of spirit are

problems that are raised by intellect, but do not belong

to the nature of spirit. Spirit transcends both the

descriptions ; for are not these after all the attempt to

define spirit, and is not definition a limitation ?

True to the spiritual insight, the Katha has it :
“ the

one reflects itself as many.”
186
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Spirit has wonderful elasticity. It appears as smaller

than the smallest, greater than the greatest. This elasticity

is beyond the conception of set categories. Spirit appears

to be many while it is one. It appears to be distant while

it is near. This elasticity is a fact. And the beauty of it

is that throughout all experiences and expressions, however
contrary, spirit is not changed and never does change.

Spirit is the one, spirit is the many, the many emerge
from the one, the many emerge into the one. These are

commonplaces in the Upanisads and quite in conformity

with the mystic spirit. The texts finally deny the many in

the one.

To such affirmations none can take exception. Difference

becomes eloquent regarding the nature of the many
and its relation to the one.

The mystic is not disturbed by these differences. He
views the problem in a different light. He is not anxious

to deny. He is not anxious to affirm. He stands above
affirmation or denial. And therefore the mystic often

appears as a contradiction and a conflict when he insists

upon the sacredness of personality and at the same time

seeks to lose it in the “ Ocean of Being The mystic feels

life in its silence and expression, in its intension and
extension. The mystic in his superior detachment can

see and feel that personality is a temporary limitation of the

soul, which it is urgent to put off by cultivating the inner

vision and quickening the mystic illumination. Mysticism

is anxious to retain the hold of personality up to the source,

when it does not refuse a plunge into the deep. Personality

is sacred, but personality is to be lost.

This contradiction runs throughout spiritual life when
it is separated from the source. The contradiction

cannot change its fundamental nature. It only shows

the spirit in its expression. If there is an original

contradiction in self-expression, there again rises in

spiritual life a contradiction in fulfilment. The one

is the yearning of the spirit to exhibit itself, the other,
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of the spirit to pass finally into the calm of its being. These

tendencies are original, and no reason has been advanced

so far or can be advanced for such a temporary expression

and a calling back.

Logic has spent much energy in squaring these difficulties

;

philosophical imaginations are at work to evade them,

but the facts stand there in spite of all human efforts

to dismiss the finite form or to install it permanently

in the scheme of things. The mystic fights shy of both

courses ; he accepts the finite selves, though he is equally

anxious to get to the essence of being.

The fact is that the mystic is conscious of an
unfathomable deep or a beyond behind the finite and
the definite ; and his practical experiences tell him of

the mysteries and the delights of the deep, and some-

times he experiences such depths.

Such experiences of the layers in the deep of our being

have been the sacred source of inspiration and belief

in such a life. The mystic naturally is anxious to give

up the seen and to catch hold of the unseen—^the unseen

is his joy, the unknown is his quest.

Those who are anxious to retain the thread of personal

consciousness all along in life have even to accept

the magnitude of being in exalted states.

Naturally, in this height of being the adepts do not

retain the thread of personality, and the Upanisads are

clear and eloquent about it. As such they are ready to lose

hold of personality, though they trace in the order of

expression the successive phases of the creative order.

In later philosophy the apparent contradictions have
been fruitful to the diverse philosophical constructions

in Samkara and Ramanuja.
Both Samkara and Ramanuja draw their inspiration

from the Sruti and both are anxious to read their

theories in it. The texts are pregnant with rich suggestions

that can lend their support to the theories of both. The
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Sruti speaks of a creative expression of Brahman and in

the same breath gives a clear indication of everything^

merging into the Absolute. There are texts which

clearly speak of the complete transcendence of the >

Absolute. -

Spiritual life leaves no side of life untouched and unful-

filled. It gives full satisfaction to every part of our being.

It touches all the chords of our nature. But this should

not lead us to confine spiritual life to concrete realizations.

Naturally the souls overcome with sufferings feel the weight

of existence, and the first flashes of spiritual life are hailed

with delight. The freshness and the ease which invariably

follow the spiritual awakening are not necessarily the fulfil-

ment of spiritual life. The idealization of life and its relations

in the wake of spiritual life has a fascination for the soul.

It enlivens the normal experiences. It adds freshness to

them. It makes them more enjoyable. It does not kill

the expectations of life. It assures the fullest satisfactions

of the hopes that spring constantly in the human breast.

It promises everlasting life. It heals up the deep scars

left in the soul. It makes life rich in experience, fertile

in creation. Spiritual life is attractive because of its

promises
; and naturally, when its first fruits are enjoyed,

the ardent spirit becomes overwhelmed in the festivity

of delight. The psychic dynamism exhibits itself at its best,

and the soul enjoys the rhythm and the harmony of

spiritual life in their infinite varieties and inexhaustible

shades.

Such spiritual experiences have a natural effect on our

life, which finds in the harmony of life the key to unlock life’s

mysteries. And the universal harmony of the cosmic

fellowship has been a commonplace among mystics.

In spiritual life the value of harmony cannot be overrated.

The more the soul is filled with harmony, the more clear

becomes the vision of life that animates creation, the joy

that dances in the heart of things. Harmony removes
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the spiritual dryness and insensitiveness of the soul.

It reveals the unbroken unity of life. Spiritual harmony
reveals the truth of the one in the many and
the many in the one. If spiritual experiences have

been confined to harmony, the truth of the reciprocity

of the one and the many would have been the final

truth.

The Upanisads, we have seen, conceive this harmony,
but they are not confined to its truth and glory. Harmony
is the law of spiritual life in its expression. It gives

the radiant vision of the entire structure of existence

filled with animation and the dance of life sustained

in delight.

The Upanisads proceed far and welcome the calm in

spiritual life. It is a unique experience. It reveals the

Truth, silence beyond life, the poise beyond the dance

of life. It gives the experience of the indeterminate in

spiritual life. Spiritual life, therefore, completely changes

its meaning when it comes to feel the indeterminate.

It presents a new aspect, a new vision. In fact, this

introduces so great a change in life and vision that no
longer is any great value set upon previous experiences.

The real spiritual life begins with the appreciation of

the supraconceptual beyond the rhythmic oscillations

of life. It presents the height which was not presented

before.

The unique is presented in spiritual life. It is beyond
thought,beyond words. Thisuniqueness givesus the sense of

freedom in the place of harmony. Harmony breaks the

rigidity of life and gives fiuidity, affinity, and unity. It gives

the inextricable blending of the different expressions of

life. But it cannot raise us to the sense of freedom from
all attractions of life.

The Upanisads give the conceptual and the supra-

conceptual in truth, vision, and intuition ; and,

therefore, they are alive to the supreme elasticity of life

and its experiences. Life presents a conceptual unity.
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it presents also a supraconceptual transcendence. It is

keenly sensitive to the delights and festivities of the former,

though it is no less receptive to the height of peace and
silence of the latter.

The spiritual life may begin with the vision of a

conceptual life, but it does not end there.

Its natural satisfaction lies in the synthetic intuition

and the feeling of exaltation consequent upon
it. The Upanisads do not deny such intuition. In fact

they promise the blessedness of cosmic consciousness.

But in transcendence spiritual life is installed in Truth.

It surpasses all animal faith, all humanistic feelings,

all divine inspirations.

Platonic mysticism finds delight in the supersensuous

world of master-types or ideas. Santayana seems

anxious to implant the supersensible world in the sensible,

and takes away the sting from animal faith. The
Upanisads do not deny the supersensible, though they

think that this division of the supersensible and the

sensible proceeds from the animal faith ; to the divine

faith, there is nothing sensible or supersensible, for life is

one and integral. It is divine. Its expressions are divine.

Hence there is no question of implanting the divine or

the idealization of the actual.

Truth is there. It is simply to be known by freeing

ourselves from realistic instinct and habits. The charm
of the Upanisads lies in the transvaluation of the values

in the light of the eternal truth and in reading every

move of life in this light. There is no demand for the

sublimation of animal faith. The spring of life is

seized upon, and the shadow disappears, leaving behind

the effulgent truth of life and silence.

Conflict between the sensible and the supersensible

seems to be permanent in the Platonic mysticism. So it

is in the Christian mysticism, for the sensible has been

thought to be permanently opposed to the supersensible,

the flesh to the spirit ; but the Upanisadic mysticism is
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singularly free from this conflict ; for it does not accept

the division of existence into the sensible and the super-

sensible. The sensible is the shadow, not the reality. It

is not even the shadow of existence. The sensible finally

resolves into the supersensible, when the mystic sense

dawns upon us.



Chapter XII

TWO ATTITUDES

The Upanisads present the full code of life. Though
they are keenly alive to the glory of self-realization, still

they present various other aspects of life which are certainly

transcended in final realization, but which nevertheless

exhibit themselves when life is mystically attuned. The
final realization presupposes a great preparation, not
only intellectually but also morally and spiritually

;

and it is a secret economy of nature that the highest

cannot be installed xmless the finest nature in us has been
established. Intellectual discipline may decide in favour

of one theory of the universe against another, but the

conquest of Truth even in small measure requires a unique
adaptation which can dispel the crude insistences of our

vital and psychic being.

Intellect has its illusions, heart has its contritions, and
will has its personal clingings. The illusions of the intellect,

the heart, and the will must be set aside before the silent

light of Truth can be visible.

The Upanisads, therefore, lay down definitely two paths :

(1) the path of direct realization of Truth, and (2) the path
of indirect realization. The direct path conquers the

illusions of the intellect and the heart all at once in the

final reahzation of identity. The indirect path is of the finest

discrimination between the false and the true. It requires

the highest philosophical acumen and transcendent insight

which become possible with the quieting down of the urges

of life. It gives us transcendental wisdom. The meta-

physical search calls for the right philosophic attitude.
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It emerges when the life’s equilibrium is not disturbed by

the biological and the theological insistences. It is the

correct attitude of approach that matters much in realiza-

tion. Such attitude makes the realization easy, swift, and

sure. But it is very difficult to adopt the right attitude.

The pragmatic carries so much weight with life that the

surface views have every possibility of asserting them-

selves. The heart sets upon an order of love and beauty,

the will upon an order of power. Nay, when the truth of

aestheticism and impressionism and the truth of creationism

and energism have been superseded, intellect may make its

own confusion by insisting upon the realms of truths and
spiritual vaJues encompassed within the unity of being.

The difficulty becomes greater for the accomplished mind
to approach the final truth of transcendence, since it

finds its intellectual satisfaction in the philosophical

setting which does justice to all the sides of life.

It is for this reason we find that profound thinkers and
writers like Keith and Santayana have not been able to

appreciate and welcome the truth of transcendence. And
it is natural. Probably a similar feeling has led F. H.
Bradley to remark that philosophy supplies good reasons

for bad instincts. The complete truth might not have
been stated there, but there is not the slightest doubt
that our convictions and prejudices do not allow the mind
to reflect the complete truth.

The native instinct of man hastens to spin out a theory

from the page of life that is open to him and has not the
patience to wait for the full and the complete presentation

of the mysteries of life. The side-lights are often too
absorbing to allow of the calm pursuit of truth. And
this can explain the theological conceptions that are

found in the Upanisads. The inward perceptions are rich

enough to offer possibilities and attractions, esoteric and
exoteric, and these become real to the receptive soul of the
mystic. The highest attainment can never be reached

unless these charming possibilities can be sacrificed for
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the complete truth. If the psychic possibilities have no
value either as presenting the truth or as offering the

satisfaction that attends the realization of truth, yet they

have value as exhibiting the esoteric mysteries, the

subtle forces, inner and outer, and their correspondences.

Nature is full of changes, processions, and troops of events,

and the mystic is too sensitive a being not to receive their

impress. And he enjoys the flux of existence better, for

he can easily generate in him that detachment which sees

more of life than is possible for those that are swimming
in the stream of life. Life yields its secrets more to the

detached than to the attached. The theological attitude

cannot completely shake off the fine attachment to the

subtler vibrations of life and cannot, therefore, claim

that profound wisdom which follows complete indifference

to the expression of life. The theological attitude cannot

free itself from the illusions of the intellect and heart,

and natxirally finds delight in the realistic attitude of life.

And these illusions cannot cease to be active in life.

Though the Upanisads are not completely oblivious of

the dynamic possibilities of life and its complete fruition

in divine fellowship with its refined delight, chastened

feeling, unobstructed vision, imrestricted wisdom, and
undisturbed quietude, still they do not set high values

upon them since they do not represent the highest truth

of spiritual life.

Naturally they do indicate the two lines of approach

and realization : (1) the line of philosophic and tran-

scendent intuition to be preceded by critical analysis,

reflection, and meditation
; (2) the line of synthetic in-

tuition or synoptic vision to be preceded by the method
of psychic penetration and contemplation. Contemplation

can go with philosophic reflection, and can rear up the

true philosophic attitude, but it is not necessary to final

realization. And this difference in the approach is due

to the difference in the conception of Being. Contem-

plation presupposes the reality of Being and its
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communion with the divine, intuition transcends con-

templation and supposes the ideality of intuitions of

practical reason. Contemplation presupposes the implica-

tions of practical reason. Intuition transcends them.

And these attitudes have been due to the esoteric and
exoteric conceptions of Brahman.

These conceptions of Brahman bring to the fore two
irreconcilable views, as non-qualified and qualified. The
philosophic instinct which the Upanisads display for a

soaring in identity can hardly be compatible with the

theological attitude of the spiritual illumination through

grace. The former denies the latter. Hence arise the

different attitudes of thought based upon the Upanisads.

II

There is no gainsaying that the two attitudes, tran-

scendent and theological, are apparent in the Upanisads,

and hence the possibility of different teachings arises.

Indeed, the Upanisads are rich in philosophic suggestions

and possibilities. Life has never been separated from
thought, and this mutual reinforcement of life and its

intuitions from thought and of thought from direct realiza-

tion, have enriched the Upanisads highly as religious and
philosophic literature. It has also enriched the complexity

of its concepts, for it looks like offering the satisfaction

to the different attitudes of consciousness. Hence a free

reading of the Upanisads appeals equally to our tran-

scendent, philosophic, and theological instincts.

The theological attitude finds satisfaction in the message
of harmony, the harmony that runs through nature and
exhibits nature’s soul to the ardent seeker. The delight

of the cosmic dance of life streams into the soul, widening
its vision, till it comes to feel the pantheistic or panen-

theastic exaltation through nature. The superconscious

vision gives the superconceptual realization of the divine,

but it cannot surpass the inherent distinctions of the
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dynamic spirituality and cannot proceed beyond the vision

of a dynamic divinity.

In the dynamic spiritual life the fine oscillation of our

being, the fine feeling, the expansive being in deep sense

of fellowship with nature, the sense of the universal

unity are fine assets and even in such life the soul may
lose itself in pantheistic exaltation, but still the super-

conscious vision is not to pass for the transcendent. The
fulcrum of our individual existence is still there, and the

cosmic vision and life are still felt at an individual centre.

The theological attitude may give the cosmic intuition,

but not the transcendent intuition. But this intuition

has its value. It dispels the crude realization and prepares

the soul for the higher reception of the transcendence.

The two attitudes in the Upanisads are not kept strictly

separate, and it appears that sometimes the theological

doctrines run into the metaphysical conceptions. And
naturally so, for the Upanisads give more an account of

the spiritual realizations of life than a ready-made
philosophy. The spiritual realization ultimately acquaints

the seeker with the ultimate truth of Tattvamasi.

The spiritual realizations which follow the perfect

discipline of spirit and the harmony of soul are not

necessarily the final realization. Nevertheless they open
the vistas of spiritual perspectives. And hence the

Upanisads in laying down the scheme of a full spiritual

life, its initiation, growth, and consummation, cannot

overlook the different phases that are covered by it.

Hence the two paths are recognized by Samkara.
These perspectives have a place in the life of Spiritual

Immensity. They have no place in the life of the Spiritual

Silence. The immensities awakened by the spiritual

harmony are immensities in power, in magnitude of

existence, in knowledge, and in freedom. They may
transcend even the relativities of the dynamic spiritual

life—the relativities of the ascent and the descent, the

relativities of death and life, the stirring and the progress.
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the light and the darkness, the relativity of union and

separation. But they cannot enjoy the peace of the

Absolute.

Ill

Ramanuja has been influenced by the sense of harmony
and rh5d;hm in spirit, Samkara by transcendence. Both
accept that the spiritual life is essentially a life of supernal

delight ; but while Ramanuja emphasizes the dynamic
aspect in spiritual life Samkara emphasizes its tran-

scendent aspect.

The Upanisads present both the aspects of spiritual

life—^the life in its endless perspective and values, as well

as the life in its silence. The former gives us delight, the

latter calm. The Upanisads feel that both the rhythm
and calm have their places in life, but they lay clear

emphasis upon the latter. They feel in it the higher

peace as the greater security and the absolute truth,

inasmuch as it presents the spiritual life beyond the sense

of relative values and truths.

To Ramanuja personality is most sacred and most holy ;

and it is the basis of spiritual life. But the indication of

the Upanisads seem to lie in the other direction. Not that

the Upanisads are not alive to the immanental sublimities

and immensities and the claims and insistences of personal

life, but the Upanisads seem to be more appreciative of

the significance of the transcendental truth.

The spiritual life is personal in its initiation and develop-

ment, but supersedes the personal reference and touch
at the end. And the development that follows the spiritual

discipline is invariably associated with the subtle

possibilities, free movement, and fine felicities. These
dynamic fruitions in spiritual life generally capture our
imagination. The subtle spiritual stir idealizes our normal
experiences and inspires the vision of an all-embracing,

dynamic unity. The fascination of the realm of subtle

ideas and values captivates the soul and binds it to the
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attraction of personal life. But the Upanisads never fail

to indicate the truth that gives Release and Freedom.
Samkara’s eternal glory lies in bringing to the front the

value of the absolute as opposed to the relative in spiritual

life. He is not blind to the joys and delights that rise in

the oscillation of our being, but he sees farther and there-

fore emphasizes the aspect of spiritual life which is most
likely to be neglected in the pursuit of joyous consciousness

and personal delights. The merging of the personal self

is no loss, is no surrender of the spiritual privileges of man.
The charm, the ease, the freshness, and the grace of the

elastic personal being bear no comparison to the feeling

of relief, rest, quiet, and peace which the soul enjoys

when the dance and oscillation of life are stopped in the

impenetrable silence of our being. Ramanuja is not alive

to the significance of silence in mystic life. Samkara
emphasizes it and makes it the real quest of the spiritual

life as it offers the highest privilege of transcendence.

Personal experiences allow us the delights of subtle being,

the promises of a chastened self, but they cannot give us

the security which lies hidden in truth. The fine oscillations

of psychic life, however agreeable and welcome, cannot

give us the peace of truth. The Upanisads give us the

religion of truth. Truth gives freedom. Any form of

exaltation or ecstasy is not to pass for the final truth.

They are psychic fits endowed with psychic possibilities.

IV

The Upanisads impress upon us the transcendent more
than the spiritual (used in the common sense). The psychic

life has different scales. These scales indicate varied

experiences. And these experiences reveal themselves to

the aspirant in their varieties. They are not confined to

the inner harmonies and outward beauties, they are not

confined to the majesty of silence. They are not to be

confined to the creative ideals of the soul. They are not
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to be confined within the radiant affections and rosy

feelings that reflect sweetness and aroma in life.

These are the experiences of spiritual life, they are

personal. They touch and vibrate the chord of personal

life, but the Upanisads lay emphasis upon the truth. The
truth is transcendent. The delights of the psychic self

are not the mystical ideal of the Upanisads. And where

psychism has no play, where life has no ripple, where the

heart has no hopes, no fear, where the animal cravings

and the spiritual feehngs are all alike silenced, there

truth in its transcendence becomes transparent and
clear. A sense of vivid transparence and immediate

luminousness is the attraction of mystic life ; but in the

Upanisads the luminosity and transparence of being give

us the feeling of the complete freedom. It is possible

when the finest luminosity gives the highest detachment

from the joys of life. Life is best understood in affectionate

and appreciative detachment.

The former allows an easy entrance into the deeper

secrets of life ; the latter a fine understanding of them.

The mystic life demands sympathy and discrimination.

Sjnnpathy unveils the secrets, discrimination makes a
correct valuation. The theological attitude keeps up
the sympathy, the metaphysical attitude keeps up the

understanding. And the two together make the mystic

life a source of unique blessedness and save it from the

stiffness and the sense of separateness that dry up the
joys of the soul, though never allowing it to be any longer

dominated by human feelings and sympathies. The
impress of the transcendent has a moulding effect upon
the whole being. The heart vibrates no longer with
human joys, but enjoys the uncovered blessedness of the
soul and transfigures its demands in that light. It rejects

none, it accepts none, but it loves all. It becomes free

from all tension and relaxation, and enjoys life in its

undisturbed quietude.

The sense of worship and humility, so much akin to
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the religious feeling, gives place to the delight of fullness

and the sense of identity. It no longer renuuns in the

realm of concepts but enters into the realm of feeling and
evokes Love without tension, service without the sense

of difference.

Will, love, impulse, and instincts change their character.

Though the dynamic aspect of life is finally withdrawn, yet,

so long as the concrete mould of personality lasts they are

directed in a way which allows the enjojunent of their

movement in an impersonal way. In fact, they exhibit

their cosmic character when they are freed from their

personal touch. The spiritual dynamism indicates the

secret of impersonal affection and service, without the

least touch of attachment. Affection without attachment,

love without clinging, really make out their divine

character, though in their expression life is not in the

least deflected from the sense of transcendent freedom.

It is indeed a wrong notion to suppose that transcendent

wisdom denies all the expressions of life. Wisdom unfolds

the divine character of expression, before the final passing

into silence.

Spiritual life in the theistic sense has apparently the

same effect, but it cannot there exhibit the impersonal

delight of love and service. There personality is the

greatest attraction. And intensive joy and bright felicities

are enjoyed in the fullest development and expression of

personality. The human feelings are mingled with the

divine, but they do not lose their character, though they

get a new lustre and colour by being associated with the

divine. But they do not miss the reference to the axis

of their being in personality, human and divine, and they

cannot be expected to realize the impersonal character of

the dynamic spiritual aspirations and feelings, hidden in

the much deeper strata of divine life. These are revealed

when the heart is moulded by the touch of transcendence.
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TIME AND SPIRITUAL LIFE

The relation of time to life is an interesting problem.

The relation of time to spiritual life is still more interesting.

The sense of creature-temporality due to the overpowering

sense of time runs counter to the promise of immortality.

But spiritual life is nothing if it cannot inspire the hope

of immortality. The sense of creature-temporality is

to be surpassed and the finite selves must find a place in

the eternal setting of life—not in the sense of a continuity

temporarily suspended but subsequently recovered. Such

a continuity the finite selves may enjoy in the natural

course. Life is here guided by the law of alteration.

Death may give the promise of resurrection, but such a

spiritual progress through the occasional appearance and
disappearance of the soul from the field of its activity

and expression cannot be the inspiration of spiritual life.

Life and death may play the role together to make life’s

attractions more vivid, life’s joys more sweet. Death may
prove to be not the enemy of life, but its inspirer. It may
lose its sting, but this cannot withdraw the curtain of

death and allow us to enjoy the continuous play of life.

Death has an important function in the drama of life, but

the secret urge in man has been always to enjoy the

perpetuity of life without a temporary break and close.

The secret of the attraction of mystic life lies not in offering

currents of life but in offering its unceasing continuity

with its fine blessedness. Hence the mystic is always

bent upon developing in him the insight which can rise

above the discrete sense of time and appraise life in its

202
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unbroken continuity. The text says :
“ Knowledge gives

inunortality.”

When the influence of time is set aside from life or even

when the forced division between time and life anyhow
vanishes, life presents a cheering aspect as its continuity

is ensured, not in thought but is presented in experience,

and immortality is no longer a promise but becomes a
fact. The survival of personal life through time, and at

moments the glimpse of eternity, offers the greatest joy

and introduces us into the play of life undisturbed by
occasional breaks.

The perennial life is the promise. The rise above the

historic time-sense and the actual realization of the

continued existence are great revelations and fine opening

of our being. But mystic life is not confined to this alone.

The more it proceeds to the source and spring of life, the

more it rises from this sense of the continuous play of

life through eternity to the realization of spiritual life

as the timeless present, where the effort of expression

is completely suspended and the delight of life’s expression

gives way to the delight of life’s silence. Spiritual life

at this height offers the uniqueness of transcending time

even in its eternity completely, and life become free

from the sense of time and the necessity of expression.

Such kind of timelessness presents true immortality,

for it is not the personal immortality. It is the immortality

of truth.

The Upanisads conceive the continuity of personality

so long as the final transcendence is not attained. Though
in personal life there is the inherent promise and possibility

of enjoying a continuity throughout time—^and person-

ality in this sense is co-extensive with time—still

immortality is promised when the time-sense and
personality are finally and completely eclipsed. It presents

the Aspect of Existence beyond Time and Life. Such
immortality is unique, for it dives deep into our experience

and finds out the self not in any way related to them.
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The Upanisads indeed in the progressing path of

realization lay down a form of life which one may live

through aeons in the present cycle of existence, but this

is still a shadow of immortality inasmuch as the cycles

of life have their start and finish. Hence true immortality

is not the continuity of personal life. The Upanisadic

teachers see the limitation of personal life even in its

exalted heights. Though the occasional withdrawal of

the discrete time-sense can effect a change in the outlook

of personal life and can cause a redemption in eternal

life, still this intuition of immortality cannot satisfy.

So long as personality continues, the joy of spiritual life

lies in the impress of divine life through its ceaseless

expressions
; and this reception of eternal life is still

confined to expressions. Spiritual life, therefore, cannot

enjoy immortality beyond eternity. The temporality of

life may be displaced by eternity. But eternity cannot

present the aspect of life beyond temporal expression.

The Upanisads consider such immortality as inferior to

the timeless reality, for here the aspect of life is presented

beyond the dimension of time. The immortality which
the Upanisads impress upon us is the immortality beyond
temporal dimensions of past, present, and future.

The intimation of immortality has, therefore, a personal

and an impersonal sense. So long as the spiritual life has

an expression it naturally enjoys the blessings of personal

immortality, it can enter into the finer realms of light, life,

and power and enjoy the rhythmic oscillation of divine

life. But the Upanisads lay their full emphasis upon
spiritual life in the sense of time-transcendence. This they

call true freedom, for it releases us from the time-sense and
the limitation of personality.

Those who accept the phase of immortality through time

enjoy spiritual evolution and come to realize divine

fellowship. Though they assimilate the divine life in

them, they cannot rise above the limitation of cosmic

changes—emergence and absorption. They pass into the
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cosmic death at the end of a cycle of existence, for they
cannot rise above the cosmic transfiguration in time.

The Hindu Mysticism recognizes temporality of the

cycles of existence. Every cycle has its temporality. And
when the time is ripe for a new cycle of existence the souls

realizing divine fellowship move cosmically in imison with

the divine spirit. They disappear at the end of the cycle

in the bosom of the divine. They wake up again with

the stir in the divinity for a cosmic expression.

They no longer feel the limitation of personal orientation,

they become associates of the divine. They make out

the divine plan. They enjoy eternity as well as the

temporality demanded by the cyclic expression of the

divine life. Such kind of life indeed enjoys freedom from
transience, but not complete freedom from time.

This kind of spiritual ideal has its charm. It offers

simultaneously the eternity of life and the temporality

of its expression with the consciousness of eternity never

dim. And the temporal-expression is never completely

cut off from its setting in the eternal. The spiritual life

is here seen in its historicity, without losing the eternal

continuity. The historicity consists in dating of the

divine expression in a particular cycle.

This kind of realization is, no doubt, a form of spiritual

achievement, but it cannot be regarded as the final

realization of spiritual life. It is, in the view of the

Upanisadic teachers, a kind of pseudo-spirituality ; for

it does not put us beyond the touch of time, and give us

complete freedom from it.

True spirituality lies in the complete transcendence of

the time-sense and all its forms. The expression of life

and spirit in time is a form of limitation, for it is a kind

of self-alienation ; for temporality or even eternity is the

appraising of spiritual life not in itself, but through its

cast in time.

The finer understanding of immortality arises from the

estimation of spiritual life transcending time, for time
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really and truly does not exist for spirit. Ouspensky

has felt it and said :
“ There exist no personal and eternal

appearance and disappearance of phenomena, no cease-

lessly flowing fountain of ever-appearing and ever-

vanishing events. Everything exists always. There is

only one eternal present, the Eternal Now, which the weak
human and limited human mind can neither grasp nor

conceive.” ^

When man acquires the deeper insight into life inde-

pendent of time, he has the deeper sense of immortality.

It is no longer affiliated with the continuity of the

personal self, with its aspirations heightened, feelings

idealized, and being God-centric. It essentially hes in

releasing our consciousness from the historic sense. The
historic sense deludes us with a false sense of timeless-

ness. True timelessness consists in appraising reality

independent of time. This is a great promise and saves

us from the false fear of death and false hope of eternal

life. Both these ideas of death and eternal recurrence

are the creations of time, and unless we get over the

time-sense, we cannot understand reality.

“ Time is not a condition of the existence of the universe,

but only a condition of the perception of the world by
our psychic apparatus which imposes on the world

conditions of time since otherwise the psychic apparatus

would be unable to conceive it.” ^

If space and time are forms of our perception, as Kant
has shown, the roots of infinity are to be sought with

us,” for infinity is conceived in relation to space and time.

But the infinity which is conceived is dynamical and it

can be the historic infinity. This is also the reflection of

reality in the mirror of space and time. True infinity

is then that which is within us, which cannot fit in with

psychic apparatus. And hence the method of appraising

is different. The method lies in freeing us from the

1 Ouspensky, A New Model of the Universe, p. 189.
* Ibid., p. 141.
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limitation of the psychic apparatus and to develop the

sense of timeless perception.

From this it must not be supposed that the timeless

becoming or duration is the true infinite life and that

to appraise it in intellectual intuition is the essence of

spiritual life. Though this sense of time releases us from
its historic sense and imposes the sense of eternal life

identifying immortality with Bergson’s Durie-reelle—
and allows us to see and welcome immortality of the Dur6e-

rielle—^and thus to get over the limitation of personal

immortality, still it is not clear how the Durie-reelle

can escape the limitation of being reflected through the

psychic apparatus. Bergson, of course, breaks away from
Kant in making time objective, but still his appeal to

intuition as intimating the eternal duration is significant.

He cannot make even this appreciation of the timeless

continuity independent of the psychic apparatus ; instead

of appealing to the “ inner-sense ” of the sensibility, he

. appeals to the deeper sense of the mind to appraise the

reality. Its appreciation is referred from the sense-

perception to the intuitive perception of the self. Instead

of being the form of reception, time now becomes the

principle of creative expression.

Since time is the principle of change the eternal duration

cannot possibly be intuited apart from the creative

formations. Spiritual life in this sense will be the life of

enjoying the eternal creativeness, but the intuition of the

creative principle in isolation of the formations is neither

desirable nor possible ; for the heart of time lies in the

presentation of the constant changes, and it is not

possible to intuit duration independently of these

changes.

The possibility or the actuality of change does not

introduce the least difference in the intuition of time, apart

from its concrete reference to changes, either in actuality

or in potentiality. The intuition of time, cannot rise

above the concrete reference to events, hence it is not
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possible to relax the psychic concentration to enjoy the

eternal fluidity of life or time.

If eternal duration cannot be intuited immediately as

eternal duration, its very essence will be killed. Eternal

duration has its fascination for finite minds for the infinite

continuity of hfe, which attracts more by its remaining

cut off from the horizon of our experience ; its delight

centres round the conception of progress in spiritual life.

But spiritual progress in its initiation may endorse a

distinction between the pyossibility and the actuaUty, and
may always encourage the actuaUzation of the possibilities

in time. But this process of realization becomes interesting

because of the eternal contrast between the life actualized

and the life to be actualized. This is the delight of the

uncertain, the delight of a plunge into the unknown.
Hence the fascination of the spiritual life in time lies not

in the fullest but in the sectional presentation of the

eternal duration of life.^

If the eternal duration of hfe is revealed to us in

intellectual intuition, independently even of the actuahties

and potentialities, it loses its poetic charm as it is grasped

in its total continuity. Its supposed infinity is no longer

infinite, or the intuitive soul becomes itself infinite. The
infinite duration, if it can be intuited immediately, must
speak of a different character of time, beyond succession,

continuity, and change. It must transcend the con-

ception of time in ordinary sense.

Change and novelty speak of the new emergence in

time, but the possibility of the intuition of eternal duration

takes away all novelty and emergence from time and
makes it rather a finished than an accomplishing process.

Time must cease to be regarded as one of the attractions

of spiritual life.

In fact, spiritual life cannot possess the same meaning
in reahzation as it has in initiation

; in initiation its charm

^ The hope for immortality here has a greater fascination than
immortality itself.
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essentially lies in its continuity through time, and in all

its possibilities
; but in realization it appears as essentially

timeless.

Time has so deep a hold on us, that it becomes almost

impossible to think of our spiritual life independently

of it, but the essence of spiritual life lies in its timelessness.

The divine inpouring may exhilarate our being and
intensify new perceptions of the finer and subtler move-
ments of life

; but its true attraction lies in revealing the

essence of being as supratemporal. Time may suit the

expression of spiritual life ; but this way of understanding

the divine life falls short of its true estimate. It loses its

very essence. If spiritual life is to be lived, anyhow the
sense of eternal duration must be a potent fact before us ;

but when it becomes a fact the sense of eternity dissolves.

Eternity as a totality loses its charm for the sweeping

intuition. Hence the intuition of it really reduces it to

a finite fact and refuses its essential character.

Spiritual life does not consist in the offering of the

moving image of eternity ”, i.e. time in its section, but

in presenting eternity itself.

The former may indicate the growth of spiritual life,

but its consummation requires the presentation of the

complete picture of life and eternity. It is appealing

only because it offers that possibility. The moving
image of time may attract us, inspire us. It may
awaken in us a dynamical aspiration for the same, but the

aspiration is fulfilled in the intimate knowledge of eternity.

But it may be said that the demand for the complete

knowledge of eternity really shows the lack of true apprecia-

tion of the spiritual life, which always is a growth, but never

a finished product.

Quite so, but the dream of enjoying eternity and fullness

remains a dream for ever. Hence the seers of the Upanisads

accept the objective in mystic life as nothing short of the

full life, the sense of completeness ; and, since it cannot

be enjoyed in the idea of growth, they characterize the
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mystic life as essentially the transcendence of time-sense,

either as a form of our psychic structure or as the creative

reality.

The sprightly play of life on the sands of time can

satisfy the poetic instincts, but not the philosophic, not

even the mystic.

The sense of the whole is essential. Indeed the greatest

promise lies in releasing us from the sense of time. Though
the spirit can reflect itself through time, its true nature

transcends time.

Eternity is but a form of temporality, for it makes
spiritual life an expression and cannot allow it to reveal

its timelessness. Spiritual life has its initiation when the

soul has developed the faculty of timeless intuition or

perception. Intuitions through time are intuitions of

phenomena or of the expression of life or psyche, but not

of reality.

The Upanisads emphasize the form of timeless perception

and the formless delight as the essence of spiritual life.

The joys of life, the transparence of purity, the luminous

feeling of holiness, are all events in time, they are intuitions

of the psyche and are its comforts ; they have values in

the revelation of the finer movements of life, but they
cannot touch the self asfreedom.

The Upanisads emphasize the conception of self as

freedom. True freedom lies not in the unrestricted move-
ment of life through time, but in the final release from the
time-sense. This freedom from time really resolves all

conflicts and exhibits life in its true spirituality, for

spirituality is freedom. This release from the sense of time
is unique in conception, because it gives us the taste of

life beyond time. Life is usually so much identified with
time, and our habit of appraising reality through time is

so ingrained in us that it requires a new light, a new form
of understanding, to realize immortality. It is indeed a
blessed promise and inspiring hope to know that reality

is not time and can be intuited independently of time.
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Appreciation of life and its events through time makes
us slaves to it, and it becomes a splendid opportunity

and privilege to open a new vista of realization

independently of time.

There is a charm in the footprints of life left on the sands

of time, there is a greater charm in the adventures of life,

in its overtures, fights, defeat, success. The mystic enjoys

them. The mystic enjoys life in its short and long duration.

Life is joy and therefore ever5d:hing, with a short or long

history, leaves its unmistakable touch upon us. But the

mystic usually is no respecter of time. Whatever he
enjoys, he enjoys it by separating it from its temporal
setting. The minute things please him, because he
idealizes them and can raise them above time. This is

the peculiar attitude of the mystic ; and this attitude

becomes prominent when the mystic insight becomes
deepened. The everlasting and the enduring are the

habitat of the mystic ; and he cannot allow the time-sense

to enter into him and tell the old story of life. There is

in life the urge to get over tinier and the urge is keen in

the mystic. The mystic sees the more and the better of

life because he has the unique fitness to fathom life

without the psychic apparatus of time.

The objectivity of time requires an informative principle

which intuits it, and it is indeed difficult to think this

informing principle to be the creature of time. That which
can appraise time, either as a psychic faculty or as a

creative principle, must have an existence independent

of time. The informing principle is, therefore, something

not affected by the changes in time and belongs to a

different category.

The appraising of events may be a phenomenon in

time, but the intuition of time cannot be an event in time.

It is true of the finite or the infinite duration ;
everywhere

the appreciation of time must be different from the appre-

ciation of events in time. This intuition of time is really

timeless. It transcends time.
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The way of thinking that life is duration, and this

duration can be apprehended in intuition, is an advance

in freeing life from its relational setting. It allows the fresh

delight of enjoying the ever-creative life, but the intuition

of such a life is no part of life itself. The intuition of motion

cannot be motion. If it be so, such an intuition cannot see

the whole of it. It suffers to be a restricted intuition, and
becomes a process in time. A process in time is no correct

appraiser of time. Intuition must be, then, timeless.

Spiritual life must not be satisfied with the fine

oscillations of the psyche ; these are also events in time.

More often the final agitations and ripples of our being,

apprehended through the frame of time, pass for the

finest spiritual life, but to rise above time in its historic

sense or in its psychic structure is the essence of spiritual

life.

Great is the promise. Few are the souls that can feel,

know, and enjoy it. There is no greater illusion than that

the soul of man is always being entrapped in the wheel

of time and in the trappings of sensibility and the charms
of life

; but, when the soul can rise above the psychical

apparatus of time, the riddle of life is solved. The adept

feels that nothing is truer than his self. To know it is

the best wisdom, the highest promise, and the greatest

freedom.

Life as the cycle movement of the divine Ananda in

time presents a great charm. It allows to enjoy the finer

phases of life and makes every bit of life the spring of

hope and the fountain of joy and eternally banishes

remorse, strife, and discord from it. The Upanisads see

in all forms of life the expression of Ananda. But still,

when it emphasizes the intuition of truth and Ananda
beyond its expression through time, it finds in it some-
thing imique. If the ideal in the Upanisads is to rise

from the ignorance which sees in the movement of life

nothing but the shadow of death, no less necessary is it

to rise above the delight of the movement of divine
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Ananda through its expression through life and time to

the appreciation of truth and Ananda, transcending time.

Those who are anxious to enjoy the divine life through
its expression in time can have finer vision of the subtle

movements of life through society, history, and even
through the finer stirrings, revealing the movement of

life in the supra-mundane sphere. But these spiritual

blessings and possibilities pale into insignificance before

the transcendence in spiritual life. These are indeed high

gifts of the soul, but they still belong to the order of

spiritual expression through its cast through time, and
cannot claim that mighty spiritual privilege and possibility

attending spiritual intuition escaping time.

In spiritual life possibility may arise where we overcome
the sense of the past and life can be seen in its complete-

ness without being cut off by the discrete time-sense

;

the possibility may arise of the tangible presentation of

hfe in its integrity and of enjoying it in its totality. But
even here life transcends the influence of time, and sees

and then enjoys the whole in the eternal present. But
eternal present is not the sense of duration as commonly
understood. The eternal present has no past, no future,

nor any sense of continuity—^it is, therefore, not time

in the ordinary sense.

And, in the movement of life, the sense of the eternal

present can be true of Isvara, who enjoys life without

the sense of duration, and everything for him is accom-

plished. There is no growth, no decay, nothing new,

nothing old—^no progress, no evolution. He sees life as

expression, but without the sense of creativeness and
evolution.

If the illusion of time can be anyhow shaken off, the

sense of duration will give place to the sense of permanence.

Duration may create the sense of novelty and the ever-

pouring life, but its charm cannot hide its illusion. The
delight of abidingness is greater than the charm of the

novelty. Novelty gives us delight by the contrast it
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presents, but permanence gives us delight, because it is

the soul of delight. When the soul has been able to

dispense with the faculty of receiving impressions through

time, it has a great ease, for it sees life not only in part

but in its complete embrace and full presentation.

Indeed the attraction of the spiritual life is confined to

the sense of permanence and the sense of completeness.

Take away these, the spiritual life loses its charm and there

is nothing to differentiate it from the ordinary life.

The mystic has the sense of the eternal present. This is

unique. This gives the possibility of enjoying the whole

without the limitation of time.

The eternal present displaces the historic sense by a

cosmic sense. The former gives the idea of a continuity,

the latter of an immediate awareness of the expanse.

The historic sense is the working through the subtle

and the gross mind, the cosmic sense is the working of

the causal mind. The cosmic mind where the roots of

the phenomenal life and existence are centred has not the

limitation of the finite minds ; its light reflects the whole

and the whole drama of life is revealed therein, and what
takes the scientist and philosopher long to understand

a particular truth, is evident to the cosmic causal mind, for

it has immediate awareness.

The cosmic sense is free from the time-sense, for time

even in its unbroken continuity is the setting for events.

In fact, it comes to play when the spiritual dynamism
or !§akti starts its play. Beyond this it has no use, no
fountain. Time is the accompaniment of the divine

Sakti in cosmic fimctionings, and the cosmic functioning

is making actual or potent what is implicit or latent

in it. And this actualization is a process in time and has
a meaning for one who can see the play through time.

But it has no meaning for the cosmic mind, for there

everything is present, there is no latency or potency.

Latency or potency is consistent with growth and develop-

ment, and therefore with the gross and the subtle, but not
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with the causal, where there is no event but only presence

of life and spirit.

The intuition of life this way has the advantage that it

sees life not through its functioning but in itself. Hence
the reading of life independent of time opens a new vista

in realization and understanding.

The sense of the eternal present is different from the
sense of eternal duration. And the mystic spirit is fond
of this eternal present, for it gives immediate awareness.

The mystic is anxious to unveil the curtain of life and to
see, feel, and enjoy the hidden secret of the permanent
present beyond the screen of time. Hence he cannot
tolerate the time-sense and the compelling power of time.

The eternal “ now ” never vanishes. It is the back-

ground of the ever-creative “ now The mystic is the

lover more of the former than of the latter. When the

eternal ‘‘ now ” is realized, time in its three dimensions

vanishes.

Life is not made perfect through time, and the mystic

realizes this truth more than anybody else.



Chapter XIV

ESOTERIC AND EXOTERIC KNOWLEDGE

Though the distinction between the esoteric and exoteric

culture is now a commonplace, yet its importance seems

not to have been fully grasped, its value still less felt and
realized. This distinction is similar to the distinction

between culture and realization, between talent and genius.

Talent lies in “ the greater versatility and acuteness

of discursive thinking ”
;

genius in the finest reception

of the soul. The degree of receptivity determines the

height of the genius. But in the Upanisads the distinction

between Para and Apara goes deeper and further.

Receptiveness is the common requirement in all forms of

knowledge, and therefore the finest receptivity is not

that which distinguishes Para from Apara.
Creative artist, constructive philosopher, and inspired

poet are receptive in their own ways, but in the mystical

life this receptivity has its uniqueness. It is not only an
inspiration. It is the envisaging of truth. And, what is

more, the being of the mystic is not deflected in the least

from it. He consciously enjoys Wonders of the deep ”

of which the poet and artist have but occasional glimpses.

His whole being is rooted therein. And, consequently,

in his case the receptivity is deep enough to carry the

soul beyond the finest stretches of creative imagination.

Mysticism is, therefore, the reception of the eternal life

through aU the avenues of the soul, thus receiving power
to quicken all the faculties of our being and produce
wonderful creative urges. The mystic may be the finest

poet, he may be the acutest thinker, he may be the master
artist. He sees the harmonies of life. If poetry and
philosophy be expressions of life, the mystic can see more

216
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of the music of life and feel more of its cosmic settings.

But his bent of being is centred in the intangible ; his

inwardness is directed to the realization of truth, the

truth which gives unrestricted freedom, freedom even from
the finest vibrations of life. He is anxious to go into the

core of being where the supreme peace is not in the least

disturbed by the ripples of life ; Para Vidya connotes in

its essence such opening and revelation.

Receptive illumination may embrace a wide range.

It can extend from fine humanistic possibilities to d3mamic
impressions of subtle forces surrounding and inspiring

life from without and within. It may penetrate into

the supersensuous. It can possibly divulge the delicacies,

the sublimities, and the harmonies of the supermind and
finally it gives us the proud privilege of transcendental

wisdom. Para Vidya is wisdom. Illumination is possible

of the finer phases of life, but still it is not UpEtnisadic

Wisdom.
In the Upanisads Para Vidya has, therefore, the

implication of conveying the wisdom that gives freedom.

The fine stretches in supersentient feelings and intuitions

are realized in the process of the ascent to transcendence ;

they cover radiant spiritual experiences and intuitions

revealing some aspect of the dynamic spiritual life ; but

still they cannot give us the intuition that can offer

transcendent freedom. The Upanisadic wisdom connotes

this freedom, which releases us not only from the snares

of life but also from its richest fruitions. These fruitions,

if they attract our attention, will naturally halt the progress

of the soul ; they indicate spiritual progress and, like

lamp-posts, dispel darkness on the path ; still they should

not dazzle the soul, or hold it captive with their lustre.

It is necessary, therefore, to draw a distinction between

the supersensuous intuitions and intuition. The super-

sensuous intuitions reveal the finer phases of our being,

the stretches of the psychic life in its supraconseious

immensities, the luminosity and the transparence of our
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psychic being, but they cannot give the security and the

peace of wisdom. The enlightenment that proceeds

from the psychic transparence is surely different from that

which follows transcendent intuition. The one opens

the endless vistas of spiritual and psychic fulfilment, the

other gives the peace of truth. The former reveals the

wonders of the dynamic divine in its intrepid activity,

in its supreme silence, in its shining glories, in its majesties

and powers. It can in short reveal the contraries of

spiritual psychism.

Self-knowledge is wisdom. Self-knowledge denies dis-

tinctions. It is not self-revelation in the sense of a process.

It is not the mystic quiet of contemplation. It is not

the intoxication of love ecstasy. It is self-wisdom con-

sequent on the mystic awakening from self-limitation.

It is, as ths Mundaka has put it, the knowledge of the

indestructible, the Aksara. It is, as the Katha has it,

Amrita, the immortal. The Katha says :
“ the self-created

has spread out the objects pleasing to the senses, thus

delivered the sense-objects are enjoyed, but not the inner

self
; the wise only see the inner self, being bent on

immortality.”

The Upanisads are alive to the value of spiritual life

in immanence and its fine subtle delight, but still their

finest wisdom is not confined to the expressions and
felicities of the dynamic divine (Svetasvatara, Chapter VI).

They have not minimized their true importance. They
have their vision still more extended. They appreciate

mystic silence more than mystic delight. The Upanisads,

therefore, have practically confined wisdom to self-

knowledge and self-illumination. The mystic realization

is, accordingly, not identified with any form of the super-

sensuous experience. The luminous layer of our being

extends far beyond the physical, the sensuous, the mental,

the supermental, and even the divine.

The Mundaka Upanisad has it :
“ Para Vidya is that

by which the Aksara is known and attained.”
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The Upanisads are alive to evolution in spirituality as

well as to transcendence. Transcendence is the highest

consummation in spiritual life, for it frees the soul from
the illusions of the intellect. It frees the soul even from
the illusions of spirituality. The evolution in spiritual

life is the emergence of a finer life with dynamic fruitions

in knowledge, power, dignity, and creativeness. They are
sleeping potencies of the psyche, but they form obstacles

to the final realization of truth.

The Upanisads never set high value upon these per-

fections, though they count them as indicating the stirring

of the subtler layers of being and growth of finer perfections.

Fitness requires us to regard this fine movement of

life as mystic, though it may not obtain in the acme of

realization.

The Upanisad has it that ‘‘ the heart-knots are broken,
all doubts and the karmic-seeds are destroyed when
Brahman is realized in its transcendent oneness and
immanent unity ”. The direct realization of the tran-

scendent is a possibility with the few, the high adepts.

No doubt, the transcendent may be the desired end, but
still the spiritual life cannot always be raised to this height.

Spiritual life is often enjoyed in the concrete, for the
transcendent is not always accessible, far less enjoyable.

Though it offers an experience and realization which
nothing else can offer, still it is in a sense the denial of

concrete spiritual life. And, therefore, before the spiritual

life can become exalted into the transcendent, it naturally

should pass through spiritual possibilities of concrete

life, not with the idea of being confined thereto but with
that of realizing the orders of spiritual life in immediacy
in the march of fulfilment. The seeker in this wise realizes

the spiritual life in the world of concrete forms, causes,

and effects, the world of the formless forms, the world
of abstract spiritual expression, and finally passes into the

silence of transcendence.

But it should not be lost upon us that, though the
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dynamic fruition in one stage of spiritual life is an attractive

possibility, still it is not the culmination in spiritual life.

And its possibilities and fruitions are nothing in coixi-

parison to spiritual consummation in the Absolute. The
Upanisads are clear on this point. Hence they emphasize

more the direct knowledge of the Absolute than the

indirect realization through the subtler consciousness of

the dynamic spirituality. But in the spiritual life there

can be no law of fixed antecedence and consequence, for

our psychic being is so different. The fit soul can

immediately aspire to the transcendent, his whole psychic

being may be bent upon it, and he may not feel the least

attraction to the finer evolutions in spirituality. The
brave soul can welcome at once transcendence, since he

stands convinced of the superficialities even of the finest

concrete spiritual experiences. It, no doubt, speaks of

the greater transparency of his being and the finer psychic

fitness to be able to welcome the terrific height of realiza-

tion. To the timid spirit this terrific height in realization

cannot immediately be vouchsafed, for it is so singularly

remote that it cannot fit in with his being. Hence he has

to make way by the process of progressive realization.

He must satisfy the first dynamical aspirations before

he can think of realizing the highest in spiritual life.

Para Vidya, therefore, is the super-wisdom of Brahman.
It naturally calls for unique adaptations which can so

fit our being as to reveal truth to us directly. It may
comprise within it all forms of esoteric culture, which can

prepare the way for the ultimate realization.

But in esoteric culture there are different forms. Some
give us the direct way to realization, others introduce

us to the indirect path.

The direct path is the path of wisdom, the indirect

path is the path of progressive assimilation of life and
delight. The former is based upon understanding and
intuition, the latter upon sympathetic vibration of the

psychic being. The one is the eye-doctrine, the other
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is the heart-doctrine. In common technique they are

called Vidyas. The word “ Vidya ” has the sense of

science, knowledge, and wisdom. It indicates sometimes
the discipline, sometimes the fruition. In ‘‘Brahma-
Vidya ” the sense of fruition is greater than the sense of

discipline. But in ‘‘ Dahar-Vidya ” (conception upon the

heart-space) the sense of discipline is greater thanthe sense of
fruition. ‘‘ Vidya ” chiefly denotes a psychical attitude

which unfailingly endows the adept with wisdom. But the
“ Vidyas ” in the Upanisads have not the same meaning.

They do not generate the same kind of knowledge.

Some “ Vidyas ” give direct knowledge, others make our

psychic nature susceptible to fine influences and subtler

powers. The latter may be called Upasana, which
word has the literal meaning of “ sitting near ” in com-
munion, and expresses contemplative meditation.

Upasana endows us with life and receptivity. It makes
the being stir with graceful vibrations, revealing to us the

subtle forces of nature and self. It raises our vision to

the expressions of life’s beauties and sublimities, and
finally gives sympathetic understanding of the eternity

and the all-pervasiveness of life. It may draw us into

the softer expressions and the finer phases, but these

enjoyments of the rhythm and the delicacies of life do

not speak much of the spiritual life. The texts frequently

refer to the freshness and the joy that the initiate feels

from the sympathetic vision of life, but this is only the

surface-effect of spiritual opening in Upasana. The fine and
pure psychic self, however, can gradually rise to feel its

unity with the cosmic psychic power. Upasana can give

the union of the individual psychic self with the cosmic

psychic life. And the tension and the intensity of our

psychic being can so increase as to leave no difference

between the two. The individualized psychic self becomes

the medium of radiation of cosmic psychic forces. But
this richness in psychism is not only the effect of Upasana.

It also endows the seeker with knowledge, the knowledge
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of the dynamic divine in its activity in creation, and in

its immanence through every atom of existence. Upasana
can place the self in tune with the cosmic life. It opens

the soul to the urges of the infinite life, and the oscillation

with which they vibrate in the heart of things. When the

soul receives the vibration of the infinite life a new con-

sciousness of the all-pervasive power and wisdom dawns
upon it. But Upasana does not only give the intimation

of divine power, life, and being. It has indrawing virtues.

The soul catches the influence of the infinite life and is

lifted up from the abyss of darkness and division. Veil

after veil is withdrawn from its view before it can fully

realize the formation of the divine life through the

hierarchies of existence. But this is not enough. Soon
the revelation becomes clear of the unity of life that

runs through existence.

The contemplative receptivity can acquaint the soul

with urges of cosmic life, it can give fellowship with the

divine, it can even reveal the impersonal aspect of the

divine, but it cannot endow the soul with the knowledge

of transcendence, for it cannot tear off the psychic

individuality. It rotates round this axis.

Hence it can never rise to the height and enjoy the

privilege of transcendent wisdom.

Even in the meditation that follows Upasana the self

may free itself from the theistic attitude of mind and
realize the magnitude of its own being. It feels the cosmic

self, and the cosmic life as its being. The sense of exclusive-

ness and individuality is to be overcome in spiritual life.

Corresponding to these kinds of knowledge, the dis-

tinction has been drawn between the Para (superior) and
Apara (inferior) Brahman. The path of the realization

of the former is necessarily distinct from the way of

realization of the latter ; but the realization of both
requires a fine psychic being. The psychic fitness required

for the realization of the one may lead on by making a
still finer opening for the realization of the other.



Chapter XV

TWO PATHS

Samkara in his commentary on the Chhandogya

distingmshes the paths of spiritual evolution from the

path of native seeking, the path of light and the path of

darkness.

The path of darkness is the path of unrestricted impulses.

It allows the gratification of the natural man. And the

consequence is the morass of entanglement in the crude

impelling of nature. Samkara says :
“ Misery of a degraded

life is the consequence.” (Commentary on Chhandogya,

Introduction.)

The path of life is the path of restricted habits,

disciplined will, and chastened being. When the discipline

is restricted to the formation of habits and acquisition

of merits in the performance of sacrifices only, the fruition

is not high. It allows of enjoying life in a subtler plane

of existence. But it cannot give a radiant and shining

self which is the promise of a life not only of sacrifice but

of sacrifice helped by the finer pranic culture and deva-

worship. (Samkara.) Naturally the promise in mystic life

is consequent upon the emergence of fine consciousness.

The fineness of insight and being due to sacrificial rites

cannot compare favourably with the fineness of being

and insight reared up by meditative effort. The former

does not go so deep as the latter. The latter acquaints

the seeker with the movement of fine life and consciousness.

The performance of sacrifice cannot allow us the free

flow of spiritual life, because the ideal strictly sought is

not spirituality. The direct end is gratification, and hence

the sense of agency cannot be lost. Karma stiU entangles

the soul. Where Karma follows a sanctioned path, it can

22S
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produce a fine sensibility and some merit. Merit yields subtle

gratifications but, since the initiate cannot get above

the conceit of agency, he naturally becomes bound to an

active psyche which does not become chastened by dedica-

tion and wisdom. The sacrificial rites may chasten the

soul and generate some merit, but it cannot make the

soul and the psyche the recipient of the deeper currents

of life. The main attraction of spirituality is the freedom

it allows from the self-centric move of life by breaking the

chords of individuality. Karma has been denounced

because it, instead of relaxing, always deepens the sense of

individuahty. Nay, what is more, the sacrificial rites

lend a deceptive attraction by the promise of subtle

gratifications.

Knowledge gives freedom from the sense of an agent,

and Karma cannot free the soul from psychic impellings

and susceptibilities. True freedom comes from the

dissociation of the self from the psyche. And even when
this ideal of freedom is not achieved, the higher psychism

can make the soul the recipient of the finer currents of

spirit, if the sense of the agency is lost. Karma can
compel nature to yield us gratification, but spirituality

is not mere conquest over nature. It is transformation

of nature. But Karma cannot give us this. The sense

of agency is the creation of nature ; and, unless man can
be denaturalized, it cannot rise above it and possess

true spirituality.

Karma in the Upanisads has a wider significance.

It includes both sacrificial rites and Upasana. Both imply
some form of activity. The one rears up fine and powerful

will, the other fine concentration and penetrative mind.

The powerful will together with the merit acquired by
the sacrificial performances bring fruitions to the agent.

Such Upasana gives us glimpses into higher mentality.

It is a free form of activism. Though the end of such
activism is a revelation of knowledge, power, and delight,

a fine expression of being and consciousness, still it cannot
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be confounded with Jnanam. Jnanam gives transcendence ;

Upasana fine mentality and rich powers.

The Upanisads give preference to the Karma which
becomes spiritualized, so to speak, by being associated

with pranic culture and deva-worship. But this is not

strictly Karma. Here the activism of Karma is displaced

by the receptivity of dedication and devotion, and the

pranic culture.

It has no longer the crude impelling of Karma : it

can now exhibit its purer and freer nature, its finer

receptivity. The moment the psyche becomes free from
the sense of agency, it feels its unbounded receptivity

and expanse, and the serene, free, spontaneous delight

of spiritual life. The free flow of Prana is indicative of

the fine life in spirit, for the spiritual life is infinitely

plastic and endlessly receptive. A time comes in the

history of spiritual life when the sense of active agent

is displaced by the sense of passive recipient, and the

flow of life is felt uninterruptedly.

When Karma becomes associated with cosmic Prana,

it is no longer Karma : for the pranic culture frees us

from the sense of agency. The infusion of the cosmic

or Mahaprana into our being effects a tremendous change

in it.

It starts varied intuitions, according to the degree

of the receptivity of the refined psychism which it produces.

The Upanisads lay great emphasis upon the Prana-

Upasana. Prana-Upasana puts us in intimate touch

with the complexities and subtleties of the cosmic life

as expressed in the physical, the biological, and the psychic

planes of existence. Nay, it carries the soul through the

finer psychic planes to the root cause of the whole existence,

the Mahaprana.

The regulation of Pranas establishes pranic equilibrium,

but we cannot long stand there if we have earthly

attractions.

Samkara in his commentary on the Prasna Upanisad
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(vi, 8) identifies Prana with Hiranyagarva. And the

adept in the pranic culture naturally has the fitness

to reach Hiranyagarva (the being with inner effulgence).

Prana is pervasive of the whole existence. It is operative

in every atom. It carries the adept from the realm of

effects to the realm of causes, from the realm of causes

to the realm of the first cause. But Prana cannot carry

the soul beyond that. It can give a forward move and
an upward lift ; and the adept may rest in safety. He
can stay in the realm of the first cause to gain the final

illumination and to attain the calm.

The adept in pranic culture becomes aware of the

subtle connection between the Mahaprana and the Pranas,

and getting hold of this connection he can merge himself

into the Mahaprana, and can have its rest and quiet

there. Prana is the world-soul, the thread of life that keeps

us and the world in being, and naturally the adept in

Prana can have direct intimacy with the world-soul.

To shake off the yoke of individuality, a deeper

realization and understanding is necessary. The pranic

dynamism, however finely attuned with the cosmic

dynamism, however inwardly drawn, cannot shake off

the sense of individuality. There may be occasional

overshadowing of individuality when there is the sudden
inrush from the cosmic dynamism, but this cannot

permanently remove the sense of individuality. The seed

of individuality still persists. The occasional silence felt in

the pranic culture is due to the depolarization of the forces

—centripetal and centrifugal : but this depolarization

cannot be permanent. For the contraries of polarization

and depolarization are constant in the dynamic divine

;

and a complete depolarization is only possible when
there is the cosmic withdrawal at the end of a cycle of

existence.

To link oneself with cosmic Prana—^to feel its infusion

and vibration—^is a desirable end. It endows the adept

with powers. It reveals the richness of the infinite life,
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and finally the adept comes to understand Prana as the

divine energy. The indrawn urge of the Prana establishes

an unfailing association between the finite and the infinite.

It can free us from the conflicts and can introduce to

us rhythms and melodies of life. It can introduce us to

the spring of life and acquaint us with the dynamic aspect

of spiritual life. It can give us ever-broadening vision,

but it cannot give us the final wisdom of transcendence.

We shall draw at this stage a distinction between
Upasana and Jnana. Upasana is a finer form of psychic

activity. It has its terminus in knowledge. Samkara
puts it thus :

“ Upasana is to keep up the even flow of

mental consciousness upon some object, as prescribed in

the Sastras, and to keep off the disturbing stream of

consciousness, quite different.” He goes on :
“ these

forms of discipline because of promoting sattva are helpful

to the final knowledge.”

Upasana is the meditative strain. It is psychic con-

centration. It is sometimes inspired by devotional feelings.

Upasana places the soul in a receptive attitude. It fosters

fine mentality which can obtain easy access into the

mysteries of life and nature. It frees the mind from the

subjective preoccupations and desires. It affords a great

relaxation of our being from the insurgent impulses and
fosters the psychic attitude which allows communion
with the heart of reality.

Its great task is to acquaint us with the divine and to

convey us to its charge. It puts us in direct connection

with radiant life. It makes us vibrate with forces of

spirituality. It introduces us to a new life. It oscillates

our being with new hopes and aspirations. But these

hopes and aspirations follow new perceptions and realiza-

tions in the finer setting of life, which reveals itself as

the chastened notes of life are touched upon.

But the Upanisads do not lay so much stress upon the

music of the soul. They lay stress upon wisdom. The
finer currents of life exibiting in the devotional mysticism
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are not much noticed, since they are supposed not to

represent the highest end of the mystic life.

Hence even in Upasana they emphasize the attitude

of attaining freedom and not the attitude of enjoying

finer delight and freer movement.
Vidya in the former sense is transcendent wisdom.

Vidya in the latter sense is artistic or poetic intuition.

But all is not said when we characterize Vidya in the

latter sense as artistic intmtion, for there are many Vidyas,

which give us knowledge not only of the divine setting

of existence, but carry us with analytical penetration

from the fine to the finer realm of existence. Some Vidyas

present the sjmoptic vision of the immanental existence,

some supply the analytical presentation of the details

of existence and enable us to appraise them in their true

colour and proper estimate. But finally the knowledge
of them is blended in the whole, for the bent of mystic

life is to be in tune with the spirit of the whole.

The greatest asset of mysticism is that it sees the whole

in a moment. The mysticism in the Upanisads shows
the decided tendency to appraise the whole in the great

and the small, and even when there is the possibility

of concentration upon the different aspects of existence

it never deflects from its central tendency. A cursory

glance is cast upon the points of existence to appraise

their setting in the whole.

Upasana conveys, therefore, the sense of complete

melting of omr former being and a re-moulding of it in

divine harmony. This rebuilding of life gives a direct

access to the lights supramental and power supra-

natural. And this harmony builds for the final knowledge.

Upasana goes naturally midway between activism and
transcendence. It transforms human activism into divine

impelling and adjusts the relation of life in its supra-

mental light. But it cannot lead us beyond the enlightened

vision of the facts and forces of life in the cosmic setting.

To this end we require the Vidya of the first kind. This
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Vidya is fundamentally different from the Upasana,
for it carries us beyond the realm of life to the realm of

silence.

The Upanisads prescribe various forms of Upasana.
Their object is to carry the seeker from gross to fine

truths, with the sharpening of intellect and fineness

of feelings which they foster.

Upasana reveals truth to us by making our whole
being rhj^hmical. It is a spiritual art. It sets our being

in a definite way and moulds it in a fashion such as would
make it communicative of spiritual truths lying hidden
in the soul.

The various Vidyas are forms of Upasana. They put

the mind in a psychic attitude to realize truths. All the

Vidyas cannot give the same kind of truth, for they do
not foster the same psychism. Most of the Vidyas are

confined to the sectional presentation of the truth in

immanence. And, therefore, when the texts read that Vidya
gives us immortality, it must not pass for the ordinary

psychic intuition. A distinction is, therefore, to be drawn
between Vidyas. And it generally falls into two divisions :

(1) Vidya in the sense of transcendental wisdom
; (2)

Vidyas in the sense of psychic intuition giving us the

immanental secrets of spirit reflected in nature.

It generates a state of will-lessness. This freeing of

the self from will gives it a rest, a calm, and a relaxation

which offer it the right receptivity for the higher

knowledge of the object.

It raises the “ consciousness to the pure will-less,

timeless subject of knowledge This attitude of the

subject at once makes a corresponding change in the

knowledge of the object.

And if the subject in Upasana is elevated to a pure

receptive being, the object is also drawn out from its

environmental setting. Its objectivity in the ordinary

sense is dissolved, for this “ objectivity ” lies in being

an element in the order of the relatives. Upasana helps
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us to see the objects in their bareness and not as space-time

events. It wants to free them from the law of final causes.

It wants to see them in their ideal aspect, in their inner

rhythm and harmony. Its charm lies in the presentation

of “ objects ” as “ ideas ” set in a fine harmony. This

idealization of the objects at least frees them from the

pictorial time-sense and allows a timeless perception.

This placing of ideas beyond the order of realistic space

and time is what captivates the soul, for along with this

kind of perception the soul also enjoys a unique freedom.

Upasana has, therefore, a transcendence. But this

transcendence is akin to the transcendence in aesthetic

intuition or perception. There is transcendence of space

and time. Sometimes there is transcendence of the subject,

the subject being absorbed in the object. In Upasana,

there is a clean forgetting at times of the subject—and
a complete absorption of it in the idea or the object.

In this clean forgetting of the self and its tendencies

there is the possibility of the object or the idea being

impressed fully upon the receptive mind. A sort of aesthetic

absorption follows.

^Esthetic absorption carries us into the heart of reality

and one returns from this with the impress of knowledge

about the reality ; if one is not completely overcome.

Hence Upanasa has also an informative aspect. It intro-

duces us into the causal aspect of existence and reveals

the immensities and beauties hidden therein.

But to characterize Upasana as aesthetic intuition will

not be to represent the full truth. In Upasana in its best

form and fullest intensity, there is a sense of identification

of the subject with the object ; at least the subject becomes
so much possessed of the object that its clear impress is

left upon the subject. Nothing is dead and inert. Upasana
brings this truth to us. And, therefore, naturally the

meditative self feels the dynamic forces of ideas and
powers. Absorption is followed by knowledge and power.

The worship of even the creative matrix (Prakriti),
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the worship of Prana, all come under Upasana. These
Vidyas are always sources of some power, for they give

knowledge of Prakriti and its forces, and teach us how to

regulate them to our advantage and control them for

our purpose. Such Vidyas cannot give us complete

freedom from subjective impulses. They can stir forces

in us and the corresponding forces in nature to attain

some definite ends by the help of the law of correspondence.

Even when definite ends are not taught, these Vidyas
can at best acquaint us with the causal aspect of Prafaiti

and allow a riddance out of the conflict of the divergent

forces of nature. It can give an apparent equilibrium

when the centrifugal forces are calmed down.
Upasana in all its forms acquaints us with the truth

hidden in nature and in the psyche, but in its finest form
it breaks the original polarization of reality into Prana
and Raye, and restores the original calm. But here it

takes a different form and is no longer a kind of mental

absorption. Yet its character is not lost. This depolarization

also reproduces the original equilibrium. It is a state

where all activities of nature and mind are suspended.

The end is to recover the lost self by quelling momentarily

the forces of creative expression.

Upasana in this form is a source of power and rest

;

power, because it gives control over the forces ; and rest,

because it produces equilibrium by depolarizing the

original forces, with which creation begins.

But this depolarization cannot be permanent, for there

is the constant cosmic tendency of creativeness and
expression ; and, however effective the process may be,

it cannot produce the eternal sleep of the forces in the

creative matrix (Prakriti). But even this sleep is not

desirable, for it is not the quiet of the soul. It is the enforced

quiet produced by the inversion of the process of

creative expression. It appears as a state of wiU-less-

ness and as a desirable freedom from the insurgent impulses.

But this Will-lessness is not a state of complete freedom
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from tension, since the seeds of desires lie inherent and

break the momentary calm. Life moves within tension

and relaxation, and, besides the natural relaxation in

sleep, the self enjoys relaxation in Upasana. It can

establish silence which cannot be subsequently disturbed by
the inrush of unenlightened impulses and desires. It can

connect it to cosmic vitalism, and can give us effective

manhood, but it cannot give us the final enlightenment.

It cannot make us ready for wisdom and calm. This

shortcoming must accompany all forms of approaches

that are without the kindly rays of knowledge and
understanding.

Hence the Upanisads do not subscribe themselves to

any form of worship, which has no bearing on knowledge.

Even when the forces of nature or even Prana have been

accepted as the medium of worship, they have been

looked upon as reflecting some power of Brahman. This

attitude throws saving grace upon Upasana.

The Vedanta says that true superiority is attained

in Upasana by concentrating on the forces as Brahman.
This superiority lies in directing our attention to wisdom
and is not natural to the unenlightened self. The unen-

lightened self seeks power from the forces, the enlightened

self looks upon them as reflecting the cosmic being.

Religious consciousness frees us from the thought of the

self and the delight of religious consciousness lies in

this freedom from all forms of subjectivity. Subjectivity

in religion sits upon the soul as a nightmare, and imless

the soul can rid itself of this oppression, it cannot under-

stand, enjoy the meaning and touch of religious inspiration.

The religious instinct in man is essentially an impulse

to forget the blind insistencies of the self and religious

inspiration is a blessing because it allows the enjoyment
of the disinterested delight.

The disinterested delight cannot be realized if there

is a subjective touch in our attitude and seeking. This

disinterestedness makes religion a subject of absorbing
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interest. The thought of self at once pulls us down from
the height and stifles the possibility of spiritual life. It

requires, therefore, a fine training in philosophy, a deeper

understanding which can free us from the thought of

self and invite the stream of supernal delight into us.

Happily if our being is in right tune, all the necessary

requirements follow. True spirituality cannot leave any
point of our being undeveloped, since the response proceeds

from the whole being.

The religious sense transfigures our thought and being,

and frees us from the native disposition. Religion requires

a complete transformation, for it is a new life based upon
a new understanding.

The reading of the psychic and cosmic forces in the

light of the supreme light changes the nature and character

of our attitude in Upasana from the seeking of power
and privilege to the serene joy of harmony and mystic

exaltation consequent on the fine perception of the radiant

soul in nature and man.
The worship of the Devas can at best give some subject-

tive satisfaction. It cannot carry us further. In the

Isa Upanisad emphasis has, therefore, been laid on all the

forms of Vidya as helping us to penetrate into the mysteries

of our being and Prakriti ; but it distinctly is anxious

to carry us forward to the knowledge of Atman, since

the Vidyas cannot give us freedom. These Vidyas, Sambhuti,

Assambhuti, etc., are after all methods and disciplines

to gain access into the finer and causal aspects

of becoming, and hence they fall short of true mystic

insight. They may carry through the different planes

of existence, but they cannot give the wisdom transcen-

dental. They satisfy the subjective claim and have the

impress of religious empiricism. True spirituality cannot

be traced in them, religious intuition excels in its synoptic

vision of reality, hence the Upanisads lay more stress

upon the form of Upasana which forsakes the path of

satisfaction and fosters aesthetic and spiritual intuition.
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The Katha truly says :
“ When the heart becomes free

from all clingings to desires, then the mortal becomes im-

mortal and attains Brahman. When the heart-knots are

all sundered, then the man attains immortality.” These
texts put forward the true character of spiritual life.

The fruit of highest spirituality is wisdom. Wisdom
gives freedom. Brahma-Vidya is to be distinguished

from other Vidyas or Upasanas in this, that it enables

us to overcome impellings of natural insistencies or even
supernatural aspirations and enjoy the calm beyond
natural or spiritual dynamism.

Forgetfulness of the actual into the ideal has been
the saving grace of religion ; forgetfulness in the con-

templation of the music, the beauty, and the dignity of

life has been the attraction of the aesthetic life. It is life’s

fine expression in life’s grace and beauty that attracts

in the life of contemplation (Upasana). But the secret

of attraction in Brahma-Vidya lies in even going beyond
this. The soul must rise to the height of seeing the face

of silence. It is not the silence where the noise of life is

hushed in its music. It is the silence where the music
of life melts away.
The music of life is deep-laid in silence ; those who

are not lost in the raptures of its music can feel the
dignity of its silence. Silence and music are interwoven
in the texture of our being ; he who can see the silence

can better understand the music.



Chapter XVI

THE FIVE SHEATHS ^

The Upanisads lay down a training and a discipline

which can give the direct knowledge of the psychic and
vital forces and the powers that function in us and
can make us cosmically active. This, no doubt, is the path
of powers which can be fruitful towards wisdom and
knowledge by wise detachment.
The inward search for the highest truth is psychological

penetration into the subtler forces active in man and nature.

The penetration is keen and analytical enough to

distinguish the principles and their functions, either

psychical or cosmical. The Upanisads lay down a course

of concentration upon these principles. This makes it

possible to realize their nature and appreciate their

functions.

Concentration intensifies their functions and magnifies

their being, for theinnerhas acorrespondencewith the outer,

and the thread of life is the same within and without. The
inner penetration enables us to feel their cosmic functions

and the initiate thiswise develops in him cosmic powers.

The concentration upon Manas, Vijnana, Chitta, Samkalpa,

etc., makes us feel their cosmic character. Intensive

^ The Taittiriya directly and the Chhandogya indirectly have touched
upon the Five Sheaths and have gone so far as to regard them not only as

psychological principles, but also as cosmological.
The Chhandogya gives us a similar account.
Prana is put at the top, next to Brahman. Next to Prana is Asha

(hope). The first wave of Prana is the wave of creation ; hope and desire—^Asha and Smara—are initial urges to creation. They originate Akasa ;

Akasa ori^ates Teja ; Teja, Apa ; Apa, Anna ; Anna initiates strength ;

strength (it must be psychic and physical stren^h) begets Vijnana, which
is superior to Dhyana (because concentration begets knowledge) ; Dhyana
to Chitta (Dhyana is Chitta on a point of concentration) ; Chitta to

Samkalpa ; Samkalpa to Manas ; Manas to speech ; speech to name
(because name is the concrete expression of speech).

285
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concentration is effective not only in giving the inward

being a poise and a calm, but also is fruitful in moving
these forces cosmically. The range of vision, therefore,

extends the unity of forces and the adept soon begins

to feel, not frequently, but occasionally, the wave of cosmic

life, mentality, and intelligence.

The meditative strain has the immediate effect not

only of developing a finer insight, but also of moving
the finer being. The finer vision is followed by a wider

being.

The great hindrance to expansive life is the clinging

to a finite centre ; and concentration helps the assimilation

of the fundamental unity of life by dispelling the limitation

of being and the restriction of functions.

The sense of separateness is detrimental to the fostering

of the imiversal sense, and the Chhandogya, therefore,

enjoins the removal of thin distinctions of principles and
functions to foster right understanding.^

These faculties can be divided as belonging to either

higher or lower mentality. Ananda and Vijnana are

superior to mental vital-complexes. They are not expressly

active in all. They have scarcely any touch with the

animal being. They are forces of bliss and intelligence

;

intelligence which gives us superior wisdom and philosophic

penetration ; bliss, which is consequent upon the trans-

formation of the lower self and upon quietude.

Manas and Prana are mental-vital complexes. They
meet the needs of the animal self. Manas is the seat of

desires. Desires move Prana to activity. Manas under
the influence of Vijnana can function in a subtle way,
and then it becomes freed from the demands of the lower

self.

Ordinarily these forces do not work harmoniously.

The vital-animal nature is generally dominant, and it

is active in most men. Only in the philosophers and in

^ This is implied everywhere in the Chhandogya Upani^ad in the promise
of a f]!ee life and power as the result of intensive concentration upon
these principles.
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the artists, the flashes come from the higher nature.

Even then a conflict is felt between the demands of the
higher and the lower self. The great point with the mystic
is to put the whole nature into harmony by gradually

transforming the lower nature. When the lower does not
any longer present its own demand, when it loses itself

in the blending of the whole, in the peace of the soul,

then alone the divine harmony is established in us and
our being moves in perfect rhythm. The more the texture

of our being is set in fine harmony, the more the corre-

spondence between the inner and the cosmic life becomes
a fact of our knowledge and the secrets of life come to

be realized to the full.

Nature has its saving grace. Through conflict and
tension it rises to the higher harmony. When we have
passed beyond tension, we shall have harmony. Tension

is the helper, tension was the bar. When we have done
with desire, we have the secret to power. Desire was
the bar, desire is the helper. The forces of opposition

offer real help when the deeper harmony in which they

are laid out is realized.

The Mystic is, therefore, anxious to establish a tune

in the psychic being in order that the lower urges may
not disturb the calm and frustrate the search ; this

becomes possible when the pranic and mental urges

no longer seek crude satisfaction. To this end, concentra-

tion is to be sustained, so long as detachment is not com-
pletely established. Detachment is helpful intwo ways :

—

(1) It gives the fuller knowledge which is not other-

wise possible
; (2) it opens the possibility of realizing

the unity of these principles, in their psychic and cosmic

functioning.

Nay, the greater the detachment, the finer becomes

the vision. And so long as the detachment continues

the self receives the impress of the cosmic urges. This

inflow of cosmic energy gives us more life and greater

freedom.
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This kind of meditation acquaints the seeker directly

with the forces forming his composite being and infuses

into him subtler vibrations of these forces.

The seeker does not enjoy them in a personal sense.

At least a personal touch puts a restriction upon the free

exhibition and display of these forces.

The more the cosmic functioning of them becomes
clearly evident, the more the self becomes dissociated

from the personal limitation. How the restriction of

forces comes to take place is difficult to envisage, but

the mystic bent is to destroy their inertia and increase

their elasticity, and finally to break through the false

divisions that exhibit their limitation. The Upanisads

are eloquent about the final transcendence of the soul,

and, to foster this understanding, it is necessary and
helpful that the centralization of the finite should be

dispensed with, and the understanding of an identity

of the dynamic divine and the finite being should be

built up.

The finite consciousness and powers are embraced
by the infinite consciousness and powers, and it indeed

goes a great way when the meaning and the reality of

this distinction are lost upon us by quickening the forces,

for this really exhibits the potential divinity of man. Man
is enmeshed in limitations, but his limitations are not

eternal. The divinity sleeps in him and a realization of

this divinity is possible. His divinity becomes apparent

when the restrictions of his being and powers are with-

drawn by awakening in him a divine psychism. This

implies, therefore, a discipline and a culture to energize

the forces ; and nothing is more fruitful to that end than
the concentration upon them as Atman.
The withdrawal of the distinction between the dynamic

divine and man which is the promise of Upasana
can, therefore, be at best a yogic discipline with the

acquisition of supernatural psychic powers. It can
give an occasional stirring of the dynamic divine in us
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and can occasionsdly suspend the native functioning

of the individual self
; but such an opening cannot be

permanent from the nature of the case, for man, constituted

as he is, cannot long enjoy the ingress of divine powers.

He is not fit for it owing to the limitation of his physical

and intellectual systems. The stirring of his powers
gradually fits him for an effective expression of the cosmic
life through him, but that becomes possible only when
the acquired tendencies of the vital-mental being have
been displaced by the inflow of the dynamic divine.

Whatever is looked upon as Brahman acquires a significance

and a power, which is not otherwise accessible. Such
seems to be the conclusion of the Chhandogya.
The meditative penetration brings us to the realization

of Prana as the finest force located in Atman. Prana
gains expression in longing and desire (evidently the

desire for creation). Longing begets remembrance and
mentality. Now the cosmic creation begins. Mentality

begets Akasa ; Akasa, Teja ; Teja, Apa ; Apa, Anna.
Next begins the psychic creation. Anna gives Bala (strength

and vitality) ; Bala gives Vijnana (Samkara writes in the

commentary :
“ Balam gives the power of understanding

of the objects presented to the mind ”) ; Vijnana is

superior to Dhyana ; Dhyana is superior to Chitta, for

Dhyana makes Chitta collected and receptive. Chitta is

superior to Samkalpa, for Chitta makes Samkalpa possible.

Conclusion

This stage in the process of spiritual fruition is necessary.

By removing the conflicts of our vital and psychic nature

and by purifying our inner nature it shows the rich possi-

bilities of the spiritual life.

The coarseness and grossness of the sheaths round

the self do not allow its light to be fully reflected in us.

Spiritual life is a life of powers, elasticity, movement,

and freedom ; and, unless the psychic forces are keenly
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active in us, the potentialities of dynamic spiritual life

cannot be fully realized. The psychic forces acquire

strength, when their inward nature as ultimately cosmic

forces is made clear.

Every centre of existence can wake up his potential

divinity in him by creating a harmony in himself. And
this inner harmony ultimately reveals the greater harmony
between the psychic and the cosmic forces. Man is installed

this way to his divine heritage of power, plenty, and
peace. The psychic centres become the transmitters

of divine will. Wider realization in the plentitude of being

is the natural result of the complete divinization of our

being. But to this consummation nothing is so conducive

as the removal of the ego and egoistic claims and insistencies.

Nature abhors a vacuum. The dynamic divine fills our

beings when the little self is removed from the scene

of activity. To die is to live, to forget is to know, to

be emptied is to be filled. Such is the mystery of the

spiritual life.

If the Upanisads give us the different forms of

meditation, they also indicate the most sensitive and
receptive centres in our psychic being. The Chhandogya
enjoins to concentrate on the heart-cave, the Maitra

on the bliss-cave. The former is known as Dahar-

Akasa, the latter as Ananda Guha. The Brahma-Vindu
also prescribes concentration on the heart-centre.

Meditation becomes easily intensive and swiftly

expressive in this centre. This centre at once gives a

sublime feeling and an expressive calm. Concentration

on this centre gives the wide stretch of illumination.

Ranga Ramanuja regards it as the culmination of spiritual

seeking. This is the centre of our being. There are

many centres, but the one which can be most agreeably

helpful is the heart-centre. This centre can respond to

the finer oscillations of the whole being, and can ultimately

arouse the cosmic vision. It reveals the secrets of silence.

With this centre is connected the subtle passage through
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which the adepts escape at death which finally enables

the adept to pass out of the body. (Samkara Bahsya,

Chap. VIII of Chhandogya.) The Yogis have command
over this path of exit from and re-entering into the physical

body. This is the path which directly connects the psychic

with the cosmic being, and allows the psyche to pass out

of the physical envelope and directly envisage the different

strata or planes of subtle existence. This is a possibility,

however, that can be developed by very few initiates.

Samkara says in his commentary :
“ Brahman, the light

of knowledge, is refiected in the transparent mirror of

concentrated mental being of the Yogis.”

There are many psychic centres. They have distinctive

functions. They awake and originate different kinds of

psychic forces and powers. But the forces are to be
harmonized, for they are forces of the dynamic divinity.

The Upanisads have laid stress upon the heart-centre

because it is the pivot of our being and concentration on
this can reveal to us the blending of existence in the divine.

Samkara has raised the question whether the

Brahmapura, the Dahar-Akasa, is a convenient centre

of meditation or Brahman itself. He goes on :
“ Since

Brahman is felt in this heart-cave, therefore the centre

usually stands for Brahmapura. Indeed this Brahmapura
is Brahman.” Ananda Giri has it that Brahmapura is the

centre of the knowledge of Brahman. That which is the

locus of all existence, cannot have strictly any locus,

and this location can only be figurative. But the sensation

of an illuminative calm marks out this centre as the special

seat of delight. This also suggests the theory of spiritual

space.

Ranga Ramanuja takes Dahar Akasa to mean Suksma
Akasa or subtle space. Again he says that Akasa suggests

Paramatma.
The texts describe Susupti as a state in which the self

passes into a natural calm, being freed from desires and

clingings of the self.
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The text has it that when the soul has its agreeable

peace in sleep (being freed from the impure impress of the

sense-objects), it dreams not, when it enters into the nerves

;

then no sin can touch it, as it is then possessed of light

Ranga Ramanuja says :
“ Tejas is here indicative of

Brahman, because of its illuminativeness.” Samkara has

also in his commentary on the text :
“ Merit or demerit

does not touch it, as it is possessed of truth.” (VIII, vi, 3).

The texts here describe the suspension of the mental

and the sense-activity and the natural withdrawal of the

soul in Susupti where it sees not the worlds of waking and
dream.

The entrance into the nerves is indicative of the entrance

into the mystic centre with a location behind the heart.

This path is the mystic path and is revealed to the adepts.^

In deep sleep the soul passes into this centre, and the

texts say that in this centre it feels no individuality, it is

possessed of light.

Samkara comments :
‘‘ This is surely the entrance into

Brahmaloka ... by that passage the wise pass into

Brahmaloka.” The text reads :
“ This is the satisfaction

that Atman gets out of the body and attains the superior

light and gets to its own truer being.” (Chhandogya,

VIII, 8, 4.)

Susupti has no psychic oscillations of the waking and
the dream. Nature is inoperative in Susupti. This inaction

gives the soul an advantage, enabling it to see itself

independent of the psychic activities. This discrimination

is a great help to mystic consciousness, for it takes long

to impress this distinction between the psyche and the self.

Dahar-Upasana fosters that attitude which can give

an easy isolation from the vital and mental insistences

and acquaint the soul with the stream of light that scatters

its silent influence in the deep recesses of the heart. Susupti

also gives a temporary release from these insistences.

^ “ The nerves of the heart are a hundred and one, the one amongst them
passes through the brains.” (Chhandogya.)
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The utmost concentration in meditation and the utmost
diffusion in Susupti have in the end almost the same result.

Concentration tears the veil, diffusion makes it inoperative.

When our being becomes fully attuned, it can keep up
its conscious discrimination in deep sleep. Here diffusion

gives a natural quiet and the habits of concentration keep
up discrimination even in the quietude of sleep. The
natural relaxation of Susupti combined with the habit

of concentration produces a kind of psychic sleep. Such
sleep may be called yoga-nidra, for to speak in

terminology of Samkara it is not sleep in which tamas
dominates, it is sleep in which sattva dominates. The
sattvic dominance produces an outward inaction of the

mental being, but keeps up luminosity all the time.

Psychic sleep is to be distinguished from natural sleep.

The normal functions of the mind become inoperative

in both. In normal sleep the psychic being is quiet,

attention is diffusive. In psychic sleep the psychic being

remains active. But in both sleeps there is a fall or lapse

of the active and logical self—^the lapse of historic

continuity and the sense of time. The one implies complete

relaxation of psychic being, the other its utmost concen-

tration. The fine psychic possibilities which follow

purification are to be distinguished from psychic oscillations

in Susupti. The former give penetration and power, the

latter a foreshadowing of the self’s independence and
freedom from psychic life. Susupti frees us from the

sense of relativity of the normal and the suprasensuous

consciousness.

The experience in Susupti is unique. It almost gives a
new dimension of being. It foreshadows it. In the

highest tension of the psychic being there is, in the dropping

of the normal, epistemological duality ; but still the

access into the finer stretches of life has its charms and more
of them. The vibrations from the suprasensuous heights

often pass for the great spiritual fruitions but the normal
experience of Susupti has a great educative influence

;
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it suggests a new opening in the spiritual life and indicates

it as without any dimension. Conscious life has its

dimension, so to speak, in its normal and supranormal
stretches. But its existence without a reference to any
dimension is what is indicated in Susupti and is realized

in Turiya.^

The disciplines referred to above are fraught with finer

spiritual possibilities in the life of concentration. These
possibilities are the evolution of the finer consciousness

and the subtler movement of being.

^ Fourth state of consciousness.



Chapter XVII

SYMBOLISM

Symbolism is apparent in the texts. Apart from nature’s

forces used as symbols, the Upanisads lay stress on Om.
Natural forces are used as symbols to inspire an animated
vision of nature. The location of Brahman in nature’s

forces, the sun, the moon, the fire, is the rudimentary
awakening of spiritual consciousness. Though, in this

vision of nature, spiritual consciousness is animistic,

still this is an advance upon the naturalistic outlook.

But this animistic vision does not long persist. In animism
a kind of dualism—matter and spirit—^still lingers. But
spiritualization runs swiftly, and the consciousness of

nature as different from spirit is displaced by the idealistic

vision of nature. Nature is supposed to be the play of

spirit. This exaltation leaves no room for distinction

between nature and spirit. And at this height of con-

sciousness symbolism gives way to spiritual perception.

The symbol Om has deeper significance. It unfolds the

finer sensibility and perception. It can move the inner

spirituality of man. It stands for the cosmic harmony.
It presents the rhythm deeply laid in spirit.

It helps to transcend the discord of life and exhibit

its harmony, a harmony which is not otherwise accessible.

In a sense it represents the impersonal life in its expansive

being. It helps the supramental opening as it touches the

generally untouched layers of the deeper consciousness.

It stirs the finer being find frees the self from the instinctive

urges. This clear consciousness of the self as separate

from instinctive urges, from the vital-animal propensions,

is the secondary effect. This secondary effect has its use.

It discriminates the gross and the irrational from the

245
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fine and the rational. The want of discrimination has

been the fruitful source of the error that spiritual life

can be shaped out of the non-spiritutd.

This du^ty between nature and spirit, between the

outward forces of the organism and the senses and indrawn

force of spirit has been well illustrated in the Chhandogya
(Chapter II). The “ natural ” man has his senses and
faculties directed to natural ends. They satisfy animal

ends. Unless the faculties and the senses can be

spiritualized, the birth of spirit within becomes impossible.

The story goes that the senses, including the vital-Prana,

the Manas, and all other faculties, took the protection

of Uthgeetha (Om) ; they were then freed from their

grossness and impurities and obtained the elasticity and
penetration natural to spiritual life.

When the inner being catches the influence of the

higher rhythm of life and soul, it together with the organs

of the senses undergoes a change and a transformation.

The divinity which is immanent in us manifests itself

as we grow clean. The senses and the organism vibrate

with fine urges and become open to fine influences. The
senses feel the elevating inspiration of the new life. They
feel the touch of divine life inwardly and outwardly.

Spiritual life is indicated as freedom, ease, and freshness

;

the fullest current of spiritual life cannot make its way
unless the physical body and sense-organs are spiritualized,

so to speak, i.e. unless they are impelled by the fine Sattva

and become free from the inertia of Tamas and the

impetuosity of Rajas.

Tlie first effect, therefore, of the spiritual awakening is

(1) the discrimination of the material from the spiritual

and (2) the gradual spiritualization of the organs of the

mind and the senses.

This, no doubt, soimds strange, but spiritual insight

tells us that so strong and effective is the dynamic current

of spirit, that though the complete spiritualization of the

body is not possible from the nature of the case, yet the
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body under the higher influence is purified of its dross in

such a way as makes it a fit vehicle of effective spiritual

expression. This implies no change in its physical nature,

but the dominance of its Sattvic constituent which engrafts

it with a transparent being. It feels easy, highly vitalized,

and quick to receive influences. These changes take place

not directly but indirectly, for the spiritual influence has
immediate effect upon the mental being, it purifies and
chastens it and, indirectly, its vehicle of expression, the

senses and the organism. When the subtle body is

influenced by the impressions of the senses, it can hardly

be sensitive to the higher influences of spirit, and it is

therefore an almost imperative necessity for the spiritual

seeker to keep the subtle body free from the influence of

the flesh.

The greatest difficulty is experienced here, for inmost cases

the tendencies of the flesh are dominant and imperative,

and the dweller of the soul puts up an inefficient fight

against them as a rule. The silent currents of the soul

should be effectively moved that the tendencies of the

subtle body may be freed from the influence and impress

of the gross body and be brought under the direct impi^ion
of the spirit.

Spiritualization is, then, strictly possible of the finer

bodies, and it becomes swiftly possible when the genial

current of the soul has its free activity. To this end the

elimination of the darker elements is necessary. And
a rejuvenation, because of the inrush of the dynamic
spirituality, is the immediate consequence.

Spiritual life in its unfolding is a twofold process. It

rejects the obstructive elements and forces. It influences

vitality, mentality, and intelligence. The last is the

process of rejuvenation. This rejuvenation makes the

spiritual initiations, for it is here that the spiritual life

in the concrete is directly felt. Spiritual promise is nothing

if it does not bring with it a new awakening, a novel stir in

our being.
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This stir is the positive fruition in spiritual life.

Rejuvenation is possible because of the divine inflow. The
hmnan system is receptive and elastic enough to hold the

inflow of divine life, and truly speaking the heightened

being is possible only when the divine inflow overshadows

the personal being, and the vital and mental being moves
on with divine impulsion.

The native impulsion and powers are displaced by the

divine impulsion and, in the heightened intensity, the

being attains and feels identification with the djmamic
divine. The identification is not of powers, but of being.

The case of natural intelligence can never allow

identification to be effective for long. When the inward

rhythm has its full play, the identification becomes almost

complete. The distinction between the finite and the

infinite is no distinction of being, it is a distinction of

magnitude and power. And the finite magnitude and
power are not rigidly finite, they have elasticity. The
finite can occasionally transcend the limitation and
assimilate the dynamic divine.

“ If speculation tends to a terrific xmity, in which
all things are absorbed, action tends directly backwards
to diversity. The first is the course or gravitation of mind,

the second is the power of nature.” (Emerson : Repre-

sentative Men : Plato.) Spiritual life is essentially an
inward impulse to gain rest and quiet in the central light

of the self. This centripetence is what characterizes true

philosophy and true mysticism. “ In the midst of the sun
is the light, in the midst of the light is truth, in the midst
of truth is the imperishable being ”—so say the Vedas.

This inward seeking is facilitated by the rhythm of

cosmic life.

The cosmic rhythm is powerful enough to break even
the outward bent of our being. In the life of expression

the indrawn force is checked and the outdrawn self-

alienative force has its way ; and, in the contrary move-
ment, the indrawn force has its way, and the out-drawn
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force becomes inactive. But this indrawnness becomes
only occasional unless and until the forces are depolarized.

Om is the symbol of the higher and the lower Brahman.
The former is the promise of the final knowledge of the

Upanisads, the latter is a stage accessory to the former.

The syllable “Om” starts in us a centripetal current. It

lays bare the component parts of our being and finally

stirs our spiritual nature and sets up the spiritual current.

It reveals our true spirituality.

The unity of the inward and the cosmic Ufe is a favourite

theme of the Upanii^ads. It is a kind of spiritual correspon-

dence, the correspondence of Adhibhutta, Adhidaiva, and
Ahydatma. If it moves the powers within, it also moves
the powers without, and nature is compelled to reveal her

secrets. This correspondence is not the correspondence of

the spiritual and the physical. It is really the correspon-

dence between psychic and cosmic powers and forces.

The inner psychic opening reveals this correspondence,

and the thread of this cosmic life is felt and realized as

identical with the pulse that beats in the centre of our

being. This explains the power of the mystic. The active

energizing of the inner psychic being puts the mystic on
a superior plane from which he can feel and see the ripple

in the universal dynamism.
So long as the final transcendence is not attained, the

quickened inner being enjoys the vistas of the wider life

and feels the finer planes of existence where the life’s

flow is easy, delight even, and being subtle. The Katha-
Upanisad says ;

“ The position which all the Vedas
long for, that which all the disciplines speak of, deserving

which, Brahmacharyya is practised, I will tell you in

brief ; it is Om,” (I, ii, 16). The symbol is here repre-

sented as the end. It is the path and the end alike.

“ Where the heavens, the earth, and the pervading

space are, and the winds with all the pranic-force have
their stay, know that Atman. Meditate upon Om as

Atman.”
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Really it is so. In spiritual life the two cannot be

separate. The end is immanent in the means ; the means,

however external it may appear, is really inherent in

the end. Otherwise the symbolism in religious worship

would lose its charm and meaning. In Indian Mysticism

s5nnbols do not serve merely as a convenient and agreeable

object of meditation, but also as the carriers of potencies

and powers which finally reveal the truth by removing

the veil of ignorance. Hence a distinction is drawn between
kinds of symbols : (1) artificial, and (2) natural. The
artificial symbol is something which is selected for the

moment because it excites some psychic interest in us. It

has the power to relax our being. But such artificial

symbols cannot have any deep effect upon our psychic

nature. They touch its fringe of life, but cannot effect

a total change in it. Natural symbols are those that can

really stir the coiled-up spiritual dynamism in our being

and set us a spiritual current. They represent the finest

dynamic forces sleeping in nature and man, and therefore

their effect is inevitable in awakening the fine powers and
in making our being more finely receptive and more
fruitfully active and gracefully expressive. They initiate

cosmic vibrations in us.

Symbolism has, therefore, a deeper meaning than what
is attached to it. And seen in this light Om, just as all

other forms of symbols, is not to be supposed a mere
convenient form accidentally adapted for spiritual ends.

(As a convenient makeshift for swift and sure concentration,

it would not have the same importance which is attached

to it.) Things which create some spiritual interest can

serve as symbols in the life of spiritual seeking. Some end
they do serve, for they stand for and evoke some noble

feelings and sentiments ; but they cannot produce that

kind of psychism which makes us the fit recipients of

spiritual wisdom. Unless they represent spiritual powers

in us, they have neither any meaning nor any importance

in mystic life. Om is significant of a meaning and indicative
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of a value. It is a source of arousing the spiritual

possibilities. It represents the essence of spirit and is

therefore powerful enough to move the spirit to intense

activity in us.

In this indissoluble imion of power and meaning,

meaning and object, can we see the true significance of

symbols, especiaUy of Om. Without this supposition no
satisfactory explanation can be given of the subtle mystic

powers and experiences it evokes and the encompassing

vision it commands. The knots of psychic life are tom
asunder, the waves of the lower being are quelled by the

spiritual influence of Om.
In this sense, it is the symbol of the dynamic divine.

This dynamic divine has its expression in the rhythm of

Nada. Nada is not different from it. Om wakes

up the delightful harmonies. It unties the complex
knots of our vital and psychic life. It frees us from
the doubts of a reflective mentahty. It gives us

the sxurety of intuitive consciousness. It removes the

complexities of our psychic being. It makes it transparent

and vibrative enough to reflect true spirituality.

Besides Om, the Chhandogya speaks of other symbols,

e.g. Gayatri (III, 12). Gayatri is a kind of metre; the

Taittiriya Upanisad (I, 4), edso speaks of the metre. The
two Upanisad emphasize the importance of metre on life.

The metres have a great psychological significance. They
play with tremendous force on our emotions. And the

correspondence between the kind of metre and the nature

of emotion is a captivating subject. Still more attractive

is the relation between the metre and the spiritual life

—

the specific character of the metre and the specific spiritual

oscillations in our being. This is a fascinating subject

which has been later developed in the Tantra. The matter

is important from the spiritual standpoint, for it helps

the setting of our being in such a way as to make us fit

percipients of truth.
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The different harmonies and melodies play upon our

emotions. But not all of them can move spiritual forces

in us, unless these harmonies have direct connection with

the cosmic harmony.
Different harmonies execute different moods. But this

is not enough. Not all of them have the same kind of

influence. Short and swift harmonies can hardly evoke

spiritual feelings. Our nature is to be deeply moved
before we can aspire to be spiritual ; the deep stirrings

are possible only when the harmonies proceed from the

very heart of the universe and touch the core of our being.

The universe then melts into harmony. And the more we
can draw on the higher and the subtler, the finer is the

revelation. Even amongst cosmic harmonies there is

difference. Every one of them does not evoke the same
feeling, move the same chord in us.

If the harmony is deep it is cosmic, or at least in touch

with the cosmic life. Such harmonies make for spiritual

illumination. Spiritual life is all the more attractive

because of the fine harmony it sets up in our being, and
it promises the melting away of all conflicts. Life is

harmony. It is best enjoyed when the lost harmony
is fully restored.

All harmonies have not the same effect, since they

represent different aspects of the divine life. Not all

of them can reflect the divine life fully, though each one
of them plays its part in the cosmic harmony. Hence
not every one of them can carry the soul to the same height

of spiritual realization.

There are harmonies which awaken dynamic spirituality,

there are others which move roseate feelings, there are

others which favour a calm and pensive mood. But their

spirituality can be judged by the effect they leave upon
us. They must above all produce a transparent and
chastened being and make it more vivid and responsive

to the finer life currents. There are times when the sense

of harmony takes us unawares beyond the range ofhuman
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feelings and leaves upon us the divine impress, and
reveals to us the supramental secrets of the dynamic
divine. But even here every form of harmony caimot

bestow the same privilege and blessing. Some give

powers, others knowledge. The harmonies which give

knowledge must be finer then those that can endow us

with powers. They vibrate deeper chords. The former

can carry us into the inmost recesses of being, the latter

cannot. The Upanisads lay emphasis upon harmonies

that can foster intellectual intuition. Om is the symbol
of such a harmony. They emphasize harmonies that may
foster cosmic sense and cosmic feelings and acquaint us

with the radiant beauty and light of truth reflected in

the cosmic spheres. Gayatri is such a harmony. The
Chhandogya enjoins us to worship Gayatri as Brahman.
The word “ Gayatri ” literally means that which,

if chanted, saves. Every harmony has not this saving grace.

There are, broadly speaking, two kinds of harmonies : (1)

Creative harmonies, (2) Redemptive harmonies. The
former bring out the best creative power, the latter give

freedom. The difference comes with the different kinds

of modulations. There are modulations which make our

being keenly penetrative and finely active. There are

modiilations which make us completely indrawn. Gayatri

represents the former, Om, the latter. Gayatri chastens

us, purifies us, and initiates cosmic vision in us—it acquaints

us with the radiant spiritual current that is in the orb of

the sim, that penetrates through the spheres of existence.

It strikes out a rhythm on our psychic being which feels

the wider rhythm and the radiant current through the

mundane and the supramundane existence.^ Gayatri gives

fine life and radiant light ; Pranava (Om), silence through

life and light. Hence their rhythms are different in

character and possess distinct spiritual values.

‘ Chhandogya, III, 12, 6.



Chapter XVIII

RHYTHM OF LIFE AND THE STATES
OF CONSCIOUSNESS

The rhythm of life has its direct effect upon our

consciousness. Conscious life is affected by the rhythmic

oscillations of life. They can produce different mental

states by freeing the mind from the tension of life. Rhythm
of life effects relaxation of our being. And relaxation

allows finer and deeper penetration.

Conscious life cannot exhibit its finer expression in

immanence and its essence in transcendence unless it is

freed from the tension of the mental being and the senses.

They put limitation upon consciousness. The great

task which awaits the initiate is not only an intellectual

understanding and satisfaction of the permanence of soul

and its difference from the vibrative mental being, but also

a luminous vision and a consequent conviction of the

force of indrawnness and the truth of transcendence which
can set aside the eccentric projection of the mental being

to enjoy the privileges and possibilities of sensibility.

Relaxation is effective in freeing the senses and the

mind from the boisterous activity and the conflicts of

contraries of the theoretic and practical life. The psychic

being enjoys a poise. It becomes free of all sense of attach-

ment, all sense of strife, comparison, struggle. It enjoys

tranquillity, a wise passivity.

But this relaxation has its degrees. Nature provides

us with the law of alternate assertion and relaxation.

Life drawn to the conflicts and the contraries naturally

suffers from tension, and this tension becomes so deep-

seated that our psychic being cannot relax itself even when
nature calls for it. This is why world-stricken souls cannot

254
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enjoy the rest and the leisure which nature in its course

provides for every being. The spiritual initiate, on the

other hand, waits for relaxation provided by nature to

help him to develop his spiritual possibilities, for this

occasional respite and lapse can be utilized freely by
the seeker to dissociate himself from the active urges

of nature. And this relaxation not only facilitates

spiritual detachment, but also goes a great way in

exhibiting the reality and the play of the finer forces of

the mental being.

The value of dream and sleep can be realized only in

relaxation, for the pressure and the demands of waking
life are too heavy to allow of a dispassionate survey of

the inner mental life.

Sleep, too, liberates. The waking consciousness can
hardly relieve itself of the tension created by the relations

of life and free itself from the conscious attention steadily

kept up by them.

The Mandukya Upanisad brings out the full implication

of rhythm and its correspondence with the different

phases of our conscious life. The psychic life has its

waking, dream, and sleep, and corresponding to this there

are the gross, the subtle, and the causal aspects of the cos-

mic consciousness. The psychic life runs parallel with the

cosmic life. The rhythmic vibration of the Pranava (Om)
impresses us with the knowledge of this correspondence.

The same being puts on these appearances or dimensions

as it is seemingly identified with the Upadhis, the gross

or the fine. The gross can ill refiect being, the fine can

reflect it well. The latter has therefore a singular dimension

and better expression than the former. The gross can touch

the fringe of conscious life as it is refiected through

the senses, and the vital-mental self. It is true individually

as well as cosmically. In the latter the reflection takes

place through totaJity ; in the former, through an
individual. The delight of this dimension of existence is

the crude joy of the sensible. It has no reference to the
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super-sensible. When the senses become inactive in

dream the higher dimension of conscious life appears.

Dream exhibits the spontaneous creativeness of the soul,

its power of free creation and free projection ; this

aspect is not presented in the waking state. Therein the

soul is the recipient or percipient, in dream it is creative

of its only universe throughout its own forces ; and as such

it has its delight of creation in place of the delight of

reception. Even as recipient in waking it enjoys the gross,

the actual ;
in dream, it enjoys the finer, the ideal.

In dream the self is free from the limitations of the

vital—the physical self ; in waking it is not free from the

limitations of the mind, its desires, thoughts, and ideas.

Corresponding to this individual dream-consciousness

there is a subtle consciousness in cosmic life which reflects

and exhibits the subtle cosmic life and mind. Here the

free spontaneity of the soul is presented in its highest,

for the range of dream consciousness is really freer, wider,

and higher than the range of waking consciousness.

Waking consciousness is a limitation, for in the waking
state the senses become active with the mind, and,

therefore, the sense of individuality becomes keen.

Individuality draws a screen before the commonalty of

cosmic life. The dream does not represent therefore a

lower grade of consciousness ; the truth, on the other

hand, is that the waking consciousness is the dream-

consciousness restricted, because of its expression through

the sense and the sensible. If, by the power of with-

drawing, the soul can completely separate itself from the

senses it can realize the freedom, the freshness, or the

elasticity of the dream. The dream life has less tension

and greater ease than the waking. In dream there is

relaxation, in waking, constant tension.

There are dreams which are the reproductions of the

waking experiences ; they are automatic groupings of

the psychic impressions caught up in experience and left

in the hidden chambers of the soul.
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But there are dreams which are the expressions of the
soul freed from the fetters of the waking state and its

associations. These dreams exhibit the power of free

creation of the soul. The web of the psychic life is intricate.

Its threads pass into one another, and, therefore, it becomes
difficult at times to distinguish the dreams which are the
revival of the waking experiences and the dreams which are

the creations of the soul in its freedom from its association

with the sense. There are dreams associated with our
instinctive self, but there are dreams different from all

these. They proceed from our causal mind, free from all

reference to the empirical self. Such dreams really shoot

forth from the self. They exhibit the creative power of it.

If such dreams reflect the freedom of the individual

soul, the more do they reflect the spontaneity of the cosmic

soul. Its freedom is greater because of its dimension and
range of being. It reflects the subtlety of cosmic creation,

the finer world of the causal forms and ideas. It includes

even the archetypal forms, for they are creation in the

finer world and ideas. And ideas are let loose in unfettered

activity in the relaxed being.

Dream is more comprehensive in range than waking.

The cosmic consciousness in dream has, therefore, a finer

being and experience than cosmic consciousness in waking.

If one embraces the subtle world of ideas, the other

comprehends the gross world of actualities and facts.

The dimension may be the same, for consciousness in the

phases of expression must have identical dimension.

But, owing to the dissociation of the psychic and the

mental being from the vital-animal-self, cosmic life can

function with its natural ease, freedom, and elasticity.

The dream-consciousness is more unstrained in its activity

and wider in scope and being than waking consciousness.

From the Upanisadic or Vedantic standpoint the dream-

consciousness is a higher grade of existence than waking,

for the spontaneous creative power of the soul is more
evident in it.
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In waking this spontaneous creative power is displaced

by the conscious creative power. But this one is associated

with personality or individuality. Its creation is the

expression of will. Its motivation is formed by the

influence of inner inclinations and the environmental

forces. The personal will is shaped by these. It is not

entirely free. It has a pointed reference to the ego, to

its satisfactions, to its timely expressions in the order of

events and purposes. Its creativeness is restricted to

the inception of a purpose, an order, harmony ; in the

natural flow of events, it cannot completely override the

external influences and the shaping forces. It has to

overcome opposition and resistence. But such is not the

case with the creativeness in dream. The formulation of

an eventful history is evidently absent there. In dream the

soul is unfettered and has its free enjoyment of spontaneous

expression. Values and purpose are the delights of the

personality. Free expression is the delight of the soul.

Such delight is evident in dream. The soul enjoys here,

therefore, a wider range of being and expression, unfettered

as it is from the compelling sense of a personality. This

free and spontaneous self-expression in dream exhibits the

self in its detachment from the sense of personality and
discloses an aspect which is not always presented before

us. It makes clear the difference between self and
personality. It enables discrimination to be made between
the wider self and the limited personality. The constant

association with and reference to the external order makes
the sense of personality dominant in our waking life, and
hence possibility does often arise to understand the supra-

personal character of the self.

Personality is associated with will, will lapses in dream.

But the lapse of will does not mean the loss of activity.

Activity is there, but is not self-directed activity towards
an end. The dream-consciousness, therefore, presents

the self not as a person but as a spontaneously creative

reality. This form of creativeness and expression, too.
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are not personal in the ordinary sense. It is creation

without purpose, it is expression without meaning.

Meaning goes with purpose.

The dream universe has greater fineness. Its range

is wide, its functioning is subtle. It acquaints us with

the creativeness of free ideas, ideas without desires. And
naturally, therefore, it is a imique phase of our psychic

life. This is a great truth, which is not often reahzed.

Creation in dream is ideal creation. The ideal

creation in it is more impersonal than personal.

Activity of desires is to be distinguished from
the activity of ideas. Desires always refer to personal

satisfaction. Ideas are free from such satisfaction. Desires

are mental-vital urges. Desires are personal. Except
in higher abstraction it is not possible to distinguish

desires from ideas in waking consciousness. But in

dream the ideas are set free from desires. Ideas are forces.

So are desires. But desires have reference to the mental-

vital self. Ideas have no such reference. Hence
distinction is to be drawn between the dreams in which

suppressed notions and repressed desires are released

and dreams which are expressive of the spontaneous

creative activity of the self.^

The former have a sense of personality which is

completely absent from the latter.

The sense of “ I ” continues in the dream consciousness,

but it is not of the nature of the “ I ” of the waking-

consciousness.

The sense of personality is dropped, but not the sense

of “ I ”. It continues, not in its ordinary sense of

reasoned energizing, but as the freely-expressive creative

activity. It builds its ideal universe, which is not

^ In the terms of Indian psychology the waking and the dream present

the Ahamkara in its Rajasic and Svattic aspect ; the former is creative,

the latter is expressive. In the former Ahamkara is associated with
Manas and the senses, in the latter with Manas. But the Svattic Ahamkara
with its Rajas dominant is creative in the personal sense. Ahamkara
with Svatta dominant is expressive but not creative in the usual sense.
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necessarily less real than the actual. The actual appears

real because of its enduring satisfactions. The ideal

appears real because of indifference to and transcendence

of these satisfactions. It presents the semi-transcendence

of the creative self. The actual is the limitation of the

ideal. The senses together with the Rajasic Ahamkara
create these limitations, which are not present in the

dream.

The former has an explicit or implicit reference to the

personal self. The sense of gratification is also present.

The personal touch is absent from the former, as also

the sense of gratification. The moment they appear on the

scene, the character of the dream changes. Dreams
which are creations of ideas (not necessarily of suppressed

ideas) are really enjoyable, for they read as a new chapter in

life, a new expression, free from all personal inclinations

and references.

This dropping of the active personality introduces us

to impersonal creation in dream. There is expression.

There is experience. But there is not the active agent,

nor the active experiencer. Such dreams are just like the

floating appearances of which the self is the onlooker, and
not the personal enjoyer. Next comes the deep sleep.

Both in waking and dream the self, as it were, has

projection out of itself and has a reference to presented

actualities, or revealed idealities. Consciousness appears,

therefore, to have an apex in either case, an extra

individual reference, be it presented or created.

Consciousness has, consequently, as it were, a bent, a
concentration, a focussing in waking or in dream. Dream
may impress us with the free creative activity of the self,

but it cannot dispossess it of this concentration. The
spontaneous activity is there.

But in deep sleep consciousness is free from all psychism,

all references, all actions, all creations. Here the subject

disappears, the object disappears, the percipient disappears

with the perceived. The psychic life has a rest and a calm.
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The dynamism of life and experience becomes still. But
it is not to be supposed that the self is immersed in darkness

and gloom. The self is still awake, it is still conscious.

But there is no functioning. Here is knowledge, but no
bipolar reference. Similarly in Samadhi we have knowledge
without bipolar reference ; but there is a distinction.

In Susupti attention is completely diffused, in Samadhi
it is in its highest concentration. The psychic being in

Susupti is in the highest state of relaxation ; in Samadhi
it is in highest tension. The result is apparently the same,

the complete dropping of the personal consciousness.

The complete relaxation of the psychic being in Susupti

does not make the self completely free from it, though for

the moment it remains inactive. Hence Susupti presents

the self without the psychic activity ; it is a natural

state.

Susupti is not to be looked upon as a state whence
consciousness has dropped. Susupti acquaints us with

consciousness in its wider dimension, which is restricted in

the waking state by the creation of a personal reference.

It is, therefore, unique. Even in suprasensuous con-

sciousness the personality is active, in the high efforts of

meditative indrawnness the self may feel its supramental

nature, but the supramental self is not free from the fine

revelation of a superior psychic dynamism. A fine

psychism allows higher vistas of consciousness and life,

but cannot exhibit the self in its detachment from them.

Susupti presents that possibility. The supramental

revelations are in time. The presentations may not be

discrete. They may be presented in panoramic majesty

in a single act of intuition, but they cannot be free from

the psychism that remains still active. The supramental

vision is, therefore, confined to space and time. It

is different from empiric intuition in this, that its range

is wide, its knowledge unfettered and continuous. The
time sense in it is not discrete, but continuous.

But the intuition in Susupti has nothing concrete to
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reveal. It reveals the total absence of all concrete things ;

the absence of all psychism ; it reveals a blank negation

of concrete presentations. It is nature’s retirement into

rest. The psychic dynamism remains inoperative for the

moment. It attains a neutral equilibrium. This at once

differentiates Susupti from waking and dream. In

waking and dream the psychic being has its disturbed

equilibrium, but in Susupti this psychic being is not

the least disturbed. This difference on the psychic side

of life often reflects a difference on the conscious side.

Should it not be supposed that Susupti is all darkness ?

It is not darkness. Light still burns ; though its focussing

to a centre and illuminating a field are for the moment
shadowed. Thus the absence of the psychic functioning

makes us feel that the conscious life in Susupti is a life

without knowledge. It is not concrete knowledge. It

cannot be for obvious reasons. But Susupti has its form of

intuition or illumination. Its freedom from the bipolar

reference makes it categorically different from the usual

form of the knowledge. It introduces a new form of

experience, illumination with negation. It is knowledge
of no concrete things ; it is the knowledge of a void,

though there is no functioning indicative of the void.

The knowledge is direct, immediate, and intensive.

The psychology of Susupti is an important factor

in the life of a mystic, for it exhibits the self in detachment
from instincts, urges, and experiences. It exhibits it in

its freedom from all tension of psychic and vital life.

The soul, also in Susupti, becomes free from the sense

of time. Time attends psychic and vital formations, and,

when the soul is detached from the psychic dynamism, it

naturally becomes free from the overpowering time
sense.

This independence of time sense allows it a unique
freedom, freedom from all dynamism. The discrete time

sense cannot exist, for this is associated with memory,
and memory plays no part in Susupti. The sense of
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continuous duration drops from Susupti, for the sense

of duration is also relative to a percipient and in Susupti

there is no active percipient.

Duration is a formative agent. Such a formative agent

does not exist in Susupti—Susupti is the state of intense

withdrawnness.

Time in its eternal duration can be felt in supramental

perception, when the picture of the whole world would
reveal before the adept the continuous functioning of time

through the past, the present, and the future.

Time in the ordinary sense as the measure of events

does not exist for the supermind ; it exists as the principle

of duration and creative energy. Time in the discrete

sense is the creation of our logical intellect.

The supermind is conscious of this eternal duration.

It knows it by an intellectual intuition. The intuition of

the supermind differs from the intuition in Susupti. The
one has the time sense, not in the ordinary sense, the sense

of duration—the other has not. In Susupti the psychic

self, the ego of desires, memories, remains in abeyance;

and, though the process of passing into the oblivion of

Susupti and emerging out of it is a process in time, still

Susupti is no process in time. Psychism does not function

in Susupti, nor does the creative principle. And time,

without creative functioning, cannot exist. Susupti there-

fore exhibits a state of existence free from the compelling

force of time. Susupti represents the complete with-

drawnness of the creative dynamism. It remains in

a state of suspended activity. And this suspension is

natural. Consciousness, therefore, can have no concentra-

tion or projection.

With the time sense, the sense of space also drops. Space

implies the possibility of co-existence. But this is a
possibility for concrete facts and relations. Such a

possibility cannot exist in Susupti. The sense of space is

not evident there. The whole dynamism retires into the

background, the self.
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A sense of immensity is there, but not the sense of

space. Space and time are the inextricable framework

of the concrete effects of the dynamism, the world of

causes and effects. But the dynamism is inoperative in

Susupti, the spatial and the temporal order both disappear

therefrom.

The self alone remains, along with the actively dynamic
principle suspended. A tendency is marked to identify

supraspace with Brahman. Brahman is space. The spiritual

space is conceived to exist side by side with the creative

dynamism ; but this spiritual space is the immensity

which is the self. Ordinarily the psyche is identified with

the self and the disappearance of the active psyche seems

to leave a void behind. But this is no void. It is the

immense. And Susupti allows the possibility of passing

into the immense ; when the psychism and the dynamism
are withdrawn the self in its immensity alone remains.

This immensity carries no idea of space, it is beyond
space.

Susupti is a state of natural withdrawnness. It cannot

be voluntary withdrawnness, which rises from under-

standing and discipline. This natural withdrawnness

does not help us to see the distinction of self from the

dynamism. It cannot afford the opportunity of enjoying

the self in complete transcendence.

The rhythm of Nada, it is affirmed, has a reference to

the four stages of conscious being. It makes our being

psychically sensitive and receptive. It makes it receptive

to the four phases of conscious life, not only in its

individual but also in its collective sense. It withdraws
the soul from the surface view of things and unties the

knots that bind it to the body and the mind.
At any rate, the soul finds itself in the mazes of mind

and body. It is necessary, therefore, to rear up in body
and mind a receptivity and a keen discriminative sensibility

which can distinguish the urges from the soul. But this

cannot be possible imless our psychic being is made fine
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and records with exactitude the subtler vibrations and urges

of the vital and the mental self.

The delicate psychic being with its efficient sensitiveness

can distinguish between the waking consciousness and the

waking state.

It produces a withdrawnness which makes the soul the

silent percipient of the urges, meanings, and relations of

life. And the indrawnness may be so nearly complete that

the soul can feel the natural transcendence of the cosmic

intuition distinct from the cosmic forces that are playing

all around.

Similarly this process can be effective in withdrawing

our attention from the facts of life to the subtler forces

of Samkaras and idea-forces it may introduce into the

world of free creative ideas. Spiritual life presupposes

a release from the realistic sense and its limitations. The
waking life is generally hedged round by limitations, and
cannot feel the free creative powers of the spirit. The more
freely the seeker can realize the creative power of the soul,

the more it is possible for it to produce such a state in

waking-consciousness by concentration and withdrawal.

The senses may be kept inactive, and the mind can move
freely in the world of its ideas.

Between the world of dream and the world of such

meditative creation there is little difference. In dream
the psyche is dissociated from the sense organs and their

activities. By dream here we mean the kind which is

neither produced by the peripheral activity nor by personal

desires and the vital mental urges. This dissociation is

natural. In waking it is produced when the mind works

under absorbing ideas. The dissociation from the senses

may be occasional and temporary.

The more the mind is indrawn the more it can feel its

creative power. It can also feel that its creations are

spontaneous and do not necessarily refer to any personal

need or satisfaction. A new world is revealed in which

the distance and the difference between the individual and
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the collective self are resolved ; and sometimes the ideas

gush forth from within, and the pictures that are cast

upon the mind’s mirror actually come to be true in the

factual world- This correspondence cannot be explained

unless there is a correspondence between the ideas and the

facts.

This correspondence is a proof that the whole creation

is ideal and not real. The realistic sense of creation causes

bondage, its idealistic sense makes for liberation.

The more the waking consciousness is released from its

realistic sense, the greater is the possibility of realizing

the creative and the projective power of the self ; and
if, perchance, the correspondence between the individual

and the universal consciousness is felt in waking life, the

ideality of the world becomes a fact and a realization.

But the least tension of being that remains in this

meditative strain produced by the psychic thrill of Nada
is completely removed when Nada sends the soul into a

spiritual slumber. It is not slumber. It is the removal

of all tension from the psychic being. Tension is due to

the working of the opposing forces, and the least tension

in the soul does not allow the psychic being complete

rest and silence. The high office of Nada is to carry the

soul to the peace which effortless meditation gives. Nada
in its highest intensity frees the soul from its crude

association and its free creation, and enables it to pass

from the world of ideas and facts into the world of light

and illumination.

We rise from the illusion of experience, we rise above the

space and the time sense. We rise above the insurgent

urges of psychic life. We transcend the dimension of

psychic life. A new revelation completely changes the

meaning of life and experience, and sets us in a novel

adjustment. A new freedom is in sight. It is not the

freedom of grace. It is not the freedom of delicate and
subtle being. It is not the freedom of extensive vision.

It is the freedom which follows the perception of truth.
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It is the freedom of enlightenment. Such a freedom is

experienced in Turiya, the fourth state of our conscious

being when it is exhibited in its complete dissociation from
all forms of psychism.

The slumber of the soul produced by Nada and the

slumber of sleep are different. The latter is natural, the

former is produced. Psychism is diffused in the latter,

it is concentrated in the former.

But the slumber of Nada is a form of psychic slumber

and self-hypnosis. This gives the soul uncommon ease,

elasticity, and knowledge of the creative dynamism ; but
it cannot give the blessed transcendence. It can give the

finest delight of exquisite harmony. But it cannot itself

carry the soul to transcendence. The rhythmic vibration

of Nada can make us receptive to the finer oscillations of

life, and embracive consciousness gives us cosmic feeling

by making our being more elastic and responsive.

Though the highest elasticity and delicacy of being make
it a fit recipient of the absolute truth, and a responsive and
receptive medium of it, still the highest truth cannot be

reached by Nada, for, although quite effective in the creative

plane, it is not effective in the non-creative order. Nada is

the finest expression of the creative dynamism. It can carry

us to the root of the cosmic life, but it cannot carry us to

the Absolute which overshadows the cosmic sense. The
peace it gives is the peace ofblessed harmony which unties all

psychic complexes. It can widen our normal consciousness

by making it elastic and by freeing it from the ego-

centric reference and reveal the divinity sleeping in man.
It can give access into the supermind, the source whence it

starts, and acquaint us with its exquisite harmony and
unfathomable depth ; but the thread of our life and
consciousness is not lost in this ascent to the supramental

heights from the normal self-consciousness. Life moves,

as it were, in the same scale of psychic life. There may
be differences of fineness and subtlety, but there is no
fundamental difference in the composition of experience.
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But the whole history of life is changed in the fourth

state of knowledge. The subconscious, the selfconscious,

and the superconscious are the three scales in the gamut
of life, but the transcendent does not come under any
scale of life. It is a unique experience whence the music

is displaced by silence.

The fourth state is unique. Our knowledge in it has

no dimension, no magnitude. Knowledge in sentient or

supersentient form has an expanse : it may be reflecting

a small or a huge universe. The whole imiverse, with its

myriads of existences, can be reflected in it, or it may
reflect a speck of dust or an atom of existence. But there

is a state of knowledge which does not reflect anything :

hence it has no magnitude. Knowledge itself has no
magnitude. It has a field like a magnetic field, which it

illumines. It may range from hell to heaven. Knowledge
reflects the movement of life, subtle, gross, earthly, divine,

as the case may be. Generally mysticism points to

experiences which are supernormal or superconscious,

and the mystics become fond of them, since they exhibit

chastened life with its purity of delight. And at times

the vision of a circle of angelic beings inspiring and giving

protection to the seekers is vouchsafed and the privilege

of conversing with them is conferred upon the seekers.

The supersensible realm of spirits has been the hope and
the promise of the mystic life.

And the experience of a perfect order in which the parts

are interlocked in the harmony of the whole has been the

inspiration of the saints. It is an order which is a living

poem. Everything is divine. “ The universe is a gigantic

crystal, all whose atoms and laminse lie in uninterrupted

order and with unbroken unity.” This unity is represented

in different ways. Some make it a centre of love, some
of life.

The life of spirit feels the perfect unison, freedom,

harmony, and perfect peace ; but this feeling of immensity
and the life of perpetual divine communion is not the end
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of the mystic search in the Upanisads. The Upanisads

strike a singular note in transcending even this glorious

and joyous consciousness. This note aims at the pivot of

being and the focal unity of consciousness. It has no field

to illuminate. It has nothing to reflect. It produces a

revolutionary change in the outlook of life, for it changes

the centre of attraction from the immensity of the super-

conscious being to the stillness of being.

The fourth state of consciousness, generally called

Tiiriya, is therefore not to be confounded with the super-

conscious stretches of life and consciousness. These

stretches are enfolded in relative experience, they are the

finer experiences which are revealed when the centres

of spiritual experience become active in us. They, therefore,

imply a continuity with the normal psychic consciousness,

though their range is vast, their experiences deep and wide.

Their charm lies that way.

But the fourth state of consciousness transcends these

experiences and intuitions, howsoever fine. It has no

reference to any kind of psychism and relativity. It

indicates a new turn in life, for it has nothing in common or

in continuity with other states of consciousness.

It is not to be regarded as the state of being in which

lie hidden the roots of life and the urges of becoming. It

may be the underlying canvas on which life’s footprint can

leave no mark. It is always with life, but it always escapes

the touch of life.

But it is not the cosmic envelope of fife, for it has no

relation to life. It indicates, therefore, a phase in our

conscious life lying beyond all implications of relativity.

Consciousness has, as it were, three dimensions, in waking,

in dream, in sleep. Turiya is the consciousness without

any dimension.



Chapter XIX

ABODE OF BRAHMAN

The Upanisads conceive different planes of subtle

existence. The more we can enter the subtle spheres, the

easier is the life, the freer is delight, and the more elastic

is the being. The finest life is reached in Brahmaloka.
The word “ Brahmaloka ” has a double significance.

“ Brahma ” may mean Brahman, “ loka ” implies abode.

Brahmaloka thus may mean the abode which is Brahman.
Here no difference is left between Brahman and loka.

Or it may mean a plane of existence in the order of spiritual

ascent.

The Upanisads conceive the planes of finer existence

which are hidden from our clouded vision, but which
reveal themselves to the illumined souls when they rise

in the scale of purity, fineness, and freedom from earthly

desires. In this upward ascent life becomes free, and
knowledge intuitive. Only the shining transparence of our

being can reveal the finer flow of serenity and delight

encircling life. The notion of septenary planes of existence

is ultimately the vision of the finer life current which
enfolds the soul, but of which it has not knowledge so long

as it has not the yearning for freedom and chastened being.

Sometimes under rare conditions and in inspired moments
the soul is favoured with rare glimpses. These planes

stand revealed before the supermind, and the supermind
fills them with its supramundane expressions of beauty,

dignity, fineness, and symmetry. Life is more easy, delight

more serene, intuition more free. The finest of these super-

sensuous planes of existence is the Brahmaloka. The
spring of life on this plane is the finest, for it is the first

expression in the process of the formation of the cosmic
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spheres, or we may say more consistently it is the spatial-

temporal expression of Isvara, for the idea of “ loka
”

suggests a spatial expanse in which the throbbing life is

active. Brahmaloka, in this sense, is not Brahman, but

is its expression in space and time. It is luminous and
transparent and endures for a cycle of existence, i.e. so

long as the cosmic withdrawal does not break it up for its

re-emergence in the next cyclic order.

Brahmaloka is the centre of existence, where life has its

fullest play, delight its greatest expansion. Nothing can

be in common between this summit of existence and the

lower planes, for the move of life in the lower planes is

gross, restricted, and determined, and therefore access into

this finest realm is invariably associated with experiences

incompatible with the experiences of divided life, however
fine and subtle. In the Chhandogya Upanisad the word
“ Brahmaloka ” has been used in the sense of Brahman.
These planes should not be mistaken for Bhumis of

Buddhistic Mysticism. The latter represent the progressive

stages in the career of the Buddhisattva. They are

essentialTy psychical perfections. But the planes of the

Upanisads are cosmical. There may be a correspondence

between psychical perfections and cosmical planes, and
psychic receptivity may feel the correspondence.

The different planes of experience and existence reflect

the spiritual light in varying intensity. The spiritual

current is not everywhere the same. Reflection is

proportionate to the transparence and purity of being.

The stream of spiritual inspiration may visit and enter

into the soul from majestic heights and can produce fine

modulations.

Brahmaloka suggests the theory of spiritual space.

Though the Upanisads are not definitely expressive of it,

still it cannot be doubted that a spiritual space and time

are suggested in them, for the experience of a shining

expanse is imdoubtedly hinted at in many planes.

This space and time are to be distinguished from space
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and time of ordinary experience. The ordinary space is

pictorial space and ordinary time sentimental time.

Spiritual space and time are original expanse and duration

co-eternal with Isvara and coeval with it. They are, there-

fore, the finest expression of Maya, and are a part of the

dynamic divine. The first expression of spirit in

concentration is associated with them. The mystics are

conscious of such expanse in rare heights of inspiration

and spiritual life. The original space and time are one with

spirit. Spirit is space because it embraces all, it pervades

all. Spirit is time, because it is the ever-creative. Nothing
can limit it, since it is the original expanse and therefore

the stay of all existence. Nothing can destroy it, since

the expression is perpetual, it is eternal time or duration.

Space and time are intimate with the spirit in con-

centration. The expression of spirit is continuous, and
the range of spirit is pervasive. Continuity and
pervasiveness represent spiritual time and spiritual space.

This is the sovereign edifice of the world, in which
the whole world is included and outside of which nothing

is. It is not in space. It is the last heaven, the Empyrean.
It is the primal mind, which the Greeks call Protonoe.

The delight and the expanse of Brahmaloka are enjoyed

by the seeker who finds no essential distinction between
the finite self and Isvara. The finite does not at once

vanish. But still the feeling and experience of a wide

diffusive life becomes clearly evident in this height

of existence. The idea of difference dissolves away and the

spiritual life in essence is felt everywhere the same. The
ever-expressive and ever-effulgent nature of spirit is a

pleasing experience, and the sense of an uncommon
elasticity of being and spontaneity of expression is a
happy realization. The spirit has its initial expression.

There is no sense of restraint in the spirit, though it is

ceaselessly creative. And hence moral merit and demerit

cannot trouble the soul installed in this height.

Our merit and demerit, our knowledge and ignorance in
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the relativities and the contraries of life cannot approach

the realm of spirit. The least sense of difference in the

concept of truth has a crushing effect upon ourselves.

The discrete or individualistic sense produces the sense

of an agent. It creates a false centre and attracts it

by pragmatic values. Truth realization requires the

transcendence of the pragmatic values and the discrete

sense of events and things. To put it in another way, the

life of Karma is a life of tension, for it creates in self a

false individuality and raises false hopes. Upasana gives

relief from the tension of individuality ; and this

relief is displaced by the rh5rthm and harmony of spirit

pervading the order of expression. The lift of the soul in

its ever-expressive meditative strain breaks the spell

of Karma, because meditation generates and fosters true

understanding. Understanding kills the individualized

sense of our being, for individuality is the child of ignorance.

Individuality breeds the sense of rigidity, which cannot see

the plasticity of life and superabundance of spirit, and
fosters values and ideals which seek the gratification of

the individual. And unless, therefore, there is a better

understanding and deeper vision of life, it is indeed difficult

to rise from the possibilities of the life of activism to receive

the message of harmony, unity, and dignity of the ever-

expressive life of spirit.

A life of activism is not necessarily opposed to the

spiritual life, but a life of conscious activism certainly

is. It cannot rise above the concentrated sense of an
agent and feel the truth of the deeper law of spontaneous

expression of life and its beauties. It at once changes the

course of life from the seeking of values, ethical or moral,

from the life of satisfaction, physical or biological, to the

realization of freedom, ease, elasticity of spirit. But this

elasticity of life is disturbed in the physical and the

biological planes of existence, and cannot be felt in its

fullest expression unless our being becomes spiritually

strung. The conception of planes of existence through
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which the flow of life and spirit infiltrates is a commonplace
amongst the mystics, and a correspondence amongst these

planes and the different layers of our psychic being and
consciousness is also generally accepted. These planes

reveal immanental truths to the seeker according to his

inner purification and perfection, especially of the psychic

being. The psychic self has degrees of perfections, and
corresponding to them spread out the finer realms of

existence, promising finer life, speedier movement. And
the sensitive soul of the mystic can discover the infinite

shades of blessedness. Nature always fulfils herself.

The forsaking of the joys of life endows the mystic with

the delight of the finer currents and they carry the soul

to the still subtler delights and make it more and more
receptive to the gifts of the heaven-bent life. Life can

be felt by life, life develops fine insight and direct intuition.

They are luminous experiences of the soul.

The delight of spiritual fellowship is not so prominent

in the Upanisads as the security and elasticity of being and
widening of consciousness. The security is sought in the

wide dimension of being and expansive feeling. Spiritual

life is essentially seeking the magnitude of being and
Upasana secures this by the concentration on the identity

of being, running through expression. Upasana does not

merely give the communion. It reveals the akinness of

nature. Communion speaks of akinness. But it cannot

establish the complete identity. It can heighten up the

magnitude of our being and make us understand that the

distinction between Jiva and Isvara is not eternal. Jiva

can appropriate the powers of Isvara, though it cannot

interfere with his power and control over creation.

Upasana secures for us a control over the natural

urges and finer play of natural forces. The least difference

is denied, and hence the adept enjoys in Brahmaloka not

so much a fellowship as an akinness in being and nature.

The finite soul is finite. In the course of the ascent, the

soul enjoys the highest plenitude of being in the
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Brahmaloka ; it has a kind of identity with Isvara. As
such it has its undisturbed quietude of being, untarnished

vision of the immanental truth. The dimension and the

magnitude of Isvara may differ from those of the seeking

soul, but the sense of akinness which is sought in this height

of existence has its desirable effect. It fosters the enduring

sense of the spirit, in the place of the transient and
sick soul hedged round by Karma and its transient

creative ideals.

In the realm of values a distinction is to be drawn
between gratification and appreciation. Gratification is the

satisfaction of crude sensibility. It is the satisfaction of

the vital self and the lower mentality. It does not offer the

delight of fine self-expression and the chastened oscillation

of being. Appreciation is enduring felicitation that follows

the fine movement of life. It springs from the mind free

from the impelling of the senses. It affords quiet joy of

contemplation. The sense of worth is manifestly clear

in appreciation. This distinction has a bearing upon the

fruition of Karma and Upasana. In active pursuits of

gratification here or hereafter through the performance of

sacrificial rites, the self has a confused vision of itself and
is led by the lower instincts of sense-gratification. It is,

no doubt, creative, but its creative ends do not rise higher

above the engrossing vital satisfactions. Upasana is more
contemplative than creative, its purpose is to open up the

possibilities of super-sentient realization. The self in

Karma is the agent, it dominates over the circumstances

and puts them in a new setting to realize its end. The self

in Upasana is the recipient, it does not produce any new
setting, it S5rmpathetically enters into the fine oscillations

of life and the symmetry of the cosmic setting and enjoys

their rhythm, delight, and joy. It reveals the deeper

truths not always revealed to the senses.

But when we speak of value in mystic consciousness

we mean subtle movement and delight consequent upon the

upbuilding of the subtle existence.
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Value in mystical consciousness is not necessarily

a creative urge. The true joy of life is the joy of com-

pleteness. Poetry and Art enjoy glimpses of the creative

life and give expression to it. They cannot get a glimpse

of the transcendence. The value of mystic life essentially

lies here. It presents to us the aspect of life which is not

exhibited in the creative expression of the soul. It is not re-

ducible to fiBsthetic or ethical activity. Itmay suggest them,

but it transcends their value in a state of being, free from all

urges either of knowledge or activity. It is free from all

tension. When our beingbecomes freefrom all tension, it can

then only enjoy its own nativity. The breathless calm lies at

the centre of our being and the true value is set upon it at

the heart of things.

This truth has been clearly established in the Upanisads

when they point out the supreme value of transcendence

and its superiority to all other fine expressions and urges

of life. The Upanisads recognize the path of progress of

the soul through the subtle realms of existence, till it

reaches the plane where life bestows its highest blessing

in the form of unceasing flow of delight and expansive

existence. The Upanisadic saints appraise the highest

truth in the centre of existence and the highest value

is given to it inasmuch as it offers a unique experience

which gives us release from the entanglements, attractions,

and distractions of a divided life. Nay, it offers an
experience before which every other experience is as

nothing. The joys of life fade into insignificance before it.

The subtle delight of the fine psychism, the active stirrings

of life, the dance of creation, pale into insignificance

before it. It is so majestic in its transcendence that

nothing on this side of life can either compare with it in

value or describe it.

One point more. The heights of majestic life have
a unique character—^the absence of effort. Mystical

life may have many expressions—^silence, contemplation,

or action, but every move of life in the mystic is easy,
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natural, and spontaneous. The least effort for an ideal

is not there. It cannot be there, for the mystic enjoys life

beyond tension, resistance, and conflict. The creative

ideals in life attract us by the sense of obstacles conquered,
resistance overcome.
The sense of the self as the victor is there. Creative

ideals attract us because of the height of self-consciousness

brought out in the struggle. But in the mystical life there

is no struggle, no resistance, no tension. Life at this

height has its gracious smoothness, even and quiet

flow. Activity or contemplation here are natural and easy.

They form the part of the mighty current that exhibits

itsetP in its richness but is not conscious of it. Every-
thing is natural and easy. If the mystical life is

creative, it is spontaneously so, if it is contemplative it is

so unawares. It is released from the sense of self-

consciousness, though it has not lost consciousness. The
effort is displaced by harmony, for the prospect is all-

embracing and finally transcendent. This advantage comes
to the mystic because of his attitude to enjoy life in its

fullness.



Chapter XX

NEGATIVE PATH

Though the Upanisads have not forsaken the path of

rational realization of the ultimate truth, still they have
put emphasis upon life and its intuition. Reason and
discrimination can be helpful to the understanding of the

phenomenal as spiritually not comforting and consoling.

Hence the attempt has been always to get inspiration from
life. The approach has been in two paths—the path of
contemplation and the path of negation. The former is the

life of Dhyana, which gives us access into the finer secrets

of life, which can never present themselves to the untrained

soul. But the path of contemplation cannot help us to go

beyond the concrete spiritual experiences and see the face

of silence. In contemplation the attitude is receptive.

But the heart of reality cannot be penetrated even with the

persistence of the receptive attitude. The attitude of

reception puts truth separate from us and keeps up the

distinction between the knower and the knotm. It may
give fine numinous experiences of the soul, but it cannot

give the impress of the transcendent truth.

Realizing this shortcoming of an approach through

contemplation generating the finest experiences of the

spiritual harmony, the texts prescribe the path of negation
“ by which every predicate that can be stated in words
becomes excluded from the Absolute, till finally God
is designated as nothingness and nullity bearing in

mind that these terms denote in truth the immeasurable
plenitude of being ”. The negative path takes us beyond
all personal feelings in the spiritual life, beyond the sense

of a personal and moral relationship with God. It takes

us beyond the sense of the cosmic harmony and the cosmic

being.
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The Upanisads indicate Brahman in its Nirguna
aspect by Neti, Neti. “ It is not this. It is the other.”

But it is not Professor Otto’s numinous reception of

the “other”. Spiritual experiences differ from other

experiences in the presentation of the Numen, the “ other ”.

The “ Numen ” is the “ other ”, because it is not what is

presented to the senses and the mind. Professor Otto
feels that the way to realize the “ other ” is not intellectual.

It is numinous. The numinous in time perforce “ begins

to stir, to start into life and consciousness ”. But this

numinous feeling is another name for the subtle harmony of

our being which awakens the sleeping beauties of the soul

and makes us realize the moral holiness and the spiritual

dignity.

The Upanisads have passages in them which exhibit the

profound sense ofthetremendous, the fierce, and the terrible.

The mystical consciousness brings with it many attitudes,

and sometimes contradictory attitudes ; all the contraries

have their setting in the heart of reality ; when the deeper

harmony touches us it manifests the infinite riches of

spiritual life—and, however seemingly receptive and
overcoming some ofthem may appear, very soon the feeling

of repulsion, fear, or terror is displaced by the finer and
wider perception of their beauty in the setting.

The “ other ” reveals a new realm of existence with its

inspiring message of eternal life and unique joy. This

is the message of the immense. But there is still an
“ other ” where the spiritual feelings and emotions are

overweighed by the spiritual silence—where the sense of

“ the other ” as distinguished from the sense of “ this
”

equally vanishes. The numinous sense can grasp the other,

the throbbing heart of being, but it cannot fathom its depth.

It returns bafiled. All the feelings and sentiments retire.

The adept returns with the unique sense of freedom from

the dream of life.

This silence is the quest. This silence is the rest. This

silence is the mystery. It cannot be said to be even
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Anyateva (the other) because this requires a discriminative

reference. It is different from the known, different from

the unknown. To call it known is to make it an object.

To call it unknown is to deny its intimacy and
immediateness. Nothing can indicate this. Hence the

Upanisads prescribe the negative path for the realization

of the transcendent beatitude. Neti, Neti, therefore,

denies positive thinking about it. It also negates negation.

Thought posits or denies, but truth transcends the

position or the negation of thought. Truth can neither be

affirmed nor denied.

Indeed the height is terrifying, for it denies the very

basis of our concrete being and knowledge. Only a few

brave and adventurous souls can welcome and approach

so dazzling a height of existence. Many will shudder at

its apparent void. Many will take it to be death perpetual.

Death it is not, void it is not, It transcends life and death.

It transcends fullness and void. It is calm.

Neti, Neti asks us to give up the natural seeking of the

vital and mental life and the values and meanings they set

up. Nay, more, it seriously asks us to give up satisfactions

in the concrete spiritual life. They are values also in the

relative order and confine us by the expression of concrete

spirituality. Whatever value and charm they carry with

them, they cannot break the veil that hides truth, the

silence that keeps us in the dance of life without being in the

least touched and affected by it. Transcendence is sought,

not because of its value—^for it has no value to offer, but the

value of freedom—^as much for its truth. Nothing is higher

than truth : the Upanisads appeal by this promise of

truth and the freedom it brings from the contraries of

life—^from its alluring hopes and depressing failures,

from the intoxication of the pleasant and from the constant

thrill of life with its uncertainty, from the wanted course

of constant seeking and adaptation, by opening the new
vista. Everyone clings to life, including the gods and
angels. The Upanisads show the path to freedom by
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pointing out that truth is the inmost of our being and
urge us to seek it by putting aside all clingings to individual

self and its vital and animal demands. “ Neti, Neti

(not this, not this) therefore presents a check to the free

flow of life and awakens the sharper and better under-

standing which can eventually find out the path
for realization. It cries a halt to the habituated course of

life and indicates a new method of search which rejects the
surface coating of existence and apprehends the underlying

entity.

This makes it sufficiently clear to us that the

apprehension of truth implies a psychic effortlessness,

but not a psychic inertia. This has in it neither the

positive attitude of contemplation nor the attitude of

denial. This is the attitude of the effortless intuition.

But let us call it the way of silence. This introduces the

next topic.



Chapter XXI

SELF AS PERCIPIENCE

“ Neti, Neti ” is an attitude of shrinking. It is

the spirit of rejection. Saksi is the perpetual witness,

distinguished from the oscillations of life and mind. It

does not wink. It is the unwinking vigilance of spirit

-

waking. It neither accepts nor rejects. Rejection or

acceptance posit the quality of subject and object. It is

a choice on the presentation of a datum to the subject.

Life moves here in a groove, it has lost its flow.

Consciousness works with a limitation set upon it—^the

limitation of working through selection. Saksi allows

freedom from such limitations. The word means literally

the detached percipience. It reflects everything, but it is

never a logical subject. The subject works under the

categories of knowledge and value, it cannot rise above the
sectional impressions of life and experience received through
the fixed concepts of intellect. Intellect is not, therefore,

the proper instrument to apprehend truth. It can grasp the
static relations and even the dynamic divergence or

unity, but it cannot grasp truth that is neither statical

nor dynamical. The subject works under a harassing

limitation. The self is the subject not in its naked purity

and simplicity but as a centre of reflection and desire.

To understand truth the self must rise from the notion

of itself as a subject, to the understanding of itself as the
free creative principle and then finally as the percipience.

The understanding of it as the subject limits its knowledge
and activity to an object ; it then cannot feel the free

spontaneity of life. The rigidity of the logical construction

based upon the conception of the self as subject cannot
impress us with the spontaneity of the subject. The
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necessity arises, therefore, of understanding the self not

only as a subject but as a creative agent. This is an
important step on the path of realization. The structure

which intellect builds up is made up of a constant reference

and relation of the subject to the object, and hence the

subject cannot feel, so long as it works through concepts,

its free nature and spontaneous creation. This spontaneity

of the self has to be felt to make way for the final release,

for it puts us beyond the world of rigid determination and
makes us acquainted with the free creative activity of the

self. In this sense the idea of spontaneous being has an
appeal to the human mind, for this spontaneity puts us

beyond the realm of law and determination to the reality

of indeterminism and free expression which is the essence

of spirit. The self as freely creative is an advance upon
the self as constitutive.

Constitutiveness is implied in creation, but not creation

in constitutiveness. This idea really helps us to free our-

selves from the thought and imposition of alien elements,

the object. But this is not the final vision of self or truth.

The creative activity, though spontaneous, still implies

a limitation. It establishes the dynamic conception of

spirit and attracts by the elasticity of life, but truth is not

revealed. The joy of perpetual creation and recurrence

may be attractive, but creation may reveal power, and the

delight of a free flow of life cannot be accepted as the

final truth. It implies a limitation. At least it cannot

be the self-contained Absolute. Truth is completeness.

This completeness denies concentration and creativeness.

They presuppose ideas of time, but time is an illusion.

The complete truth in all its beauty and serenity denies

change and becoming. It is complete in every moment of

its existence and integral in every bit of expression.

Nothing can be added to it, nothing can be taken away from

it. It denies activity and passivism. But this kills

integrity and completeness.

The conception of a free spirit as djmamism is further
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open to the objection that it cannot be immediate. Truth

must be immediate. The very knowledge of the dynamic
or creative spirit implies a self-division in it. It implies a

projection from the self to know itself and this knowledge

implies limitation and checks or interferes with its freedom.

The dynamic conception cannot be strictly aconceptual,

for its knowledge requires its turning back upon itself,

which destroys its fluidity and immediacy.

Creative life may be a very attractive vision of spirit,

but the creative life eternally complete in itself is hardly

consistent. It may be freely and endlessly creative, but

it cannot be immediately intuitive. If truth is dynamic,

intuition cannot but be so, since truth and intuition must
ultimately be one ; but dynamic intuition is a process,

and a process by itself is not complete.

At least it implies a turning back upon itself either in the

particular or in the whole to know itself as truth. It

must submit to a turning back to self to allow the vision

of the whole and the complete. This changes its whole

character. It ceases to be immediate. This is the difficulty

that is felt in conceiving truth to be a dynamical reality

which is complete in itself and which is intuitive alike.

The dynamical reality cannot be at the same time intuitive,

for in dynamism intuition is possible only when life turns

upon itself, and not otherwise. Either dynamism ceases

to be the last conception of truth, or it must not allow

an intuition in itself of itself. Intuition of the dynamism
cannot be dynamic. The notion of the dynamism of

spirit conflnes our outlook and does not allow us to

go deeper. The spontaneity of life is so absorbing a
conception that it requires a very much finer life to feel

and realize that the centre of dynamism is not dynamic.
Life is an oscillation between movement and rest, between
actuality and potentiality, but the spring of life transcends

both. It is reality.

This introduces Saksi to us. Intuition is Saksi, but it

is not djmamic. No conception of it as static or dynamic
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is possible. For both are conceptual. Saksi is, strictly,

aconceptual. It is not life, it is not mind. It is not the

psyche.

Knowledge is reception, reflection, and illumination.

Saksi is illumination, but is neither reception nor reflection.

Both reception and reflection imply a dynamic relation and
a reference to self or something beside self. Both, therefore,

imply an element of relation. Saksi is intuition without

relation. It does not imply any relation to self or to

object. It is non-relational percipience.

It indicates no bent of the soul and is eternally free from
the relational contraries, and hence it is unique. And
because it is unique it is in a sense complete. Its

completeness does not lie in the fullness of its content

but in the knowledge of all contents. The completeness

is not realized through the contraries of life and knowledge,

but through their transcendence. It cannot allow in it

contraries of subject and object, the contraries of self and
its expression. These contraries really reveal the self

as the logical ego, but do not lay bare its transcendent

nature.

It is a commonplace in the history of thought that the

self is the architect, the creative, and the organizing force.

The delight of creativeness is great. Creative impulse

affords the joy of stirring, the delight of self-expression.

Creativeness may afford the delight of the realization of

an idea or an ideal. It cannot fit in with completeness,

which self is. The creative ideal is a fascination.

And the idea of the Primum Mobile appeals mostly

to religious feelings. It shows its power, it exhibits

intelligence and benignity. The creative God appears

as the living God. It inspires our whole being. Intellect

is charmed with its superior wisdom, the heart with

its beauty and poetry revealed in the creative order. The
majesty, the beauty, and the sweetness of life are enough
for most souls. They are absorbed in them. Here even the

best gifted souls of humanity cannot go beyond such
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joyous consciousness to apprehend the mystery of silence.

They feel diffident before the mysterious awfulness of the

supreme silence beyond the creative urges of life.

But the fit soul appraises life beyond creative efficiency

and creative beauty in its silence. This silence is illumined

silence. This silence is Saksi. This silence is the potent

fact in life. There is a silence beyond the stars, there is a

silence beyond the psychic oscillation. If the eternal

regions above and the moral law within struck the

imagination of Immanuel Kant, the Silence within

and without struck the imagination of the Upanisadic

seers. They find in it the face of truth.

This silence can be felt in the self, when the self stands

detached from life.

The word “ detached ” indicates its transcendence and
indifference, by implication to a previous attachment.

But the self is neither.

This understanding is essential to liberation. Liberation

is not a state to be realized. It is eternally realized. It is

not the fruition of a dynamic spiritual culture. Every form
of discipline implies some kind of fruition of our psychic

being—it gives powers, it gives vision. But liberation is

neither power nor vision. The former implies energism

and activism, the latter passivism and receptivity. But
liberation cannot be any one of them. It is freedom
from both energism and quietism. Saksi is this freedom.

It is not the fruition of activism. It is the freedom
from the polarities of knowledge and the contrarities

of will.

Saksi is dissociated from the active or passive psychism.

This understanding of its singleness, its completeness, and
uniqueness is the beginning of the Upanisadic wisdom.
Normally this transcendence of Saksi is not felt, for the

psychic being seems to be identified with it.

The freedom from psychic oscillation is truly the

beginning of wisdom. The normal bent of the mind is

checked in this attitude of percipience and generally the
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difference is felt between the percipient and the psychic

being. The psychic being, active or passive, is creative

or receptive. But Saksi is neither. This distinction is a
positive help towards the realization of truth. It keeps

us from the fine attractions, positive powers that follow

from the purity and subtlety of psychic being. But the

detachment of Saksi allows saving grace for the adept,

and he cannot fall a prey to the immanental beauties and
sublimities. Saksi has no touch with the fine pleasure

of psychic life. The philosophy of activism would allow

these delights as the successive fulfilments of the self.

Every new experience, every new movement of life is

welcomed as self-expression. Hence the dance of life has

a charm for most mystics. And sometimes the dance

of life is followed by a respite in the silence of life. The
mystics enjoy life through its silence and dance. Life

alternates between these two. And this principle of

alternation keeps up the equilibrium of our life and
indicates the normality in psychic life. Any departure

from it disturbs its normality. The mystic life is generally

regarded as supernormal, not in the sense that it overcomes

the law of alternation but in the sense that even here it

enjoys the dance at its widest amplitude and the silence at

its highest dignity. And this enjoyment is in all cases

conscious.

But the Upanisadic bent is different. It emphasizes an

indifference to the quiet or the dance of life and refers the

principle of alternation to the psychic life. This detach-

ment allows us to see more of the conscious life than is

otherwise possible. It brings a new freedom from the

alternation of the psychic life.

The attitude of Saksi is, therefore, superior to the

attitudes of prayer and reception, joy and service. The
latter do not allow freedom from psychic oscillation, the

former does. Saksi in spiritual consciousness is, therefore,

a great asset ;
it allows freedom from the psychic bent.

Life is so much engrossed with psychism that none sees its
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freedom from it, none feels the freedom to be a value

and an asset. But the attitude of a detached percipient

soon establishes the calm which is free from the conflicts of

psychism and the alternations of spiritual life.

The attitude of Saksi (Seeing) is different from the

attitude of devotion. Devotion is a kind of psychism. It

may give us the finest feelings and the richest experience.

But it can never rise above offering and reception. The
devotional attitude puts us in living touch with God. It

fills us with love, joy, and strength. But Saksi in spiritual

life puts us on a still higher ground. It frees us from the

compelling sense of devotion and gradually recovers us

from its joys and influences and allows us to see and
appreciate the calm dignity of self, which is not disturbed

by the finest devotional experiences. Religious conscious-

ness has its joyousness. Saksi introduces us to a state

which has no joyousness either intellectual or emotional.

Saksi cannot allow any kind of joyous consciousness.

It frees us from all psychism. But it is not destitude of all

feehng. It has no joy. It has Peace.

Exceptional calmness and freedom from psychism can

give us the taste of the blessed peace of Saksi. Our being is

in constant tension. Any form of mystical exaltation has a

marvellous effect upon it. It allows it freedom from the

tension of the waking consciousness. This absence of

tension and the divine rhythm of being constitute an
absorbing experience. It is not easy to overcome its

influence. The sudden fall in the tension has its joy. The
joy is felt all the more by contrast. And, therefore, it is

not often possible to go beyond the joyous consciousness of

the harmonious vibration of devotion and enjoy the peace

in mystical life. Saksi makes way for it. Saksi is detached

from tension of waking-consciousness and harmony
of devotional consciousness. It is detached even from
the cosmic vibrations. Devotional experiences bring

satisfaction to the heart. Devayana (the path of the gods)

acquaints us with the fine planes of being connected with
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the cosmic life. Cosmic vibrations unfold for us the fine

planes of existence. They make our psychic bodies fine,

pure, and rich.

Saksi (the attitude of Seeing) leads on to Sdksi (the state

of being). The former in the beginning has tension—^for

the attitude of watching implies concentration ;
but

this attitude soon allows us the understanding of the

nature of SaksL Here is constant percipience, but without

the least tension in our psychic being, even without the

tension of perception.

But it is not to be identified with psychical relaxation.

Devotional joys are joys of relaxation of our psychical

being. Scientific intuition is also a form of relaxation.

These relaxations are not only the relaxation of the

nerves, they are the relaxations of the active psychism.

But with the relaxation of the active psychism the fine

psychic being has its play. And this fine play is

so absorbing by the light it sheds, and the blessedness it

inspires, that the complete relaxation of psychic being

is not possible in them. The psychic being is active,

very gently and harmoniously so, but Saksi is completely

free from tension and relaxation. Psychic life cannot

touch it. Hence the experiences of psychical relaxation

(so often identified with religious intuition) should not

pass for Saksi. Saksi is free from the gentle tensions as

well as from the easy relaxations of our psychical life.

It is different from dynamic spirituality.

Never does it refuse nor accept any one of its forms of

dynamic spirituality. A fine dynamism, on the other hand,

is helpful to its realization, for it is conducive to fine

understanding and receptivity. But Saksi is indifferent

even to this. Life may unfold its fine possibilities

—

intellectual, Aesthetic, moral, and devotional—and like the

lotus may scatter its fragrance and beauty. But these

fruitions and possibilities should not pass for high

spirituality. They are values. They emerge as life grows

fine. They are life’s finest expression. They have their
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charms. The dynamic spirituality is a growth. But
Saksi does not grow. When the idea of spirituality as

something different from “ growth ” or “ emergence ”

or “ fruition ” becomes clear in the possibility of fully

grasping Saksi, then its value in life is appreciated. When
life rises above the thoughts of enjoyment or of expression,

when it has an effortless calm, then it can feel the

transcendence of Saksi. Saksi gives the idea of tran-

scendent spirituality as distinguished from dynamic

spirituality. And, with the full grasp of Saksi, a new
idea of spiritual life dawns upon us. Spiritual life is so

often identified with dynamism that it requires a fine

culture, a refined psychism, to feel the dignity of trans-

cendent spirituality.

It appears for the moment that this attitude detaches

us from the actualities of life. It does. But the true

vision is not possible unless one is set free from these

actualities. In the silent percipient the affective and the

active attitudes are temporarily lost and a new feeling

of relief, of ease, is the incredible consequence. The
Upanisads enjoin upon \xs to rise above the psychic life

and its absorbing delights. They admonish us to rise above

life’s thrill and to reach life’s calm. Prayer and Samadhi
give the calm in psychic being, but not the calm of Saksi

;

they wake up the fine being with psychic possibilities, but

they cannot go beyond the life of alternation.

It is this that the Upanisads admonish us to do. The
joy of life is the usual promise in mysticism. The freedom
of life is the promise of the Upanisads. In Saksi and in its

constant detached wakefulness the secret of this freedom
lies, and whoever has been able to appraise this wakefulness

his release is near.

Time, Psyche, and Saksi

The imderstanding of Saksi, the transcendent in our
normal life, requires a clear discrimination of it from psyche
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and time. Psyche is associated with time, Saksi is not.

Psyche has its history of evolution in time, Saksi has no
history. The history of the psyche or the mental life is

continuous. Its changes follow in quick succession.

Psyche is dependent upon time for its expression. Self-

consciousness has no meaning apart from time. It is not

a timeless perception. Our conscious life has its play in

time. The psychic life leaves its footprints on the canvas

of time. If the time sense is lost, life loses its meaning.

The dynamic aspect of our being is so closely associated

with time that we can hardly think of the mental life save

and except as a process unrolling itself in time. Time in

its discreteness or in its continuity is so closely associated

with mental events or mental history that it has been

a commonplace among psychologists to explain the

psychological sense of time by the events of succession,

before or after, by the sense of frustrated or unfulfilled

desire.

Those who are influenced by the creativeness of spirit

naturally think that time is a form of spirit. They go so

far as to identify time with the creative spirit to which

they give the name of duration. Whether time is the

creative urge or whether it is a form of expression, it is in

both cases associated with spiritual or creative life. Spirit

creates through time and endures through time. And this

double delight of creativeness and duration through time

has been the chief attraction for most people, who have not

the still wider vision of truth. Naturally, they cannot

think of spirit in any other but dynamic form. They
cannot rise above time sense. Psychic life is associated

with it, but to relate spirit to time and creativeness is

entirely to misread it. In our ordinary psychic life it is

very difficult to grasp the idea of a free being unrestricted

by time. The spiritual life generally has great charm, for

it enlightens us as to the nature of spirit as independent of

and creative through time. This exhibits the free nature

of spirit.
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But activism is not the essence of our spirit. Activism

is the perpetual effort or strain, but spirit can have no strain

in itself. Absolute activism is an impossibility, inasmuch

as we imderstand activism only in opposition and restraint.

At least, the idea so becomes clear to us. A free flow of

activism is a metaphor. Activism and passivism, energism

and quietism are opposites, and spirit transcends all

opposites. Activism attracts us by its free creativeness,

but creativeness is a limitation. It implies concentration

and purpose. The fluidity of spontaneous creative life

may be inherent in spirit. But is not spirit, for spirit

transcends creativity.

Saksi is different from ^lan vital. Its freedom is not

the freedom of unrestrained activity, it is not the

ease of free creation and free inception. It is not the

freedom of spontaneous dance and expression of life.

It is awake to the oscillations of life. It is the freedom

of the present as compared to the determinism of the past

and the future. It is the ever-transcendent now. It is

not the ever-creative now. The ever-creative now
transcends the past and the future in time, but it cannot

transcend the time sense altogether. It is in a way the

essence of time, though detached from the sense of past

and future. Indeed the ever-creative now is a free act.

The transcendent now is not a free act, it is a free intuition.

It is free being. Both are immediate. The one is the

immediacy of activity. The other is the immediacy of

intuition. But the immediacy of activity is not in itself

known. It requires the light of intuition to know itself.

Its knowledge at once makes it mediate, for in the act of

knowing itself it must veer round itself. The ever-creative

now, therefore, cannot be the immediacy of intuition.

There is much truth in the assertion of Gentile :
“ The

activity realizes itself in the other, or rather it is realized in

itself as other.” (Gentile : The Theory of Mind as Pure
AcU p. 266 .) It is, therefore, a relation with itself. But
such is not the case with Saksi, which is intuition, but not
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an act. This reference to itself as other is involved in the

ever-creative now to rise to knowledge or intuition. This

is intuition as an act. Intuition when it transcends

time and activity is what the Upanisads call the Saksi.

It is the Atman, the soul. In our spiritual life Saksi,

the detached percipient, has great value.

The very attitude of Saksi releases us from mental
reserve and limitation, which have become natural to

us owing to false spiritual teaching, and exhibits the

elasticity, magnitude, and sprightliness of our psychic

being. It brings into relief the creative nature of the soul

:

and some who are seekers after spiritual life sometimes

become so much absorbed in one or more of these supra-

sensuous activities of the soul that they soon begin to

construct partial theories out of the deeps of the soul.

This can explain why reason, love, or will is accepted as

the ultimate reality of the universe. But the deeper insight

of a mystic does help us to see that they are functions of

the soul through which it builds a universe of its own.

The attitude of detachment enables us to appraise the

psychical aspects of our being rightly and to evaluate their

forces correctly. It refuses identification of our being with

them, and in doing this it frees the soul from their

limitations and attractions.

This is great gain, and indeed a supreme help. The
great promise of mystic life is to see the self in its purity

and in itself, and this is possible when the beauties and
dignities, charms, and attractions of the psychic life do not

distract our attention. They confine the self to the

pleasure-ground. But wise men do not tarry on the

pleasure-ground. The psychic sights and scenes screen

truth. The psychic being exhibits its powers and

potentialities to the seeker. It is indeed difficult to cross

them. Many bright souls have fallen a prey to them.

Detachment is to be kept up, even in the finest expression

of life. This detachment does not come at once. It

follows understanding or realization. Although the
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seeker is constantly advised to be detached, to allow of

the entrance of the higher and the finer life in him, still

he cannot follow it and see its beauty in life unless he

cultivates in himself the love of truth.

Saksi reveals the natural transcendence of the soul and
its distinctness from its faculties and functions, from its

manifestations in the psychic or physical planes. It

reveals all the forces that are within us, the power of

love, the majesty of will, the dignity of wisdom, and the

joy of life.

It gives a detachment not only from the vital or the

mental being, it allows a detachment from the world and
realm of ideals. There lies the dignity of Saksi, because

nothing can give this release but Saksi.

Before it stands revealed the creative spontaneity of the

soul, the luminous expression of Buddhi with its archetypal

ideas, the illuminated understanding, and the intuitive

reason, but it never loses its speciality, the sense of detach-

ment which refuses to be identified with any one of

these. Saksi, therefore, is unique in its existence and
transcendence.

If the detached attitude is to be evenly kept up, then our

mental being should be luminous and free from the constant

urges of the lower nature. Unless the soul is emptied it

cannot be fulfilled. Nature abhors a vacuum. If the

impulsive urges are quietened down, the fine urges fill

our being, and the power of functioning on the higher

and supramental planes becomes possible. The lower

emotions, the common religious sentiments, the prudential

thoughts—all ebb away. In their place the higher

intuitions, feelings, and ideas in their perfect harmony and
balance become active. Even in this chastened being and
almost divinized self the Saksi remains untouched, for it is

beyond both the gross or the finer psychism. But with
the fine psychic nature its character and detachment
become self-evident to us ; and the more it is clearly

apprehended, the more we are released from the psychic
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bent of being, even from the divine inspiration which shapes
itself through the cosmic life and purpose. The dynamism
of our nature is reinforced, transformed, and reshaped by the

inflow of the divine dynamism, and the man becomes the
superman, but even then the transcendence of Saksi

cannot be spoiled. It is by nature transparent, pure, and
detached. The divine inspiration can touch our psychic

being, but not Saksi.

The attitude of Saksi removes grossness and makes
every part of our being consciously receptive. The whole
being becomes transparent. Saksi reflects as a mirror

the thoughts, the desires, the impulses, and the emotions.

Nay, it reflects even the sleeping dynamic forces which
in rare?souls become active. It reveals the potential

divinity in man. The calm of detachment releases the

powers that usually find no expression in us either of the

mental or of the higher mental life.

Every part of our being has its intuitive indications.

Our instinctive and vital urges are immediately felt, the

desires and the oscillations of the mental being are also

immediately apprehended. But the mystical penetration

exhibits the play of the still higher forces of Buddhi, its

creative forms and ideals—which no longer remain a matter

of inference. The intuitions of the buddhic body of the

soul which inspire all creative thought exhibit themselves

before Saksi. But this wealth of intuitions and experiences

cannot in the least attract the soul because of the luminous

transcendence of the Saksi. Nature’s forces and psychic

powers are best enjoyed in the attitude of detachment.

Nature stands naked before the soul that is detached. It

draws the veil where there is the least attachment. The
attitude of the detached observer can see what is passing

more fully than the attitude of active attachment and
conscious seeking. Conscious seeking narrows the field

of observation. Even the suprasensuous and supramental

receptions have their limitations. Saksi has no limitation.

Because of its transcendence it has no limitation of space
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or time. It can reflect the oscillations of the psychic as

well as of the cosmic life. Its fields enlarge with the

growth of receptiveness of our being : Saksi, which

reflects the individual psychism and life, can also reflect

the infusion of the cosmic life into the individual life. If

there is the perception of the immense, it is felt in our

psychic being, but not in Saksi ; for Saksi has no
magnitude.

This reflection of the cosmic life becomes occasional

in the life of the seeker, for there is a correspondence

between the individual soul and the cosmic soul, and when
the being becomes chastened and transparent the display

of the cosmic life in us becomes possible and sometimes

evident.

But Saksi, either in the individual or in the cosmic

life, has the same character of detachment and tran-

scendence : Life has changes, mutations, and contents,

but Saksi has none. Intuition, when it does not reflect

either the individual or the cosmic life, is exhibited in its

true transcendence, aloofness, and non-relatedness. The
reflector and the creator in our being stand apart. And
Saksi gives us self-dissociation in place of self-integration.

It may sound strange that in the Upanisads self

dissociation becomes the final stage in realization. True,

but this dissociation helps self-realization. Unless the

self is dissociated, in knowledge as it is in being, from the

principles of becoming, activity, thought, mentation, the

self-knowledge remains an illusion. In fact this dissociation

reveals its truer and profounder nature. Saksi gives the

delight of transcendence in place of the delight of creative

expression. Anyhow the sense of percipience reveals a
phase in our being—a phase which reveals its freedom and
its uniqueness. Life is so often attracted to its urges with

their fruitions that it becomes very difficult to stand

quite as a detached observer. Hence it is a common
tendency amongst the^mystics to emphasize more the

intensive joy of life than the quiet blessedness of the soul.
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We have a parable in the Katha Upanisad. In the tree

of life two birds sit on its branches, the one enjoys its fruits,

the other watches the enjoyer. This wonderfully expresses

the deep truth of mystic life. There is in life the constant

tendency to enjoyment. To live is to enjoy. But there is

also the percipient which sees, but not enjoys. The
enjoyment is of the psyche, the seeing is of the soul. Man
is divided in himself as the enjoyer and the seer : the

former is his humanity, the latter is his transcendence.

Few souls can see this difference. Fewer still can feel

the double nature of being. Life moves in detached
silence. Light is always seen in the shadow, in its

refractions, but not in itself. Its brilliance dazzles the

untrained sight. The delight of the flux, the joy of living

ever fresh in the ever-changing, has drawn the veil over

truth. It indeed requires the highest powers to forgo

the flow and the joy of life for the light of truth. But
must it not be supposed that truth is not life ? Truth is

the essence of life, it is the spring of life.

And what value can life possess if it is divorced from

truth ? Truth is the fullness of life and the summit of

existence, and before our intellect can measure it we lose

ourselves in it. The attitude of detachment is different

from the detached percipient, though the former helps

the realization of the latter. It keeps down the disturbing

instincts and psychic forces and secures that poise in

mental being which can reflect truth. Saksi does not imply

a reference to self or another. It frees us from the deep-

rooted natural conviction of the ego and from attachment

to its creative power. A new sense, a new meaning of the

self, dawns upon it—its loneliness and its transcendence.

It is indeed difficult to rise above the conception of self as

a creative entity, for the joy of creation and self-expression

is so deep in us that it cannot be easily shaken off. And
unless the sense of restriction and effort in the creation

is felt acutely man refuses to leave it aside. Happily the

joy of creation cannot long persist. The delight of creation
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is not unalloyed, since creation involves conflict and
opposition and implies a mastery and momentary resolution

of the conflict. Self-expression is the most silent but the

highest possible self-assertion. And self-assertion is self

limitation. It has in it always the sense of effort ; and,

however free it is, it has in it a sense of constraint and
victory. It has a double experience of the feeling of a

conflict and the pleasurable feeling of a conflict overcome.

Hence the being must be experiencing tension in creation,

though the tension is subsequently replaced by harmony.

Free creation has not restraint, since it has no conflict from

without. It has the fluid joy of free life and free expression.

But if free creation does not meet with any external

conflict, and expresses life in its spontaneity, still it cannot

overcome the limitation inherent in creation. Creation

is definite shaping and formation. It gives shape to the

shapeless, form to the formless. Even if it is free, it

cannot overcome this limitation, otherwise it loses its

significance. A creation may be consistently purposeless,

but a creation cannot be truly shapeless. And therefore a

free creative activity and urge is really the tendency to

give forms to the formless, or mould the formless into

forms. Creativeness necessarily implies a self-projection,

a self-expression, and a self-concentration.

Between the delight of free creation and the delight of

Saksi there is a difference. Delight in the former is the

delight of unrestricted movement. It is the delight of free

life. Delight in the latter is the delight of freedom from
the contrarities of life. Life has its contrarities, Saksi has

none. Hence its freedom is also unique. It is not the

freedom of unrestricted expression. Life attracts us,

charms us. Saksi frees us. The free activity of life and
detached dignity of Saksi may allow us redemption from
the sense of personality and give the blessed freedom

from the restricted view of life ; but the freedom allowed

by Saksi is in a sense higher than the freedom of
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creativeness. Creativeness is finer when it is spontaneous,
and it is spontaneous when it is detached. The more we
are detached, the better we can create.

We combine in us a free movement and a complete
detachment. He who has understood the detachment of

self has seen the best of it when he imderstands it as

creative.



Chapter XXII

PSYCHISM AND KNOWLEDGE

The Upanisads (especially Katha, Nada Vindu, Hansa,

etc.) lay down a discipline for psychic culture. Psychism
requires purification before it can be a fruitful source of

knowledge. The psychic culture is Yoga. Yoga essentially

encourages fine forms of concentration. Its purpose is to

reveal the secrets lying deep in our psychic being. The
finest method of Yoga is Samadhi. Samadhi presupposes

the psychical and vital fitness and fineness, and Yoga,

therefore, in its complete course teaches the art of posture

and breathing.

Before the fine psychic forces can be active in us, the

vital and the physical bodies must be pure, so that they

may be able to bear the strain of the higher mental and
spiritual activity. Spiritual life requires a rhythm not only

in the higher mental life, but also in the lower vital and
physical self, otherwise the desired result is not possible.

The spiritual harmony builds up the body accordingly.

Samadhi is an attitude of high mental tension and
concentration. It makes us intuitive. But its intuitions

mostly reveal the nature of the psychic forces. Psychic

intuition has an effort of concentration, transcendent

intuition has none.

Psychic intuition can reflect the truths of the psychic

being—^the mental-vital complex. A fine psychic discipline

is, therefore, a preliminary course for the initiate, for it can

give him a better understanding. But the apprehension

of truth requires the transcendence of all psychism, fine

or gross.

Intuition as a psychic process is not intuition as truth

or reality. As a psychological process it can reflect all the

800
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shades of our being, it cannot reflect truth. It can reflect

the finest impress of the cosmic consciousness upon our

psychic being. It can divine the cosmic secrets hidden in

the cosmic soul ; but it cannot divine the transcendent

truth. Psychism, however fine and chastened, can have
no play there. It can give us the glimpse of transcendence.

But it is only a glimpse. The fine psychism casts the light

of truth, just as the dawn scatters the light of the sun.

It heralds the appearance of the dazzling light of tran-

scendence. Samadhi is the highest effort and finest tension

of our psychic being. Samadhi is the psychic attitude of

perception. Transcendence is not reception. It is being.

Hence it is clear that the fine psychic receptivity which
originates in Samadhi is a preliminary discipline for the

life of knowledge. The Upanisads lay emphasis upon it.

But the psychism that these texts prescribe is not the

psychism that develops powers.

Power is the natural sequence of psychic development,

but powers are not the desired ends, and are not sought.

Powers draw the soul earthward and bind it to the earth,

but do not allow that quiet and detachment which make
the final illumination possible. Power makes our being

eager for refined satisfactions and delights, but cannot give

that peace which passeth understanding. This peace is the

promise of transcendent wisdom, and one who aspires

after peace should be wise and bold enough to

part with powers. Truth is the greatest conqueror.

Psychism gives us the conquest of powers. Transcendence

gives the conquest of truth. Truth conquers powers.

Though in the Upanisads there is mention of psychic powers

for progressive souls still the powers are not sought. Even
if they come, they should be completely ignored. They
come unawares and take possession of the soul. The
seeking soul should be sure of peace and truth that he may
not fall victim to the subtleties and powers of the fine

psychism. The deep sense and eagerness for truth can

alone save the seeker from the allurement of powers.
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Brave are the souk which do not feel drawn to the delights

and prospects of powers and can keep up the spirit of

seeking truth. The path is sharp as the edge of a razor.

Very few gifted souk can walk safely in this path.

In some Upanisads (e.g. Hansa, Nada Vindu, Dhyan-

avindu) the method of approach has been chiefly through

Yoga and Samadhi. There is a dynamism at the base

of the spinal cord. Thk dynamism is not active in ordinary

men. It is made active in the seeker, The seeking soul

stands covered with a new appearance and clothed with a

new joy.

It brings in its train the delightful music of Nada, which

enraptures and absorbs the soul by its delightful and
voiceless cadences.

The favourite practice amongst the Indian mystics has

been to liberate the coiled-up psychic energy which soon

saturates our whole being and opens the wider spiritual

vistas and gazes.

Such expansive feeling is accepted by the theists (e.g.

Raya Ramanuja) as a phase of synthetic intuition which,

according to them, is the secret teaching of the Upanisads.

Samkara regards it as the heightening of om mental

consciousness in Upasana, and as a desirable and agreeable

feeling. These shades of joyous feeling are effects of finer

psychkm, but they should not pass for truth.

Samadhi breaks the polarization of the psychic forces.

The neutral equilibrium of our being cannot be established

if there is a constant outward tension. It is necessary to

go within and to effect a neutralization of the forces and

enjoy the calm. Thk neutralization is the highest effect

of Samadhi, for it produces the greatest calm in our

psychic being. Yoga is the prelude to a life seeking wisdom.

It may generate imderstanding and give freedom.



Chapter XXIII

LIFE THROUGH FOUR STAGES

The Upanisads find the highest truth in the free and
emancipated life. They find the greatest art in the right

regulation of life. Philosophy defines truth, mysticism
gives its realization, the art of life gives the regulation,

which can mould life in a way that can make realization

possible and easy. In the full code of life the three go
together—^understanding, setting, and realization.

Life is plastic. The finest understanding and realization

can be properly assisted when the plasticity of life is

regulated in a definite way. The fullest flowering goes with
the most delicate handling and living. And this is

especially true where the end is not merely an intellectual

satisfaction. Truth is the highest promise of living.

Life is inspired by understanding.

This art of living cannot be the same with every

individual. But where the art of life has an influence

towards better understanding and realization, the art

generally must have a uniform nature and character.

The final realization is consequent on the finest opening

of our being and the opening must follow a method and
a course. Life has infinite intuitions, definite forms will

require distinct settings of life. The realization of the

Upanisadic truth requires, therefore, a distinct art which

may not be serviceable in other spheres of life. This is

true in the case of the few adepts who make realization

their direct objective in life. Their interest lies there.

Their life takes, therefore, a peculiar setting. Other

callings have no demands upon them. They are free in

life. The art of life they follow cannot fit others walking

in different paths. Hence a distinction is natural between

those who are naturally fit and those who have to acquire

808
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fitness. And this fitness is not generally intellectual fitness,

but fitness of life. Intellectual fitness gives the right

understanding
;

the fitness of life puts us on the right

path of developing intuition and achieving realization.

Those that have fine understanding often cannot live and
practise the truth ; they are surely misfit in the height

of life. The chords of life should be rightly strung in order

that the truth discovered by philosophy may be the

truth of life. Philosophy and life should continue to know
truth and to make truth living in us.

The truth that the Upanisads teach—^the truth of the

commonality and transcendence of spirit—demands
complete renunciation of the other calls of life.

They rise from the partial perspectives of life. Truth
cannot be realized where life runs after its dubious calls

and when it cannot rise to the height of welcoming the

fullness hidden in the inmost being. We find what we
seek. Truth is hidden from us, because we are after

shadows and appearances.

The call does not reach both spiritually fit and unfit

alike. Even amongst the fit souls there are degrees of

fitness. Some are Galahads among them, some are

Percivals. The misfit cannot hear it. Some take time to

prepare themselves. They occasionally hear the call.

A realistic sense binds them to their duties at hand. But
they do not lose sight of the goal, and reach it in due time.

Considering this, life has been divided into four stages,

corresponding to the fitness of life and eagerness of the soul.

There are souls who are fit from birth. They are of the

finest type. They do not suffer from the earthly touch

;

they have their illumination with their nativity and birth.

A case in point isVamadeva, who did not require instruction

and preparation, being already the light incarnate. Such
souls cannot be included in any of the four stages of life.

They are a category by themselves. They are eternally

perfect. They have the vivid presentation of the living

truth in themselves.
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Leaving aside this type, transparent in being, installed

in truth, we can divide the rest into two broad categories :

(1) The seekers after truth who are not in touch with the

affairs of the world
; (2) The seekers after truth who are

in touch with life and life’s affairs. Both these types

require a preparation and pass through the first period of

discipline. This stage is common to all. This is the period

of instruction. This is the period of intellectual fellowship.

The first type hears the call and passes immediately into

the life of contemplation and silence. The second type

hears the call from a distance. It takes time before he

can be in every way fit for realization. Naturally the art

of life in the two cases will be different. This difference

discriminates the different stages of life. The active

callings—on the path of duty—must be distinct from the

wise passiveness in the life of insight and meditation. The
common life is the path of the householder awakened to the

values of life and responsive to every one of its calls.

The householder may combine in himself the higher

stretches of imagination and vision, but he cannot renounce

the duties at hand. He is true to the kindred points of

heaven and home. He passes through darkness and light,

and is moulded by life through the actualities of life. The
glimpse of transcendence may occasionally attract him,

but cannot constantly possess him. He may bid for it, but

he may not live the life of renunciation. The text prescribes

renunciation after gratification in most cases, complete

renunciation in few cases. Renunciation is natural when
life stands unmasked.
But the door of wisdom is shut to none, though close

concentration and devotion to the ideal is not possible

unless freedom is attained from the urges of life. When
the silence is to be fully faced, the text prescribes immediate

renunciation.

The setting of the householder’s life is different from the

setting of the wanderer’s life. But in every stage of hfe

the call has been to feel and realize the sacredness of life
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and the holiness of relations. The Taittiriya Upanisad

gives us the noble picture of moralizing and idealizing

the forces and the social and family relations of life.

Life is to grow fine, to give us the finest blessings. Even
the vital urges are to be refined, to allow of finer satisfaction

to life. This appears true when life is seen in its complete

setting. This notion of the entire life as a sacrifice takes

away the sting from gratification and lends a holy

touch to it.

The dignity of the race attracts us. Its possibilities

inspire us, its hoariness overpowers us. We feel it sacred,

we want to preserve it. Race preservation is not

looked upon as the crude impelling of nature. It is thought

of as the original move of self-expression. It becomes a

divine act.

The Chhandogya in the Parjanka Vidya has drawn our

attention to it. Life moves in spirit. The movement may
be centric or eccentric ; the centric movements of life

are to be spiritualized
; they are actually spiritualized

if we can see and appraise them from the philosophic

height whence every move of life appears fine and beautiful.

Creation is not disparaged, it is only idealized, for creation

is the impress of spirit upon matter.

The cosmo-centric insight changes the meaning and
value of impulses in life. This cosmic impulsion reads

sacrifice in gratification, adds a redeeming touch to the

instinctive impellings, and becomes the sure index of

movement in higher mentality and spirituality.

To awaken the finer possibilities it is necessary to

evaluate properly the instinctive demands, not with a

view to kill or stifle them, but with a higher intuition to

regularize and transform them. The nature of man is

divided unto itself, and this division cannot be set aside

so long as there is not harmony between the benevolent

and the malevolent forces, between the forces of light and
darkness in man. Matter instead of obstructing spirit

becomes a helpmate to her.
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When the opposition between spirit and matter, between
reason and instinct, is removed, the higher formations of

life begin to reveal themselves and the life instead of being

a plaintive becomes a delightful strain. Struggles arise

when the forces are seen in their isolation, but in the full

setting there is harmony and not conflict.

Matter was the bar, matter becomes the helper. This

art of life fits the householder. The householder is to enjoy

life in expression
;

and, if the original sense of opposition

is not removed, hfe’s expression and spirit’s revelation

through nature cannot be rightly appraised.

But a new chapter of life begins in the third stage and
culminates in the fourth stage. These are the stages

of centralization in self ; and, instead of transforming

nature, the attempt is now made completely to transcend

it. The least touch of nature is discarded, for the silence

of life is sought to be installed in place of music. The art

of life then must be different, for here the effort is to lose

oneself in the centre of being.

The householder cannot completely give himself up to

the inward urge of the divine life. He sees the play, he

enjoys the game—but it is not possible to see and enjoy

the whole drama of life when we play an active part in it.

The full acting can be seen when we stand apart from

active life.

And this is provided for in the third and the fourth

stages of life. The contemplative life in the third stage

prepares us for the final realization in the last.

The adaptation is different. Though at times the

householder can attain the serene detachment and can

deliver himself completely to the spiritual urge, still he

cannot be free from clinging to nature.

The beauty of the contemplative life is that it

concentrates on the attainment of wisdom, but it is wrong
to suppose that it is dead to human feehngs and joys.

It is, on the contrary, so finely attuned in being that it

radiates love to all, because it realizes that the self is all.
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Divine imagination helps it to realize the identity of self,

and divine inspiration fills it with love that resides in the

heart of reality. Unless the illusion of the self breaks down
completely, the divine love cannot stream into the heart

and move us to embrace all humanity in the light of the

exalted self.

The wanderer’s life is a great art. It is life of adventure

with spirit, for the real test of the awakened spirit lies in

the dissolution of the cords that bind us more or less to

flesh and the revelation of the wider and better unity in

spirit. The wanderer is free from the instinctive urges.

He is anxious to enjoy the freedom and the commonality
of spirit. He sacrifices the aesthetic impressionism in

order that he may enjoy the intellectual beauty, for the

finest form of expression of life is his delight
;

and the

finest is reached in the life of dignity and freedom

of spirit.

And in this height of intellectual life, the order of relative

values cannot have any play. Life has its finest and
greatest play where it does not show the least division

—

and its grandeur is realized in calm detachment. Life

has its finest secrets for those who are not deceived by
illusion. It is not true that the wanderer does not enjoy

life. He enjoys the finest phase of it. The greatest art

of life is to be artless. The wanderer is the unconscious

artist, for he opens his whole being and reserves nothing

to himself. He practises no concealment. He need
practise none, for he is fixed in the height of being which is

self-revealed.

The wanderer enjoys the delight of freedom from
the creative responsibilities

; for, where life is deep,

creativeness has no play. But this does not mean that he is

lost to life. He is living vigorously, although there is no
ripple on the surface.

Carrying the most kindly feeling for all, regarding

every self as his own self, unconcerned with the sweetness

or bitterness of life, the wanderer moves as the figures of
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wisdom and love harmoniously set to each other—^wisdom

saves the self, love saves others.

There is not the slightest stiffness of being, not the

least contradiction. The forces are evenly set in the

harmony of life.

Civilization finds its highest expression in him. The
wanderer moves in the soul’s peace, making the whole

humanity, the whole living creation the radius of his

activity in love and knowledge. He enjoys perfect harmony
and transcendence. His life is a living poem; conflicts

melt away before the touch of love and wisdom. Such
a soul gives an intimation of the supramundane existence

and establishes peace on earth. He lives in divine peace.

He carries the aroma of divine life with him.

But the wanderer in the fourth stage of life is centred

in the mystery of silence. He is awakened to the fullness

of life and joy and has not the sense of the least difference

between life and truth. He enjoys the dignity of life more
in its silence than in its play.

This is natural. When spiritual development reaches

its culmination it sees the presence of spirit everywhere.

And it feels that the self is spirit. When the time-sense

fades, realization becomes different. The soul enjoys

peace.

This aspect of spiritual life appears to be unique ; for

man’s outlook by habit and adaptation is confined to

dynamic spirituality. It is difficult to rise above the finer

urges of life to realize the silence in the heart of being.

Many cannot see the truth of silence and few can realize

it. And naturally they shudder at the thought of its

impenetrable depth. Hence they mistake life’s fuUness

for barrenness. But the Upanisadic seers set the premium
upon silence and naturally its realization demands the

fullest and the closest attention.



Chapter XXIV

THE WISE MAN

The wise man is the ideal of the Upanisads. He is

the Jivan Mukta. He enjoys the unique privilege of

liberation in life. He is emancipated. He is installed in

peace.

The wise man, instead of passing into the quiet of

retirement, can live an active life. This is merely a matter

of habit. This is a question of activism or passivism in

ethical life. Activity and passivity do not affect the

emancipated soul. He is neither active nor passive.

Activism and passivism are adaptations. The forces may
be active in the enlightened soul, but it is quite indifferent

to them. Life in its finest beauty has no fascination for it.

The free soul is above all attraction of life. It has an even

attitude in life’s distraction and attraction. It is perfectly

installed in truth. Quietism and activism are attitudes of

life, but not wisdom.
The wise man does not necessarily seek retirement. In

cases where the mind cannot with ease settle down and
where the psychic being is not transparent enough to

reflect truth always, retirement is thought necessary

even after illumination. But, where the psychic being has

a transparent fitness to reflect light, life can never deflect

from it.

These two types are represented in the Upanisads
in Janaka and Yajnavalkya. Janaka is the king.

Yajnavalkya is the sage and the teacher in the court of

Janaka. Both were wise. But the teacher took up the

life of renunciation. Janaka continued to be the king.

Plato makes philosophers (wise men) the guardians of

the state. He sees in this calm life of the philosopher,

810
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in the contemplation of what is essential and eternal, a far

more glorious and attractive end He does not believe

in the absolute and unconditional value of public life. Yet
he believes in public life. It affords an opportunity for the

active exercise of knowledge and virtue. The wise men are

the best guardians, because they are above interest and
passion. They are the finest specimens of humanity, they

are the natural guardians of society. The emphasis on the

contemplative life makes Plato’s philosopher resemble

the wanderer in the Upanisad.

The wanderer is the contemplative type amongst the

Jivan Muktas. 2 But there is the active type among them

—

which meets the kindred points of heaven and home. This

type compares favourably with Plato’s philosopher.

Plato’s philosopher is ruled by the dictates of duty. The
Jivan Mukta is free from feuch dictates. He has no
compelling sense of duty, nor has he the need of

contemplation. He is beyond the oscillation of the

psychic being, and is far from the psychic bent of either

contemplation or action. He has a poise of being which

can immediately pass into contemplation or action. But
he is aware all the time that he transcends them both.

The contemplative soul is led by cosmic impelling. His

expansive vision and transcendence put him on a superior

plane and his ethics cannot be on the same level with the

ethics as usually understood and as commonly practised.

The rigidity of the latter is displaced by the elasticity of the

former, but this elasticity dispenses with the conflicts of

the practical life and places the adept beyond the categories

of common morality. The realization of truth endows the

adept with vision and power. He naturally cannot be

bound down by the ethics of personality. He is often

a mystery to the mean intelligence, for he is not governed

by the human ethical code. He stands beyond virtue and

1 Zeller : Plato and the Older Academy,
Jivan Muktas are those who have attained the highest enlightenment

and realized the greatest truth of the Upanii^ds in life, viz. the identity

of being in Man and God.
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vice, good and evil, right and wrong; he is above the

rigidity of moral life, for the ethics of preparation cannot

be the ethics of consummation. In such lives the forces

begin to move cosmically, and therefore they become the

source of uncommon powers, possessors of unheard-of

wisdom, and promulgators of great movements. The
condition of unhindered power is not therefore a

condemnation but rather a commendation, since it

demonstrates unmistakably that the emancipated con-

sciousness is beyond the restrictions of common life.

The ideal appears not strictly moral to the superficial

observer because the ethics of personality has such a charm
for us, that not seldom the ethics of preparation is thought

to be the highest moral ideal, and from a distance it is not

possible to judge the elasticity and freedom of a free life.

The Jivan Mukta is freed from the sense of compulsion,

from the sense of responsibility, and when he moves, he

moves on by cosmic urges.

But this elasticity of life following realization is no
elasticity of the vital being with its desires and impulses,

with its sense of increased life and activity, with its

pleasures, joys, and gratifications. This elasticity is, in

fact, the truly spiritual expansion of our being freed from
the sense of conflict or from the sense of hedonistic

relaxation and impulsion of being. This elasticity has an
effect upon the texture of our being. It produces harmony
in all the parts of our being. And in this elasticity lies

freedom. Karma has lost its hold upon the liberated

soul because he is above the conceit of agency.

The conceit of agency creates the sense of moral
obligation and responsibility. The liberated soul has no
conceit of agency. He has seen no responsibility. The
liberated soul becomes the wielder of powers, though all

along he knows he is far above and beyond them. Nature
has in its gifts these privileges for the soul who is bold

enough not to seek them. Detachment is the secret of rare

powers, and, whether one wills or wills not, the soul seeking
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and practising transcendence becomes the possessor of

uncommon powers. He may or may not exercise them.
These uncommon powers are looked upon with no
concern.

Professor A. B. Keith thinks that emancipation is merely

a condition of unhindered power, the ideal of a despot.

[Philosophy of the Upanisads^ p. 587.)

This shows a lack of sympathetic insight into the ideals

of the Upanisads. Spiritual insight is not purely an
intellectual understanding, nor merely an occasional

insight. True spirituality is the unceasing consciousness

of the unity wherein the vital mental complex stands

revealed and completely exposed. Emancipation is not

merely a logical concept, it is a psychological revelation,

and implies a psychological upbuilding. But the

psychological revelation has tremendous moulding effect

upon the entire nature of the adept, and its influence

penetrates into every part of our being, and transforms

in its light the mental and the vital being.

The philosopher walks with his intellectual apprehensions

leaving the rest of his being to adapt itself according to the

conditions of normal ethics. The adept lives the truth.

The spiritual insight into truth has its effect on all parts

of our complex being. Intellect becomes intuitive, feeling

rises into fine shades of blessedness. The man is completely

reborn.

Spirituality is not an expression in emotion, nor an
indulgence in sentimentality. Spirituality is something

superior to religion as ordinarily understood. It is the life

of vision and a life of complete transformation. The
spiritual insight does not leave the lower nature cold.

It effects a complete change in our being. Its influence

permeates the vital and the mental being, so that the

supramental truth can be effective on the vital-physical

planes.

Whenever there has been such a call there has been

an unhesitating abandonment of the wonted course of
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life, for this call comes from the deep of being. The call

may come in any stage of life, before or after illumination ;

but, whenever it comes, it comes with irresistible force.

The call for illumination is to be distinguished from the call

for realization. The former is a call for preparation and
training, the latter for unbroken illumination. Both
require fitness, but the fitness for illumination is to be

distinguished from the fitness for its continuity. In both

cases vital and mental being are to be purified and
sharpened, but in the latter they should be made so

transparent that the spiritual life can have the medium
completely fit for its expression. The Jivan Muktas may
not differ among themselves in their illumination, and they

make no difference in the logical sense. But psychologically

a difference exists between the Jivan Muktas, and
this difference is indicated in the texts (Mundaka)
in the conception of Brahmavit, Brahmavitbar,

Brahmavitbarista. Logically they are in the same
category, for they have crossed ignorance ; but life is

greater than logic, and, with the fitness of our psychic

being, a difference in the power and illumination of the

psychic being is the natural result. Transcendence is

the same everywhere, but the fitness of psychic being

and vision is not the same. With a fine psychic being,

illumination can be long sustained ; this psychic being is

reared up by discipline, it is the evolution of the finest

mentality. The finer the mentality, the greater the

illumination. The forces of our being become wonderfully

balanced as the supramental light is focussed through the

psychic being.

The different stages in Jivan Mukta are, therefore,

a psychological possibility based upon the uprearing of the

mental and vital life in a way which can reflect the light

of the soul in uninterrupted perpetuity. The oscillation

of the mental dynamism cannot stop unless the forces are

completely exhausted ; and, therefore, with the visitation

from the living soul, the desired consummation, the
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forsaking of the mental-vital-physical sheaths, does not at

once take place.

Nor can the vision of the truth leave the mental being

blank with its native forces moving in it. The Jivan

Mukta’s psychic being becomes finer and finer, and there-

fore his mental dynamism works in a different way from the

rest. It is finer, therefore can be wielded in any way for

surer and finer activity.

But with the finer vitality and mentality, with the

quicker and subtler dance of life, with greater dominion
over the flesh, the emancipated souls sometimes become
centres of uncommon power—what Keith calls unhindered
powers. The great illumination gives them a transcendence

and a psychical being with fine receptivity to catch and
command the subtle forces. They stand to their call,

the vision gives Jivan Mukta the freedom of being. It

also endows him with powers. Powers follow illumination,

the psychic change is the secret of powers.

The powers that work in him are cosmic ; and therefore

his conduct more often baffles our moral estimate by its

overpoweringness and incalculability. The Chhandogya
gives a description of the complete autonomy of will of the

liberated souls,^ Their will is unfailingly effective, not

only on the physical but also on the finer planes of existence.

Their wills are immediately creative ; and in this respect

their will has a supernatural bent, inasmuch as they do
not require the intervention of any other thing to give

it proper shape and effective expression. Though this

autonomy of will is a source of uncommon power, liberated

souls do not disturb the cosmic harmony. They will not.

Because the world-harmony reflects the greatest wisdom
and the highest power of Isvara. The autonomy of will

and power, however high and great, cannot interfere with

cosmic will and power. And there is no necessity for

interference since the cosmic order seems to their privileged

knowledge to be perfectly regulated. And from the nature

1 Chap. VIII, 1, 2, 8, 4, 7.
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of the case they cannot interfere. The identity of being

is a fact in transcendence, but the identity of being cannot

give the identity of powers, for powers are the possessions of

the divided souls. The Upanisads emphasize the identity

of being, but not the identity of powers. Personalities

have hierarchies according to their psychic fitness and
possibilities.

But power is not the ideal to be sought ; it comes

unawares, with purity and elasticity of being. The
greater knowledge gives better facilities. The loss of

individuality is replaced by the awakened self, and the

sleeping powers soon begin to stir in the wise, but the

ideal of power has never been great in the Upanisads, for

the wise soul is beyond all that can be wrought by
engrafting of psychic powers. He is always awake in

transcendence.

The Jivan Mukta in the long run becomes anxious to

be more and more transcendent, not only in wisdom, but

also in adaptation ; for the finer is the vision of transcen-

dence the greater is the freedom from psychic powers. The
silence is the ideal, and, in the complete fruition of

individual life, the adept leaves aside the psychical and
the physical complexes and passes into the calm.

Keith thinks that the Jivan Mukta is the ideal of a
despot. But Keith is wrong. A despot is conscious of his

powers, a Jivan Mukta is not. He is not supposed to be
a product of a long evolution through which he has acquired

powers. Powers he does not seek, they seek him. And,
therefore, no virtue can be attributed to him. He is free

from the impelling of life, individual or cosmic.

There is, therefore, a difference between the person

moved by a cosmic impelling and the Jivan Mukta serving

a cosmic end. The former is conscious as an agent, the

latter is not. The former is conscious of a purpose, the

latter is not. The former may be attuned with the cosmic

life, the latter transcends it ; and hence, if the latter moves
for a cosmic end of humanity, he is not, strictly speaking.
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so conscious. He is conscious of completeness, of the
timeless eternal, and therefore what is realized in time

has no meaning for him. This detachment, absolute

detachment to both the denials and assertions of life, is

what makes a Jivan Mukta different from the spiritual

personalities who are conscious of their ends and their

powers. The dynamic ideals of values are prominent
in them. They are divine agents, scientifically they can be
regarded as spiritual emergents representing a superior

type of humanity. In logical language they are
“ descents ’’ into the arena of human society. But a Jivan

Mukta is neither an emergent nor a descent. The language

of evolution or emanation cannot be applied to him.

A Jivan Mukta is not a product of evolution. He is not

even a product of culture. Though a fine evolution in

culture and spirit is a necessary requirement, it is a unique

blessedness. It supposes something which neither

evolution nor culture can give. Where the native intuition

is finest, the realization is most natural and spontaneous.

Truth visits us often unawares. Such a soul is by nature

endowed with spiritual fitness. He has an intuitive being.

He does not require culture. He reads from the book of

life. He has attained the ideal development of human
nature. It is his native blessing or birthright. With
others it requires a long process of evolution.

It is perfectly true in his case that the finest intuitions

go along with the most refined culture and formed habits.

Intuition is not opposed to intellect. Intellect finds

its finest blossoming in intuition. It is not prior to or

independent of reasoning. The opposition between intellect

and intuition probably originates because of the over-

emphasis laid upon conceptual thinking. In the anxiety

for system-building, the aspiration for the living touch

with truth is naturally neglected. Intellect does not rise

to intuition. Spinoza is perfectly right in placing Ratio

before scientia intuitiva. The seer of the Upanisad has

done the same. He has recorded the successive stages of
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knowledge as instruction, ratiocination, contemplation,

and intuition.

The Jivan Mukta, therefore, is not active in the usual

sense. He merely exhausts his residual Karma, of which
he is not strictly conscious, for he is no longer a person.

Karma shapes itselfthrough personality
; when the sense of

personality is lost, the Jivan Mukta cannot be held to be
working out an end. The idea of an end or a direction

marching towards something which implies the reality of

time and progress has no meaning for the Jivan Mukta. He
lives in the eternal present, for he sees the complete. The
time sense has no value for him. Evolution or progress

has, therefore, no meaning for him. He sees the truth

eternal. He feels he is the truth transcendental. The
adept can live under any form of life, since his realization

of truth puts him on a vantage ground of complete freedom.

This freedom is fostered in detachment to active seeking

or passive withdrawal. The autonomy the Jivan Mukta
enjoys, is not the restricted autonomy of will or freedom
of a person in a community of persons. It is the autonomy
of knowledge. It is freedom from the illusions of

personality. Karma, and stirring, which endows the adept
with peace attending the fullness of life and light.



Chapter XXV

WAYS OF EXIT

The Upanisads speak of the path of the gods and the

path of Pitris. These are the ways of exit. All souls

cannot enjoy the privilege of emancipation, since they are

not endowed with the final wisdom of Atman. They still

suffer from the native tendencies of the soul. Such souls

cannot pass into light when they forsake their physical

sheaths at death.

Two paths are conceived. The finer souls disciplined in

the various Upasanas pursue the path of the Devas after

death. This is the path of light. The finer souls can follow

this path. It carries them on to the finer planes of

existence.

The path of Pitris is the path of life, and not of light.

The souls disciplined in Karma follow this path. They
have no inner light to reflect the guiding light, remain

satisfied with the promises of earthly life, and do not aspire

to a higher and finer existence. The Chhandogya says

that the souls pursuing the former path do not return to

their earthly abode. The Britadaranyaka says that by
Karma we make a conquest of the Pitris, by Vidya we
make a conquest of the Devaloka.

The two paths correspond to the life of instincts and the

life of knowledge. In the former, instincts have the better

of knowledge ; in the latter, knowledge has the better of

instincts. The instincts confine us to an existence where

we can catch the radiance of spirit. They confine us to

the joy of vital life. The path of the Pitris cannot carry

us beyond the vital planes of existence, and the souls

naturally are drawn again to earth, for they are not free

from vital tendencies.

The path of the Devas is the path of finer light. It is
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the upward path, not confined to the vital planes. The
souls are freed from vital desires. They go onward. From
life they are elevated to light. They have no attraction

to the vital urges and demands. They feel free. They
become radiant with light. They may not yet have been

installed in silence. But they catch the glimpses of the

hidden light. They can have no fall. Life in them is one

with light.

The Upanisads speak of the exit of the advanced souls

through the path of light. The path extends from the

heart-centre and passes through the brain to the region of

the invisible light. The Yogis, adepts in Upasana, pass out

of the body through this path. A subtle connection is

felt and conceived through the path between the individual

self and the cosmic self. Where the path is open the adept

can freely go out of the body and freely can re-enter it. At
death he can pass by this path to the realm of light

perpetually shining. Blessed indeed are the souls who
are free from earthly desires. To them alone the path

becomes open. The effulgence of the world of light is

reflected at times upon us through this path.

But the soul bathed in silence has no need to find a way
out of the body. Such souls become free from all

tendencies, dark or bright, instinctive or supramental.

They are conscious of the limitation of existence in the

finer realms of light. They do not set any value upon them.

Life and light vanish before silence.

In Christian mysticism life, spirit, and light are used

as indicating the phases of supreme existence. And
confusion should not be made between life understood in the

sense of Prana enfolding instincts and life associated with

the finest vibration of light. Prana has finer and grosser

aspects, the latter being active in the path of Pitris. The
former is active in the path of Devas, but it is not active

in the realm of silence. Those who are adepts in the

regulation of Prana finally pass into the cosmic Prana
and enjoy the finer life and transparent light.



Chaptee XXIV

RELEASE

The greatest attraction of spiritual life lies in its promise.

Spiritual life embraces and yet transcends moral and
jesthetic life ; it exhibits life in its fullness. Moral
enthusiasm and aestheticism are of the fine fabric of our

being, but spiritual experience has in it something which
is unique, and which is its own. Holiness and aesthetic

joyousness are invaluable possessions that should find

place in spirituad life, but to identify such life with them is

to miss its significance. Spiritual life has in it something

which is not probed by fine aesthetic feelings or dignified

moral virility. Spiritual life presupposes all these, since

it is the fullest unfolding of life ; and, where it has its

finest expressions, there the chords of life sound in finest

harmony. It touches the very core of our being and there-

fore transcends all else. Its essence lies in numinous

experience. It is neither intellectual nor emotional. It

includes these qualities, but it transcends them.

The discovery of this “ something ” is the unique

privilege of mysticism. This “ something ” is so near and

intimate to us that it escapes our observation. The

wealth of life hides its essence ; and the intellectual, the

moral, and the aesthetic aispects of life become sometimes so

dominant and overpowering that, unless the seeker can

resist them, the visit from the living soul does not take

place.

Moksa, or release, has been the catchword of Indian

mysticism to indicate the promise of the mystical life.

Generally a certain amount of indifference to life and its

achievements is aissociated with Moksa ;
and Indian

systems, especially the one accepting the avowed ideal
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of Moksa, have been accused of denying life, its struggles,

its defeats, its successes. In short, they are accused of

insisting upon fleeing from life and evading its

responsibilities.

This torturing of life is no part of the teaching of the

Upanisads. And, rightly understood, it has not been

the ideal among the Upanisadic seers. The ideals of the

detachment from and a renunciation of the claims of life

have been used not to deny and avoid all life but to invite

a better and a fuller life. The delicate touch of spirit is

felt in the fine repose of being and not in the ‘‘ madding
crowd And the seeking of silence is uniform among the

mystics, for the psychic being must recover itself from the

claims of life before it can feel the rapturous music of life

and the calm dignity of the soul.

The mystic is a solitary being, because solitariness gives

him the most and the best of life. The mystic is anxious

to enjoy the finest urge in life. He passes by, therefore,

ordinary claims and duties. He moves in an atmosphere
of complete freedom and serene silence.

This is his divine privilege. He is brave enough to forgo

partial delights to enjoy the fullness of life.

The fullness of life dawns suddenly upon receptive

souls. It can come to him alone who has the proper

attitude ; and this attitude is nothing but a silent watch
of the soul. Constant watchfulness helps the soul to be
receptive to the finest expression of life. This watchful

silence unties the knots of our psychic being, and makes it

responsive to the soul. It also makes it responsive to the

currents of life, revealing its divine orientation. The
seeker is reborn. This is the great claim of mysticism.

Few indeed are the souls who prove fine enough to be
fit recipients of the direct currents from the source of

life. Fewer still are those who give themselves up
completely to such a life of reception, transformation,

transfiguration, and continuous living in the divine.

Mystical experience is vividly joyous, finely intellectual, and
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fully divine. In it the soul is touched from within by the

silent hand of spirit.

But even now the meaning of Moksa has not become
clear. It may be claimed, and it has been claimed by some,

that such contemplation of and impress from the divine

life upon us is not only the positive enjoyment of the

aroma of divine life but also has a negative aspect of

forsaking the wonted course of life which seeks joy in

flesh and blood. This forsaking is natural, for the real

touch of spirit redeems the soul from flesh and blood.

The adept is transferred from death to life. Even if he
carries a tabernacle of flesh he does not feel its weight. The
flesh can no longer torment the spirit.

But even such a life has its play (lila), and that divine

play has also its stings. Spiritual drama cannot be free

from the stings of life, otherwise it cannot be played. Even
divine love has its stings, and the saintly lives bear witness

to it. The plan of life in manifestation is based on
contraries and the spiritual life is not free from them. The
spirit in essential being must be something different. It

must transcend all contradictions. It enjoys its undivided

nature—^its impartibleness. The Upanisads hold out this

promise as the summation of spiritual life. What is it ?

—

The ideal of Moksa. That state is not a paradise regained,

for the soul realizes that it never was lost.

When knowledge breaks all the spells of life the ever-

shining reality of self becomes evident to us. The great

asset that wisdom gives is the love of self or truth, and

not the love of shadows of self or expressions of truth.

To this love at its highest, wisdom, which even the

gods envy and mortals fear, is at once vouchsafed. “ The
wise becomes free from forms and names and attains the

effulgent, the supreme being—^the being of beings.” The
Mundaka has it :

“ Behind the veil exists the ineffable

Brahman without parts. It is transparently shining. It

is the light of lights, the self-knower only knows it.”

But Moksa should not pass for a state in which the whole
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existence is reflected and stands revealed. Such a state is,

indeed, a blessed existence which allows of the finest

realization of our being and the finest cosmic intuition.

It is an ideal development of the human mind, which is

then free from contraries and conflicts. It has vivid

feeling and knowledge of the totality, and peace and
tranquillity of the soul. Such a consummation approaches

Spinoza’s ideal of the free man. The free man realizes

his place in the scheme of things and his whole being is

interpenetrated with the love of God which arises from the

clear knowledge of himself and all things. Spinoza’s

scientia intuitiva is a kind of cosmic intuition which

presents the vision of God and his immanence. The love

of God fills his being, which rises to the highest point of

seeing God in all things and all things in God. Spinoza’s

intuition has in it an exquisite feeling, the feeling and the

blessedness which follow the removal of the limitations

in knowledge and being. But the Upanisads soar beyond.

They are an immanent vision of the divine.

The Upanisads are not satisfied with pantheistic

exaltation which still keeps us confined to God, natme, and
man. The barrier is for the moment overshadowed. The
immanent God becomes prominent before our vision.

This vision is cosmic, but not acosmic. The Upanisads
emphasize the acosmic intuition, and where Spinoza has

laid emphasis upon it no difference exists between his

acosmic intuition and the transcendent intuition of the

seers.

Spirituality is high knowledge and not only fine feeling.

In the last stage it dispenses with all relativities of ethics,

knowledge, and experience. It gives us the blessed freedom
in the transcendent. Knowledge is here intuitive, delight

supernal, and life free from subconscious, conscious, and
superconscious ways. It is not the freedom associated

with the silence of our being. This silence is the

accomplished fact. It is not the silence of the urges. It

is not even the silence of sleep. The former is artificial, the
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latter is natural. But this freedom is neither artificial nor
natural. It is the silence permanently residing in the

heart of being.

The human soul can feel itself identified with this

silence when it is freed from the psychic urges with their

possibilities of fascination. Life is best enjoyed when
there is a fall in the psychic dynamism, for it allows us to

see and feel the dignity of silence. The constant agitation

in our psychic being hides the truth from us, and the

greatest sacrifice is called for to realize the highest truth.

And this sacrifice is the sacrifice of life—^for who can ever

dream of the conquest of truth with the claims of the

little ego set prominently before him ? The finest

realizations of mystical exaltation are still in play upon the

fine psyche, but truth transcends all psychic possibilities

and delights. The supreme sacrifice gives the supreme
peace. Happily, truth is more powerful than error, and
if once the supreme truth has been realized in the heart

of being it never leaves us. “ The conquest of truth is

slow and laborious, but, once the victory is, it can never be

wrested back again.” (Schopenhauer).

Moksa, therefore, is the state of being which is beyond
all real or ideal creative projections, and represents being

in its independence of creative relativity. The human
mind is so much engrossed with the actualities of life that

it cannot habitually rise to this height and go beyond the

delights of creativeness to welcome the delight supernal of

silence. Moksa implies release from the sense of relativity

in all its forms, ethical, spiritual, or creative. It is, there-

fore, indicated by the negative term of release from

bondage ; but it is the presentation of the Absolute in its

uniqueness, in its independence of all kinds of relativity.
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Absolute (ultimate reality), denies

empiric intuitions, 44 ; timeless,

45 ; contrasted with the relative,

50 ; indefinable, 51 ; transcends
self-expression, 66 ; being, 106 ;

completely transcendent, 189
Activism, conscious, adverse to

spiritual life, 273
;

philosophy
of, 287 ; not essence of spirit,

292
Adepts, life conditions of, 303-4 ;

fitness the test, 304 ; Jivan
Mukta as example, 311-18

Adhyatma (psychic force) and
Adhibhuta (nature’s dynamism),
125

Aitareya Upanisad on intelligence,

62
Alexander, Professor, cosmology of,

versus Upanisadic philosophy,
89-91

Alternation, law of, 287
Ananda and Vijnana, forces of

bliss and intelligence, 236
Ananda Girl on Brahmapura, 241
Anandam, bliss, 68, 69, 236 ; of

withdrawal, 153
Archetypal forms, 153-4
Aristode on reason, 37
Atma Purana on Raye and Prana,

138
Atman (Self), immanent yet tran-

scendent, 95
Avidya, corrected by Vidya, 37
Ayu, duration of life, 138, 140

Badhva’s lesson on Brahma, 59
Becoming, vision of, 102-3
Bergson, and intuition, 20 ; and

time, 33 ;
his 6lan vital not

Prana, 143 ; makes time ob-
jective, 207

Beyond, living in the, 75
Bhuma, abyss of mystic life, 87-8 ;

unlimited, 134
Bhumis, st^es in career of the

Buddhisattva, 271

Bradley, F. H., 20 ; on intuition,

39 ; on philosophy, 194
Brahmaloka (abode of Brahma), 09,

242 ; double significance of, 270 ;

finest of the septenary planes of
existence, 270 ; expression of
Brahman in space and time, 271 ;

suggests theory of spiritual space,
271-2 ; in Brahmaloka difference

dissolves away, 272 ;
forsaking

the joys of life gives delight of
the finer currents, 274 ; adept
enjoys an akinness in being and
nature in Brahmaloka and a kind
of identity with Isvara, 274-5

Brahma-Sutras, 1

Brahma Upanisad, on conscience,

64 ; on Sabda-Brahma and
Para-Brahma, 170 ; easy passage
from the first to the second, 170,

171
Brahma-Vidya, enables us to over-

come natural or spiritual impulses
and enjoy the calm beyond, 284

Brahma-Vindu prescribes concen-
tration on the heart-centre, 240

Brahman as Sat and Asat, not really

contradictory, 155 ; these and
other epithets indicate the
relative and absolute nature of

Brahman, 156
Brahman (the real), transcendent or
immanent, 49 ; frees from the
relative, 50, 51 ;

transcendental
significance the most important,

52, 56 ;
influence on spiritual

unfolding, 52-3
;
pictured in the

Upaniimds, 53-5 ; illustrated by
Yfijnavalkya, 96 ; essence of

being, 116 ;
varied, appreciated

by degrees, 135 ; as architectonic

intelligence, 165
Brahmanas, 18
Brihadfiranyaka Upanisad, on
Brahman, 55, 116 ; on Atman,
55, 59, 176 ; on the knower,
62 ; on intuition, 62 ;

quotes
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Y&jnavalkya on the light of

the soul, 64 ; and on the hier-

archy of bliss, 71 ; vision of
delight, 81 ;

pictures a cosmic
person, 116 ; Vamadeva’s vision,

124, 125-7 ; on Atman immanent
in psychic force and nature’s
dynamism, 124-5

;
quotes Yaj-

navalkya on the soul, 182-4

;

on the two paths of exit, 819
Buddha, non-doctrinaire, 1

Buddhi (intelligence), esoteric

powers of, 42 ; luminosity of,

48 ; surrenders to timeless being,

45 ; manifest to Sakti, 204, 295

Calm, in spiritual life, 78 ;
final

illumination of reality, 98 ; en-

circles life, space, and time, 103 ;

alarming to adepts, 122-3
;

the
highest truth, its realization the
highest good, 184

ChhS.ndogya Upani^d, on Sat, 51 ;

knowledge of Brahman, 64

;

expanse of being, 73 ; Atman,
95 ; Brahmaloka, 99 ; the Ab-
solute, 107 ;

pictures a cosmic
person, 116, 117 ; on Bhuma,
184 ; worship, 134 ; Prana, 140 ;

Brahma in the minutest exist-

ences and the self, 175 ; en-
joins removal of thin distinc-

tions, 236 ;
significance of Brah-

man, 239
;

prescribes concen-
tration on the heart-cave, 240;
natural man spiritualized through
the symbol Om, 246 ; the symbol
Gayatri, 251 ; to be worshipped
as Brahman, 258 ; Brahmaloka
as Brahman, 271 ; in the Par-
janka Vidya the centric move-
ments of life are to be
spiritualized : creation is not
disparaged, only idealized, 806

;

will-power of liberated souls,

815 ; Path of Pitris, 319
Concentration, Upanisadic course

in, 235 ; at its utmost reaches
almost the same result as the
utmost diffusion in Susupti,

248 ; relaxation combined with
concentration produces a psychic
sleep called yoga-nidra, 248

Conscience, luminosity in intuition,

65

Contemplation goes with philo-

sophy, but unnecessary to final

re^ization, 195
Contradiction, a mark of finiteness

107 ; key to the order of appear-
ance, 108 ; law of concrete
spiritual life, 109 ; value in

spiritual life, 110 ; makes
possible a unity between man
and God, 111 ; illustrates truth
of inversion in spiritual life,

111 ; sacrificed by the Upani-
sads to the identity of Essence,
ill-12 ; two forms of, 112

;

illustrated in religious con-
sciousness, 118

Cosmic creation, 239
Cosmic person, 81, 116 ; not
Atman, 117

Cosmic Purusa, or Isvara, 46
Cosmic rhythm, 248-9
Cosmic sense, working of the causal
mind, 214 ; cosmic mind not
limited, 214-15

Cosmic vibrations, 289
Cosmic void, a pause in the soul’s

activity before it has reached the
final vision, 155 ; relief from
life’s urges, 155-6; not really

void, but the Sleep of Peace, 156
Cosmic withdrawal, reverse of crea-

tion, 151 ; tension ceases, life is

hushed, self retires to itself com-
pletely, 152-3; this state not
blankness but bliss—Annandam,
the bliss of withdrawal, 153

Cosmo-centric insight and life’s

impulses, 306
Creation, implies bifurcation of

original energy, 140 ; rhythm of,

146, 147, 149, 150 ; man’s joy
in 297-8

Croce, 20
Cycles of existence, each with its

temporality, 205 ; the cyclic

course, for souls in divine fellow-

ship, with freedom from tran-
Bcience and personal orientation,
but not complete freedom from
time, 205 ;

this spiritual ideal

regarded as pseudo-spirituality by
Upanisadic teachers, 205

Dance of life, 72, 73, 75, 77 ;
pauses

in, 102-3
; charm of, 287
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Dante quoted, 157
Delight, soul of Being, 68 ; spiritual

v^ue of, 68-70 ; of rhythm,
72 ; of being, 78 ; of silence,

78 ; ecstasy of, 80-2 ; bound-
less, 82-8 ; its two stages, 84-5 ;

reference to Self, 85~6 ; accom-
panies free being, 86-7, 94

;

sleep of, 149 ; of the gods, 166-7 ;

of the dynamic divine, 180 ; of
mystic consciousness, 182-3 ; of
religious consciousness, 282-3

;

of dream, 258 ;
of finer currents,

274 ; of free creation and Saksi,

298
Desires and ideas, 259
Detachment, life best understood

in, 195, 200 ; helpful in two ways,
287; of Saksi, 282, 286, 288,

290, 298-4, 295, 296; Upani-
sadic, 287 ; attitude of, differs

from that of the detached per-

cipient, 297
Devayana, path of, 94, 288-9

i

Devotion, a kind of psychism, 288
!

Devotional mysticism, 26
j

Divine life, all harmony, 158 ; its
j

inconceivable stretch bevond the !

concrete, 171, 177 ‘
i

Divine order, as an inspiration of the
saints, 268

Dream life, exhibits spontaneous
creativeness of the soul, higher
dimension of conscious life, free-

dom from limitations of the
physical self, with a subtle con-
sciousness in cosmic life, 256

;

waking consciousness really

dream consciousness restricted, I

256 ; dream life less tense than
|

waking, 256 ; dreams that repro-

duce waking experiences, 256

;

dreams that express the soul

free from waking fetters, 257 ;

difficulty of discriminating
dreams, 257 ; some associated

with our instinctive self, but some
proceed from the causal mind,
257 ; dream of wider range than
waking, 257 ; in waking conscious
creative power has to meet
difficulties, in dream there is free

expression of the self detached
from personality, 258 ; creation

in dream is ideal, more im-

personal than personal, free from
desires, 259 ; we therefore must
distinguish between dreams
releasing suppressed notions and
repressed desires, and those ex-
pressive of the self’s spontaneous
creative activity ; the former
have a sense of personality from
which the latter are free, 259 ;

the dream “ I ” lacks the
personality of the waking “ I ”,

259-260; dropping the active
personality introduces us to
impersonal creation in dream

:

there is expression, experience,
but not the active agent, 260 ;

next comes the deep sleep, in

which everything disappears,

260 ; the self, however, is still

awake and conscious, but there
is no functioning, 261

Dynamic divine, 33 ; as relative

truth, 56-7
; its function of

grace, the tutelage of human
souls, 167, 168 ; source of
spiritual illumination, 168 (n.) ;

wealth of attributes contrasted
with quiet of transcendence, 175 ;

impersonal aspect, formless
dynamic divinity, 177 ; com-
prises divine personalities, 177 ;

realized in itself in the divine

immense, 177 ;
cannot be con-

fined to the personal life, 178 ;

delight of the personal and im-
personal aspects of the divine,

179-180 ; the terrific transcend-

ence beyond both, 180 ;
the

psyche, born of spirit and matter,

cannot endure the dazzling light

of transcendence and dies, 181 ;

far-reaching stretches of subtler

delights in finer vibrations not
highly valued by transcendenta-
lists, 182-3 ;

the vibrations too
slow to be effective, yet this

dance of life can be mistaken by
the soul for the supreme
puissance, 183 ; beyond such
delights is indicated the tran-
scendent, 183

Dynamic fruition ;
liberation from

the instinctive urges to pass
under the divine urge, 177-8

;

two stages : expanded receptivity
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and expansive being, 179 ; man
thus initiated into divinity, and
may advance to spiritual equi-

librium in Isvara, 179
Dynamism, its centre not dynamic,

284

Elasticity the great promise of
mysticism, 107 ; requires in-

cessant shifting of receptivity,

109 ; its value not perceived by
realistic logic, 110 ;

secret of the
drawing power of religion, 118

;

stOl confined to temporal order,

118 ; of Isvara, 148 ; of life and
consciousness, 179, 190 ; of
spirit, 187 ; of the adept, 811

Emancipation and spiritualty, 813
Emerson on speculation and action,

248
Empiric mind dominated by

illusions, 115
Errors in spiritual life corrected

mainly by detachment, 172-3
Eternal duration, fascinates finite

minds, 208 ; its delightful con-
ception of progress in spiritual

life, 208 ; contrast between life

actualized and to be actualized
gives delight of a plunge into

the unknown, 208 ; hence the
fascination resides not in the full

but in the sectional presenta-
tion of eternal duration, 208

;

in realization spiritual life must
be essentially timeless, 208-9

;

felt in supramental perception,
but ordinary time not felt, 268

Eternal present, not time in its

ordinary sense, having no past,

no future, no sense of con-
tinuity, 218 ; this conception true
of Isvara, 213 ; the mystic has
this unique sense, 214 ; different

from the sense of eternal duration,
and gives immediate awareness,
215 ; the “ eternal now ” never
vanishes, 215

Eternity, two senses of, 65-6 ; a
form of temporality, for it

cannot allow spiritual life to
reveal its timelessness, 210

Ever-creative “ now ” distinguished

from transcendent “ now ”, 292-3
Expansion of being, 118

Faith, animal and divine, 191
False religions, 21
Feeling and intuition, 117
Fichte and creative freedom, 2
Finite and infinite, distinguished,

248
Five sheaths, 285 (n.), 289
Fullness of spirit, 48

Gayatri, a kind of metre, 251

;

that which if chanted saves, 258 ;

a rhythmic symbol, 253
Gentile on the activity realized as

“ other ”, 292
Gods and their three planes of

being, 166
Goulapada on spiritual quiet, 176
Gratification and appreciation, 275

Harmony in spiritual life, value of,

180-190, 252 ; law of spiritual

life in expression, 190 ; breaks
the rigidity of life, 190 ; inner
harmony ultimately reveals the
greater harmony, 240 ; even
among cosmic harmonies there is

difference, 252 ; not all harmonies
can refiect divine life fully, 252 ;

above all they must produce a
transparent and chastened being,

252 ; some harmonies give
power, others knowledge : the
Upani^ds emphasize those, such
as Om, that can foster intellectual

intuition, 253 ; they also em-
phasize those, such as Gayatri,
that may foster cosmic sense
and feelings, 258 ; creative and
redemptive harmonies, 253

Heart-centre, 240; most helpful
for concentration and reveals the
secrets of silence, 240 ; con-
nected with the subtle passage
through which the adept escapes
at death and the yogis can use at
will, 240, 242, 820 ; this possi-
bility developed by very few
initiates, 241 ; in deep sleep the
soul passes into this centre, 242

Hegel, and intuition, 21 ; and no-
tion or thought, 87 ; condenms
common religious experiences,
161

Hermann on m3rsticism, 41
Hiranyagarva, first originate, 11 ;
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cosmic Purusa, supremely self-

conscious, needs illumination,

168 ; Primal Reason, 170 ; in-

ferior to Saguna Isvara, 170
Highest truth the greatest dUemma,
68

Idea-forces, refer to a self, 144
Identity, a distinct ideal : Absolute
and denies contradiction, 107-8 ;

differs from contradiction, 109-
110 ; installed by Spirit in place
of difference, 115 ; expounded
in Upanisadic texts, 117-18

;

culminating intuition of, 120

;

frees souls from limitation, 121
Illusions of life transcended by

spirit, 114-15 ; must be set aside
before Truth can be visible, 193

Immediacy, 48, 117
Immortality, the inspiration of

spiritual life, 202 ; opposed by
sense of creature-temporality,

202 ; man’s secret urge, to enjoy
the perpetuity of life, 202

;

mystic’s aim, to rise above the
time sense and appraise life

in unbroken continuity, 202-8

;

survival of personal life through
time, with glimpses of eternity,

offer the greatest joy and admit
to the undisturbed play of life,

203 ; these revelations su^assed
by realization of the timeless

present and entry into the im-
personal immortality of truth,

208 ; finer understanding of,

arises from estimation of spiritual

life transcending time, 205

;

Ouspensky on, 206
Indeterminate in spiritual life, a
new vision, 100

Indian mysticism, 24, 821
“ Infinite blank,” 130-1
Infinity within us, not conceivable
by psychic apparatus, 206 ; to
appraise it requires timeless

perception, 206-7 ; Bergson’s
app>e^ to intuition an appeal to
the psychic apparatus, 207

;

since time is change eternal
duration cannot be intuited apart
from time’s changes or events in

time, 207 ; if eternal duration
cannot be intuited immediately

as itself its very essence will be
kiUed, 208

Inge on the Word, 168-9
Intellect, not the proper instrument

to apprehend truth, 282
Intuition, empiric and transcen-

dental, 19; of different orders,

27 ; spiritual, 28 ; concrete, 29 ;

transcendent, 80, 81, 86 ; time-
less expression, 88, 211, 212

;

absolute, the final illumination,

34, 36 ; unique knowledge, 84 ;

fact-in-itself, 35 ; one with l^ing,

86 ; cannot be intuited, 62

;

supramental, 98 ; does not
differ, but its objects differ,

108 ; unique and unanalysable,

117; varieties of, 181 (n.)

;

transcends contemplation, 196

;

supersensuous and transcendent
intuition distinguished, 217-18

Isa Upanisad, on fullness, 48 ; em-
phasizes the Vidyas as aids to
knowledge, but prefers Atman,
which can give freedom, 233

Isvara, dynamic divine, 33 ; super-

mind, 65 ;
self-expressive, 66 ;

has concentration but not
personality, 168

James, William, and mysticism, 38
Janaka, the wise king, 810
Jiva and Isvara, 274
Jivan Muktas, wise men, 810, 311-18
Jfia, supreme-soul, 64
Jnanam compared with Upasana,

224-5, 227
Joad, on mysticism and value, 75,

76 ; on standing outside life, 78

Kant, and creative freedom, 2

;

misses transcendence, 3 ; intui-

tions, 20 ; space and time as

forms of perception, 206
Karma, as entanglement of the soul,

228 ; in a sanctioned path can
produce a fine sensibility and
some merit, 223-4 ; deepened
sense of individuality, 224 ; can
compel natural gratification but
cannot free the soul, 224 ; in the
Upanisads includes both sacri-

ficial rites and Upasana, but can-
not compare with Jnanam, 224-5

;

Upanisads prefer a spiritualized
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Karma which is not strictly

Karma, 225 ; Karma with cosmic
Prana free the soul from the sense
of agency, and carry it through
the fine psychic planes to l£e
Mahaprana, 225 ; a life of tension,
of which meditation breaks the
spell, 278 ; selTs pursuit of
gratification through sacrificial

rites, 275 ; shap>es itself through
personality, 818

Katha Upanisad, quoted, 7, 41 ;

on the Absolute, 51 ; sunshine,

64 ; freedom from divided
existence, 115 ; dynamic divine,

175 ; the one and the many,
186 ; the inner self, 218 ; attain-
ment of Brahman and im-
mortality, 234 ; Om as Atman,
249 ;

parable of the two birds,

297
Kausitaki Upanisad on Prana,

140-1
j

Keith, Professor A. B., cannot
|

appreciate transcendence, 194

;

regards emancipation as un-
hindered power, 313, 316

Kena Upanisad, on the Absolute,
51, 134 ; on knowing, 62, 63

Keyserling, on Life Beyond, 74,

76 ; on the mystic, 160
Knowledge, four states of, 268

;

in itself without magnitude, but
!

refiects all life, 268
Krisna, 10

Liberation, freedom from both
energism and quietism, 286

Life, and evolution, 67-8 ; as dura-
tion, a further aid to freeing life

from its relational setting, 212 ;

as Ananda presents great charm
in time, but it is necessary to rise

to truth and Ananda, transcend-
ing time, 212-13

;
life an oscilla-

tion, 284
Living, Art of : Upanisadic truth
demands renunciation, 303-4

;

degrees of fitness : four stages,

apart from perfect souls like

Vamadeva, 304 ; seekers (1) out-
side, and (2) inside worldly
affairs pass through the first

period of discipline, common to
all, 305 ; householder as type of

common life, must be true to
kindred calls of heaven and
home, 305 ; wanderer’s life

different, but in every stage the
call is to feel and realize the
sacredness of life and holiness

of social and family relations,

805-6 ; race preservation a
divine act, 806 ; instinctive

demands not to be killed or
stifled but regularized and trans-

formed, 806 ;
conflict being

removed, life becomes delight,

307 ; stage 3 opens a new
chapter, culminating in stage 4 :

these are stages of centralization

in self, and now comes the
attempt to transcend nature, 307 ;

the householder, so far resistant

to the divine urge, now enters the
contemplative life, 307 ;

in this

life, though concentrating on
wisdom, he is not dead to human
feelings and joys, but radiates

love to all, 307 ; the wanderer’s
life one of adventure with spirit :

he is free from creative responsi-

bilities, but not lost to life, 308 ;

carrying the most kindly feeling

for all, conflicts melt before his

touch, he lives in divine peace,

309 ;
in the fourth stage he is

centred in the mystery of silence,

is awakened to the fullness of life

and joy, and senses no difference

between life and truth, 809 ;

when spiritual development
culminates it sees spirit every-
where, and feels that the self is

spirit, 309 ; many cannot see the
truth of silence and few can
realize it : they shudder at its

depth ; hence they mistake life’s

fullness for barrenness, 309 ; but
the Upanisadic seers set the
premium on silence, 309

Love-mysticism, 121
Luminosity of spiritual life, 171,

200

Maitra Upanisad, enjoins con-
centration on the bliss-cave, 240

Man, advance of, from instinct to
mysticism, 14-18

Manas, creativeness, 145-6

;
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spontaneous in inspiration,

conscious in execution, 146-7

;

spontaneous expression im-
personal, purposive creation
personal, 148 ; Isvara unlimited
and impersonal, Brahm& limited
and personal, 148; delight of
Brahmfi the joy of creation

:

individusd or cosmic, but self-

conscious, 148 ; Manas is Brah-
man in its creative aspect, and is

attended by Prana, 148 ; they
are mental-vital complexes, 236 ;

Manas imder the influence of
Vijnana can function subtly,

freeing itself from the demands of
the lower self, 236

M&ndukya Upanisad, on intuition,

64 ;
brings out ftill implication

of rhythm, 255
Maya (illusion), expressive or

creative, 159
Meaning as expression, 158
Metre, important in life, 251

;

correspondence between metre
and emotion, 251

Mind in Vedanta, 159 ; sensuous
and suprasensuous, 159 ; higher
and lower, 160 (n.)

Muller's facultus occuUa, 39-40
Mundaka Upanisad, quoted, 41 ; on
Para Vidya, 218 ; Brahmavit,
Brahmavitbar, Brahmavitbar-
ista, 314 ;

“ Behind the veil

exists the ineffable Brahman,"
323

Murtta (formed reality), 54, 55
Music of life, deep-laid in silence,

234
Myers on mystic voices and sights,

162
Mystic, as adventurer, 1 ; needs no

proofs, 7 ;
yearns for novelty,

25 ; as iSruth-seer, 135 ; most
sensitive of beings, 160; lover

of Truth, seeker of Freedom,
161 ; deepest delight in the non-
creative planes, 167 ; enjoys
events of life, but usually no
respecter of time, 211 ; sees the
harmonies of life, but aspires to

realize truth that gives freedom
from even the finest vibrations

of life, 217 ; his every move
effortless, 277 ;

his ideals of

detachment and renunciation not
to flee from life but to invite a
better, 822 ; his seeking of
silence and solitude explained,
822

Mystic ideal, unbroken identity of
Finite and Infinite, 122, 179

Mystic life, subtle movement of,

166 ; not to be confined to
the silence, 182 ; sense of
transpai^nce and luminousness
the attraction, 200 ; demands
sympathy and discrimination
found in the theological and
metaphysical attitudes : the two
imparting a unique blessedness,

200 ; without struggle, resistance,

or tension, 277
Mystic spirit, acceptance not denial,

161 ; avoids intoxication by the
charm of life, 161

Mystical experience, requires no
proof, 9 ; different orders of,

27 ; adventure of the soul, 120 ;

not intoxication, 131 (n.)

Mystical sense, special or normal,
authorities on, 37-41 ; Upani-
sadic view, a Unction of intelli-

gence (Buddhi), 88, 42
Mysticism, logic of, 2 ; defined, 8,

23 ; discloses truth, 9 ; idealistic

philosophers and, 9 ; forms of,

22-6 ; importance of, 27 ; time-
lessness, 40 ; ideal of, 76, 122 ;

exaltation of, 130 ; blossoming
of life, therefore various in

expression, 183 ; receptive of
eternal life through all the
avenues of the soul, 216 ;

greatest

asset, to see the whole in a
moment, 228 ; supernormal ex-

periences, converse with spirits,

268
Mysticism, versus pragmatism, 61-

2 ; life of illuminated under-
standing, 136

Mystics, dilemma of, 24

Nada, first stir of expression, 157 ;

eternal melody of life, 158 ; ex-
presses Brahman, 158 ; its two
phases, meaning and harmony,
158 ; supramental, 158 ; supra-
sensuous, 159 ; not supra-
psychical, 160 ; more than a
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magic sound, 162 ; impersonal,

168 ; formless expression of
dynamic divine, 171, 251 ; makes
our being receptive to tiie four
phases of conscious life, 264

;

refines and sensitizes the psychic
being, 264-5 ; develops liie free

creative powers of the spirit,

265 ; by concentration and with-
drawal keeps the senses inactive

while the mind moves freely in

its ideal world, 265 ; more
creative and impersonal the more
the mind is withdrawn, its ideas
sometimes are realized in the
factual world, 265-6 ; this proves
that the whole creation is ideal

and not real, 266 ; Nada's office,

to carry the soul to the peace
of effortless meditation, 266

;

thus we rise to the freedom of
enlightenment felt in Turiya,
266-7 ; slumber of Nada unlike
that of sleep : the first a form
of psychic slumber and self-

hypnosis, in the second psychism
is diffused, 267 ; finest expression
of creative dynamism, but can
carry us no higher than the root
of ^e cosmic, 267 ; music of,

heard, through dynamism re-

leased by yoga, 802
Nature mysticism and spiritual

mysticism, 116
Neti, Neti (not this, not this), de-

notes that truth is beyond human
grasp, 58, 59 (see Path of
Negation)

Numen, “ other,” 279

Om, a word of power, 245, 246 ; as
Brahma and Atman, 249

;

spiritual value of, 250-1
One and the Many, a baffling

problem, 186 ; spirit too subtle

for logic, transcends all limita-

tion, 186 ; elastic yet changeless,

187 ; Upanii^ds finally deny the
many in the one, 187 ; mystic’s
regard for personality as sacred,

yet seeking to lose it, 187

;

this contradiction explained by
personality being a temporary
limitation of the soul, which it is

urgent to put off, 187 ; con-
tradiction in spiritual expression
leads to contradiction in fulfil-

ment : the reason unknown,
187-8 ; the mystic accepts the
finite facts, though anxious to
reach the essence of being, 188 ;

in this height the adepts are
ready to lose hold of personality,

188
Otto on the Numen, 279
Ouspensky, finds the ultimate

identity ofman and God, 1 10-11 ;

on the Eternal Now, 206 ; on
time as a condition of perception,

206
Oversoul, vision of, 119, 120, 121

Para (superior) Brahma, Nirguna
aspect of tiie Absolute, 170

;

Apara (inferior) Brahma, the
qualitative or Sagwa aspect,

170 ; both realizations require
fine psychic being, 222

Para Vidya, esoteric wisdom, 185 ;

calls for unique adaptations to fit

our being to receive truth directly,

220 ; direct and indirect forms
of, 220-1

Passivity, as revealer of encom-
passing life, 179

Patanjali, quoted, 9
Path of Contemplation (Dhyana,

Via contemplativa), 44, 45 ; gives
access into the finer secrets of
life, 278 ; its receptive attitude
keeps truth apart and maintains
distinction between knower and
known, 278

Path of Light, from the heart-centre
via the brain to the region of the
invisible light, 820 ; a cosmic
connection, 820 ; used by the
adept at will during life and as
his exit at death, 820 (see Heart-
centre)

Path of Negation (Via negatwa),

44 ;
gives access into transcen-

dence, 45 ; final illumination of
Buddhi, 46 ; in the Vedanta, 46 ;

excludes everything from the
Absolute, even God, as nothing-
ness and nullity, bearing in mind
that these terms denote in truth
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immeasurable plenitude, 278

;

negative or Nirgima aspect of
Brahman known as Neti, Neti
(“ not this, not this ”) or Numen
(“ other ”), 279 ; Professor Otto’s
opinion, 279 ; terrors turned by
this deeper harmony (of the
“ other ”) into beauty, 279 ; the
“ other ” delivers the message of
the immense, but there is a deeper
“ other ”, a silence in which both
“ this ” and “ the other ” vanish,

279 ; this unknown silence is the
mystery, hence the Upanisads
prescribe the negative path for

realizing the transcendent beati-

tude, 279-280 ; only a few
adventurous souls can welcome
and approach this dazzling

height : it is the Calm, 280

;

Neti, Neti demands the putting
aside of all clinging to individual

self and its vital and animal
demands to seek Transcendence,

280; thus the apprehension of

truth implies a psychic effort-

lessness, but not a psychic
inertia : the attitude of the
effortless intuition, or way of
silence, 281

Path of the Gods and Path of
Pitris (see Ways of Exit)

Paths of spiritual evolution, light

and dark, 228 ; the dark path is

that of unrestricted impulses,

ending in a morass, 223 ; the
path of light is that of discipline

—not merely by sacrifice, but
by meditative effort, 228

;

sacrifice does not seek spirit-

uality but gratification, and
though not without merit does
not go deep, 223-4

Personality, or individuality, con-
crete and limited, 168 ; a tem-
porary limitation of the soul,

187 ; attraction of spiritual life

in the theistic sense, 201 ; in the
waking state personality associa-

ted wdth will, but will lapses in

dream, 258
Planes of life, 271 ; correspondence

with the layers of psychic being
and consciousness, 274

Plato and super-sensible ideas, 9,

20, 191 ; on government by the
wise, 810-11

Pleroma of Eternal Light, 78, 74
Plotinus and Nous, 87
Poussin, on contradiction being

undervalued by Indian teachers,

112 ; the defence, 113-14 ; on
Vak, 161

Pragmatic mind, 60-1, 68
Prajapati, the creator, 138, 189
Prajfta, the calm beyond time, 182
Prakriti, the creative matrix, under

the Vidyas which give knowledge
of it and control of its forces,

231 ; eternal sleep of these forces

not the quiet of the soul, 281
Prana (cosmic will), expounded,

137 (n.) ; vital principle of all

creatures, 138 ; hymn to, bring-
ing out its cosmic functions, 189 ;

associated with Prajfia (gnosis),

142-3
; works spontaneously but

not blindly, with Prajfia inakes
creative Reality, 143 ; not
exactly idea-force, 144 ; in rela-

tion with Vak, 144; pervades
existence as the world-soul, 226 ;

by it the adept can attain the
Mahaprana, 226 ; to shake off

individuality the adept must go
still deeper, 226 ; individuality
may be overshadowed occasion-
ally, 226 ; occasional silence in
this culture due to depolariza-
tion, 226 ; the linking with
cosmic Prana leads the e^ept to
understand it as divine energy
which can show us the dynamic
aspect of spiritual life but can-
not give the final wisdom of
transcendence, 226-7 ; a mental-
vital complex, moved to activity
by desires, 236

Prapancha, cosmic manifold, 64
Prasna Upanisad on Prana as

universal energy, 138 ; hymn to
Prana, 139

Pratt’s Religious Consciousnessy

113 ;
Pratt cited, 121, 130

Preservation, follows creation : is

life’s highest delicacy and sweet-
ness, 148-9 ; spontaneity of the
soul made manifest and gives the
self some respite from tension,
149 ; hence the harmony of
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preservation more attractive than
the rhythm of creation, 149-150

Primum Mobile, charm of, 285-6
Psychic centres, many of dis-

tinctive fimctions, 241 ; awaken
and organize various psychic
forces and powers, 241 ; but the
forces are to be harmonized,
being forces of the dynamic
divinity, 241

Psychic life, varied experiences of,

109 ; associated with time, 290-1
Psychic and natural sleep, 243
Psychical relaxation, allows play

to fine psychic being, 289
Psychism and spirituality, 121
Psychosis of identity, 46

Quiet or silence, term suggesting
negation rather than fuSilment,

176 ; usual distinctions of divine
and human lost in it : thus
natural life fights shy of trans-

cendent approach, 176 ; trans-

cendent calm not the quietude of
the dynamic divine, though the
latter may be overpowering, 177

Race preservation, 806
R&mfinuja, and intuition, 83 ; and

nature mysticism, 116 ; em-
phasizes dynamic aspect in

spiritual life, 198 ; regards
personality as basic, 108 ; not
alive to the significance of silence,

199 ; on the heart-centre, 240 ;

on the meaning of Dahar Akasa,
241 ; on Tejas (Susupti), 242 ;

accepts liberation of psychic
energy as a phase of secret

teaching of the Upani^ds, 802
Realization of Truth requires

preparation, 193 ; two paths
laid down-direct and indirect,

198, 195 ;
correct approach im-

portant but surface views dis-

turbing, 194
Receptivity, degree of, determines

height of genius, 216 ; in mystic
life, the envisaging of truth, 216 ;

range of receptive illumination

wide, but does not reach trans-

cendent freedom, 217

Redemption by the “ Word ”, 172,
178-4

Release (Moksa), term of Indian
mysticism to indicate promise of
mystical life, its detachment
misunderstood as cowardice,
821-2 ; its ideals explained and
defended, 822 ; dawn of the
fullness of life, 822 ; negative
aspect of the divine life, 828 ;

stings of life, even divine life,

828; ideal of Moksa, wisdom
based on love, 828-4 ; realizes

Spinoza's ideal of the free man,
but the Upanisads soar beyond,
824 ; greatest sacrifice called for

to realize the highest truth, but
once achieved it never leaves us,

325 ; Moksa implies release from
all forms of relativity, 825

Religious life a fact, 7 ; its delight,

73 ; delight of freedom from
subjectivity, 232 ;

religious in-

stinct an impulse to forget self,

282 ; elimination of self gives
religion absorbing interest, but
requires a fine training in philo-
sophy, 282-8 ; religious sense
transfigures thought and being,

288
Revelation, objectivity of, 81 ;

timeless, 32-8
; compared with

intuition, 34
Rhythm, of life, 72, 77 ; of creation,

146, 147, 149 ; of preservation,

149, 150 ; of creation and with-
drawal, 150-2 ; allows of re-

laxation from the tension of
life, 254 ; tension limits con-
sciousness, relaxation gives poise,

a wise passivity, 254 ;
law of

alternate assertion and relaxa-

tion ; life suffers tension, which
may become so deep-seated as to
prevent relaxation, 254 ; on
the other hand, the spiritual

initiate awaits natural relaxa-

tion to forward his progress,

255 ; value of dream and sleep,

255
Rig-Veda, on Purusa, 54 ; vision of

cosmic person displaced by that
of Atman, 116

Risis (sages), 10
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Sacrificial rites, 13
Saguna (Apara) Brahman, qualita-

tive aspect of the Absolute, 108,
158, 170

Sfiksi Chetfi (conscience), 64
Saksi (seeing), detached percipience,

frees self from fixed concepts,
282 ; exhibits self as a creative
agent, 282-3 ; aconceptual
illumination without reception or
reflection, intuition without rela-

tion, non-relational percipience,
285 ; in a sense complete, allows
no contraries, 285 ; self’s delight
in creativeness, 285 ; mystery of
silence, illumined silence of Saksi,

286 ; is felt by self in detach-
ment, the freedom of Saksi, 286 ;

detachment of Saksi a saving
grace for the adept, 287 ; superior
to religious attitudes, 287-8

; has
no joyousness, but Peace, 288

;

Saksi as seeing leads to Saksi as
being : early tension of watching
gives way to percipience without
tension, 289 ;

gives idea of
transcendent as distinct from
dynamic spirituality, 289-290

;

in Saksi and its wakefulness lies

the secret of life’s freedom, 290 ;

Saksi to be discriminated from
psyche and time, 290-1 ; it is

the ever-transcendent now, 292 ;

Saksi the Atman, the soul, 292-3

;

releases from effects of false

teaching and brings out the
creative nature of the soul, 293 ;

difficulty of detachment, but
necessary, 293-4 ; Saksi gives
detachment that nothing else

can give, 294 ; to keep up detach-
ment the lower urges must be
quietened, 294 ; in this chastened
iking Saksi becomes self-evident,

the divine dynamism reinforces

our own, man becomes super-
man, 294-5 ; Saksi reveals the
potential divinity in man, 295 ;

detachment reveals powers
usually unexpressed, 295 ; Saksi
exhibits the higher forces of
Buddhi, 295 ; is without limita-

tions or magnitude, 295-6
;
gives

self-dissociation in place of self-

integration, 296 ; difficulty of

detachment leads mystics to
emphasize the intensive joy of
life, 296; parable of the two
birds, 297 ; Saksi gives new
meaning to self-loneliness and
transcendence, 297 ; free creation
limited by creation, 298 ; differ-

ing delights of free creation and
of Saksi, 298 ; detachment of
self as creative, 299

Sakti or spiritual dynamism; its

cosmic fimctioning a process in
time, 214

Samadhi, contrasted with Susupti,
261 ; with prayer gives calm in
psychic being, 290 ; finest method
of yoga, 300 ; attitude of high
mental tension and concentra-
tion, giving psychic intuition,

800 ; breaks polarization of the
psychic forces, producing psychic
calm, 302

Samhitas, 18
Samkara, immediate intuition of,

20 ; differs from R&mfinuja, 33 ;

views of revelation and intuition,

34 ; on Raye and Prana, 138 ;

extreme monism of, 182 ; recog-
nizes two paths to realization,

197 ; emphasizes the transcendent
aspect, 198 ; his eternal glory, the
bringing forward of the Absolute,
emphasis of the Silence as the
real quest, 199

;
paths of

spiritual evolution, 223 ; identi-

fies Prana with Hiranyagarva,
226 ; on Upasana, 227 ; on
Balam, 239 ; on Brahmapura,
the Dahar-Akasa : whether a
convenient centre for medita-
tion or Brahma itself, 241 ;

on Susupti, 242 ; on the mystic
path—entrance into Brahma-
loka, 242 ;

terminology of
psychic sleep, 243 ; on release

of psychic energy as an effect of
Upasana, desirable and agreeable,
but not truth, 302

Sanatkumfira (in Chhfindogya) on
delight, 73, 86

Santayana, and the supersensible
world, 191 ; cannot accept
transcendence, 194

Sat, primal existence, 155
Sattva, luminosity of, 43 ; helps
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the spiritualization of man, 246,

247
Schleiermacher on religion, 40
Schopenhauer, instaUB will as

transcendent reality, 2 ; sees

nothing behind will, 148 ; on
the conquest of truth, 325

Science and philosophy hampered
by empiricism, 115

Science approaching Upanisadic
. truth, 89

Self of man one with the Cosmic
Being, 105 ; a revelation giving

freedom, 105 ; a truth tempo-
rarily lost till near the Calm,
106-7 ; as freedom, in the final

release—a unique conception,

giving the taste of life beyond
time, 210

Self-assertion as self-limitation, 298
Self-dissociation, final stage in

realization, 296
Self-hypnosis, 267
Self-knowledge, wisdom due to
awakening from self-limitation,

218
Sensible versus supersensible : Up-

ani^iadic mysticism cuts the knot
by denying the reality of the
sensible, 191-2

Septenary planes of existence, 270
Shelley quoted, 20
Silence, not emptiness, 73 ; delight

of, 78-9 ; world’s return to,

103-4; few adepts understand
and welcome it, 123 ; interwoven
in our being with music, 234

Soul, tension of, 6, 7 ; its search
for truth through mysticism, 120

;

spellbound by the divided life,

122; Yfijnavalkya on, 132-4;
struggle of, to peace, 186

Spinal cord, dynamism of, 802
Spinoza, 20 ; distinguishes reason
and intuition, 39, 317 ; ideal of
the free man, 324

Spirit, eternally perfect, 115
Spiritual life, idealizes the con-

crete, 189 ; in transcendence in-

stalled in Truth, 191 ; its essence
timelessness, 209 ; demand for

full knowledge of eternity in-

appreciative of continuous
growth in spiritual life, 209 ; that
is so, but the mystic objective is

nothing short of the full life, and
since it cannot be enjoyed in

growth mystic life is regaled as
&e transcendence of time-sense,

210 ; spiritual life must not be
satisfied with the fine oscillations

of the psyche, which are events
in time : to rise above time is

the essence, 212 ; unfolding of
spiritual life a twofold process,

elimination of obstructions,

followed by rejuvenation, 247 ;

this stirs the positive fruition in

spiritual life, 248 ; the divine
inflow, 248 ;

greatest attraction

its promise, embraces yet trans-

cends mor^ and aesthetic life,

exhibits life in its fullness, 821
Spiritual space and time, 272
Spirituality, value of, 8 ; not

evolved from gross vitalism,

66-7, 92 ; as freedom, 210

;

leaves no point of being un-
developed, 233 ; awakening of,

246-7 ; superior to religion, 818
Sruti (revealed Word) lends itself

to theories of Samkara and
Rfim&nuja, 188-9

Sufism, mystic exaltation in, 181
(n.)

Supernormal experiences, 268, 287
Supramental sense and its vision

of Atman, 97-9
;

passes into

transcendental intuition, 100,

104 ; perceives time as undivided,
101, 102

Susupti, a state of natural calm,
241 ; free from psychic oscilla-

tions, 242 ;
gives temporary relief

from vital and mental insistencies,

242 ;
with concentration pro-

duces a psychic sleep, 243 ;
gives

almost a new dimension of being,

243 ;
normally has great educa-

tive influence, suggests a new
opening in spiritual life, realized

in Turiya, 244 ; relaxation of
psychic being in Susupti makes
it temporally inactive, 261 ;

consciousness not dropped but
widened, self exhibited in detach-
ment from consciousness and life,

261 ; in Susupti intuition is

neutral, between waking and
dream, 261-2 ; not darkness, but
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illumination with negation, know-
ledge of a void, 262 ; import-
ance to the mystic, exhibiting
the self free from all tension and
from all sense of time, 262 ; sense
of space also drops, leaving only a
sense of immensity, which is the
self, 263-4 ; Susupti a state of
natural withdrawnness, 264

Swedenborg on intermediation, 4
Swetai^vatara Upanisad, on the

Cosmic Person, 58 ; on the
super-conscience, 64 ;

promises
liberation by mystical exalta-

tion, refers the seeker to Isvara
for final release, 123 ; its attitude

further developed and criticized,

123-4
; on the dynamic divine,

175-6
Symbolism, passes from naturalism

to animism, from idealism to
spiritual perception, 245 ; the
symbol Om and its powers, 245-
6 ; man’s spiritual awakening
through Sattvic influence, 246-7 ;

process of rejuvenation, 247

;

inflow of divine life, 248 ; sym-
bols not merely objects of
meditation, but carriers of
potencies and powers, 250 ; two
kinds of symbols, artificial which
merely touch the fringe of life,

and natural which can really stir

the coiled-up spiritual dynamism
in our being, and initiate in us
cosmic vibrations, 250 ; Om as
symbol of the dynamic divine
enables our psychic being to
reflect true spirituality, 251

Taittiriya Upanisad, on bliss, 68,

69, 70 ;
pictures Brahman in its

several principles, 186-8 ; Brah-
man as Sat, 155 ; on metre, 251 ;

ideal social and family relations

of life, 306
Tantra, develops subject of metre,

251
Tattvamasi^ “ that thou art,”

axiom of identity, 85 ; conclusion
of search for Reality, 116 ; two
implications—unity of self with
Divine, and truth of Cosmic
Intuition, 119, 121 ; indicates

supreme silence of Peace, 127 ;

marks the point where the self

realizes its identity, 128 ; assures
of peace within, may herald the
Calm, 128 ; psychic expression
and its experiences not the
Truth, 129 ; Truth dawns in

mystic flashes on the spiritually
fit, and is fully assured when the
Centre of Being is reached,
129-180

Teachers, Hindu federation of, 11
Theological attitude, enamoured of

life, without the wisdom of
detachment, 195

Thrill of life, 171, 181
Time, revelation and, 82 ; intui-

tion of, 83 ,* inferred, not per-

ceived, 101 ; as a flow, one with
Prana, 141 ; as creative energy
(Akhanda Kala), 141-2 ; ob-
jectivity of, requires an informing
principle to intuit it, 211 ,* ap-
preciation of time must differ

from that of events in time, 211 ;

this intuition of time really

timeless, 211 ; if time illusion

can be shaken off, the sense of
duration will give place to that
of permanence, the soul of delight,

213
Time-sense, limited to men and

gods, 101-2
;

release from, 210 ;

in Susupti non-existent, 262-8
Timelessness, false and true, 206 ;

release from the historic sense,

206 ; saves from false ideas of
death and eternal life, 206 ;

essence of spiritual life, 209
Touch of transcendence, moulds the

being, frees the heart, evokes
Love, 200-1

Training and discipline, Upani-
sadic : course of concentration

to give psychological penetra-

tion, 235 ; intensive concentra-

tion gives poise and calm, also

helps to move the inward being
cosmically, 285-6 ; clinging to a
finite centre, the great Mndrance
to expansive life, dispelled by
concentration, 236 ; conflict of
higher and lower self ; mystic’s
aim to put the whole nature in

harmony by gradually transform-
ing the lower nature, 236-7

;
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opposed forces offer real help
when the deeper harmony is

realized, 287 ; to calm the
pranic and mental urges con-
centration must be maintained
till detachment is established,

287 ; working of detachment,
opens to the cosmic ur^es, 287 ;

cosmical functioning dissociates

from personal limitation, 288

;

man’s divinity becomes apparent
when his restrictions are with-
drawn, 288 ; this implies en-
ergizing the forces, and nothing
is better to that end than con-
centration on them as Atman,
288 ;

Upasanic union of the
dynamic divine and man not
permanent owing to his limita-

tions, which must be gradually
removed, 288-9 ; Prana realized

as the finest force in Atman, 289 ;

unless psychic forces are keenly
active, dynamic spiritual life

cannot be fully realized, 239-240 ;

they acquire strength when their

eventual cosmic nature is made
clear, 240 ; the psychic centres
become transmitters of divine
will, 240 ; but nothing helps so
much as the removal of the ego
and its insistencies, when the
dynamic divine fills our beings,

240
Transcendence, instinct and ob-

jective of religion, 119 ; denies
distinctions, 178-9 ; difficult

for accomplished mind, 194

;

delights of the divine life, ex-
pressed in time pale before those
of transcendence, 213; unique
experience whence the music is

displaced by silence, 268
Truth, search for, 18 ;

prized more
than value, 94 ; perspective of,

96-7 ; obstructed by hungers of
the soul, 129 ; comes to fit souls
in flashes, 129 ; sidelights often
too absorbing, 194 ; as complete-
ness denies change and becoming,
288 ; must be immediate, 284 ;

gives life its value, 297
Truth transcendent and in self-

expression, 56-9, 200
Turiya, fouith state of conscious

being when dissociated from
psychism, 267 ; transcends all

other states of consciousness, is

the consciousness without any
dimension, 269

Underhill, Miss, on mystic sense, 88
Uniqueness in spiritual life, gives

freedom, 190
Unity of psychic and cosmic life, a
kind of spiritual correspondence,
249 ; thread of cosmic life realized

as identical with our heart-pulse,

249 ; explains the power of the
mystic, 249

Upadhis, gross and fine, 255-6
Upanii^dic mysticism transcendent,

but can satisfy the less adven-
turous souls, 184

Upani^ds, references and cita-

tions :

Alive to immanence but prefer
transcendence, 198

Ananda (bliss) seen in all forms
of life, 212

Approve no worship not bearing
on knowledge, 232

Brahman, conceptions of, 58-5,
189

Calm, the, in spiritual life, 190,
198

Carry the seeker gently through
experiences to realization,

188-4
Conceptual and supraconceptual

given, 190-1
Contributed by various teachers,

10
Cosmic consciousness their

promise, 191
Cosmic spirit appealed to, 11
Detachment of, 287
Detachment and renunciation,

ideals of, defended, 822
Discipline laid down for psychic

culture—Yoga, 300
Do not deny the supersensible,

191
Do not stress the music of the

soul, but wisdom, 227
Election through fitness em-

phasized, 5
Eloquent about final transcend-

ence of the soul, 288
Exhibit truth and peace of
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transcendence at the same
time, 185

Feel the rhythm and the calm,
but emphasize the calm, 108

Freedom in Upasana empluEusized
rather than keener delight, 228

Fruitions of evolution in spiritual

life regarded as obstacles to the
final realization of truth, 210

Give the religion of truth, 100, 200
Gospels of freedom, 12
Grace, doctrine of, 6
Identity of being emphasized, but

not of persons, 816
Identity of spirit the promise,
55-6

Immortality expounded : time
and personality as limitations :

when these are lost in trans-
cendence we have true im-
mortality, 204

Immortality through time gives
spiritual evolution and divine
fellowship, but these are
subject to cosmic changes and
cosmic death, 204-5 ; timeless
perception and formless delight
emphasized as essence of
spiritual life, 210; sense of
freedom emphasized as final

release from the time-sense, 210
Indicate our most sensitive

psychic centres, 240
Intermediation admitted as
temporary, 4

Karma, significance of, 224-5
Knowledge, successive stages of,

817-18
Luminosity and transparence of

being give freedom, 200
Man's oneness with God, 6
Mystic exaltation of, reaches

limitless being, 180
Mysticism of, denies the finite life,

feels for and touches the
Infinite, 122

Not eloquent about the gods, 166
Not systematic, but inspiring,

8, 48, 120
Para Vidya implied as conveying

the wisdom that gives freedom,
217 ; distinction between the
supersensuous and transcend-
dent intuitions, 217-18 ; mystic
silence preferred to mystic

delight, therefore wisdom con-
fined practically to self-know-
ledge, 218

Personality and the time-sense
held to be ultimately extin-

guished by transcendence, 208
Prana-Upasana emphasized, 225
Prescribe various forms of Upa-

sana, 220
Present the music and symphony

of life, with secrets of spiritual

realization, 185, 100
Record intuitions and ex-

periences, 48, 120
Search for the inmost being, 40
Self-dissociation final stage in

realization, 206
Self-transcendence their watch-

word, 2
Singular note struck in trans-

cending even the feeling of
immensity and the life of
perpetual divine communion
and preferring the stillness of
being, 268-0

Spinoza's ideal of the free man
surpassed, 324

Spiritual fellowship less promim-
ent than the security and
elasticity of being, and widen-
ing of consciousness, 274

Stress the word-symbol, Om, 245
Suggest spiritual space and time,

271-2
Supreme value of transcendence,
276

Tend to appraise the whole rather
than different aspects, 228

Theological conceptions, 104, 105,
106

Transcendence oftruth stressed,56
Transcendental teaching, 18, 50
Two attitudes, transcendent and

theological, give richness and
complexity, not strictly separ-

ated, 106, 107
Urge us to rise above psychic life,

and promise freedom, 200
Vidyas cannot give freedom,

therefore the Upanisadic
teachers prefer Upasana, which
forsakes the path of satisfac-

tion and fosters aesthetic and
spiritual intuition, 233

Vidytis discriminated, 220-1
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Upasana, contemplative medita-

tion, 221, 227; its powers:
raises psychic self to cosmic
heights, 221-2 ; cannot give
transcendence, 222 ; after Upa-
sana, self may realize the cosmic
self and life, 222 ; Prana-Upa-
sana, 225 ; Upasana in psychic
concentration, sometimes devo-
tional, makes the soul receptive,

227 ; its task to put us in charge
of the divine, 227 ; conveys sense
of complete melting and re-

moulding of our being in divine
harmony, 228 ; midway between
activism and transcendence, 228 ;

reveals truth by making us
rhythmical, 229

;
generates

will-lessness, giving the right

receptivity for higher know-
ledge, 229 ; the subject thus
elevated, the object is seen in

its bareness and not as a space-
time event, 229-230 ; Upasana
therefore has a transcendence
like that of sestheticism, 230

;

thus Upasana has an informative
aspect, giving knowledge about
the reality, 280 ; at its best

Upasana gives a sense of
identification of subject with
object, 230 ; under it comes
worship of Prakriti (the creative

matrix) and Prana—Vidyas
giving knowledge of Prakriti

and its forces and their control,

231 ; such Vidyas cannot free

us from subjective impulses, but
can stir forces to attain some
definite ends by the law of
correspondence, 231 ; in its

finest form Upasana depolarizes
reality into Prana and Raye,
restoring original calm, 231 ;

this form a source of power and
rest, 231 ; appears as a state of
will-lessness, but not free from
tension, since seeds of desires

are inherent, 231-2 ;
Upasana

can give relaxation, silence,

effective manhood, and connec-
tion with cosmic vitalism, but
not final enlightenment, 232

;

Vedanta prescribes concentration
on the forces of Upasana as

Brahman, which is unnatural
to the unenlightened self, 232 ;

the unenlightened self seeks
power from the forces, the en-
lightened self regards them as
reflecting the cosmic being, 232,
233 : Dahar-Upasana offers easy
isolation from the vital and
mental insistences and illuminates
the soul, 242 ; Upasana relieves

the tension of individuality, 278 ;

secures magnitude of being by
concentration on the identity of
being, 274 ; appreciativeness of,

275
Urge of life, 72-3, 105 ; behind

life—Prana, 142 ; urges of self-

immersion and self-expression,

172 ; calming urges by con-
centration, 237

Vak, inspired speech, 144 ; uni-
versal energy, 162

Value, in mystical consciousness,

275 ; not necessarily creative,

but gives joy of transcendence free

from all tension, 276; supreme
value of transcendence, 276

Values, eternal and creative, 92-8
Vamadeva’s vision of the Cosmic

Self as “ I ” (p. 124) reviewed,
125-7

; trans-subjective but not
yet completely transcendent,
127 ; Vamadeva bom light in-

carnate, 304
Vedas, 18 ; nature mysticism of,

116 ; on centripetence, 248
Via Contemplativa, Via Negativa

{see Path)
Vidya, superior wisdom, 181

;

Vidyas of the Upanisads,
doctrines of eye and heart,
220-1 ; their knowledge eventu-
ally blended, 228 ; all forms of
Upasana, 229 ;

classified as (1)

transcendental wisdom, (2)

psychic intuition, 229 ; sources
of soul power, 231

Vindu, originates in Maya, 164

;

shooting light of creation, 164 ;

prior to Nada, 164 ; Brsdiman
transcending the creative order,

164
Visions, forms of psychism, 27, 29
Vi^vadeva, 49
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Void, terrifying to the timid, wel-

comed by the bravest, 184

;

gives undisturbed Peace, 184

;

gives a new experience, like sleep—^loss of personal hold, 184

;

negation of experience, quiet

after activity, but cannot be
endured for long, 184 ; haunting
185

Ways of Exit: the Path of the
Gods (Devaloka) and the Path of
Pitris, 319 ; for souls who have
not reached Atman, 319 ; souls

disciplined in the Upasanas
pursue after death the path of the
Devas, 319 ; souls disciplined in

Karma only take the path of
Pitris, but desire no better, 319 ;

this path cannot carry beyond
the vital planes, and the souls

naturally are drawn again to
earth, 319 ; the path of the
Devas is upward, the souls, freed

from vital desires, go onward,
catch glimpses of the hidden
light, and can have no fall,

319-320 ; souls bathed in silence

need no way out of the body, but
are entirely free, 320 ; finer and
grosser aspects of Prana, 320

Wise man, Jivan Mukta, ideal of
the Upani^ds, 310 ; can be
active or passive, social or
solitary, 310 ; as examples,
Y&jnavalkya the sage, Janaka
the king, 310 ;

Jivan Mukta
compared with Plato’s philo-

sopher, 311 ; Jivan Mukta’s
higher ethics mysterious to the
ordinary human : he is beyond
virtue and vice, right or wrong,
311-12 ;

his spiritual elasticity,

no conceit of agency, 312-13

;

Professor Keith answered, 313

;

spirituality completely changes
the being, 313-14 ; c^ for iUu-

mination differs from call for

realization : the first for pre-

paration and training, the second
for unbroken illumination, both
requiring fitness, 314

;
psycho-

logical difference between Jivan
Muktas, fitness not being the
same, 314 ; stages in Jivan

Mukta, finer and finer being,
314-15 ; uncommon powers of
liberated souls, their wills

creative but undisturbing, 315-
16 ;

power, however, is not
sought for, but comes unawares,
316 ; difference between a person
moved by a cosmic impelling
and the Jivan Mukta serving a
cosmic end : the former a
conscious agent, the latter not,
316 ; detachment of the Jivan
Mukta spiritually fit by nature,
with others long evolution is

required, 817 ; intuition not
opposed to intellect, 817 ; stages
of knowledge, 317-18 ; Jivan
Mukta not active in the usual
sense, merely exhausts his
residual Karma, of which he is

not strictly conscious, 318 ; lives

in the eternal present, feels the
truth eternal, feels he is the truth
transcendental, 318 ; his auto-
nomy that of knowledge, 318

“ Word,” in Christian mysticism as
reason and personality, 168-9

;

in Mimamsa and Vedanta as
beyond God’s control, 169; in
Hinduism reason with personality
cannot be attributed to the
superpersonal Isvara, 170 ; in

Upanisads “ Word ” stands for
higher reality than creative
reason, hence regarded as Para
and Apara Brahim, 170 ; and as
super-personal, though not
necessarily transcendent, 171 ;

“ Word ” in this aspect
symbolized by Om, 171 ; powers
and qualities of “ Word ”, works
with the creative force, both
redemptive, 172, 173 ; urges of
self-immersion and self-expres-

sion represented by “ Word ”, 172

;

method of redemption, 173-4
World in definite creation, 165 ;

continuous in becoming, 165

;

causal aspect, 165 ; Brahman as
creative intelligence, 165 ; world
of forms passes into formless

world when cosmic creation ends,

166 ; controlled by gods who lack

cosmic sense but work in mutual
reciprocity, 166
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Yftjnavalkya, on self as delight,

85-6 ; on Atman, 95, 100 ; on
Brahman, 96 ; on the soul, 182-

4 ;
led the life of self-renuncia-

tion, 810
Yoga, below revelation, 34

Yoga, psychic discipline en-

couraging fine forms of concentra-

tion, 800 ;
Samadhi the finest

method, granted fitness and fine-

ness, therefore Yoga teaches

posture and breathing, 800 ; re-

quirements of spiritual life to be

built up, 800 ; fine psychic disci-

pline the preliminary course, but
to apprehend truth requires
transcendence of all psychism,
800 ; intuition as a psychic
process cannot reflect truth,
300-1

;
powers are not sought,

301 ;
even if powers come they

are to be ignored, 301 ; dynamism
at the base of the spinal cord
developed by Yoga, 302 ;

gives
new joy and brings the delightful

music of Nada, 802 ; release of
coiled-up psychic energy, 302
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